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Abstract

This thesis examines and develops knowledge for the design of effective Pictorial Assembly
Instructions (PAIs). PAIs are an important element of products requiring assembly by the
consumer as the success of the product relies on the consumer's ability to interpret and
enact the instructions correctly. However there is very little research published about their
design, particularly with regard to the creation of effective illustrations.

The thesis examines the academic literature in the area of pictorial instruction design in
western and developing countries. The positivist reductionist approaches used for the
research are critiqued and alternative approaches to research appropriate for PAIs are
presented. The method used for this thesis is one of designerly research to develop
grounded theory expressed as a pattern language and concepts.

The research is expanded via an examination of existing practice and discussions with
practitioners regarding how they develop and encode their knowledge for PAI design. This
knowledge is set out as a list of guidelines. A project to design PAIs for a flat-pack wheel
chair for distribution to developing countries is undertaken to further investigate and
develop the knowledge for PAI design.

This thesis concludes with a pattern language for PAIs and the description of factors to
consider in the creation of illustrations for PAIs.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
The world is complex, dynamic, multidimensional; the paper is static, flat.
How are we to represent the rich visual world of experience and
measurement on mere flatland? (Tufte, 1990, p. 9)

Background
Pictorial Assembly Instructions, referred to from now on as PAIs, are a common feature of
modern consumer society. In a globalised economy where manufacturing is separated from
the sites of consumption by vast distances the efficient shipping of consumer products is an
important consideration. One solution to save on shipping costs, famously pursued by the
international furniture retailer IKEA™, is to manufacture and transport large bulky items in
an unassembled state leaving the final assembly to the end consumer. This transfers the
labour of final assembly onto the consumer who may not have a technical background and
who may rarely perform assembly tasks. This has resulted in the development of PAIs to
describe the actions required to turn a box of parts into a functioning product. PAIs are a
common, and apparently frustrating, part of our culture, so much so people often make fun
of the assembly instruction style and the problems of tackling unfamiliar and seemingly
intractable assembly tasks (Figure 1), particularly when putting together bicycles for
children the night before Christmas (Mintz, 2004).
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Figure 1. IKEA™ parody (Sacks & Sancton, 2007)

The work in this thesis is a response to a situation that required PAIs. Their creation
required detailed research, design proposition and evaluation. The research was
undertaken as part of a design project with Motivation, a UK based charitable organization
which required PAIs to communicate the assembly of a flat pack wheelchair for distribution
to developing countries. The nature of the assembly task was complex and the users would
come from a wide range of cultural backgrounds, probably with poor education and low
levels of literacy. As a consequence of this challenging context, the design of the PAIs
warranted deep research and detailed and focused design development. The nature of the
product and its context of use were well defined and offered a challenging scenario
providing useful insights into the design and use of PAIs.

Given the ubiquity of PAIs there is surprisingly little published work describing best practice
for their design. The existing published research regarding PAI design typically has a
behavioral science approach which has not produced much of value to the development of
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design practice (Cox & Walker, 1993; Moray, 1992). This raises the question of what is the
best approach to research the area in a way that is valuable and applicable to practice.
Naturalistic studies exhibiting less control, because they accept the interplay of many
factors, appear to offer more valuable insights (Vicente, 1997).

The wheelchair project was used as a vehicle to explore what makes PAIs work and to
develop knowledge for the design of PAIs in general. This in turn led to issues of the best
ways to discover, codify and communicate knowledge for this type of communication
design. The pattern language format, a technique used to describe good solutions to
common design problems, was used as a means to express the knowledge about the design
of PAIs. This research is a subset of the broader area of design for usability, or the design of
the effective interaction between humans and technology.

Purpose of the study - research questions
The purpose of the study was to develop and present knowledge for the design of PAIs. In
order to do this the following research questions were investigated.

1. What are best practices for the design of PAIs?
2. What is the most suitable approach for researching information design problems?
3. How is knowledge for information design best captured and communicated for use
by designers?

Overview of the method
In order to address these questions the research was carried out in the following way. First,
guidelines for best practice were drawn up based on the research literature. The research
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methods used in existing research were critiqued, providing a context to frame the research
methods used in this thesis. The method of investigation involved the examination of
existing successful PAIs.

Next, knowledge was developed via the process of design activity. This involved the creation
of PAIs using information from the research literature and artifact review. The resultant
PAIs underwent qualitative evaluation in a naturalistic setting using diagnostic testing
methods in order to reveal usability problems. The resultant qualitative data were analysed
from a grounded theory approach, to uncover new insights regarding PAI design and use.

Finally a pattern language for the design of PAIs was created, based on the literature and
artifact review and the experience gained from the design project.

Overview of the thesis
The following is an overview of the thesis with a description of the content of each of the
chapters.

Literature review

Chapter two will present a review of the research literature dealing with PAIs and
associated areas of pictograms and instruction design. A short history of human factors as a
professional and research activity will be discussed. The literature reviewed includes
usability concepts, technical illustrations, instruction design, research directly related to
PAIs, spatial visualisation, the design of symbols, and sequential art. The review also
includes literature regarding the design of illustrations and communication for development
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work in developing countries. The findings from the published research are summarised as a
set of guidelines.

Chapter three critiques the literature from the previous chapter focusing on the
methodological and philosophical approaches including a description of the tensions
between research based in professional practice and positivist reductionist approaches to
knowledge creation and description. This leads to a description of alternative methods of
conceptualizing and conducting research into the area of illustration and information
communication design.

Methodology

Based on the critique in chapter three, chapter four describes the methodology used for
this thesis which involves a literature review, a review of existing artifacts, investigations of
how knowledge is developed and transmitted in practice, and finally the use of design and
user trials to investigate the problem.

Analysis of existing PAIs

Chapter five expands on the concept introduced in chapter three of artifacts as
embodiments of design knowledge. In this chapter a number of PAIs from existing products
are analyzed and compared to the findings from the literature review in chapter three. In
addition the design and development methods used in the companies that created the PAIs
are examined and discussed with reference to the methodology and concepts outlined in
chapters three and four.
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Design activity and user trials

Chapter six describes the WorldMade PAI design project which is the functional outcome of
the project and used as the means of investigating the design of PAIs. The project context
and requirements are described, the cycle of design as research is explained and a
framework for the user trials is presented.

Chapter seven describes the first iteration of the design activity. It includes a description of
the design of the object used for the trial and a detailed description of the design of the
PAIs with reference to the findings of the literature review from chapter two and the
examination of existing artifacts from chapter five.

Chapter eight discusses the outcomes of the user trials of the PAIs described in chapter
seven. It analyses the qualitative findings of the user trial via a grounded theory approach to
develop concepts about PAI design and use.

Chapter nine describes the first iteration of the design of the PAIs for the WorldMade
wheelchair. It includes description of the design of the PAIs with reference to the findings of
the literature review from chapter two, the examination of existing artifacts from chapter
five and the findings of the trial from the previous chapter.

Chapter ten discusses the outcomes of the user trials of the PAIs described in chapter nine.
It analyses the qualitative findings of the user trial via a grounded theory approach to
further develop concepts about PAI design and use.
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Creating a pattern language

Chapter eleven describes a pattern language for the design of PAIs developed on the basis
of the literature review, review of artifacts and the knowledge gained from the iterations of
design and trial of the WorldMade project. The format and structure of the pattern
language is described and the pattern language is presented.

Conclusions and recommendations

Chapter twelve concludes the thesis, it provides conclusions and outcomes of the research
as well as a discussion and critique of the process used and the WorldMade project. Future
directions for research into the design of PAIs and the methods for developing, codifying
and communicating knowledge for design are described.

The next chapter presents a review of the research literature regarding PAIs. The findings
from the published research are summarised as a set of guidelines.
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Chapter 2 - Aspects of design of PAIs

Introduction
The introduction presents the scope of the literature review and what topics are considered
as part of the review. A criterion for selection of research considered relevant is presented.

The literature review begins by discussing the historic context of PAIs and usability, followed
by a brief discussion of the concept of usability. Next studies of PAIs are discussed leading to
an overview of the important design factors for the design of successful PAIs. Studies
regarding illustrations for people in developing countries are discussed. The review of
literature will be summarised to create a guide to best practice based on published
research.

Development of the need for usability
This section provides a discussion of the history of technical illustration and explanation,
ergonomics and usability relevant to the problem of creating PAIs. This provides a context
for current practice and also for the methodology of the thesis.

Humans have a long history of creating objects and the communication artifacts required
for their construction. One of the earliest examples of a technical illustration for the
purposes of construction is a plan view for a fortress carved on stone by the Chaldean
engineer, Gudea in 4000B.C. (Giesecke, Mitchell, Spencer, Hill & Dygdon, 1980). In the 6th
century AD, Pope Gregory the Great (540-604) declared, "What writing is to the reader,
pictures are to those who cannot read/' assigning the task of religious instruction to the
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visual arts. During the middle ages images were used for teaching and training in such
things as fighting, fencing, hawking and medical procedures (Mijksenaar & Westendorp,
1999).

The drawing styles and conventions that underpin what has become technical illustration
emerged around 1500AD (Duff, 1982) with the rise of Renaissance art and its emphasis on
the realistic depiction of scenes via the use of the newly developed perspective drawing
techniques. The best exemplar of this emerging illustration technique is Leonardo Da Vinci
whose "..artisic ability and scientific questioning provided the means and the stimulus for
descriptive technical illustration... He used drawing as a way of describing technical,
medical, and engineering principles." (Duff, 1982, p. 5). Contrasting Leonardo's anatomical
drawing of the female body from 1510 (Figure 2) with its realistic representation and
arrangement of the body and organs with Johannes de Ketham's diagram from Fasciculo de
Medidna from 1491 (Figure 3) demonstrates the significant shift in depiction from abstract
diagrams to realistic representation of the spatial relationships of the parts.
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illustration from Fasciculo de Medicina 1491

The recent era is marked by the major changes caused by the industrial revolution and the
consequent division of labour. Previously the user or viewer of artefacts was the maker, or a
person closely related culturally and physically to the maker. The book, The Wheelwright's
Shop, about a workshop making cart wheels by traditional means, demonstrated the craft
approach to making artefacts that is sophisticated and intimately connected to the local
users needs (Sturt, 1923). The rise of industrial production resulted in highly specialised
divisions of labour resulting in greater distance between the maker/designer and the user.
However while the culture remained relatively homogenous the designer would remain well
aligned with the user's characteristics and communication norms and thus could operate
according to his own preferences, confident his designs would meet the user's
requirements.

During the mid 1800's the development of the Singer sewing machine marked the start of
the uptake of new technology in the home (Gombrich, 1990). The introduction of new
complex technologies for more and more people required the consumers to learn new skills
in order to successfully operate new products (Conrad, 1962). This was provided for by
pictorial instructions that came with the product, with the Singer sewing machine of 1851
being among the first instructions for a particular consumer product (Mijksenaar &
Westendorp, 1999).

During the Twentieth Century societies became more specialised and less homogenous,
increasing the potential for breakdown in usability as the assumptions and predispositions
of the maker were less likely to align with those of the users. This conflict became apparent
during World War II in areas such as the design of aircraft cockpits where the poor design of
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controls led to numerous accidents. This highlighted the importance of aligning machinery
to human requirements to improve human/machine performance, which gave rise to
'ergonomics' as a discipline.

Technical illustration grew significantly during World War II as a means of communicating
assembly processes to unskilled labourers. As many people were drafted into the army,
unskilled and untrained workers were required to take their places in the manufacturing
industries required for the war effort. Thus a clear descriptive means of communicating
technical information was required, leading to the development of technical illustration and
the styles we recognise now (J. Martin, 1989).

The growth of production in the Twentieth Century gave rise to many of the difficulties now
faced by designers of PAIs. In the early twentieth century the focus was on the efficient
delivery of reliable technology. Later, as the market became more competitive, product
differentiation was achieved by ensuring a better fit between the object and the user.
However this became more challenging as designing for domestic modes of usage gave
greater levels of unpredictability because the end users were becoming more diverse.

However, designing a product such that it can be easily and properly
assembled by the most inept customers, many of whom will ignore
directions, is a substantial challenge in itself. (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2011, p. 198)

In the late twentieth century the rise of global manufacturing networks created a situation
where the parent company, the manufacturer, the designer and the user could all be in
different countries and from different cultural backgrounds. Also products could be
distributed to a wide range of countries, increasing the diversity of the end users. All of this
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contributed to a widening gap between the designer of products and associated
instructions and the end user. This widening gap required designers to conduct research to
connect with the requirements of the users.

This has given rise to the concept of usability as a quality of products. Usability is defined by
the ISO as "...the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users can
achieve specified goals in particular environments." (ISO 9241-11)

Jordan's An Introduction to Usability (1998) describes theories and approaches for design
for usability in the context of product design. His framework will be used for this thesis. The
components of usability used by Jordan will be briefly summarised here. Guessability is the
cost to the user (in time and effort) to use a system for the first time. Learnability is the cost
to the user to reach a competent level of performance this could be seen as the time
between guessing and experienced user performance. Experienced user performance refers
to the performance level plateau of someone who has used a system over a period of time.
System potential is the maximum level of usability theoretically possible. Finally re-usability
describes usability after the user has not used a product after a period of time.

PAIs research
This section describes the published literature regarding the design of PAIs. PAIs commonly
accompany products available in a flat pack state. Companies (and consumers) are able to
reduce costs by supplying such products, saving money on shipping and storage and also
shifting the cost of labour to the eventual user. As a consequence it is common for novices
to perform one-off object assembly tasks in the home (Page, Lee, Grant, Clift, & Bird, 1996).
IKEA™, for example, has built a business on this principle and the ready-to-assemble market
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is one of the fastest furniture growing markets in the world (Vlosky, Poku, & Willie, 2001).
Failure of instructions, however, results in costs of the users time, health and wellbeing as
well as to the company's reputation and sales (Page, et al., 1996; Wright, 1999).

In a phenomenon named 'The IKEA™ effect' people will place a higher value on things that
they assemble, customize or build themselves than on pre-made, finished goods. However
this added value is not evident if they fail to complete the item or they build and then
destroy the products (Norton, Mochon, & Ariely, 2011). Successful completion of the
assembly increases the value and engagement with the product thereby making it more
likely the product will be used and preserved.

Ready-to-assemble, flat pack, or self-assembly products have become increasingly common
as they offer good value by reducing transport and labor costs (Madan, Bramorski, &
Sundarra, 1995). Despite findings that the inclusion of textual information alongside
diagrams is beneficial for accuracy (Booher, 1975), it is common to find illustration-only
instructions supplied with self-assembly products as they reduce the costs of translating
instructions for international markets (Zanon, 2002). It is now common for novices to
undertake one-off (single assemblies which are not repeated as opposed to production line
or batch assembly) object assembly tasks at home, where inadequate assembly can cause
injury (Page, et al., 1996). Due to the lack of research in this area there is only anecdotal
evidence that people often find assembling self-assembly products difficult (Margolis &
Seaton, 1996).

Due to the international nature of manufacturing, instructions are often only pictorial to
avoid costs associated with translating text and printing different instructions for different
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markets. Manufacturing companies have time and budget pressures as they create new
products and strive to increase profits and market share, which can impact on the resources
to develop effective PAIs (Agrawala, et al., 2003). In this context the process of creating PAIs
can be made more effective and efficient by developing and encoding design principles for
designers.

Despite the widespread and increasing use of PAIs, there is very little published research
providing guidelines or methodology to support the designers of PAIs. This is not to say PAI
designers and companies have not developed expertise in the area but their accumulated
knowledge is not reported or made explicit, either due to companies' confidentiality policies
or due to a iack of incentives or opportunities for designers to publish their knowledge.

Instructions, images and drawing styles
There is a body of work discussing the design of documents and written instructions for
consumer products (Cooper & Page, 1989; Schriver, 1997; Wright, 1999) however these
focus on text and layout and do not deal with PAIs and issues related to the comprehension
of illustrations. Of these Cooper and Page (1989) provides the most information regarding
illustrations but much of it is presented as generalisations which provide the illustrator with
broad guidelines but few clues on managing these guidelines in practice. While there is
research supporting the use of diagrams to aid comprehension, there is little published
academic work on the role of diagrams as an aid for assembly instructions (Novick & Morse,
2000 ).

Texts in the field of technical illustration (Dennison, 2003; J. Duff & Maxson, 2003; J. Martin,
1989) focus on techniques, methods of projection, presentation techniques and drawing
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styles with little discussion of the usability and comprehension of illustrations by users. The
field of technical illustration has developed many means of depicting objects, including
photographs, computer simulations rendered in a realistic manner, and line drawings in
various projections including orthographic projection, isometric projection, axonometric
projection and perspective projection. These line drawings may be rendered in black and
white or colour, or left as line drawings. Drawings may present the object as it is or as an
exploded view, with parts ghosted to reveal parts normally hidden or with cut away
sections. These various representation techniques have varying levels of abstraction, from
the most naturalistic in the case of photographs to abstracted images such as orthographic
sections.

Of the variety of means of producing technical illustrations, which provides the best means
of communicating the technical information required by users of PAIs? Photographs or
computer rendering which achieve highly realistic images include very large amounts of
visual information including surface textures, imperfections and shadows. Line drawings are
a technique of producing illustrations using black lines against a white background; lines are
drawn to represent the edges or changes in the nature of the surface of the object. Line
drawings allow for selective detail to be shown; artists draw only what is necessary and
relevant and avoid detail that is unnecessary in conveying the form of the object (J. Martin,
1989).

There are experiments demonstrating that line drawings are effective in guiding technical
tasks. Biederman and Ju (1988) concluded that when only edge lines are drawn subjects
were able to recognise 3 dimensional objects as well as or better than objects represented
with shaded or textured images. Christou (1996, p. 172) stated, "... a few simple lines
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defining the outline of an object suffice to determine its 3-D structure." Research by
Wallschalaeger (1992, p. 336) concluded, "Generally speaking, when an individual is
confronted with a shape or form, a contour shape and the primary features are seen before
interior features and other details such as colour value and texture are seen." The Air
Transport Association Specification 2100 (ATA, 1995) states that line work is the most
desirable technical illustration style over photographs and photo realistic computer
renderings. Thus the research indicates line drawings provide the information required for
object comprehension to the extent that standards for technical illustration require line
drawings over photo realistic representation. This is further discussed in the section
discussing pictorial presentation for audiences in developing countries.

In addition line work is more economical to produce than quality photographs and can be
produced if the final artefact is not available for photography because it is not yet built.
Reproducing line drawings for publication is also cheaper and easier than reproducing
photographs. The ability of Computer Aided Modeling programs such as 3D studio Max™ to
create photo realistic rendering make publishing photographs easier, however it is the
nature of the line drawing that makes them preferable, not just the economic
considerations.

An important element of line drawings is the use of line width as a means to convey the
three-dimensional nature of the object form. A heavier line is used for outlines that imply
there is space beyond the boundary represented by the line, while thinner lines are used to
represent changes of the plane such as angled edges (J. Martin, 1989). The technical
illustration software, Isodraw™, used for this thesis has line weight generation that follows\
these guidelines as a core feature reflecting the common use of various line-weights in
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practice. The efficacy of this was demonstrated experimentally by Bussard (2002) who
concluded that a two line-weight convention over a single line weight convention would
''...minimise ambiguities in interpreting certain three-dimensional configurations one may
encounter in technical illustrations." (Bussard, 2002, p. 113)

Having established line drawings using various line-weights as the preferred means of
depicting objects for technical communication the next question is what to illustrate?

Novic and Morse (2000) described different classes of assembly drawings, building items
requiring operations to occur in a precise order or items where any order is possible. For
example assembling a piece of furniture usually requires a precise order, whereas
completing a jigsaw puzzle can occur in any order. The assembly may involve connecting
parts or subassemblies together or involve transformations to a single element, for example
folding a paper plane. The assembly may involve manipulating highly differentiated parts
such as components of a car engine or many undifferentiated parts as in the case of
building a sand castle. They examined the role of step-by-step diagrams, text and final-state1
diagrams concluding that presenting instructions as step-by-step instructions "... is not
necessary if the changes are readily inferable from the diagram illustrating the completed
object" (Novick & Morse, 2000, p. 1253). However the use of step-by-step diagrams is
preferable to final-state diagrams where the assembly operations cannot be inferred in the
final-state diagram (Novick & Morse, 2000).

The most recent and relevant work in this area sought to create systems providing higher
level computer software tools for designing assembly instructions (Agrawala, et al., 2003;
Julie Heiser & Tversky, 2002, 2003; Julie; Heiser, Tversky, Agrawala, & Hanrahan, 2003;
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Barbara Tversky, 2001). Part of this project involved cognitive psychology research to
investigate people's conceptual models of assembly and effective methods to visually
communicate information (Heiser, et al., 2003). This research also investigated differences
in a subject's spatial abilities in their success with assembly tasks. Spatial abilities are
discussed in more depth later in this chapter. Given this is the only study of its type, and its
direct relationship to this thesis, their work will be discussed in some detail.

Subjects, comprising 45 undergraduates completed the Vandenburg and Kuse (1978)
mental rotation test to evaluate their spatial ability. They were then provided with a TV cart
in parts and a photograph of the assembled stand and asked to assemble it and then create
instructions for the assembly. It was found that high spatial ability subjects had significantly
faster assembly times and produced instructions with significantly fewer errors.

A second group also assembled the TV cart from a photograph and rated the instructions
created by the first group. Highly rated elements were the use of text and diagram
combinations, step-by-step diagrams, a clear indication of order and segmentation and the
use of action diagrams. Low rated elements were the mixed use of diagrammatic elements;
unspecified order of the steps; and incorrect proportions and poor view points.

A third experiment then tested performance of the highly ranked instructions. The subjects
in this group sat the Vandenburg and Kuse spatial ability test before being asked to use
instructions that had highly rated features. Low spatial ability people performed better and
faster and with fewer errors than when undertaking the task without instructions. However
they still took longer and made more errors than highly rated spatial ability subjects. Low
spatial ability people also examined the instructions much more than the high spatial ability
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people. This study therefore shows a link between spatial ability and people's ability to use
assembly instructions to assembly objects.

For the conclusion of the study the authors drew up what they considered to be features
that are important for effective visualizations.

•

Step-by-step diagrams, one for each major step. People prefer assembly operations
to be presented across a sequence of diagrams rather than a single diagram showing
all operations. People prefer that each diagram shows how to attach only one
significant part at a time (Agrawala, et al., 2003). This introduces the use of
communication via sequential images. (See below for discussion of this in context of
users in developing countries.) On the other hand Novick and Morse (2000, p. 1253)
state "... that explicitly illustrating the state change at every step is not necessary if
the changes are readily inferable from the diagram illustrating the completed
object." However the Novic and Morse trial involved instructions for relatively
simple origami constructions involving transformations to a single element, and this
may not be applicable for assembly involving connecting parts.

•

Clear and explicit order of the steps.

•

Parts added in each step should be visible.

•

The mode of attachment of the parts should be visible.

•

Action diagrams are preferable rather than structural diagrams. Structural diagrams
present all of the parts of the assembly in their final positions requiring users to
compare consecutive diagrams in order to infer which parts are to be attached
(Figure 4). Action diagrams spatially separate the parts to be attached from those
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already attached and use guidelines (lines on the illustration) to indicate where the
new parts attach to earlier parts (Agrawala, et al.; 2003).

•— 0 This is an 'action'
diagram as it shows parts
about to be connected
together.

•— o This is a 'structural'
diagram as it shows parts
in their final configura
tion.

Note: Both of these
images are diagrams
produced by participants
in the Arawala, et al.
(2003) study.
Figure 4. Action diagram and structural diagram (Agrawala, et al., 2003)

•

Arrows and guidelines should be used to indicate how the parts are attached.

•

The illustrations should be in perspective.

•

The view o f the object between steps should not be changed.

•

Objects should be shown in a gravitationally stable manner, how they would appear
if arranged in fron t o f the viewer.

•

Parts within a group should be added to an assembly at the same tim e or in
sequence w ith one after another.
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Attachment operations are seen as a hierarchy of operations on the parts. At the
higher levels this is considered as combining sub-assemblies, at the lowest level
people consider it as attaching smaller parts and fasteners to more significant parts.
•

Most objects have preferred views that maximise the number of important features
visible. Accidental alignments of elements of objects should be avoided.

•

New parts to be added must be visible (except in symmetry situations) also parts
attached in earlier steps need to be visible to provide context for new attachments.
This was also found by Szlichcinski (1984).

Although the importance of stable views, images over text, and explicit sequences, viewing
angle and view of the item are established by Agrawala et al., they overlook important
elements such as use of line-weights, and do not discuss the reasoning for the practice of
the use of line drawings in preference to photographic images and for showing overall
images to provide context. In addition there is no discussion of the layout of the instructions
or the illustration styles.

One element of the methodology is the lack of examination of existing best practice. The
research used illustrations made by non-designers, but not designers. This may be a
problem.

Heiser, Phan et al. (2004) compared user performance with three different PAIs, one set
created by subjects, another that came with the item designed and the set generated by the
software developed by the research group. They found the performance of subjects was
best with the PAIs made by the software and reduced time for construction by 35% and
errors by 50%. It is not clear, however if this was compared to the hand drawn PAIs or the
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factory supplied PAIs. While this is interesting and demonstrates the efficacy of their
software and the guidelines which are used to inform the software, what is used as a
benchmark for comparison requires closer examination. The factory PAIs, those that came
with the furniture item used for the study, are taken as a benchmark for the study. But do
these instructions reflect what is considered best practice among PAI designers? The
provenance of the company, its experience and history and resources dedicated to the
design of PAIs needs to be considered. Examining the factory PAIs, they do not appear to
follow what would be considered best practice compared to PAIs from companies such as
Lego™ or IKEA™. The Heiser, Phan et al. study demonstrated that their software can
improve PAI performance when compared to poorly designed PAIs. Companies without the
resources to develop expertise in PAI design may find advantage in software that enables
them to create reasonably effective PAIs easily and efficiently. However the study does not
demonstrate that their software would improve PA! performance when compared to PAIs
produced by experienced designers informed by best practice.

Another researcher in the area is Richardson who referenced the work of Heiser et al.
(2003). Richardson points out that prior research had considered the format of the PAIs,
however he argues that the structure of the object ultimately impacts on assembly
performance (Richardson & Jones, 2005). Thus Richardson's work does not focus on the
PAIs themselves but on identifying the variables that predict assembly difficulty
(Richardson, Jones, & Torrance, 2004; Richardson, Jones, Torrance, & Baguley, 2006). His
work found that the following factors contribute to the complexity of the assembly task:

•

The number of fasteners and available fastening points from which to choose

•

The number of components available for selection
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The variety and asymmetry of the components (Richardson & Jones, 2005)

These guidelines can be used to inform designers about the features which can lead to
difficulty in assembly and the difficulty of a particular operation sequence. This assists
designers in making the PAIs more usable.

Richardson also establishes errors and accidents that occurred with self assembly products
in the UK. In his survey he estimated 3 million UK adults damaged the item being assembled
and 1.8 million sustained a minor injury (Richardson, 2007). "Whilst further research is
required into the cause of these errors and accidents it is proposed that many relate to the
difficulty of the assembly." (Richardson, 2007, p. 309) Another cause may be poorly
designed PAIs, and poorly designed products. It may be the case that guidelines and
expertise exists to design effective PAIs but that many companies are not investing in and
utilizing the expertise.

Richardson makes the point that;

Professionals working in the area may already know some of them from
direct experience. However, the principles do demonstrate how cognitive
experiments can inform design by revealing how people think about a task.
(Richardson, 2004, p. 39)

Richardson concluded "Where the benefits justify the costs, the most powerful approach is
to combine design principles with sound empirical iterative designs." (Richardson, 2004, p.
39)
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Given the use of sequential step by step images it is worth briefly examining McCloud's
work regarding comics. McCloud (McCloud, 1993, p. 9) defines comics as:

Comics (Kom'iks)n. plural form, used with a singular verb. l.Juxtaposed
pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey
information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer.

McCloud discusses what the reader infers in the space between images, called the gutter, in
order to form what he calls 'closure' and extract meaning from the sequence (McCloud,
1993). The gutter fractures the time and space of the sequence and the reader is left to
connect the images by imagining what fills the gaps (Figure 5).

Figure 5. McCloud describing gutters, the space between images, and closure, our ability to fill the gaps to create a
continuous narrative (McCloud, 1993, p. 67)

McCloud identifies six possible transitions between images (Figure 6). Firstly there are
moment-to-moment transitions with very little difference between images; this would
result in images that would look like adjacent images from an animation sequence. Secondly
he describes action-to-action which has a more distinct difference implying a distinct action.
Thirdly are subject-to-subject which is similar to action-to-action however the second image
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describes the same idea but shows a different subject. Fourth is scene-to-scene which shifts
from one idea or subject to a new one. Fifth is aspect-to-aspect where the scene or idea is
the same but the second image offers different aspects or elements. Finally there is the non
sequitur with no logical relationship between the image (McCloud, 1993).

McCloud's primary concern is the use of comics to create narratives and not focused on
providing instructions for action. However it is worth being aware of the concept of closure
and the degree of difference between images and the resultant burden then placed on
users to attain closure and comprehension.
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Szlichcinsli (1980) conducted significant experimental work in this area which built on
previous vork by Barnard and Marcel (1979). Szlichcinski's work was undertaken in the
context o providing pictorial instructions for the operation of electromechanical devices
rather than for the assembly of products, however he provides interesting findings
regardingsequential images. He trialed twelve styles of instructions testing for the following
variables;

•

Views of whole apparatus vs. close ups, or a combination of these

•

Vhw of either an orthographic projection (side on view) or three-quarter view

•

Pi:torial simplicity, either including all visual information or simplifying the
ilhstration by removing or 'greying-out detail not directly relevant to the action
shown

•

Airows or hands and arrows

•

Inking pictures in a sequence, horizontal, vertical, numbered, bounded by boxes

•

G aphic devices assisting visual search such as red arrows on black and white
diawings or black arrows on black & white drawings.

Subjects vere required to operate unfamiliar electromechanical equipment presented as an
array of switches that needed to be operated in the correct order in order to illuminate a
panel shewing the word 'yes'. Error rates and time to complete tasks were measured. The
equipmeit was deliberately abstract and unlike any actual equipment to avoid subjects
with pre'ious experience skewing the results. It is worth noting that 90% of the subjects
eventualy succeeded with all instructions with 98% of subjects using the highest rated
instructions succeeding. This is taken as evidence of the effectiveness of pictorial
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instructions for the application tested. From this study the following points contribute to
best practice guidelines.

The most successful instructions (those with the lowest error rate) depicted each stage of
the operation with an overall three-quarter view of the device plus an inset showing a close
up view of the control to be manipulated. Arrows and hands indicated the action.
Instructions which presented the same image without the inset, with the hands and arrows
on the main view, rated second but without a significant difference. These outperformed
instructions that only presented a view of the control being operated. Szlichcinski concluded
that detailed information about the appearance of the control and information regarding its
location helped people to complete the tasks (1980).

Graphic techniques facilitating visual search for important features, such as greying out
information not directly related to the instruction, allowed the average user to improve
performance speed, but did not address fundamental problems of comprehension. With
sequential images, using graphic elements such as borders to show the separation of the
pictures assisted those who had made errors to avoid repeated errors. However this was a
minority of subjects.

There is an expectation by most people that controls are drawn in their starting position
(Figure 7), however a significant minority expected them to be drawn in their final position
(Figure 8). This agrees with the recommendation of Heiser et. al (2003) that people prefer
image sequences that show the initial state rather than the completed state. People's
familiarity with electromechanical equipment was a factor. Those who had used similar
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equipment found the tasks easier; those who were unfamiliar relied on the instructions
more and tended to make more errors.

Figure 7. Showing the object in the initial state before the
completion of the action (Szlichcinski, 1984, p. 462)

Figure 8. Showing the object in the final state after the
completion of the action (Szlichcinski, 1984, p. 462)

It is interesting to note that the use of the arrow as a symbolic convention is not discussed;
it is assumed that arrows are generally understood. Arrows were ignored by 31 subjects
(out of 500) mainly in the instructions where there were no other graphic devices to make
the arrow more salient.

Finally, Szlichcinski's work uses illustration styles that reflect best practice but the illustrator
or the choice of illustration style is not explicitly discussed. Depictions involving perspective
versus elevation views were also examined but Szlichcinski found no difference (1980). This
would have little bearing on this study as he was examining the operation of
electromechanical equipment where the major interaction elements could be portrayed in
elevation. This is a very different task from identifying and manipulating three-dimensional
objects in relation to each other. This is reflected in the findings from the Heiser et. al
(2003) study where a preference for perspective representation of the attachment is
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established. The use of perspective over other representation techniques has been shown
in other studies. For example Spencer (1967) conducted experiments requiring participants
to identify (recognition task) and assemble blocks (construction task) from illustrations
created in the following styles; first angle projection, third angle projection, isometric and
perspective. The subjects were drawn from two groups, professional draftsmen and arts
students, with the expectation that the draftsman would understand the various drawing
conventions and the arts students would not understand the more abstract representation
styles. Task time and error rates were measured. This study found a higher success rate for
perspective and isometric drawings, with perspective drawings having a slight advantage
over isometric drawings (Spencer, 1967).

Martin's (2007) doctoral thesis dealt with toy assembly instructions usability for children. It
included quantitative and qualitative techniques. The study used existing toys and
instructions: Lincoln Logs™, K'nex™ and Lego™ Bionicle™. These were chosen to appeal to
both genders, included no text and included a variety of graphic styles to draw attention to
a range of problems. Lego™ was chosen due to its reputation for excellent instruction
design (C. V. Martin, 2007). It was not made clear why the K-Nex™ and Lincoln Logs™ were
chosen. The guidelines were focused on usability of instructions for children and Martin
cautioned about applying the guidelines outside of this context. She also stressed the
importance of guidelines for preliminary audits and recommended user testing. The other
conclusions of the thesis are related to factors that contribute to children's self-efficacy and
engagement.

The strength of her thesis is the methodology of usability testing and the detailed and rich
reporting of observations. Of the 27 guidelines she offers, four are specific to children's
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interpretations. In addition many of the guidelines reinforce those previously stated in the
literature (Table 1).

Table 1. Recommendations for the design of PAIs for children's toys (C. V. Martin, 2007, pp. 151-153)
D ia g r a m t y p e a n d o r g a n i z a t i o n

1. Pictures of the completed assembly should be displayed on a page separate from the
instructions so it is not mistaken for the first step.
2. Use booklet-style instructions to help children focus and reduce extraneous cognitive
load.
A s s e m b ly o r d e r

3. If assembly order is at all im portant, use step-by step instructions rather than a structural
diagram.
4. When possible, design the assembly process to begin w ith the largest pieces, as some
children naturally select the larger components first.
V ie w s

5. Select an angle o f view that does not misrepresent the assembly by obscuring the depth
dimension.
6. Instruction picture size should be increased when adjacent parts are not sufficiently
discernable by color, shape, size, or orientation.
7. Children typically orient rectangular assemblies square to their body, unlike the view
presented in an isometric pictorial, and can have difficulty translating position from the
isometric to their physical workspace. It may help to depict the assembly on a work
surface or show the child's position relative to the object.
8. Avoid status pictures that depict the assembly as it should be at a particular point, as they
are often misinterpreted as another fram e/step by young children.
C o lo r

9. Use shading and shadows on parts judiciously as dark areas can be m isinterpreted as
distinct and separate pieces.
10. Select part colors that are easily distinguished from one another and can be accurately
depicted in print. Black and grey can easily be confused.
E m p h a s is t e c h n i q u e s
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11. A v o i d u s in g s h a d o w i n g o r d i m m i n g t e c h n i q u e s o r o t h e r w i s e l a b e l i n g a l r e a d y - c o m p l e t e d
p o r t i o n s . It r e d u c e s t h e c h i l d ' s a b i l i t y t o e r r o r c h e c k a n d c a n b e d i s t r a c t i n g .
12. W h e n a r r o w s a r e i n t e n d e d t o s h o w o n e p a r t s l i d i n g a l o n g a n o t h e r , u s e t w o s t e p s t o
c l e a r l y s h o w t h e p a r t in t h e s t a r t a n d f i n a l p o s i t i o n s .
13. W h e n a p a r t i c u l a r p a r t t e n d s t o b e o m i t t e d , d r a w a t t e n t i o n t o i t b y :
a. E n l a r g i n g t h e p i c t u r e in a n i n s e t
b. R e d u c i n g t h e n u m b e r o f s t e p s o n t h e f r a m e .
c. E m p h a s i z i n g t h e p a r t (e.g. a r r o w ) .
d. C h a n g i n g t h e c o l o r o f t h e p a r t .
14. A s s e m b l y a r r o w s s h o u l d b e d i s t i n c t i v e f r o m c o m p o n e n t p a r t s . U s e a d e q u a t e l y - s i z e d
a r r o w h e a d s . A r r o w l e n g t h s h o u l d b e k e p t as s h o r t as p o s s i b l e t o r e d u c e m e n t a l
tr a n s la tio n o f p a rts .
F ra m e la y o u t
15. A r r a n g e s t e p s g e n e r a l l y f r o m l e f t - t o - r i g h t a n d t o p - t o - b o t t o m . M a n y a s s e m b l i e s a r e
c o n s t r u c t e d f r o m t h e b o t t o m u p , so e a c h l a y e r s h o u l d b e in a s e p a r a t e f r a m e .
16. B o u n d f r a m e s w i t h g r a p h i c b o r d e r s t o g r o u p r e l a t e d s te p s .
17. H a v e a s u f f i c i e n t n u m b e r o f f r a m e s p e r p a g e t o h e l p c h i l d r e n v i e w p i c t u r e s as p o i n t s
a lo n g a c o n t in u u m .
S te p s
18. U se a n a p p r o p r i a t e n u m b e r o f s t e p s p e r f r a m e f o r t h e t a s k , c o m p o n e n t s , a n d s k ill o f t h e
u s e r.
19. If an a s s e m b l y is p r e d o m i n a n t l y s y m m e t r i c a l , h i g h l i g h t a r e a s t h a t d e v i a t e f r o m t h i s
p a tte rn .
20 . W h e n a s t e p is r e p e t i t i v e a n d p a t t e r n e d , a n y e x c e p t i o n s t o t h a t p a t t e r n s h o u l d b e
d e p i c t e d in a s e p a r a t e f r a m e .
21 . W h e n a d j a c e n t p a r t s a r e t h e s a m e c o l o r a n d t h e i r b o u n d a r i e s n o t e a s ily d e t e c t e d ,
sp re a d th e a d d itio n o f th o s e p a rts o v e r m u ltip le fra m e s .
S u b -a s s e m b lie s
22 . A v o i d t h e a d d i t i o n o f p a r t s t o t h e m a i n a s s e m b l y , w h i c h a r e l i k e l y t o b e o m i t t e d , w h e n a
s u b - a s s e m b l y is f e a t u r e d in a f r a m e .
23. W h e n s u b - a s s e m b ly s te p s o f in te r lo c k in g b ric k s a re d is p la y e d v e r tic a lly , t h e y can
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sometimes be rrishterpreted as an exploded diagram. Arrange the steps horizontally.
Parts

24. When symne:ric; geometric parts have many connection points, provide visual cues to
distinguish therr. For instance, with connection points at 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°...315°,
highlight alternatirg sockets with color or shape coding.
25. Young chilcrea have difficulty selecting and placing asymmetrical mirror-image parts.
Their use shojlc be nirimized and they should be depicted in a view that shows their true
proportions.
25. With youngeror less skilled children, avoid or minimize the use of parts with sloped
planes that can be difficult for children to identify from a picture. If possible, differentiate
planes by color.
27. When similar parts differ only by size:
a. Consider using distinctive colors or labels on the parts
b. Show the piece to scale with a ruler depicted; avoid using a numerical measure
(particular!/ without units) or indications of scale (e.g. 1:1) which are not understood,
c. Use a to-scale visual parts inventory.

Creating illustrations for communication in developing
countries
The studies discissed so far were conducted in developed western countries. The literature
review will now locus or studies in developing countries that offer an interesting viewpoint
in two ways. Frs: the project considered for this thesis is intended for users in developing
countries therefore studies involving subjects in this context are important. Second, these
studies involve sab ects with minimal visual literacy and education, therefore highlighting
potential problems w th pictorial interpretation.
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During the 1960s and 70s there were a number of studies of illustration and image
comprehension among subjects from developing countries. These fell broadly into two
categories; psychological research and development work. The psychological research into
perception used subjects from developing countries due to their lack of previous experience
with images. The development work was focused on improving graphic communication for
education programs in developing countries.

During this time there were also changes to the approaches to the design of visual media
for development work (Haaland, 1984). During the sixties western mass media techniques
were used to persuade people to change or adopt innovations, later this included extension
workers operating on the ground at an interpersonal level in order to spread information.
These were not successful as information was seen as a one-way process, where
information is spread to people and development would follow. Following this was an
approach where the communities were seen in a more holistic sense as opposed to
segments of health, agriculture and so on. However this was still seen as a one-way process.
Later community development came to be seen as a process of working together with the
communities with communication as a vital tool where both the communities and the
development agencies were listening to each other and taking each other's advice. In this
approach designing in isolation is not seen as yielding effective results but a process of
interaction with the community groups will produce useful communication artefacts
(Haaland, 1984).

In the cases discussed by Haaland media is seen as part of a larger mission of behavioral
change (1984) typically in the context of spreading health messages. To what extent the
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communication of information in relation to very specific technical training fits into this
model, as s the case of the PAIs for the WorldMade chair, is debatable.

In the area of illustrations for developing countries there are four studies of particular
interest; Communicating with Pictures in Nepal (Haaland & Fussell, 1976), Communicating
Building fcr Safety (Dudley & Haaland, 1993), Applied Communication (Fuglesang, 1973)
and Unde-standing Pictures (Walker, 1979). Spatial understanding for users in developing
countries /vi I be discussed later in the chapter.

Before discussing these in detail it is worth noting that these studies focused on images to
disseminate health information rather than technical, mechanical information and that
these studies highlight the need for iterative testing as a strategy to ensure the efficacy of
the docuneits.

The most prolific and relevant author is Haaland. The first study, Communicating with
Pictures in hepal: Report o f a study by NDS and UNICEF (1976), was conducted to improve

the design cf posters for disseminating health information to illiterate people in Nepal
within a practical framework, to create findings that could be implemented immediately.
The stud\ irvolved just over 400 subjects from various remote areas of Nepal. Given the
relevance aid importance of this research it will be discussed in depth here.

The study had three sections. The first section examined illustration style and compared the
comprehemion of the following six styles; black and white photographs, block out
photograph (background removed), three tone line drawings, line drawings, silhouette
drawings ard stylised drawings (Figure 9). Subjects were asked to identify the object
depicted.
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Figure 9. Image styles used by Haaland in Nepal (Haaland & Fussell, 1976, pp. 16-17)

It was found that three-tone line drawing and the block out photograph had the highest
rates of recognition, with the stylised drawings having the lowest recognition rates. This sits
well with the studies referred to by Bussard (2002) that indicate that line drawings are
useful in communicating as they can be used to show only relevant detail. It is important to
note that the images used for this study are, in the authors opinion, well executed,
particularly compared to the illustrations used by Hudson, discussed later.

A further study of stylised drawings found that very simple drawings of common objects
had about 60% recognition, but much worse results where illustrations were intended to
describe specific actions or details. This indicates that images should be as realistic as
possible, as stylising or over simplifying illustrations leads to potential ambiguities that may
be easily misinterpreted. Other studies also suggest realistic depictions are preferable over
abstracted representations (Spaulding, 1956; van Heerden & de Lange, 1998) as abstract
representations act symbolically and are culturally specific, whereas realistic
representations maxmise objectivity and minimise symbolic devices.

Dudley and Haaland (1993) noted that when communicating technical information even
very small details, including minor differences in relative proportions of the objects
portrayed, can lead to misinterpretation. When viewing images depicting a strong house
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alongside a weak house some people identified the thicker window upright as the reason
for the strength of the house, even though the difference was very small and probably
incidental due to the freehand drawing technique (Figure 10). Thus realistic, detailed
drawings with correct proportional relationships will minimise any ambiguity and
misinterpretation especially for technical elements.

r l }/ ) )/?}),%////'■■■ '." W /s/S /fM /. 7A

Figure 10. Buildings compared for strength (Dudley & Haaland,
1993, p. 26)

The second section of Haaland's (1976) study set out to examine whether pictures to
communicate specific messages succeeded. This section showed images to depict concepts
such as bad milk, by using ticks and crosses. The illustrations used for this section used
western conventions of representation and were not as well executed as the illustrations
for the first section. Some particular examples from this section offered information
relevant for this thesis. An illustration of an arrow was identified by 32% of respondents as
an arrow but only 8% said it indicated direction. An illustration of a pointing finger was
identified as a hand by 53% and was said to indicate direction by 40% (however this could
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have been higher due to the questioning methodology). The use of a face of a local deity to
indicate bad or negative feelings was largely successful, however when it was used in an
associative manner (for example next to a bottle of milk to indicate 'bad milk') the 'badness'
quality of the deity was not associated or transferred to the bottle (Figure 11). A further
attempt at this using a frowning and smiling sun also failed as did the use of the V and X
symbols (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Good and bad deities used to denote good or
bad milk (Haaland & Fussell, p. 76)

Figure 12. Breast feeding is best, image to communicate
preferred habits (Haaland & Fussell, 1976, p.35)

It appears that the association between the quality expressed by a symbol and the object
close to it is a learnt convention and is not intrinsically understood. The method of using a
demonstration to contrast the correct and incorrect way of doing a task has a long history in
the western pictorial context and was used as early as 1608 (Gombrich, 1990). Negation is
not a property of the natural world, however, and thus can only be depicted by inference
rather than by representation (Ayear, 1952; Wason, 1959). Comprehension of negation
relies on cultural associations and culturally learnt conventions which can differ according
to location. For example, in Sri Lanka, a cross on an item is used to indicate the chosen item
whereas, in a western context this may be interpreted as crossed out and therefore not to
be selected as per a communication during a discussion by author with a trial participant.
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Sequential images to convey a story were not intrinsically understood, with very few
respondents understanding the picture sequences presented. While recognition of images
was poor, there was an incident that highlighted the potential high learnability of images.
When subjects were presented with an image depicting TB being spread from a sick person
to a healthy one none of the subjects could correctly interpret the picture (Figure 13).
However, in one village many people accurately explained what the pictures depicted
because five months previously health educators had visited and used this image as a
means of providing a health message about TB. This indicates that symbolic drawings, even
if quite crude, can be quite effective and 'learnt' if properly explained (Haaland & Fussell,
1976).

Figure 13. Spreading TB by coughing (Haaland & Fussell, 1976, p.39)

Haaland's research presented the following conclusions relevant for this study.

•

Pictures alone, provided without the context of explanation or training, are unlikely
to succeed. This is because unschooled villagers do not expect pictures to convey
messages. Symbols convey no meaning unless previously learnt and sequences of
pictures may not be read by illiterates as intended. A study by Fonesca and Kearl
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(1960) included in its findings that correct interpretation of image sequences grows
rapidly according to the education level of the viewer.
•

Illustrations are best presented in a clear realistic style with no inessential
background.

•

The level of detail needs to be carefully chosen; too much detail and too little detail
can reduce comprehension.

•

While the subjects showed little comprehension of symbols, Haaland advocates the
education of villagers in a small range of symbols such as V and X, ?,

smiley face

for happiness and with a down turned mouth for sadness. If these are consistently
used they will be better able to understand their message.

There are some limitations of this study in the context of this thesis. The study focuses on
conveying health messages and thus includes many images of people and familiar objects
and does not include unfamiliar technical objects. The focus was on a particular culture,
Nepal. The study was based on people's immediate identification of images without
assistance or training, while the TB images indicated the potential effectiveness of training
in people's interpretation of an image. This was not, however, explored further. Further
examination of the learnability of image sequences would have been interesting. Finally it
did not test the subject's ability to use images to identify unfamiliar objects where the
objects were present.

Communication fo r Building Safety (Dudley & Flaaland, 1993) extended Haaland's previous
work and deals with problems of communicating technical information regarding building
practices for people in earthquake prone regions of Pakistan. The authors noted the
importance of being able to interpret perspective drawings for communication of building,
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and therefore technical, information. This supports the findings of Spencer's (1967) study
discussed earlier, indicating that perspective drawings aid identification and assembly.
Dudley and Haaland discuss a Unicef study (unreferenced) that assessed how rapidly people
acquire skills of pictorial perception. The study found that the understanding of perspective
illustrations including background rose from 24% to 92% over the course of six visits (Figure
14). This indicates perspective illustrations are a pictorial convention that can be
comprehended with very little training.

Figure 14. Perspective drawing used to teach perspective
interpretation (Dudley & Haaland, 1993, p. 34)

In western developed countries representation of technical information related to building
and engineering has developed many pictorial conventions such as plan views, elevations
and sections to accurately convey technical information; however they are easily
misinterpreted by those unfamiliar with them. Thus for users in developing countries
Dudley and Haaland (1993) discourage the use of these conventions as they constitute an
arbitrary symbolic set and must be learnt to be understood. In particular the use of western
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dimensioning conventions are not readily understood and the authors found that more
direct annotation methods were more successful (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Western style dimensioning compared to the dimensioning style understood by Pakistani users (Dudley and
Haaland, 1993, p.50)

Illustration detail was discussed, with examples of illustrations demonstrating a house being
built; one illustration showed a large amount of relevant detail, which was well understood,
whereas another image with less detail caused confusion. This supports findings by
Szlichcinski (1984) that, overall, drawings are more successful as they provide more context.
This also demonstrates the need for balance between revealing enough detail for
comprehension without providing detail that is irrelevant and distracting.

A recurring finding was the literal interpretation of images. For example Shaw (1969)
showed subjects in rural Kenya an image of a goat (Figure 16), with an identification rate of
56% among illiterates compared to much higher levels for the comparable image of a cow.
Most surprising was that many identified the goat image as a cow. It appears people did not
observe the image as a whole but rather surveyed it detail by detail. When the tail was
examined the illustration was identified as a cow because goats local to the area have
upturned tails unlike the tail in the image. This tallies with Spaulding's study in which he
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stated that "Viewers made generalizations on the basis of a limited number of specific
details/' (Spaulding, 1956, p. 39) Detail provides clues for correct identification, but the
level and type of detail needs to be carefully considered as too little detail results in
ambiguity and too much detail can be overwhelming and counterproductive. The specifics
of detail need to be carefully handled. Fonesca and Kearl (1960) compared responses to a
more abstract outline depiction compared to the same image with more detailing and
found that the image with the greater level of detail was easier to identify (Figure 17). On
the other hand, a drawing of an armband used by Kennedy (Figure 18) was poorly
understood in comparison to other images due to "... the fact that this picture lacks
distinctive features, for example the shape and details of the hand" (Kennedy & Ross, 1975,
p. 402).

Figure 16. Goat mistaken fo r a cow due to
tail detail (Shaw, 1969, p. 6)

Figure 17. No-detail and detail images (Fonesca and Kearl, 1960, p. 7)

Figure 18. Arm band image (Kennedy and
Ross, 1975, p. 394)
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The importance of detail extends to the specifics of local dress. When depicting people it is
important that their dress either reflects local custom or alternatively is culturally non
specific. As part of Dudley and Haaland’ s (1993) study Northern Pakistanis were presented
with images of people to find out who would be perceived as the best builder. One of the
illustrations depicted a person dressed according to local customs, (Figure 19), however the
hat detail was similar to a neighbouring rival group leading the viewers to identify this
person as a poor builder (Dudley & Haaland, 1993).

The literal interpretation of illustrations extended to the misinterpretation of magnified
views of objects. Shaw (1969) found that enlarged images of a fly and mosquito met with
less than 50% recognition from many viewers, however performance increased with
education and living in urban environments. Both Fuglesang (1973) and Dudley and Haaland
(1993) reported a story in circulation in Africa where an agricultural extension worker was
lecturing to a group regarding the dangers of the tsetse fly using a model of the fly about
half a metre long. Afterwards a participant commented, "It may be so true what you say
about this disease on cattle, but it cannot concern us, because the flies are not so big in our
district" (Fuglesang, 1973, p. 13). This indicates care must be taken with representing
images at unusual and enlarged scales because literal interpretation may lead to
unfavourable interpretations.

Another common western illustration convention is the use of lines and other devices such
as crosses to communicate motion. These are arbitrary pictorial conventions which are not
necessarily understood by those not previously exposed to them. Due to very literal
interpretations of images people saw lines used to infer motion as objects rather than as
symbolic elements and comprehension did not improve even with repeated exposure to
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these types of illustrations (Dudley & Haaland, 1993). The authors suggested this might be
because motion symbols are not a stable symbol set and thus have no consistent
conventions to remember and follow. Kennedy (1975) noted that an image depicting a
stream in motion was not understood, however the quality of the illustration he used is
questionable. An unreferenced Unicef study described by Haaland showed improvement of
understanding of motion cues did not increase significantly with education. It was pointed
out that there is no standard way to draw movement lines (Figure 20), and people with little
exposure to western norms attempt to interpret them as objects rather than as symbolic
elements (Dudley & Haaland, 1993).

Figure 19. Dress of Northern Pakistan
(Duduley and Haaland, 1993, p. 65)

Figure 20. Motion indicated by 'speed' lines (Dudley and
Haaland, 1993, p. 46)

Images sequences are used to convey meaning by showing a series of events demonstrating
cause and effect, often over a period of time. People’ s ability to comprehend image
sequences was explored by Cook (1980), Fonesca and Kearl (1960), Haaland and Fussell
(1976) and Dudley and Haaland (1993).
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The first hurdle for image sequence comprehension is the concept that the images in the
sequence are related. It appears that this is not intrinsically understood, as demonstrated
from the studies by Haaland and Fussell (1976). When presented with sequential images
conveying a story very few respondents understood the narrative. People unused to reading
pictures will assume each frame is a separate object or issue (Dudley & Haaland, 1993). Also
people do not perceive the time shift between pictures. In the study by Cook (1980),
viewers saw the corn depicted on the top right corner viewers as the object, corn, but did
not infer the action of corn growing over time between this image and the next image
(Figure 21). However Fonesca and Kearl (1960) found that the correct interpretation of
image sequences grows rapidly according to the education level of the viewer.

Figure 21. Image sequence used by Cook (Cook, 1980, p. 80)

A major hurdle in communicating sequences with multiple images is the order in which
images are 'read'. When illiterate viewers examined a conventional western image
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sequence, (Figure 21) Cook (1980) found that 23% read counter-clockwise, and 30% read
clockwise with only 17% reading in the western convention or left to right. In Haaland and
Fussell’ s (1976) study unschooled illiterate viewers read the image sequence (Figure 22) left
to right 45% of the time, however 29% read the middle image then the right hand image
and finally the left hand image leading to a misleading understanding of the message.

Figure 22. Image sequence used by Haaland (Haaland and Fussell, 1976, p. 37)

With literate viewers their local culture will determine the conventions for reading
sequence, for example the Urdu in Pakistan read right to left rendering western image
sequences inappropriate for them (Dudley & Haaland, 1993). Dreyfuss (1972) related the
story of an image sequence used to explain the need to remove rocks from mine tracks.
After the illustration was introduced the incidence of rocks on tracks increased (Figure 23).
It was found the miners were reading the sequence from right to left and interpreted the
images as instructions to place rocks on the rails (Dreyfuss, 1972).

Figure 23. Instructions for African miners (Dreyfuss, 1972, p. 79)
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An alternative strategy is to use local pictorial conventions to show time and cause and
effect. Rana (1992) consulted with local artists about how to communicate actions over
time. Rather than using the western convention of discrete images in sequence they
included all of the actions on the same image with the time sequence following a counter
clockwise path around the illustration starting at the top left corner (Figure 24). In
subsequent testing this method of depiction was understood by the viewers.

Figure 24. A single image to tell a story with the narrative sequence looping around the image as shown by the arrow
(Rana, 1992)

Fuglesang's (1973) work is also of interest; however his findings are questionable due to a
lack of explicit methodology and use of preference testing rather than error testing. As he
writes "I stress I am not writing as an artist, not as a scientist. I believe that communication
fundamentally is a CREATIVE function..." (Fuglesang, 1973, p. 11). He discusses Piaget's
learning theories with regard to the development of abstract thought and the ability to
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interpret images symbolically rather than literally, with even minor educational experience
improving conceptual understanding. There is reference by Fuglesang to a study similar to
Haaland and Fussell's (1976) comparing line drawings, silhouettes, block out photographs
and photographs. The variation is not a subtle as Flaaland and Fussell's and the
methodology of preference testing the image rather than error rates makes the findings less
useful than Haaland and Fussell's .

The use of perspective illustrations is also discussed as being a recent western invention and
historic drawing styles in 'lascaux perspective' are explained. This mode of drawing is similar
to Egyptian profile drawing where the artist illustrates what they know as opposed to what
they see. Fuglesang shows samples of photographic montages which replicate this effect
and suggest they may be easier to interpret however he conducts no testing of his samples
(Figure 25). This issue is taken further by Rana (1992) (Figure 26) and was also explored by
Deregwoski (1981) (Figure 27).

Figure 25. Twisted perspective proposed by Fuglesang
(Fuglesang, 1973, p. 112)

Figure 26. "We can call our self employed mechanic to
repair handpumps" (Rana, 1992, P.14)
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Figure 27. Split perspective depiction (Deregowski, 1970, p. 23)

Rana (1992) discussed the use of perspective and the confusion this can cause for people
not familiar with images of this type. She proposed using local artists to create images so
the depiction style suited local conventions. Her case study described posters
communicating health messages created by local artists who did not use western
perspective depiction techniques resulting in images that appeared odd to a western viewer
but which were met with approval and understanding from local viewers. For example the
image (Figure 26) - "We can call our self employed mechanic to repair handpumps", shows
the well in plan view while the person using it is shown in profile. The large house belongs
to the local mechanic who repairs the well. The house is larger not because it is closer than
the others, as in the case for perspective drawing, but because it of its importance.

Nicholson and Seddon (Nicholson & Seddon, 1977a, 1977b; Nicholson, Seddon, & Worsnop,
1977) undertook a study of Nigerian secondary school boys and their ability to interpret
pictures three-dimensionally with regard to the number of depth cues from monochrome
photographs with shadow, fully cued line drawings (perspective, overlap and relative size),
to line drawings. The illustrations used for the study were molecular structure illustrations
from a chemistry textbook. The results showed that fully cued line drawings and
photographs had similar outcomes and they performed much better than on the uncued
line drawing (Figure 28). This supports the use of perspective to communicate spatial
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information and also demonstrates the importance of factors such as line-weights that need
to be used in concert to create effective illustrations.

Picture

(a )

Secondary depth cues present

Photograph
Elevation
Line convergence
Overlap
Relative size
Texture
Shadow

( b ) Fully cued line drawing
Elevation
Line convergence
Overlap
Relative size

(c) M inim um cued line drawing
Elevation

Figure 28. Drawings with different techniques to indicate depth (Nicholson & Seddon, 1977b, p.328)

Walker's (1979) work uses Piaget's theory of concept development in order to explore the
ability of people with no schooling to interpret symbolic and spatial images. He finds that to
interpret an image spatially requires upper stage abilities with respect to the Piaget
development model. Given the educational deficiencies of people in remote areas of
developing countries these abilities may not be able to develop.
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...the evidence also indicates that w ithout a better grasp of spatial
relationships villagers will simply not be able to absorb a great deal of
technical information through pictures. Maps, blueprints, construction
diagrams and information in depth will not stand much of a chance of being
accurately interpreted. (Walker, 1979, p. 354).

Some of his experiments required subjects to view an image and recreate the scene with
the same objects, an activity analogous to using assembly drawings. The results indicate

...fairly strong evidence that spatial relationships of a Euclidean nature run a
high risk of being misinterpreted by village subjects such as these. This places
a limitation on the kind of technical or diagrammatic information that can be
communicated pictorially. (Walker, 1979, p. 271)

This study reinforces the link between spatial reasoning and ability to interpret spatial
arrangements in illustrations.

A recurring issue with many of the early pictorial recognition studies for developing
countries is the poor quality of the illustrations used for the experiments. For the
illustrations used by Walker (1979) in his cube arrangement experiment he does not use a
two line hierarchy as recommended by Bussard (2002) and the views he chooses are
deceiving and do not reflect views that would be chosen for best effect. In addition they
conflict with recommendations from Blanz (1999).

Many of the images used by Shaw (1969) were peculiar. The images used for fire, and orange,
for example, were poorly executed (Figures 29 and 30) and many others were culturally
inappropriate such as a wardrobe, or a breed of goat unfamiliar to the subjects. Shaw even
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comments that one of the illustrations (Figure 31), is not accurate as the pile of dirt should be at
the feet of the man, not on the other side of the hole. Some of Kennedy's (1975) images are
also of poor quality, with the image of the car and the flowing stream being overly abstracted
and almost childlike (Figure 32). The perspective illustrations used by Hudson (1960) have been
widely criticised; as discussed in the following section.

Figure 29. Drawing of fire (Shaw,
1969, p. 16)

Figure 30. Drawing of an orange
(Shaw, 1969, p. 16)

Figure 31. image of a man using a
hoe tested (Shaw, 1969, p. 28)

Figure 32. Images tested by Kennedy (Kennedy and Ross, 1975, p. 369)

The images used say more about the stylistic background and assumptions of the authors
than about the subject's abilities to comprehend them. Frequently there is little or no
reference to how, where, or who created the illustrations and how they were chosen and
evaluated against other possibilities for these images. The authors seem to assume that the
illustrations presented are somehow 'basic' and style neutral. While the authors
recommend testing images with the users only Haaland and Dudley (1993) show
adjustments made in response to user feedback.
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Spatial Visualisation Ability and its role in the comprehension
of images
Interpreting an image spatially is an important skill in order to understand assembly
instructions. The Agrawala et. al. (2003) study established a link between spatial ability and
the ability to interpret assembly instructions. Walker (1979) has also discussed this factor in
relation to users in developing countries. This section will examine the concept of Spatial
Visualisation Ability (referred to from now on as SVA) in relation to this study.

The frequently cited definition of SVA is 'The ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist,
or invert pictorially presented stimuli." (McGee, 1979, p. 893). Another definitions is "...the
ability to mentally rotate or fold objects in two or three dimensions and to imagine the
changing configurations of objects that would result from such manipulations." (Mayer &
Sims, 1994, p. 392). Rhoades (1981, p. 247) said that "The ability to create a mental image
of an object and then to manipulate it mentally has significant practical application in fields
such as mathematics, physics, architecture, engineering and design."

While the McGee definition is commonly referred to, there can be many interpretations of
SVA which makes it difficult to be precise about its meaning (Eliot, 1983). There is evidence
of several spatial factors without any conclusive agreement on what they are. One
persistent cleavage is between recognition and manipulation. In this case, recognition is the
ability to determine the spatial relations between parts, and manipulation is the ability to
mentally rotate objects and imagine changes of position of objects in space (Eliot, 1983).
Since this second definition closely matches the testing used by Heiser et al. (2003) this
cleavage of spatial ability will be used here.
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What is of particular interest is the 'pictorially presented stimuli' in the McGee definition.
Initially spatial testing was performed using concrete tasks, however paper based tests were
soon developed as an economical means of testing larger groups (Eliot, 1983). As a result,
most testing used for SVA research has been paper based. Voyer, Voyer & Bryden (1995)
define different spatial abilities in terms of the tests, where each test acts as the definition
of the spatial ability it is testing. All elements require visual literacy that may be beyond
subjects in developing countries. Essentially these tests rely on or test visual literacy in
conjunction with spatial ability.

There are many factors that are believed to contribute to an individual's SVA. Two of these
factors are particularly relevant to this study.

SVA has been discussed in relation to cognitive development as outlined by Piaget and
Inhelder, where a person's cognitive development determines the potential of what they
can achieve (Alias, Black, & Gray, 2002). They suggest four stages. The first three (sensori
motor, preoperational and concrete operational) will not be discussed here. The fourth
stage is formal operational. People in this stage do not need experience in order to
generate and evaluate possibilities and are expected to have better spatial skills. The formal
stage is said to occur between 13-17 years of age but studies suggest many students in this
age bracket have not reached this stage. Since reaching this stage is a combination of
maturation and experience, maturation comes with age but if experience is lacking the
formal stage may not be achieved.

Factors influencing SVA are gender, aptitude linked to general intelligence, handedness,
musical ability, improvement via classroom instruction and age. The factors relevant here
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can be experiences through life experience and formal education. "If any one item stands
out to have had a powerful influence or relationship to the spatial ability of men later on in
life it seems to be playing with Legos." (Deno, 1995, p. 13) This led Alias, Black and Gray
(2002, p. 3) to state "This has implications for children growing up in non-technological
societies who lack play experiences and toys common in more developed countries." While
this has been proposed, there has been no formal study of this. While Lego™ may not be
available in developing countries construction play with available materials may be
substituted: this remains to be investigated.

There are also a number of studies investigating whether spatial visualisation can be taught,
with some claiming it cannot be taught via typical instructional methods and others claiming
significant improvements via engineering graphics instruction (Braukmann, 1991). This
question is still open but many engineering graphics professionals accept that SVA can be
improved through experience (Strong, 2002).

There is a number of studies on the problem of pictorial depth perception in people from
developing countries. There are two main elements to this, the ability of people to interpret
pictures spatially and the teaching of pictorial depth perception. Hudson's (1960) work was
the first such study and for a period his experimental method and illustrations were
influential in this field. Hudson identified three cues, size, overlap and perspective. Images
were created to control for these factors and presented as line drawings and photographs
of scenes showing a hunter with a spear (Figure 33).
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Picture 2

Figure 33. Hudson depth perception images (Hudson, 1960, p. 185: Omar and MacGinite, 1974, p. 536)

According to his study, black African children lag behind white children in their acquisition
of pictorial depth perception and a majority of African primary schoolchildren fail to
respond to depth cues in pictures. After this study there were a number of articles and
papers written to challenge elements of his study (Fuglesang, 1973; Jahoda & McGurk,
1974; Leach, 1978; Walker, 1979). Within this criticism of Hudson's work are two points of
interest for this thesis.

The importance of culturally suitable testing methodology was a major issue with Hudson's
work. There were issues concerning how the questions were asked of the subjects and how
this affected responses (Jahoda & McGurk, 1974). A study by Leach (1975) found higher
general depth perception than Hudson and argued it was a methodological issue,
particularly related to how subjects were asked questions about the pictures in Hudson's
test.
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It becomes central to future studies, therefore, to determine whether or not
cultural factors affecting the skills being measured simultaneously affect the
subjects7to the very concept being tested, with the consequence that their
control over these skills is inhibited. (Leach, 1975, p. 470)

The second major issue was the risk of oversimplified illustrations. In an effort to control
the factors Hudson saw as effecting depth perception the drawings he presented were very
awkward and strange. As Goldsmith noted; '"...the need to isolate each cue in order to
measure its effects can result in visual material which is unlikely to be seen outside an
experimental situation/' (1984, p. 242) Thus Leach (1975) attributed Hudson's depressed
depth perception to unfamiliar concepts too abstractly presented. To explore this further
Jahoda and McGurk (1974) undertook an experiment in Scotland using Hudson's drawings
and compared them with their own illustrations which offered more depth clues. They
found overall performance was increased and that the difference between the Ghanian
subjects and the Scottish subjects was relatively small.

In general, subjects in developing countries with minimal pictorial stimulation did not
perform as well as similar subjects from western countries. However, given optimal testing
methodologies and illustrations with optimum cuing their performances were not that far
behind.

There is a number of studies regarding the teaching of depth perception to subjects in
developing countries. Leach's study (1975) into the improvement of subject's perception of
depth in pictures found that instruction increased perception scores from 20% in the
control group to 54% in the instructed group. However Leach tested recall 15 minutes after
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instruction and long term retention was untested (Leach, 1978). Different means of
teaching depth perception were also evaluated. Nicholson's (1977) study compared the
effectiveness of various training methods including the use of stereograms and pictures.
Overall the training improved depth perception with there being only small differences
between the success of teaching using stereograms and pictures with stereograms having
the higher success rate. Other studies into the use of stereoscopic images as a training tool
have shown an improvement to subject's pictorial depth perception (Davies, 1973;
Deregowski, 1974).

In conclusion, there is a number of factors that suggest that people in developing countries
who have received minimal schooling and exposure to pictures will not have highly
developed spatial visualisation abilities. This may reduce their ability to successfully
interpret PAIs. Despite there being some conflicting data among researchers about the
ability to teach spatial visualisation, the studies with subjects from developing countries
indicate pictorial depth perception can be improved with simple training. Finally there are
some difficulties posed with testing for SVA. Given that the majority of the established tests
are pencil and paper tests requiring users to interpret illustrations in order to answer
questions, testing subjects spatial ability as a separate element from their visual literacy is
potentially problematic.

Icons, symbols and pictograms
Icons or pictograms are an important element in PAIs. This section will provide a review of
literature regarding the design and comprehension of icons, symbols and pictograms.
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In addition to comprehending images in sequence and comprehending images spatially
other visual elements are used in PAIs to communicate other typess of information. These
are icons or symbols to communicate messages such as "do not do it like this" or "first turn
the object over". Haaland and Fussell (1976) showed that pictograms are not inherently
understood for example; there was no comprehension of the meaning of ticks and crosses
when shown to people previously not exposed to this convention. Haaland and Fussell
advocated the teaching of a set of consistently used icons in order to facilitate visual
communication. This idea is explored by Brigham (2001) in the context of developing
international symbols for consumer products.

The idea that 100% intuitive symbols and icons can be designed that are
immediately comprehensible to consumers is illusory. Never the less, every
effort must be made to develop simple, easy to understand symbols for
consumer products, avoiding the proliferation of symbols for closely related
meanings. (Brigham, 2001, p. 117)

Barnard and Marcel asked the question "To what extent are symbols and pictograms truly
successful as a means of conveying specific items of information and what are their
inherent limitations as a general medium of communication?" (Barnard & Marcel, 1984, p.
37) and discussed the use of symbols and pictograms in comparison to the use of text.
Symbols attempt to present relational and communicative information conveyed in the
absence of fully integrated assumptions about shared knowledge of form structure and
meaning. "Effective use of abstract form rests on the assumption that users will come to
learn, either incidentally or through tuition, the relationships between form and meaning"
(Barnard & Marcel, 1984, p. 43). We are taught that letters arranged to form the word
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'apple' refers to the object apple, we share it, however a picture of an apple will not
necessarily mean apple to all people because we have not all been taught a structure for
interpreting pictures presented in this way. Depending on the context it may be interpreted
as meaning red, or "A" is for apple, or fruit and so on.

We see that the visual image is supreme in its capacity for arousal, that its
use for expressive purposes is problematic, and that unaided it altogether
lacks the possibility of statement forming of language. (Gombrich, 1982, p.
138)

Szlichcinski (1980) also discusses the use of pictograms. Whether and how a pictogram is
understood is dependent on the knowledge possessed by a person viewing a picture.
Gombrich calls this the "beholders share" in that when we look to an image for its message
"It always depends on our prior knowledge of possibilities." (Gombrich, 1982, p. 140). Thus
meeting a picture 'cold' makes correct interpretation difficult without some assumptions
learnt through previous exposure. However this initial difficulty is mitigated by the power of
appropriately designed icons introduced to people in a suitable manner. Thus, with
reference to the concepts of usability, the guessability of a symbol may be low but the
learnability of the symbol is high.

The learning of assumptions may occur within cultures, however when symbols in one
culture cross to another these learnt assumptions may not be present. An example of this is
facial expressions developed within Manga, the Japanese comic book genre. The facial
expressions are understood by Japanese readers but are not self evident to western readers
(Figure 34).
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Figure 34. Manga comic pictorial symbolism (McCloud, 1993, p. 131)

Dreyfuss' 'Symbol Sourcebook: An Authoritative Guide to International Graphic Symbols'
(1972) was an attempt to collate the symbols used internationally because, as Drefuss
writes;

If a system of symbols could be compiled that would be universally
recognizable in Lagos and Lapland, perhaps the dream of a universal basic
means of communication could be realized. I believe this is possible.
(Dreyfuss, 1972, p. 18)

Given Haaland's research and the example from McCloud this would not happen based on
peoples innate ability to correctly interpret the symbols. But perhaps as Brigham and
Haaland suggest, efforts to develop standard and stable symbols would provide useful
internationally recognised symbols.

Finding symbols that are acceptable across many cultures is challenging. For example when
depicting people there can be sensitivity to simple cues such as dress. If people depicted
dress differently, and particularly if they dress like a group considered different or inferior,
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then the likelihood of the communication ofthat image being accepted is reduced (Rogers,
1995). Attempts at cultural neutrality may still find difficulties. IKEA™ includes an image of a
person at the start of their PAIs and attempts to avoid cultural stereotypes by using an
abstracted caricature. Despite the attempted cultural neutrality, there are people who find
fault on the grounds it depicts a male not a female thus not presenting a gender balanced
view of the allocation of domestic chores related to furniture assembly. However IKEA™
state the reason males are depicted is because depicting females may cause offence in
some Muslim markets (Booth, 2005).

In developing countries people disassembling product with radiation symbols may be
exposed to dangerous levels of radiation because they do not understand the trefoil
warning symbol. In response to this a new symbol was developed in order to communicate
radiation danger to a broader audience. The new symbol (Figre 35) does not attempt to
convey the idea of radiation but rather that there is something of danger present and that
the viewer should flee.

Figure 35. The new radiation warning symbol (Lodding, 2007)
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In testing with 1650 subjects from various countries the new radiation symbol was most
likely to elicit responses of 'danger7and 'run away' with very small differences between
countries (Lodding, 2007). The new symbol uses the skull and cross bones to signify danger.
Dreyfuss (1972) identified the skull and cross bones as a symbol that is widely interpreted as
expressing poison and danger, however this does not appear to be based on research.
Haaland and Fussell (1976) found that only 1% of respondents saw the skull and cross bones
as indicating danger however 61% of answers indicated negative feelings leading them to
advocate this symbol to be promoted as symbolising danger.

There have been two notable attempts to develop a universal symbol language. The most
widely known is Otto Neurath's Isotype developed on the idea that "...in the initial stages of
acquiring new knowledge, pictures are a better means of communication than words"
(Neurath, 1972, p. 24). His system took as a point of departure what people actually saw,
and this was presented in a picture refined in order to present the most important fact or
characteristic. Few people are aware of the philosophical underpinnings of Neurath's work
and Isotype has becomes the minimalist style used in international signage such as the
depiction used for male/female toilet symbols.

Another attempt at a universal pictorial language was Charles K Bliss' semantography, that
later became known as blissymbols. These comprised a system of simple symbols that can
be combined to create a range of meanings (Figure 36).
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family

mouth

ear

language

Figure 36. Blissymbols showing how individual
symbols combine to form new concepts

Blissymbols, along with Neurath's isotype, have been criticised as not living up to the
expectation that they are objective and universally understood (Lupton, 1996). However the
advocates of blissymbols do not claim immediate comprehension but rather claim "It is
easier to learn to read and write blissymbols that it is to read and write in your own native
language." (Crockford, 2003) There is evidence that blissymbols are easier to learn than
letters and words (Luftig & Bersani, 1985).

What is of interest for this thesis are the factors identified in the Blissymbol research
regarding the learnability of symbols in the context of providing a communication medium
for people with speech disabilities (Mizuko, 1987). The study by Fuller (1997) into the
variables that influence learnability of symbols discussed iconicity as an important aspect of
symbol design with the relationship between the symbol and its referent thought of as lying
on a continuum. At one end is transparency, where the association between symbol and
referent is easily determined in the absence of the referent. Next is translucency where it
may not be readily guessable but the relation between the referent and the symbol is
acceptable or rated highly once the symbol and referents are shown together. At the other
end is opaqueness where the relation between the symbol and the referent is arbitrary. The
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other aspect identified by Fuller is how complex the symbol is as a visual item. From various
studies translucency is an important variable and aids in the acquisition of symbols, (Fuller,
1997; Luftig & Bersani, 1985; Mizuko, 1987), while complexity is a factor for younger users
and not as significant for adults.

The nature of some symbols having characteristics that are not motivated by their referent
but not entirely arbitrary is also explored by Tyversky. She examines the properties of
arrows as a "...class of diagrammatic forms that readily convey a restricted set of meaning in
context/" (Barbara; Tversky, Zacks, Le, & Heiser, 2000) While the arrow is a frequently used
symbol, Horn lists over 250 uses and interpretations of arrows (Horn, 1998b). The earliest
recorded symbolic arrow is from 1737 (Gombrich, 1990) and people from developing
countries with limited visual exposure do not intrinsically interpret an arrow as inferring
direction (Haaland & Fussell, 1976).

It can be said, though, that arrows succeed because they possess translucency and should
therefore be easily learnable. Arrows seem to be based on physical analogues, such as a
bow and arrow which have a property of directionality. Another abstract analogue is of V
which has the idea of convergence (Barbara; Tversky, et al., 2000). Szlichcinski (1980) also
discusses this property describing the 'synathaesthetic' properties, the similarity between
the external forms of a symbol and its referent. "The arrow is one of a large group of
graphic symbols that occupy the zone between the visual image and the written sign."
(Gombrich, 1982, p. 151)

As previously discussed the skull and cross bones appear to have strong negative
associations making it useful to communicating danger, as it appears to possess
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translucency. Also the example of the image used in the TB education program, as
described by Haaland and Fussell (1976), was abstract but representative of its message and
could also be said to possess translucency.

However not all concepts that are required to be described pictorially have satisfactory
transparent or translucent images. Thus the designer is required to fall back on cultural
stereotypes. For example a symbol to indicate that the item needs to be kept frozen has
been depicted using a penguin that relies on cultural stereotypes of penguins being from
cold climates (Figure 37). In this case, the chance for recognition for the intended user
group was very low, with only 2% of viewers correctly identifying its meaning (Young &
Wogalter, 2001). In cross-cultural circumstances this indicates even greater difficulties.
Neurath recognised this and as a solution advocated rigid standardisation and the use of
words with images (Szlichcinski, 1980).

Figure 37. Penguin pictogram used to indicate
an item needs to be kept frozen (Barnard &
Marcel, 1984, p. 43)

If a symbol cannot refer to a common object (a pictogram of a telephone to indicate a
telephone is situated nearby) or contain in its form something that indicates its message (as
in the case of an arrow depicting directionality) then the relation between the symbol and
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referent is arbitrary and the design of the symbol needs to be memorable and distinctive
(Szlichcinski, 1980). Distinctiveness, "...the recognition of single objects is dependant upon
there being enough cues which characterise that object." (Coppen, 1970, p. 30) If meaning
needs to be learnt and easy to memorise then discerniblity, the effective contrast between
icons, is important (Easterby, 1970).

Once the object in the symbol is decided it needs to be drawn and designed. The following
are general principles for drawing pictorial symbols to attract attention and be perceived as
part of a discrete unit. These principles are derived in part from the work of the Gestalt
psychologists.

Figures should be bounded by a contrast boundary as opposed to a line boundary. Line
contours should form a closed figure, unless it is essential in which case discontinuity should
be unequivocal. The smoothest continuous line should be used. The image should be as
simple as possible, without jeopardising communicative function. Symmetrical forms are
preferred if asymmetry provides no new meaning to a figure. Finally pictorial elements
should be as unified as possible (Easterby, 1970).

In conclusion, there are a number of factors to consider in the design of symbols for PAIs to
ensure correct interpretation. Symbols are not universally understood and generally need
to be explained. The relation of the symbol to the referent can vary between transparency
to opaqueness. In the middle is translucency, where the symbol has certain characteristics
which make it sympathetic to the referent. Symbols with transparency and translucency
appear to have higher learnability qualities. The final symbols need to be distinctive and
discernable from each other.
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Summary of findings
The following guidelines are drawn up based on the literature reviewed here.

1. Assembly instructions are best shown with image sequences with a significant action
for each step. These are more successful than text based instructions or showing all
assembly steps in a single exploded view (Agrawala, et al., 2003; Novick & Morse,
2000 ).

2. The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order (Agrawala, et al., 2003; Fonesca
& Kearl, 1960).
3. The parts added and the mode of attachment for each step should be visible
(Agrawala, et al., 2003).
4. Views should show as many important features of the parts as possible to provide
sufficient information for object identification. Extraneous information should be
reduced or avoided (Agrawala, et al., 2003; Blanz, et al., 1999).
5. Arbitrarily changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided (Agrawala, et
al., 2003).
6. The preference is for views that are typical viewing angles for the type of object
depicted (Blanz, et al., 1999; Vurillot & Brault, 1959).
7. Perspective is preferable to elevations and other projection methods such as
isometric (Agrawala, et al., 2003; Spencer, 1967).
8. Parts should be shown in gravitationally stable orientations, how it would appear 'on
the bench' in front of the user (Agrawala, et al., 2003)
9. It is preferable that the entire object is illustrated for each step, not just details
where actions occur, to provide contextual information to assist determining the
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location and orientation of new components (Barnard & Marcel, 1984; Dudley &
Haaland, 1993; Szlichcinski, 1984).
10. Line drawings are preferred. The use of photographs, while easier to produce and
more life-like, results in images containing a great deal of textural, tone, background
and shadow detail that may be distracting however line drawings draw the attention
of the viewer to the most salient points (Bussard, 2002). When creating illustrations
for people in developing countries with limited or no exposure to images, trials
indicate the effectiveness of line drawings over other forms of representation such
as photographs (Haaland & Fussell, 1976).
11. The use of various line-weights is standard practice for technical illustration (J.
Martin, 1989). Bussard has experimentally established the importance of lineweights for depth perception and three-dimensional understanding of images
(Bussard, 2002).
12. Images should first show the assembly action followed by an image showing the
state of the object after the assembly action is completed (Agrawala, et al., 2003;
Barnard & Marcel, 1979; Szlichcinski, 1980).

In the next chapter the approaches to studying PAIs and pictorial communication will be
examined and critiqued. The current research evaluates PAIs with no discussion about how
they are designed and there appears to be no publishing by designers about making PAIs.
The difference between knowledge gained through creation compared to knowledge gained
through examination is discussed and used as a framework for the methodology for the
research used in this thesis
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Chapter 3 - Characterising knowledge for design

Introduction
The majority of the studies described in the previous chapter come from a positivist
reductionist method of conducting research. In many cases the outcomes and findings
provide insights that are already evident in practice, which raises the question: what is the
most suitable approach for conducting research and characterizing knowledge for the
design of illustrations for communication?

This chapter will examine the approaches to research,, focusing on the tensions that exist
between positivist reductionist research approaches and research for human interaction.
First the tensions between scientific research approaches and practice are discussed and
the historic context that gave rise to these tensions is described. Following this, alternative
means of dealing with design problems and describing knowledge for design will be
examined, including reflective practice, action research, mode 2 knowledge, designerly
ways of knowing, and the emergence of knowledge from practice. This will include a
discussion of the issues of generalisability and validity. Finally the concept of the
technological rule and pattern languages will be described as a means to codify and create a
forum for disseminating and developing knowledge for design.

Critique of the literature
Much of the research in the literature review was undertaken within or in association with
the fields of psychology, engineering or computer sciences disciplines. For example Novick
(2000), Richardson et.al. (2006) and Tversky (2003), all work in the psychology discipline
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while C. V. Martin (2007) works in engineering and Agrawala et.al. (2003) work in the
computer sciences. With the research into PAIs being conducted primarily within these
disciplines using positivist reductionist methods there arise some issues about how
appropriate the research approaches are for the design field and the how their results can
be applied to practice. This opens up the opportunity for alternative research practices
focused on design methods and means of researching and reporting knowledge for design.

Looking over the research the following issues emerge. Firstly there appears to be little or
no discussion or engagement with PAI designers. Given there are experienced practitioners;
particularly in industries that rely on PAIs such as flat pack furniture and construction toys,
there is an opportunity to identify existing methods, heuristics and problems. By not
involving designers a richer understanding of the context and issues of creating PAIs is
overlooked. It also marginalizes designers and the contribution of practice to the
development of effective artifacts. For example Novick and Morse (2000) state;

Although a lot of research supports the general claim that diagrams are
important aids to comprehension and problem solving, there is relatively
little work on the role of diagrams in supporting the execution of assembly
instructions. (2000, p. 1242)

This overlooks the many years of research conducted as part of design practice that has
contributed to the development of PAIs.

Second there is no review of current PAIs. The practice of PAI design represents research
and development by designers over many years. The only exception in the literature is
Martin's thesis (2007) that explicitly evaluates the performance of PAIs with children.
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Richardson (2006) used Lego™ models and PAIs and commercially available self assembly
furniture PAIs, however this was not to evaluate PAI effectiveness but to explore task
variables in task complexity. The activity of designers does not appear within formal
academic structures and reporting methods, thus the work is not visible or seen as credible
within academic research environments. The selection of academic literature is supported
by the peer review process of journals and conferences that act as a means to determine
the quality and value of publications. Outside of these structures the means of evaluating
and identifying quality and value is not as formalized or easily apparent. Excellence in PAI
design may exist, having been developed in practice over time, but there is no formal means
or incentive to recognise or publish the qualities of these artifacts.

Third, the description of how the artifacts used in the experiments are chosen or
constructed is brief or non-existent, as though somehow the design for the artifacts is selfevident or does not require description. Fallman (2003) explains this may be because:

The design process tends to remain implicit as researchers are embarrassed
by not being able to show evidence of the same kind of control, structure,
predictability, and rigorousness in doing design as they are able to show in
other parts of their research, (p. 230)

Thus the decisions, knowledge and skills required to produce artifacts are not explained or
critically examined.

Evidence of a widespread problem with the design of current PAIs is typically anecdotal at
best. The survey by Richardson (2007) is the first and only published investigation of the
scale of problems arising from self assembly. According to Richardson's study, 33% of
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subjects misunderstood the PAIs, however in the study there is no differentiation between
problems caused by poorly designed PAIs and 'best practice'. It raises the question; is there
a problem because the knowledge to create effective PAIs does not exist, or because
companies are not investing in developing this expertise in house? The frustrations users
have with PAIs may say more about a company's willingness to engage in research and
development and design for usability than about the knowledge possessed by designers
experienced in the area. Companies that conduct internal research and development of
PAIs exist, but their practices may not be widely distributed, like the expertise developed in
house by companies like Lego™ and IKEA™. Rob Eddy, the CEO of Infographics, a
consultancy firm specializing in creating assembly instructions, says one of the biggest
hurdles is persuading new clients that their instructions need work (Mintz, 2004). In this
light research plays a role in describing and making visible this professionally distributed
knowledge (MacDonald-Ross, 1977).

In summary, therefore, there appears to be no publishing by designers on creating effective
PAIs. Thus there is no literature about PAIs based on design experience; instead the current
research evaluates PAIs with no discussion of the process used to create the artifacts. This
difference in approach, knowledge gained through creation compared to knowledge gained
through examination, frames the research method and contribution of this thesis.

This difference between knowledge gained through experience compared to reductionist,
positivist approaches is apparent in a range of professional areas, particularly those dealing
with human factors. These differences have been explored and can be described via a range
of concepts such as wicked problems, reflective practice, action research, mode two
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knowledge, and designerly ways of knowing. These will be discussed to frame the context
and the approach used for this thesis.

Historic context of science and the professions, scientific
positivism and design
Given these differences it is useful to discuss the historic and philosophical context of the
'scientisation' of various professions and how this has led to reactions and critiques of
positivist research in a range of disciplines, including design.

The post World War II period saw a scientisation of various fields when rational approaches
to science and society were seen as the pathway to development. As new university
programs appropriated the research modes of the universities, they sought the closest and
appropriate science as their model (Schön, 1983). Within cognitive ergonomics the closest
descriptive science is psychology, but this has not become the professional training model
for those working in information design.

Simon stated in The Sciences o f the Artificial]

The movement toward natural science and away from the sciences of the
artificial proceeded further and faster in engineering, business and medicine
than in other professional fields .... Such a universal phenomenon must have
had a basic cause. It did have a very obvious one. As professional schools ...
were more and more absorbed into the culture of the general university,
they hankered after academic respectability. (Simon, 1996, p. 112)
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The design disciplines were no different. Design has emerged as a distinct profession in very
recent times, commencing as a craft base practice that developed in the context of
industrialization and progressing to a distinct profession with its own specialist skills and
objectives (Swann, 2002). The Modernist design movement sought to scientise design by
bringing objectivity and rationality to the design of objects. This was renewed in the 1960s
with the emergence of the "design methods" movement that sought to create reliable
process for the practice of design based on rational methods for making design decisions.
The "design methods" movement was an attempt to restructure design, based on methods
of problem solving and operational research developed during World War II and in the
1950s (Cross, 1984). Design methods as developed by John Christopher Jones emerged from
his desire to translate ergonomics work into action. This led to the founding of a Program in
Design Technology in 1960 and the organization of the first conference in Design Methods
in 1962 and established a "... belief that research in design (or any serious study of any kind)
should be founded in scientific objectivity and positivist formulas..." (Swann, 2002, p. 50).

Despite efforts to develop explicit scientific design methods it was realized a rigid
methodological approach to design methods was not yielding useful practices. Some took
the methods to be a completely rational, explicable process and thus a reason to eliminate
intuition from the process. This was not Jones' intention. He sought to be open-minded and
create a process sensitive to life, but the results were rigid and fixed, resulting in designs
insensitive to humans. Also design methods became an academic theoretical discussion
resulting in language abstracted from the activity, losing touch with how "it feels to be a
designer and how it feels to inhabit the systems being designed" (Jones, 1991, p. xi) rather
than trying to design things better. While there is still need for methods there "is not much
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evidence that they [the early rigidly defined models of the design process] have been used
with success, even by their inventors" (Jones, 1970, p. 27). As a consequence Jones and
Alexander rejected this approach and shifted to explicitly intuitive approaches that sought
to nurture creativity or collaboration rather than formalize design activities.

These tensions have forced those working in design to articulate an epistemology of design
in order to 'defend the territory' of design in academic institutions. When it was realized
that design problems could not be systemized as had been hoped, there was a change in
focus in the late 1960s and early 1970s when attention was turned to the complexity of the
kinds of problems designers tackled. Later in the 1970s there was a number of studies into
how designers tackle such problems with their conventional design practices. This was
followed by a focus on reflections of a more fundamental, philosophical approach to the
problems of design methodology (Cross, 1984). An important description of the design
discipline as a method distinct from other professional modes of investigation is Cross's
(1982) Designerly Ways of Knowing.

Cross (1982) posits "Design with a capital 'D'" as a third culture distinct from the Arts and
Science with its own distinct knowledge, methods of study and values. The central concern
of Design is the conception and realization of new things via the application of planning,
making and doing within an appreciation of material culture. This is achieved via a process
of modeling which Cross compares to the mastery of literacy in the Arts and numeracy in
the Sciences. The ways of knowing rest upon the manipulation of non-verbal codes in the
material culture:
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These codes translate messages either way between concrete objects and
abstracts requirements; they facilitate the constructive, solution-focused
thinking of the designer in the same way that the other (e.g. verbal and
numerical) codes facilitate analytic, problem-focused thinking. (Cross, 1982,
p. 225)

From studies of design activity and behavior (Lawson, 1997; Schön, 1983), design ability is
described as resolving ill-defined problems, adopting solution-focused strategies, the use of
abductive thinking and the use of non-verbal modeling media. These abilities are highly
developed in skilled designers, but are also possessed in some degree by everyone.

Schön (1983) discussed the scientisation of the professions, its consequences and how
practitioners deal with complexity and knowledge. He saw traditional professions with
stable knowledge bases, such as law and medicine, becoming unstable due to outdated
notions of 'technical-rationality' as the grounding of professional knowledge. Schön's work
explicitly challenged the positivist approach that was the basis of the design science
movement. He criticized Simon's science of design for being based on approaches to well
formed problems, which contrasted with practice which faced messy situations with ill
defined problems. Schön (1983) advocated the study of practice evident in the approaches
used by practitioners in situations of newness, conflict and lack of stability. This placed trust
in the abilities of competent practitioners and tried to describe these competencies and not
supplant them, offering an epistemology of practice based on the examination of what
practitioners actually do. This was "an analysis of the distinctive structure of reflection-in
action" which entailed a process that was "susceptible to a kind of rigor that is both like and
unlike the rigor of scholarly work and controlled experimentation" (Schön, 1983, p. ix).
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This approach reflects the shift in Design Methods research from attempting to create
formulae for action towards studies of practitioner's actions. For example Lawson's How
Designers Think (1997) contained findings from observations and interviews with designers.

It was not an attempt to describe how designers should think, but offered an insight to the
process of design as evident in practice.

Professionals' theories-in-use are theories of action which guide their moves, although they
cannot access that knowledge when asked about it. It is tacit and not explicit. Reflective
practice with others allows them to reconstruct theories of action, making them explicit and
open to criticism. An example of this is discussed in chapter four where the methods used
by the PAI designers at Lego™ and IKEA™ demonstrate the value placed on implicit
knowledge gained over time through experience, and the means used to discuss and
describe this knowledge within the group.

Tensions between positivist approaches and practice
Human factors and ergonomics, an area that overlaps with communication design in many
ways, has its roots in positivist epistemology. However in this area the tensions between
positivist methods and knowledge for practice are also apparent.

... looking back at the developments over the last 35 years, one can conclude
that for the most of that time ergonomics did not understand what goes on
in the design process. (Zwaga, Boersema, & Hoonhout, 1999a, p. xix)

An important question is; what constitutes useful knowledge for the activity of designing
objects for human usability? On one hand the traditional academic approach is one of
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application of explicit and predicative theory derived and validated from reductionist
approaches, on the other it is knowledge gained from direct experience of dealing with
problems in the field where the knowledge is often implicit and not stated as explicit
theory. For example cognitive science tries to solve problems about cognitive processes,
however this makes a small contribution to our understanding of human action (Sless,
1998). Designers by education and practical experience do not rely on operating from a
body of explicit knowledge; rather the approach is process based, where experience
provides designers with implicit knowledge and a loose set of heuristics gathered from past
projects. Theory beyond this may emerge, but not in time for the next project. Academic
research into human factors has tended to prioritize the positivist reductionist research, as
this is the research that is prized, promoted and rewarded but those more recently working
in this area have indicated that research based on the laboratory, with high control of
variables, does not serve the needs of practitioners.

In most industrial, commercial, medical and military settings where daily
tasks are investigated there is no hope of the classical "fully factorial
balanced repeated measures" design, with its attendant well defined ANOVA.
Rather we need a wide variety of "quasi-experimental" investigations, a
mixture of experiments, naturalistic observation in field settings, and
retrospective analysis of records of individual case histories and actuarial
data. (Moray, 1992, p. 642)

A major problem with reductionist approaches for information design is the difficulty of
creating visual artifacts that isolate cues. Attempts to control variables where there are
many variables in play result in unusual materials (Goldsmith, 1984). This has already been
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discussed in the context of Hudson's (1960) work and can be seen in Richardson's et al.
(2006) work and their use of abstract constructions and photographic images in order give
their experiments validity according to the reductionist approach. The result is
representations and construction tasks that are atypical, which calls into question the
applicability of Richardson et al.'s findings in real contexts.

Dealing with a large number of variables is a problematic issue with regard to usability
research. In the discussion of instruction variables Barnard and Marcel (1979) refer to the
need to show whole or part of the object to aid users in identifying and locating elements.
The authors conclude with: "Therefore these results cannot be generalized without
adequate testing of other alternatives" (1979, p. 513). They also state that "...it is not clear
to what extent the results obtained depend on the particular pictorial formats used in the
study" (Barnard & Marcel, 1979, p. 517). When creating illustrations, the range of visual
elements and techniques is very broad and these factors are frequently interdependent.
For example, changing the relative line-weights of a line illustration may entail changes to
the overall size of the images that in turn relates to the location and number of images per
page. For every combination of options adequately researched, a designer may come up
with many more possible combinations. Testing all of the possible options and variations is
not feasible.

The study by Szlichcinski (1980) following up on the findings of Barnard and Marcel,
obtained opposing results in some areas. This was attributed to the "...sensitivity of the
trade-off..." between leaving out details on images to make the image simpler and leaving in
detail to aid locating controls. This illustrates how the difficulty of managing the interactions
and tradeoffs of various factors makes reductionist research problematic.
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In a study of reading by Hartley et al. (1974) the speed, comprehension, scanning
performance and preferences were tested for two possible layouts of a journal. Studies that
isolated the various factors affecting readability led to predictions which conflicted with the
results from testing that showed no change in reading speed. There is no such thing as, for
example, the 'best' column width, as the most suitable column width is determined in
context by its interaction with other factors. This led Hartley et al. to conclude that results
of investigations of single design features are not applicable where usability is determined
by the combined effect of many elements.

Subsequently Hartley and Trueman attempted large scale plotting studies on 17
investigations of heading location and linguistic style, but there are such small differences in
performance as to question their relevance and generalisability (Wright, 1999).

Wright (1999) discusses guidelines published in order to make research findings accessible.
For example, Cooper and Page (1989) provide a 117-item checklist summarizing
recommendations for creating instructions for consumer products. However, these do not
have the status of universal truths and often the guidelines are in conflict, requiring the
designer to make judgment calls regarding the consequences of tradeoffs (Wright, 1999, p.
52). Nielsen (1993), when summarizing usability approaches, notes that usability is filled
with apparent contradictions, with few hard and fast rules that are without exceptions. It is
the job of the usability engineer, after detailed analysis, to arrive at the best trade offs for
the particular project.
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No underlying theories - no predictability
With usability having no 'hard and fast rules' it raises the question, is it possible to produce
a set of general predictive theories for human interaction?

According to Kanis: "User activities (perception, cognition, action including experienced
effort) tend to be largely unpredictable on the basis of theoretical considerations." (2002, p.
1037)

This is illustrated by an experiment where usability experts were asked to predict usability
problems with a set of instructions for electronic equipment. The experts only predicted
50% of the problems evident in the user testing. On testing the redesigned document based
on user feedback, the experts only predicted 19% of the usability problems (Schriver, 1997,
p. 455). Also different expert evaluators identify different usability problems, with a great
deal of difference between experts in the numbers and types that each one finds (Mikael &.
Jan, 2005). Other studies provide similar evidence of the limitations of relying on expert
opinion, such as Benson (1994), Benson, Smilowitz and Darnell (1994), Lentz and Pander
Maat (1992), Lentz and De Jong (1995). However that is not to say there is no causal link
between the design and the behaviors people exhibit. Errors are not accidents with no
cause, and people's behavior is predictable at least in probabilistic terms, but the links are
hard to observe and observable links are of limited use (Green, 1999).

Positivism and constructivism
Given these tensions and failures of positivist approaches to make a significant impact on
design practice, the philosophical differences of positivism with relation to design will be
examined. This provides a means to discuss alternative approaches to research in the area.
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A useful way to describe the differences in philosophical approaches is by examining the
differences between positivism and constructivism. The epistemology of positivism requires
looking for efficient causes and the uncovering of deterministic principles in order to predict
future behavior (de Figueiredo & da Cunha, 2007). The deterministic hypothesis is the
possibility of describing a reality independent from the subject, explainable in a unique and
permanent manner. On the other hand constructivist epistemology has the goal of sharing
and building an economic or social aim with participants, users and clients.

Accordingly the methods are different. A positivist approach looks for efficient causes and
analyses ''reality", using a reductionist approach that is grounded in the belief that illstructured problems can be analyzed and deconstructed and converted into well-structured
problems. The constructivist approach constructs knowledge in a world of complexity with
knowledge growth consisting of correcting earlier knowledge, based on learning to
understand a problem by trying to solve it and failing.

From this analysis de Figueiredo et al. (2007) propose an epistemology of design; designing
is not applying knowledge from explanatory sciences, it is getting beyond that in order to
construct solutions. While explanatory sciences are necessary for designers to operate they
are not sufficient. An explanatory scientist will be satisfied with a new explanation, whereas
a designer requires a viable constructed solution. The knowledge built in constructing the
solutions cannot always be made explicit, part of it is tacit, some is via the process and
some appears in the artifacts.

This frames the distinction between explanatory knowledge and designerly knowledge.
Explanatory knowledge is characterized as disciplinary knowledge in an explanations-
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oriented world, analyzing, describing, understanding, explaining and predicting. On the
other hand designerly knowledge is knowledge in a solutions-oriented world, the
knowledge to design solutions and purposefully change that world. Some of this is made
explicit in publications such as research papers and books. Some of it is tacit knowledge in
the individual and collective minds of people involved in projects. This can be encapsulated
in metaphors, analogies and exemplars (Kuhn, 1974) in stories, lessons learnt, networks of
relationships and communities that develop during projects, also knowledge of the process
and tactics of the design process. Knowledge also resides in the artifacts. Designerly
knowledge is transdisciplinary, sometimes unstructured and non-generalisable. The building
of designerly knowledge is based on an organicisit and contextualist approach based on
Schön's epistemology. Thus principles of complexity and intelligent action are used, which is
not to reject formist and mechanist approaches but rather to deal with complexity.

In this area of complexity the process of abduction is a strategy. If rigor alone cannot lead to
a solution there are instances where leaps need to occur followed by rigor in analysis of the
consequences. This is design by doing rather than relying solely on inductive or deductive
reasoning.

Sless (2005) discusses a constructionist approach in contrast to the constructivist approach.
The constructivist approach is based in formalist aesthetics and social psychology whereas
constructionism refers to an individual making meaning within a social context and is thus a
social construct. "Constructionism is concerned with how we mutually construct our social
realities through conversation." (Sless, 1997) From his work creating communication design
artifacts and in surveying other possible methodologies Sless concludes that "... knowledge
of mental models, cognitive processes, attitudes, beliefs, preferences or feelings do not help
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us solve information problems, but direct conversations with people using information
does/' (Sless, 1997)

This reflects a shift in focus from using theoretical concepts to determine professional
practice to an understanding of the development of methodology and practice based on
interplay between direct ongoing engagement with specific projects and situations. The
approaches of developing theory external to practice was critiqued in areas such as design
methods (Cross, 2001) and professional practice (Schön, 1983) and research (Gibbons,
Nowotny, & Scott, 2003). In this context design is seen as evolutionary learning where
design is the convergence of the problem and solution in an emergent process, through a
situated action perspective. Design is cyclical, learning about a situation then planning
short-term partial goals (Suchman, 1987).

Reflective practice - wicked problems, and emergent theory
The messiness of creating items for human interaction in situations where there is very little
control of the user's background, experience and context of use has resulted in these types
of problems being identified as different from situations where a higher degree of control
can be exercised. Problems of this complex nature are termed 'Wicked Problems'. The term
was first used in the context of social planning and it has since been used in other fields to
describe problems which are incomplete, contradictory, have changing requirements, or
where solutions are not clear and are often deemed worthwhile if they are satisfactory
rather than optimum. For wicked problems there are no optimum solutions only good or
bad solutions. A 'tame' problem is characterized as possessing clear boundaries and
unambiguous and ideal solutions.
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Many problems in the field of human interaction are described as wicked problems
(Vicente, Burns, & Pawlak, 1997). By the nature of the sorts of problems designers deal
with, there are no simple linear rules of engagement to apply universal truths, with the
execution of principles conditional on a case-by-case basis. Design problems may not share
all of the characteristics of wicked problems and not all design problems are equally wicked
(Horn, 1998a, p. 23) but there are many characteristics of wicked problems that are useful
to describe the problems facing designers.

Tackling these sorts of problems gives rise to a strategy of satisficing. The term 'satisficing '
was coined by Simon (1957) to describe situations where people accept solutions and
choices that are 'good enough' but could be optimized. Simon argued it is often rational to
satisfice whereas to look for the optimum would result in the excessive use of resources for
minimal gain. The assumption is that there exists an optimal solution but it is difficult to
find, however this is not the case for many human interaction design problems. Designers
will complete a project and settle for a solution that meets the criteria, so in this approach
'good enough' is the desirable outcome. For these problems there is not a single optimal
design and all workable solutions are 'good enough' as any solution will have some element
of compromise. Exhaustive evaluation of the compromises of various options for each new
context is not feasible or possible.

This approach is typical of design practice approaches and may be one of the reasons for
the differences between positivist researchers and practitioners. Positivist research focuses
on clean optimum solutions and elegant experiments while practitioners value what
satisfies the project requirements in the given context.
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Mode two knowledge and designerly ways of knowing
Another point of view regarding approaches to research is mode two knowledge developed
by Gibbons, Nowotny et al. (Gibbons, et al., 2003). Mode one knowledge is based on the
dominance of theoretical or experimental science; it has internally prescribed classifications
of disciplines and the autonomy of universities. Mode two knowledge is socially distributed,
application oriented, trans-disciplinary and subject to multiple accountabilities (Table 2).

Table 2. Mode one and Mode two knowledge comparison (Griffiths 2004)

Mode one

Mode two

•

Segregated

•

Integrated

•

University-based

•

Socially distributed

•

Discipline-based

•

Cross-disciplinary and trans-

•

'pure7

•

Hypothesis lead

•

Sensitive to context of application

•

Deductive

•

Social accountability and reflexivity

•

Concerned with truth and

•

Messy

disciplinary

predictability

Mode two knowledge is highly reflexive. It is not an objective investigation of a natural or
social phenomenon, rather there is an "intense conversation between research actors and
research subjects..." (Gibbons, et al., 2003). The consequences of new knowledge are not
'outside7the process because the problem-solving environment influences the choice of
topic, research design and uses.

This requires novel forms of quality control. Scientific peers are not identifiable, reductionist
forms of quality control are not easily applied to broadly framed research questions and
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criteria for determining quality may not be available. In the case of design research there
are not clear ways to determine the quality of the outcomes, except by the efficacy of the
designs in the field.

Mode 2 success is defined in different terms from Mode 1 success,
contemplating, not just the traditional dimension of scientific excellence, as
judged by disciplinary peers, but also efficiency, usefulness, and the ability to
fulfill the expectations of multiple stakeholders, (de Figueiredo & da Cunha,
2007, p. 64)

This description of mode two research has found resonance with researchers struggling
with the scientisation of their fields. Those with most to gain welcomed it: they tended to
be those areas struggling with the tensions arising from imposed research practices, which
included the professional disciplines such as management, nursing, teaching and design
(Gibbons, et al., 2003).

Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff (2000) argue that mode two knowledge is not a new thing, rather it
is the original format of science before its academic institutionalization in the 19th century.
Another question to be answered is why Mode 1 has arisen after Mode 2: the original
organizational and institutional basis of science, consisting of networks and invisible
colleges. Where have these ideas of the scientist as the isolated individual and of science
separated from the interests of society, come from? Mode 2 represents the material base
of science, how it actually operates. Mode 1 is a construct, built upon that base in order to
justify autonomy for science, especially in an earlier era when it was still a fragile institution
and needed all the help it could get (Etzkowitz, 2000). This is similar to the claims of Vicente
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who places practice based research as the precursor to fundamental research (Vicente,
1997).

These different knowledge modes imply different methods of investigation and description.
In this context designerly knowledge and action research have been posited as a means to
deal with these different types of knowledge. In the area of design Swann proposes the
concepts developed by Schön, reflection 'in action' and 'on action' that lead to 'action
research' as a research approach suited to the interpretive nature of design (2002).

Action research arises from practitioners facing a problem, dilemma or ambiguity. It is a
practical method typically described as requiring;

•

Subject matter, typically a social practice that needs to be changed

•

Participatory activity where researchers work in equitable collaboration

•

Procedures in cycles of planning, observing and reflecting in systemic and
documented study.

Action research was first conceptualized by Lewin (1946) and developed by Kolb (1984) as
well as Carr and Kremmis (1986). It involves a spiral of cycles of action and research
consisting of four major moments: plan, act, observe and reflect.

•

Plan- problem analysis and a strategic plan

•

Action - implementation of the plan

•

Observation - evaluation of the action

•

Reflection - reflection of the results of the evaluation and the action and research
process, leading to new problem and a new cycle of action (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992).
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This is similar to the characterisation of design as an iterative process of analysis, synthesis
and evaluation. This characterization of three stages common to any design process was
described by Jones as "One of the few points on which many design theorists are agreed..."
(1966, p. 36). However Cross stated "Although such patterns of design process activity
frequently have been proposed or hypothesised, there has been little empirical
confirmation." (2001, p. 89) While this characterization of design activity is contested it
remains a useful concept to assist this discussion.

Swann suggests the act of designing and action research are so close that "... it would
require only a few words to be substituted for the theoretical frameworks of action
research to make it applicable to design" (2002, p. 56) and goes on to argue that design is
headed towards an action research approach. The areas of participatory activity and
documentation are not currently common in design practice but there can be changes in
practice to accommodate these elements of the action research process that would benefit
design practice as it matures as a profession.

Action research is attractive to designers because of its "...practical, problem solving
emphasis, because practitioners carry out the research and because the research is directed
towards greater understanding and improvement of practice over time" (Bell, 1993, p. 8).
However Friedman (2003) disagrees, stating;

...the misguided effort to link the reflective practice of design to design
knowledge, and the misguided effort to propose tacit knowledge or direct
making as a method of theory construction must inevitably be dead ends.
(Friedman, 2003, p. 520)
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In contrast, Downton (2003) privileges reflective practice and knowledge embodied in
objects as an acceptable means of conducting academic research.

Research through designing uses the knowing of doing to achieve productive
outcomes which in turn indicate the knowing and knowledge used in their
production. The initially individual knowledge is propagated through a
process of being used by others and then being seen and used anew. Once in
the world of things and ideas, a design can be seen as a repository of
knowledge and interrogated to reveal the knowledge its designers have both
intentionally and unintentionally embodied there. (Downton, 2003, p. 122)

This then opens up the idea of the artifact being the embodiment of knowledge. Designers
may not explicitly publish their methods due to lack of incentives or due to intellectual
property issues. The results of design activity are not presented as an explicit description of
findings, but rather the knowledge gained by the design process is presented and
articulated as an artifact. This then places the 'findings' of the research in the public
domain, for all to see.

Visual form (as manifested as a design model) is a valid form of knowledge,
albeit more problematic to verbally explain to "readers" not accustomed to
seeing and understanding visual/spatial concepts. Visual literacy is the same
as verbal literacy or audio (music) literacy- it requires practice and
intelligence well versed in the history and concepts embedded in the form for
a full interpretation and understanding. (Swann, 2002, p. 52)
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There is a strong argument from designers that their research is explainable on its own
terms and that an "..artefact is sufficient evidence of its purpose and existence..."(Swann,
2002, p. 52) while some argue that it needs to be complemented by substantial verbal
explanation.

That artefacts are embodiments of knowledge is also evident in the description of mode
two knowledge;

... 'Mode 2! knowledge is embodied in the expertise of individual researchers
and research teams as, or possibly more than, it is encoded in conventional
research products such as journal articles or patents. (Gibbons, et al., 2003, p.
186)

Theory emerging from practice
This approach to the development of knowledge as a consequence of the iterative design
process posits knowledge as an emergent property of practice. As Cox and Walker point
out,

Few of the guidelines (for user-interface design) come from traditional
scientific experimentation. The psychological laboratories using standard
experimental techniques have had a relatively small impact on the
engineering of user interfaces...Progress in the field comes from examination
and investigation of inventions rather than application of fundamental
principles about the workings of the human mind. (Cox & Walker, 1993, p.
112 )
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The development of knowledge of know-how for the design for human-product interaction
has not arisen from theories developed by laboratory testing. Rather, progress is made via
the iterative process of developments occurring in the field, involving the generation of
artifacts to suit a particular problem based on previous experience of the designer. This is
then evaluated either internally or in use and errors iteratively corrected.

Theories are thus the accumulation and refinement of stories constructed about past
actions that are used to construct the future. In this approach, no claims are made
regarding explanation of issues such as cognitive processes, attitudes, feelings and
preferences. The focus is on action rather than relying on a belief that theory can solve
information design problems. Even if root causes could be identified, they exist in complex
systems where final outcomes cannot be predicted from initial states (Sless, 1997).

Horn (1998a) and Green (1999) also discuss theory as an emergent property of practice.
Horn sees theory as emerging from a combination of basic research (discussed below) and
also from reflective practitioners producing solutions that may well be used to create
guidelines. Green describes his position in the following;

This indicates the dilemma of researching what people actually do, and by
inference the difficulty of ever formulating a predicative theory for interface
design for products. It is no coincidence that extensive discussion with
colleagues who are working in the area yields the same conclusion: that the
best way forward is to concentrate on simply 'doing it', the assumption (or
rather, hope) being that a 'body of knowledge' accruing from a bottom up
approach will eventually coalesce into a workable set of principles or
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theories. The possibility of a 'grand unifying theory' which has genuine
predictive value is very small. (Green, 1999, p. 12)

Wright (1999) discusses the importance of user testing to uncover problems with the design
but argues for understanding the cause of problems to assist designers dealing with the
problems. Research is seen as providing the insights into problems uncovered in user
testing. Bridger (2003), who agrees that while development emerges from practice, argues
in a similar vein to Wright, that psychological research may contribute to the evaluation of
artifacts. From this point of view positivist research does not provide predicative theory but
rather assists evaluation after the event and provides direction for future action.

Vicente (1997), Kanis (2002b) and Moray (1992) also support the value of qualitative
examination of artifacts in use and the description of field studies as meaningful means of
usability research implicitly supporting the bottom up approach of evolving theory from
practice.

Implicit expert based knowledge

Learning from propositional perspectives assumes learning only occurs via conscious or
analytical reasoning. However research in cognitive psychology shows learning may accrue
without conscious understanding, a process called incidental learning or learning by osmosis
(Claxton, 1997). Explicit strategies are successful for well-defined analytical tasks but poor
for skill acquisition and insight tasks. Also explicit tasks that deconstruct information that
can be reduced to words tend to distort tacit representations; more ambiguous/intuitive
tasks may contain considerations that are not verbalizable. Thus within teams, learning of
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the implicit knowledge will occur, not via direct instruction but by via immersion and
ongoing contact and activity.

The result of any process will never be better than the people who
participate in the process ... the skills and abilities of the designer determine
the quality of the final [product] (Lowgren & Stolterman, 1999, p. 14)

McDonald-Ross advocates the revival of the idea of the master performer to "capture one
great truth: most of the expertise in any practical art resides in people rather than on
paper." (MacDonald-Ross, 1977, p. 403) Thus one of the "... first tasks of the researcher is to
find ways and means of externalizing the know-how ." [Italics those of MacDonald-Ross].

There is plenty of evidence that, on occasion, such practitioners can see more
truly and deeply than their experimental colleagues... This ought not to
surprise us unduly, for it has often been said that scientific knowledge grows
out of a deep understanding the investigator has for the subject under
investigation. Practitioners conduct many informal tests which are never
reported, but which never the less help them to improve their judgment.
(MacDonald-Ross, 1977, p. 361).

Schön (1983) also trusted in the abilities of competent practitioners and attempted to
understand and describe these competencies rather than supplant them.

Progress via iteration and prototyping

At the heart of design is the procedure of advancement via prototyping as a means not only
to solve a problem but as the means to understand a problem.
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In plain language, first decide what you think might be an important aspect
of the problem, develop a crude design on this basis and then examine it to
see what else you can discover about the problem. (Lawson, 1997, p. 43)

and

...there is only one way of learning to understand a problem that we do not
understand - and that is to try to solve it and to fail. (Popper, 1994, p. 44)

Prototyping is a process that is described by Schön (1983) as reflective practice. A designer's
work progresses through a process of trial and error, reformulating problems as they are
solved, in a dialogue between the designer and the situation, which is influenced and
influences the intervention. This process of prototyping as an element of practice aligns
with constructivist approaches. "We know reality by constructing it through our interactions
with the world, in an emergent process that changes our knowledge as we keep interacting
with the world." (de Figueiredo & da Cunha, 2007, p. 70). Thus while the formulation of the
original idea is not rigorous, the observation and analysis of its success or failure leads to
new insights.

The cumulative store of essential information generated by craft evolution is,
firstly, the form of the product itself, which is not changed except to correct
errors and to meet new demands. (Jones, 1992, p. 20)

Wicked problems, because of their complexity, cannot be formulated. As a consequence
solving the problem is identical with processes to understand its nature. The problem
understanding and resolution are associated, where the designer's ideas for solving it
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provide the information to understand the problem (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Thus an
understanding of a problem is developed by working on it and proposing and testing
solutions, which entails a rich ongoing engagement and learning via the 'call-and-response'
of action and reflection. Attempting to understand a complex problem or situation from an
external, uninvolved position does not yield the required richness of understanding.

Pragmatic validity

With the concept of emergent theory comes the question of evaluating the validity of the
concepts arising from this process.

Worren, Moore and Elliott (2002) propose three approaches to assessing pragmatic validity

1. Level of adoption
2. Assessment via experimental methodology
3. Users opinions

The level of adoption refers to use of certain approaches over time thus suggesting it is valid
in as much as it works satisfactorily. The other two are very similar to usability testing
methods advocated for assessing the effectiveness of a design strategy.

In the social sciences where real-life settings are required to produce worthwhile research
artifacts, validation comes through adoption by practitioners. This links to the idea of
knowledge emergence for practitioners: validity is proven by use in practice by practitioners
using tools to achieve aims. This is called 'socially robust' (Nowotny, 2000) meaning it is
developed by and for practitioners outside of the laboratory. It is valid because it achieves
results. Positivistic analysis of validity is probably not possible due to the inability to identify
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and control variables. This the also relates to how technological rules are treated. Within
the heuristic approach they are conditional and context driven, rather than a set of
instructions, thus:

... the pragmatic validity of knowledge can be judged by the extent to which
goals or intended consequences can be achieved by producing certain actions
or using particular instruments. (Worren, et al., 2002, p. 1228)

Generalisabiltiy
The possibility of core theory for designing for human interaction with predicative value
derived from positivist approaches is contentious and from some points of view not
possible. "The question of generalisability raises the issue of a theoretical basis for human
product interaction" (Green, 1999, p. 11).

A design solution that works well in one context may not work in another. Even if the
domain and the audience are unchanged, the ability to take data from one set of
circumstances to another is questionable (Wright, 1999). Given the complexity of the
numbers and interactions of factors in usability, "The cues which prompt particular actions
are incompletely or poorly understood, and we have no formal way of knowing what may
be transferred and what may not" (Green, 1999, p. 11).

On the other hand even laboratory research findings give rise to problems of
generalisability when taken from the laboratory to the field. Vicente (1997) argues that
generalisability of findings from controlled laboratory experiments cannot be evaluated
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without testing these findings in the field in the presence of a wide range of factors that
were controlled or eliminated in the laboratory.

The generalisability of practice-based research may be an issue related to how research
findings are presented. If research is presented in summative format practitioners may
struggle to find relevance thus reducing applicability in other circumstances. However
reporting findings in a qualitative manner may provide designers with contextual
information surrounding the research enabling them to extract meaning and useful
information from the study. Kanis et al. (1999) compared the value of summative data to
designers against transcriptions of users' verbal statements. Summative measures provided
no information regarding the elements of the system to be kept or changed to improve the
device whereas the transcriptions provided were utilized by the designers providing them
with focal points for properties to be changed or maintained. Keeping in mind the
complexities of usability the reporting of the necessary compromises and trade offs is
potentially of more value to a designer as they face these dilemmas.

Acording to Nielsen (1993) and Sless (1999) the best predictor of future action is previous
action. However against a background of constant changes in contexts, actions and events
short term predictions may be possible, but longer term may be difficult. Thus the shift is to
meeting a standard rather than the expectation that what is found and holds today will
always be true.
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Pattern languages and technological rules
An aspect not prominent in the debate is the format of the output of knowledge (Worren,
et al., 2002). If the issue of generalisability is partly addressed by how knowledge is
presented to capture its conditional and contextual nature, what are the means for
presenting this type of knowledge?

Design principles such as those described in Universal Principles o f Design (Lidwell, 2003)
are useful but lack specificity and need to be interpreted according to the context of the
problem. It is this link between the principle and the action in context that is often most
challenging for novice designers. Style guides will define the appearance and behavior of
designs and are used to ensure consistency in the output of designers within a particular
organization. However they do not give designers latitude to improvise when facing
situations not anticipated by the style guide authors and lack explanatory elements
describing the logic and experience behind the design requirements.

Studies on the use of heuristics have found that using heuristics does not identify all
problems and may also identify elements that do not often result in problems when
usability trials are conducted (Bailey, Allan, & Raiello, 1992; Catani & Biers, 1998; Rooden,
Green, & Kanis, 1999; Stanton & Stevenage, 1998).

The modes of representing emergent design knowledge are not completely descriptive
summative statements, but a means to articulate and describe the knowledge in a manner
that retains the contextual, conditional, emergent, characteristics of such knowledge.
Worren et al. (2002) "... note an over-reliance on the propositional mode in academia,
which contrasts with a preference for narrative and visual knowledge among practitioners."
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Mintzberg (1979) questioned if the human brain prefers to think in terms of continuous and
bivariate relationships from formal research. He concluded that the human brain searches
for a "different kind of order, 'characterised by clusters or configurations, ideals and pure
types'" (p. 588). "Whereas propositional knowledge has deductive and generalised
features, narrative knowledge has imaginative and contextualized qualities." (Worren, et al.,
2002, p. 237). This indicates that stories, metaphors or general concepts are often of more
use to practitioners (Astley & Zammuto, 1992).

In the context of mode two knowledge production van Aken proposes the research
outcome be a "field tested and grounded technological rule" (van Aken, 2004, p. 1) at the
core of which is the solution concept. A technological rule is "a chunk of general knowledge
linking an intervention or artifact with an expected outcome or performance in a certain
field of application" (van Aken, 2005). An algorithmic rule operates like an instruction: there
is a qualitative aspect. Effects can be proven based on observations through deterministic
generalization. Other rules are more heuristic in nature and can be described as 'if you want
to achieve Y in situation Z, then perform something like action X'. A heuristic rule is more
abstract and should be used as a design exemplar.

The solution concept is well tested, understood and documented and has a qualitative
format. It is not deterministic and thus it is difficult to prove its effects, but field-testing
produces supporting evidence. The rules mean practitioners do not have to design a
solution from scratch, however choosing the right solution concept presumes
"...competence on the part of the practitioners" (van Aken, 2005, p. 24). Practitioners
require a thorough understanding of the rule, the local situation and the skills to translate
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the general to the specific. Thus technological rules are not applied as instructions to be
followed but used as a basis for decision-making ahead of a specific design action. External
factors will often have a large impact on the performance of a rule, more so than say in
engineering design where most of the factors are controllable by various means or
generated by assumptions or controlled by factors of safety.

Typically rules are developed through multiple case studies with induction based on cross
analyses driving the generation of knowledge. Justification is obtained via testing the rule in
intended contexts. Heuristic technological rules cannot obtain proof of deterministic rules,
but testing leads to 'theoretically saturated' supporting evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989). Testing
of these rules differs from descriptive deterministic rules. Heuristic technological rules need
to be tested holistically as all parts and aspects of them and the context of application may
affect performance. Even rules grounded in a deterministic basis retain a "black box"
character, with known and unknown factors contributing to performance. For example the
experiments mentioned earlier by Barnard and Marcel (1979) and the follow up research by
Szlichcinski (1984) indicated the difficulty of isolating factors contributing to the
interpretation of illustrated instructions.

Van Aken's (2005) technological rule requires "thick explanations", in the same way that
Kanis (1999) advocates research outcomes that focus on the description of the research
rather than on the summary of findings.

A useful means of describing design knowledge is pattern languages developed by
Christopher Alexander (1977) for urban planning and architecture. A pattern language
structures and describes common successful practices for an area of design activity. It
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describes problems, and the characteristics of solutions. Importantly, it also provides a
structure between solutions that can be put into practice while also being abstract enough
to be used in many different solutions. Tidwell (1999) describes patterns as "... possible
good solutions to a common design problem within a certain context, by describing the
invariant qualities of all those solutions." The content and format of pattern languages is
very similar to the technological rule in many ways.

It has been argued by Chapanis and Burdurka (1991) that guidelines and standards are
interpreted poorly and diversely by inexperienced designers. Patterns do not solve this, but
demonstrating how problems have been solved in the past accelerates knowledge
acquisition (Mahemoff & Johnston, 1998).

Pattern languages help us to tackle the complexity of a wide variety of
systems ranging from computer software, to buildings and cities. Each
"pattern" represents a rule governing one working piece of a complex
system, and the application of pattern languages can be done systematically.
Design that wishes to connect to human beings needs the information
contained in a pattern language. (Salingaros, 2000, p. 149)

Pattern languages have been used in various areas including software design (Gamma,
Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1994) and human computer interaction (Tidwell, 2005). There is
no empirical evidence of the effectiveness of patterns compared to other means of relaying
design knowledge (Beck, et al., 1996). However the widespread use of patterns, particularly
in areas of human technology interaction, their use by large organizations such as Yahoo
and eBay and the advocacy for patterns by usability leaders such as Spool (2006) indicate
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they are seen as a valuable and effective tool for designers. The argument for their
effectiveness and utility can be made due to their level of adoption.

Pattern languages do not offer a bare list of preferred practices. Rather, the information is
presented so that solutions are couched in the context of the problem, the forces (often in
conflict) that shape the solution and finally the solution itself. The patterns are related to
other patterns in the language in terms of possible conflicts where the solution in one
pattern may conflict with the solution in another pattern or mutual reinforcement where
the solution from a pattern contributes to, or reinforces the solution in a different pattern.
Some patterns may create a context which gives rise to new problems requiring new
patterns. These as described as parent-child relations where the child pattern addresses the
context/problem that is created by the parent pattern.

This structure provides a richness of detail and connections between the solutions not
available through guidelines, style guides and standards. The relevance of a pattern to the
problem at hand can be evaluated because the format provides the reasoning and context
underlying the proposed solution. This is not to say that pattern languages act as a single
source of knowledge for design and they should be complemented by usual sources of
information.

Patterns should not be technology dependant, thus a well-written pattern will be useful for
problems of the same nature addressed with different technology. For example the pattern
language presented here should inform design not only of paper based PAIs but also PAIs
presented as online videos. Patterns for Tidwell's human computer interface language were
included if they were seen to be invariant across different forms such as paper, hardware
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and video games (Tidwell, 1999, 2005). It is assumed the instructions for assembly
communication will remain pictorial and not linguistic and in the future online animations
may replace paper based PAIs. The pattern language for PAIs should be valid across
platforms. The pattern language format will be described in more detail in chapter 11 when
the pattern language for PAIs is presented.

Conclusion
Previous research into PAIs has been conducted in fields outside design disciplines using
reductionist research methods in laboratory-based research in an attempt to unveil
universal rules. However this approach does not recognize the knowledge developed and
evident in practice and also the nature of knowledge development and codification
appropriate for design activities. Underlying this are tensions between positivist
reductionist research methods and the use of knowledge in practice. This has given rise to a
range of critiques and responses that provide a more organic model of the development of
rich ongoing interaction and reflection on practice leading to the emergence of concepts
and knowledge.

In place of externalized detached research of artifacts, a more appropriate approach is one
of rich ongoing engagement whereby a problem is investigated by iterations of proposing
solutions and learning from the outcomes via a process of designerly action research. Also
the expertise of experienced practitioners whose knowledge has developed through the
implementation of, and feedback from, many projects needs to be respected and
investigated. While practitioners do not typically publish the outcomes of their
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investigations; the results of their knowledge are evident in the artifacts they produce; and
these can be examined to develop an understanding of their expert knowledge.

Conducting and reporting of research needs to be in a manner that recognizes the
constructivist nature of the designerly research activity. Summative deterministic reporting
does not operate successfully in this context. Rather, the reporting should be through
technological rules, or as patterns that provide a rich and detailed account of the research
outcomes.

Based on the framework and context described in this chapter the next chapter will present
the methodology for the research for this thesis including examination of artifacts, research
by design activity and user trials. This includes a detailed description of how the user trials
are conducted and how the information from the trials is examined to develop pattern
languages.
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Chapter 4 - Methodology
Introduction
The previous chapter critiqued research approaches of existing academic research into PAIs
and presented other methods and concepts appropriate for research into this type of
activity. Based on that critique this chapter will describe the research methods used for the
thesis to investigate the questions;

1. What are best practices for the design of PAIs?
2. What is the most suitable approach for researching information design problems?
3.

How is knowledge for information design best captured and communicated for use
by designers?

The process is qualitative focusing on the emergence of theory from practice, based on a
Designerly Action Research approach. The process commences with an examination of
existing artifacts followed by the design of PAIs for a particular context and diagnostic
testing via trial and observation. This is followed by examination of the results of the
activities to develop knowledge for the design of PAIs.

This chapter will begin by discussing qualitative approaches to research and how they relate
to the design, trial cycle and design rule development approach used for this thesis. This will
be followed by a description of the research project stages with an emphasis on the user
trial structure and process.
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Usability testing and qualitative research methods
As already discussed the theoretical frameworks of action research and design are very
similar (Swann, 2002). This section will discuss these similarities to frame the methods for
the research for this thesis. A simple model of design activity is one of analysis, synthesis
and evaluation conducted in iterative cycles. In the context of design for usability user
testing is the essential element of evaluation, used to check progress of the design and to
prompt actions for the development of new iterations of the design. Usability testing by its
nature is exploratory and does not presuppose any underlying theory. Prior to testing,
criteria for pass/fail are set and there is no attempt to predict what problems may occur
and what the causes may be. Thus usability testing emphasizes close observation and
interviews to discover causes of errors in parallel with summative measures of success. This
process of learning through prototyping and iterative design was described in the previous
chapter.

As a design is developed it is necessary for the practitioner to develop a conceptual model
of the situation of use in order to provide a rationale for changes and decisions and create
strategies for change. These theories are often not considered generalisable as they are
often rooted in the specific circumstances of the situation at hand rather than drawing on
and working with a body of established theory.

In order to change the design the designer first creates a theory of use in order to
understand possible causes of the problem and to postulate remedies, or reflective action
(Schön, 1983). This theory is evaluated in subsequent testing; if the problem does not
reoccur it is assumed the theory of use was effective, if it does reoccur, another theory of
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use may need to be created for further action. Design is an activity focused on problem
solving rather than problem understanding (Lawson, 1997), and theories created as part of
the process are used as tools to progress the design. What is important is their efficacy and
whether they assist in the development of the design. Beyond this there is no formal
attempt to verify the theory. In other words, the accepted theory of use is judged to be
effective rather than to have been proved true (Fallman, 2003).

The reactive practice process described by Schön (1983) is an important and influential
description of this activity. Schön describes how professionals use theories-in-use as tacit
theories of action, guiding their moves when they are in the mode of practicing their
professions, although they cannot access that knowledge when asked. Theories-in-use can
be seen as the theories constructed to explain pathologies in order to inspire and support
actions to address the pathologies. Participating in reflective practice with others would
allow professionals to reconstruct theories of action making their action strategies explicitly
formulated and open to criticism. In this way the post hoc description of the actions
provides the basis for professional knowledge.

A designer makes things...He works in particular situations, uses particular
materials, and employs a distinctive medium and language. Typically, his
making process is complex. There are more variables - kinds of possible
moves, norms, and interrelations of these- than can be represented in a finite
model. Because of this complexity, the designer's moves tend, happily or
unhappily, to produce consequences other than those intended. When this
happens, the designer may take account of unintended changes he has made
in the situation by forming new appreciations and understanding and by
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making new moves. He shapes the situation, in accordance with his initial
appreciation of it, the situation "talks back", and he responds to the
situations back talk.

In a good process of design, this conversation with the situation is reflective.
In answer to the situation's back talk, the designer reflects-in-action on the
construction of the problem, the strategies of action, or the model of the
phenomena, which have been implicit in his moves. (Schön, 1983, pp. 78-79)

Thus the designer does not presuppose the theories and norms of approach but rather
engages in the problem and from this seeks to establish and form new appreciations.
Theories are grounded in a response to the practice, not presupposed. New knowledge is
researched and articulated by doing design and from this action new rules emerge. Design
rules are not the result of logic or underlying causes, but are constructed, after the event,
from usage; rules do not pre-exist usage, they emerge from usage.

As suggested by Green (1999) and Sless (1997) and discussed in the previous chapter,
theory emerges from practice and reflects "post hoc rationalisation" (Sless 1997) which is
the story, or narrative, constructed by the designer based on the situations 'talk back'. In
this approach theory is the accumulation and refinement of stories constructed from past
experiences which are then used for constructing the future. The focus is on the interaction
of people with the artifacts and exploring the types of problems people have, how they act
on the information provided, which informs the development of designs to assist people in
overcoming these problems. Rules do not present proved theories but describe actions that
appear to work. They may not be optimum but they are sufficient to satisfy the
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requirements. As the emergence of a general theory is unlikely, the result would be a
compendium of case studies "which may allow sophisticated design synthesis to occur
when the designer(s) has access to the data." (Green, 1999, p. 13)

Qualitative research is a method of nonmathematical analytic procedure resulting in data
gathered from a variety of means (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). There is a range of methods of
qualitative research, many of which overlap with the aims and methods of design and
usability testing. This should not be surprising as qualitative research is undertaken by those
in behavioral sciences and practitioners in fields concerned with human behaviour and
functioning (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The following paragraphs will discuss aspects of
qualitative research as described by Corbin and Strauss, and show the overlap of these
aspects with approaches to design and usability testing.

Qualitative research attempts to uncover and understand what lies behind phenomena
where little is known. It also provides novel views on phenomena where much is already
known (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Qualitative research provides intricate details that are
difficult to convey through quantitative methods such as task duration or numbers of
errors. Reducing and ordering material by selection and interpretation can organize the
large volume of information that accompanies qualitative descriptions. This echoes the
emphasis in usability testing placed on close observation and reporting of actions and user
utterances (Sless, 2005). This usability testing approach addresses the problem that arises
when the details found during observations and interviews is lost in the conversion from
qualitative to quantitative summative data (Weegels & Kanis, 1998).
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Theory building is another facet of the design process that deals with developing
theoretically informed interpretations to explain reality and frame action. For example
when user errors are identified, possible reasons for the errors are described in order to
assist with next design iteration. The most explicit linking of qualitative methods with
usability testing is made by Kanis (2002) where he discusses the scientific credentials of
design supportive research. He suggests the following approaches borrowed from
qualitative circles: the application of various methods (triangulation); detailed descriptions
of applied procedures to allow others to repeat a study; the use of outliers as incentives to
question propositions rather than eliminate them; and the presentation of low inference
descriptors. (Kanis, 2002a). This approach is evident in a number of papers co-authored by
Kanis (Loopik, Kanis, & H., 1994; van der Steen, Kanis, & Marinissen, 1996; van Hees, Kanis,
& Marinissen, 1997; Voute, Kanis, & Marinissen, 1993).

In addition to information from evaluation are the input and insights gained as a result of
the design activity are valuable. Fallman (2003) advocates design-oriented research that has
knowledge as a contribution:

... specifically such knowledge that would not have been attainable if design the bringing forth of the research prototype - were not a vital part of the
research process....In design-orientated research, the knowledge comes from
studying the designed artefact in use or from the processes of bringing the
product into being is the contribution, while the resulting artefact is
considered more a means than an end. (Fallman, 2003, p. 231)
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Examining the outcomes to present knowledge - grounded
theory
A useful tool in examining the data gained from the creation and user evaluation of the
artefact is grounded theory. The grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss
& Corbin, 1990) is used to build theory inductively; in this way it mirrors the approach taken
as part of the activity of design. The process is rigorous and systematic, where objective and
creative thinking are used to identify model components and interrelationships from
qualitative information such as verbal and observational data.

Grounded theory commences with open coding the data into its smallest elements; a code
can be associated with elements such as a word or a document. As coding progresses,
concepts are generated by the designer enabling the data to be categorised and reduced.
Axial coding identifies patterns and relations among concepts. Notes and images made by
the designer concerning the testing outcomes are used to capture the flow of concepts,
their relations and ideas. Eventually connections become evident leading to the
development of concepts and theories about the use. This process is refined by comparison
to new data until no new connections of concepts categories emerge. This parallels the
description of technical rules in the previous chapter.

Theory arising from this approach presents a system of ideas and interconnected concepts
that inform and present a system and link parts to the whole (Neuman, 1991).

Using these ideas of grounded theory for this thesis, first existing literature and artifacts
were examined as a basis for further action. This was followed by cycles of design and
evaluation by user trials. At each stage of design note was taken of actions and decisions
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taken and during user trials observations and interviews were noted. For the final stage the
findings of the literature review, artifact examination and the design cycles were collated
and examined in order to identify concepts and patterns. These concepts were described as
design rules expressed as a pattern language. The next part of this chapter will explain these
stages in more detail.

The methods used in this thesis are as follows:

1. Literature review

This has already been described in chapter two and summarised as a list of guidelines.
While the positivist reductionist approach of the existing research has been critiqued, the
outcomes provide a basis for the next stages of the research.

2. Review of existing artifacts

MacDonald-Ross identified that "... most of the expertise in any practical art resides in
people rather than on paper." (1977, p. 403) and Gibbons, et al. state that mode two
knowledge is embodied in the researchers and teams (2003). The outcomes of the design
activity are artifacts. In addition MacDonald-Ross identified the "... first tasks of the
researcher is to find ways and means of externalizing the know-how.” (1977, p. 403) [Italics
those of MacDonald-Ross]. Thus an important aspect of research in the area is the
examination of existing artifacts by someone literate in the form, in order to extract and
make explicit the knowledge inherent in the artifacts.

The examination of artifacts assumes that the designers have developed knowledge for the
design of PAIs over time, based on feedback from use. "Practitioners conduct many informal
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tests which are never reported, but which never the less help them to improve their
judgment" (MacDonald-Ross, 1977, p. 361). So the examination of artifacts will first
establish whether they are the result of a rigorous iterative approach including user trials,
and that the knowledge for design is maintained, communicated and developed by
individuals and teams of designers.

Based on these concepts the investigation of artifacts was conducted in the following way.
First, criteria for the selection of organizations with best practice were established and
organizations were identified. The designers from these organizations were contacted and
asked the following questions via email:

1. Does your organization have a guidebook, a house style or a set of guidelines that
are used to guide the creation of Assembly Instructions?
2. If so how did the guidelines, style guide evolve?
3. How is it documented and disseminated to relevant people?
4. What are the internal mechanisms to evaluate assembly instructions?
5. Do the guidelines evolve over time, if so is there a process underpinning this?

If it was evident the organization had a structured and developed approach to PAI design,
PAIs from the organizations were selected. PAIs with high complexity were selected in order
to demonstrate a number of design strategies in response to a range of problems, conflicts
and contexts. The PAIs were then analysed, first by comparing them to the summary from
the literature review and then to uncover additional principles and concepts.
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3. Investigation by design

Swann (2002), Cross (1982), Fallman (2003) and Downton (2003) have identified research
through designing as means of achieving productive outcomes. In previous studies existing
PAIs have been investigated (C. V. Martin, 2007; Novick & Morse, 2000) or PAIs were
developed specifically for the research (Richardson, et al., 2006). Where PAIs were
developed for trials the design of these was not described in detail and some of the
elements of the PAIs went against best practice such as the use of photography instead of
line drawings. Fallman (2003) described how the creation of artifacts for research is implicit
and not explained in any detail as researchers are not able to show control or rigor in design
unlike other parts of their research.

Agrawala et al. (2003) investigated PAIs by having novices create PAIs to explain the
assembly of a simple TV cart and then evaluating the effectiveness of the outcomes. This
research did not investigate in detail the process of the design or how features and
tradeoffs were identified and managed. Also the object was relatively simple, so the need to
deal with some of the complexities and tradeoffs evident in more complex assemblies was
not investigated.

For this thesis a specific project was used as a vehicle for the development of understanding
the design of PAIs. The design problem was for a real project and thus involved unstable
and evolving requirements. This placed the investigation in a naturalistic setting as opposed
to a laboratory context with greater control. Control comes at the cost of eliminating
potentially important elements and factors evident in 'real-world' situations. In addition
control requires decisions and assumptions regarding what to include in the process
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excluding important contextual elements. A number of authors recommends research for
practice is best conducted with naturalistic contexts and problems (Kanis, 1999; Moray,
1992; Vermeeren, 1996; Vicente, 1997). The preference for naturalism is discussed in more
detail in the section on 'Context of use, tasks and site' later in this chapter.

The design of the PAIs is described in detail using the findings from the literature review and
examination of artifacts as a framework. Since the testing is based on a diagnostic approach
the description of the design anticipated problems of interpretation and used tactics to
avoid or minimize problems. An inherent part of usability design is the possibility of conflicts
between principles and guidelines, requiring the designer to make judgment calls. Thus
where conflicts are apparent they have been highlighted and tactics used to resolve the
conflict are described. The description of the design activity is described in chapters seven
and nine.

4. Examination of design by usability testing

A vital tool to enable 'rich, ongoing interaction' between the designer and the situation is
usability testing, the observation of users interfacing with the artifacts. The iterative design
cycle with evaluation of artifacts by users via usability testing is a common theme among
authors discussing usability (Green, 1999; Kanis, 2002a; Neilsen, 1993; Sless, 1997; Wright,
1999; Zwaga, Boersema, & Hoonhout, 1999b).

User trialing addresses the core concept: if you want to know if an artifact can be used,
observe someone using it, in its context of use. Usability testing has origins in classical
approaches for controlled experiments, where a hypothesis is formulated and tested via the
isolation and manipulation of variables under controlled conditions. Cause and effect
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relationships are examined, frequently with statistical techniques. User samples require
random selection of participants, and with numbers sufficient for statistically significant
differences between groups. Tight controls are employed in the experimental conditions
(Rubin, 1994).

While these methods informed the development of usability testing they are not the
approaches used in practice. Classical experimental methodology gathers quantitative proof
to support or reject a hypothesis, while usability testing aims to gather qualitative
information on how to address problems with the design (Rubin, 1994). Outcome testing
requires large numbers of subjects for statistical purposes and only provides outcome
information. How and perhaps why the artefact was misunderstood or misused are not
brought out in outcomes testing. On the other hand design-supportive testing requires
explicit criteria for evaluation, with initial testing to determine precise problems and further
testing to evaluate design solutions against predetermined specifications (Adams, 1999).
Usability testing is not focused just on outcomes testing, that is, pass fail criteria, rather it is
used to identify the problems experienced in use.

Usability testing is accepted as a valuable tool in the context of commercial product
development where time cost and often limited resources are major factors in its
acceptance. However there is resistance to usability testing in the context of basic research
as an activity directed towards accumulating general principles (Wright, 1999). If user
testing is to be used as a research tool of value how is it enacted?

Sless uses the term 'diagnostic testing' whereby the investigations are made as one-on-one
conversations with participants to seek their help evaluating the performance of a
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document. Participants are asked to perform tasks with particular interest to discover
elements that are difficult or impossible to perform. Difficulties are taken as
pathological symptoms of a document's ill health." (Sless, 2004, p. 31) This is not a neutral
stance, rather problems are actively sought out in order to identify and remedy them. This
extends to the choice of subjects with people most likely to experience difficulties chosen
for the trials.

Before going onto a more thorough description of usability testing it is worth mentioning
other approaches used in the area. Attitude and opinion surveys have many problems, as
identified by Sless (1992). Attitude is a poorly defined term because people's responses can
vary from day to day dependent on many factors. Responses from attitude surveys do not
predict people's behaviour and changes in attitude does not necessarily result in changes in
behavior. In a similar vein, opinion research does not act as a reliable guide to people's
behavior. What people say and what they do are not necessarily related and people's
recollections of usage are not reliable.

Preference tests provide participants with alternative designs and they are asked which is
preferred. Preferences can be made on any number of criteria, so without knowing what
criterion is being applied the results are of little value for making design decisions. Also
there is no clear relationship between preferences and what is easiest to use (Bailey, 1993;
Neilsen & Levy, 1994; Wright, 1980). It is worth noting the aesthetic-usability effect
whereby positive 'valence' experienced towards a visually attractive artefact may result in a
willingness to accept higher levels of frustration than from less appealing artefacts (Kurosu
& Kashimura, 1995; Norman, 2002). However this does not address the underlying usability
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problems. Solving such problems in conjunction with aesthetic appeal is the goal, rather
than using one to mask the other.

Expert opinions have been shown to only reveal a certain level of errors experienced by
users and different experts will identify different problems (Schriver, 1997). Last, as
discussed previously, studies on the use of heuristics have found that using heuristics does
not identify all problems and will also identify elements that do not cause problems (Bailey,
et al., 1992; Catani & Biers, 1998; Rooden, et al., 1999; Stanton & Stevenage, 1998).

Usability testing elements
The following description of user testing will use the framework from McClelland (1995). He
lists seven principal components of a user trial; a group of users, a product, a set of tasks,
performance criteria, measurement techniques, the site for the trial and an investigator.
These will be discussed in turn with reference to other texts on user testing.

Product
The product is the item being developed or evaluated, including physical objects, systems
and instructions and can be a final production item, or a prototype at any stage of
development (McClelland, 1995). In a user test the product may also encompass other
elements used in context or in conjunction with the object being tested. Thus in testing
PAIs, tools required as part of the assembly process are considered part of the product
system and need to be included in the trial.

The product for this research is described in detail in chapters seven and nine.
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The users

Reductionist research methods require random samples, but the selection of users for
usability testing is done to reflect the profile of anticipated users (Rubin 1994). There is
often a clear criteria for user selection based on the product type and the type of
information being sought. These criteria can include age, gender, education level and
previous experience with the product type (McClelland, 1995), knowledge of the domain,
first time or expert user (Neilsen, 1993). In the case of diagnostic testing, where the purpose
is to identify faults, participants are selected on the basis of those most likely to have
problems with the design (Sless, 2004). Nielsen suggests recruiting users who are
considered average and avoiding outlier groups (1993). However Sless recommends seeking
those more likely to experience problems as a deliberate strategy to discover problems with
the design (2004).

Details about the user profiles and recruitment are in chapters six, eight and ten.

Sample size

Formal experimental design requires statistical information and procedures in order to
estimate sample sizes. Estimates depend on number of variables tested, population
variation and accuracy required (McClelland, 1995). Quantitative usability testing includes
variables and variation in user populations resulting in requirements of very high numbers
of test subjects for acceptable levels of accuracy. User testing for diagnostic purposes yields
dependable results with as few as five participants and further testing would identify
additional faults but with diminishing returns. Virzi (1992) reported on the proportion of
usability problems identified to the number of subjects used, concluding 80% of usability
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problems can be detected with four to five subjects. Other studies by Nielsen & Landauer
(1993), Sless (2005) and Kanis (1999) support this.

The details about the number of subjects used in the trials are in chapters six, eight and ten.

Context of use, tasks and site

The task should represent how the artefact is used in practice (Kanis, 1999; McClelland,
1995; Sless, 2004; Vermeeren, 1999) and the actual environment of use (Rubin, 1994). Such
an approach can be subjective, making objectivity difficult to achieve. Strategies to increase
objectivity are seen to reduce the design relevance of the data (Kanis, 1999). In contrast
laboratory testing rejects naturalism in favor of control, however:

Laboratories will often be free of the sorts of distractions that users will
encounter when using a product in its real context of use and (that)
evaluation scenarios often request users to perform tasks in isolation which,
in reality, they might do whilst undertaking other activities... (Jordan,
Thomas, McClelland, 1996 p. 440-441)

The task set for the users will determine how they interact with the product and how they
respond to the task will affect the data collected. The task description reflects the
investigators assumptions regarding natural usage, therefore care needs to be taken in
selecting and presenting tasks so it involves the attributes of interest and also simulates use
in practice. Balance needs to be struck between control over the evaluation and generating
outcomes that say something about real life product use. For example, setting users tasks to
operate a particular control on an electronic device may not match actual usage where
users may have learning goals as opposed to usage goals. This creates an artificial scenario
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not matching actual usage. Thus the wording of tasks can trigger ways of thinking and care
must be taken in describing such tasks in order to avoid suggesting approaches not
reflected in actual usage (Vermeeren, 1999).

Kanis argues that any intrusion into the natural setting has an impact on behaviour and
findings. Questioning of users turns a natural setting into a research context, adding
undesirable obtrusiveness to the testing environment, "...the less obtrusive a research
context, the less discussion will be needed in order to demonstrate the impact of
observations under certain circumstances on other circumstances" (Kanis, 1999, p. 42).
Kanis argues for minimal obtrusiveness where the ideal "...would comprise of complete
observation of user activities, including experienced effort (mental, physical) while the
humans involved remained unconscious of being observed" (Kanis, 1999, p. 41).

The tasks are explained in detail in chapters six, seven and nine.

Investigators
Experienced user testers are more likely to find errors (Nielsen, 1993), however designers
are better able to assimilate information if they are involved in the information gathering.
On the other hand designers may be defensive about errors found in their designs and
biased in interpreting the results. The investigator requires experience in what is being
tested so he or she understand the task and knows when errors are made (McClelland,
1995; Nielsen, 1993).

As well as gathering data from the testing, the investigators have a role in how they interact
with the users. The participants need to feel comfortable and at ease with the situation, or
they will feel anxious and intimidated, and the aim of the investigator is to lessen this by
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keeping the atmosphere relaxed and friendly (Haaland, 1984; McClelland; 1995). During the
testing it is important the investigator does not show a user what they are thinking. For
example if the user is doing something incorrectly it is important they have no indication of
this through reactions of the investigator. It is important that the investigator does not
interfere or offer solutions, as the aim of the process is to see if the user can complete the
task and if so, how.

The investigator in this case was myself with the aid of a translator. Due to the location of
the trials and the fact that availability of additional people was limited, opportunity for
other suitable investigators did not arise.

Data collection, measurement, performance criteria
There are several means of data collection for user testing with the use of various methods
providing the ability to triangulate the data to assist in its interpretation.

Direct and careful observation of users interacting with the artefact is the major means of
data collection (Rubin, 1994; Sless, 2005). The advantage of observation is its relative
unobtrusiveness (compared to other data collection activities such as interviews), which
enables the maintenance of a more naturalistic testing context. This sort of observation
without laboratory controls tends to be exploratory and laborious, with observations
difficult to put into categorical evidence as opposed to lab testing (Kanis, 1999). The value
of observation is the rich and detailed information available and the also the fact that
actions as observed cannot be denied. Observation is not neutral, however, and can be
selective in what is noticed and reported.
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Another element of user testing is verbal reports. Verbal reports are the utterances of users
and include questionnaires, interviews, ''think out-loud" or some other verbal interaction
with the participant to discuss their actions, reasons and problems (Kanis, 1999; McClelland,
1995). This may involve controlled and sometimes extensive interrogation and probing of
participants (Rubin, 1994). As part of this process it is important to record anything
paticipants say, either about the tasks or anything in general.

However, verbal reports are subject to their own difficulties and rely on the assumption
that perceptual and cognitive activities can be shared verbally (Kanis, et al., 1999). Also
there are issues related to the intrusiveness of processes of think aloud methods on users'
cognition. There are also issues of social desirability in relation to post-test interviews
(Rooden, 1998). Whatever the difficulties, the process is generally unavoidable and Rooden
(1998) posits the combination of observations and subject utterances allows for
triangulation that serves to underpin the plausibility of verbal reports.

Finally, there is the recording of objective measures such as task duration, error rates and
response time plus data from evaluation of the state of the product at trial completion
(Kanis, 2002b; McClelland, 1995; Rubin, 1994; Sless, 2004). This is important when the
purpose of the test is diagnostic or evaluative, or the design is being measured against some
previously established specification of success.

The process of using the data to determine error causes has many difficulties, as analysis is
open to the experimenter effect and also the tendency for people to give explanations
based on accepted wisdom as opposed to their actual experience. Also assigning a single
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cause to an error can oversimplify the situation. Nevertheless the potential usefulness of
the information justifies the analysis (Szlichcinski, 1980).

Diversity of user actions is the rule rather than the exception both in observations and selfreports. Hence quantitative analysis, which requires taking observations and placing them in
categories, results in a loss of information. Rather it is the variations in users' actions,
reactions and expectations that provide designers with focal points and cues for action.
Usage centered design is primarily geared to distinguishing significant cases rather than
categories, thus it is the richness of the observations and verbal reports that hold most
value for designers in order to proceed with altering designs, whereas summative measures
provide feedback on whether or not these interventions succeed (Sless, 2004).

This study will focus on direct observations and interviews with criteria based on error rates
and the success of the final assembly. Information is verified by cross checking observations
with interviews and also from the design activity and literature and artifact review.

User trials in context of developing countries
The project used for this research was in Sri Lanka so the particular issues of conducting
user trials for this context are relevant. In addition to the care required in setting up
usability testing, conducting user trials in developing countries poses another set of issues.
Subjects from developing countries experience difficulties with the interpretation of
pictorial information based on Eurocentric pictorial and graphic conventions (deLange,
1998). Given the potential for a significant cultural gap between the designer/illustrator and
the eventual user, the opportunity for misunderstanding is extreme. Formative research in
the developmental stages of the design is therefore advocated (Haaland, 1984).
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Many of the recommendations from Haaland (1984) mirror what are considered best
practice for typical usability testing. There is an emphasis on the need to be sensitive to the
local cultural norms and conventions, such as protocols for approaching people. In addition
there are difficulties in overcoming the perception of the testers as "experts" and enabling
participants the freedom to be critical of the artefact being evaluated and also the
understanding that their opinions count in this matter.

Conducting user trials in cross-cultural contexts, particularly in developing countries, poses
a number of challenges that require sensitivity to a number of factors. Behaviour and
response patterns of participants are affected where reward or payment is offered. There is
a possibility of the researchers taking a paternalistic approach imposing their conventions
onto the situation. More reliable results are likely when the designer empowers local
leaders, such as teachers, to develop their own visual communication models (Mody, 1991;
Rana, 1992).

Control is difficult in developing country settings where perceptions of time, cultural
differences between the tester and participant, and language barriers can make the
evaluation task difficult (deLange, 1998). There is a number of differing social factors that
can impact on the approach to the testing. Customs will differ between groups: for example
the appropriate means of greeting a superior, the way courtesy is expressed towards
strangers, ideas of hospitality and concepts of time. Decision making processes can be
different with Eurocentric processes being self-centered whereas in other cultures the
group is regarded as more important. Thus participants may not respond to a question for
fear of being wrong or not being courteous. Finally designers will bring a project-orientated
approach that may conflict with people-orientated approaches in some communities.
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Conclusion
This chapter has described the research approach and activities used for this thesis. These
activities are expanded on at each stage to provide more detail on the process. The
following chapter will present the next stage of the research, an examination of current PAIs
and a discussion of existing methods for design development in industry.
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Chapter 5 - Examining practice and artifacts

Introduction
As discussed in chapter three, theory for practice or technical rules can emerge within a
stable professional practice that is reflective and has rich ongoing engagement and
feedback from users. However, up to now research into PAIs has not examined existing best
practice. While Heiser and Tversky (2003) state that many instruction manuals are poorly
designed and Richardson (2007) identified the cost of poor PAIs there is no attempt to
differentiate between good and bad practice. Poor PAIs exist as do effective PAIs and there
are organizations that invest in developing PAIs that work.

For some companies, PAIs are an integral element for the success of their products and so it
is assumed that organizations producing them have invested in developing useful and
effective PAIs. While knowledge for the design of PAIs may be developed by companies
these guidelines would be considered the intellectual property of the company and thus not
made publicly available. As Norman points out, there is no incentive for designers in
commercial organizations to publish anything regarding their work, other than the work
itself (1995). Thus to examine best practice from industry we examine the artifacts which
embody design knowledge that is not explicit and is a result of the tacit knowledge held by
designers based on their experience from practice.

In order to identify which PAIs are likely to reflect 'best-practice' it is useful to discuss the
different types and purposes of PAIs. Broadly PAIs can be characterised as being used for
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products where 'some-assembly-is-required' or for products intended for 'assembly-forpleasure'.

'Some assembly-is-required' is where assembly is a requirement imposed on the consumer
in order to make a product functional. A common example is flat pack furniture purchased
from IKEA™. The consumer is offered lower product costs and ease of transport for bulky
items in exchange for providing the labor for the assembly. The flat pack principle is
common for large bulky items such as furniture, barbeques, children's toys and bicycles,
particularly in a global manufacturing environment where goods are often shipped over
large distances and transportation is paid for by volume. The PAIs are typically only used
once thus the production of the PAI document is provided in the most cost effective manner
resulting in single colour prints on poorer quality, expendable paper often reduced to as
few sheets as possible.

'Assembly-for-pleasure' is when the assembly process itself is the focus of the user and the
reason for products purchase, to the point that the pleasure of using the final artifact is
almost incidental to the pleasure of the construction process. This is exemplified by the toys
from Lego™, Meccano™, Kinex™, and replica plastic model kits for planes, cars and
Gundam™. In these circumstances the pleasure is in the interpretation of the PAIs to
complete the task successfully. Once the object is assembled the item may be used or
displayed but frequently the person will go on and seek the next, perhaps more challenging
assembly task. For these products the instructions are an integral and prized part of the
product, they may be used repeatedly (in the case of Lego™ and similar products) and are
designed to be visually appealing as well as usable. They are often produced using colour
and gloss formats. As mentioned in chapter 2, playing with Lego™ as a child correlates with
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high SVA scores (Deno, 1995), so either the activity increases SVA or those with SVA are
attracted to that style of play.

Lego™ ranges from an early childhood range, Duplo™, to more complicated toys such as
technical Lego™ with a corresponding progression from very simple assembly up to more
challenging and time consuming tasks. The largest Lego™ kit released to date is the Star
Wars Millennium Falcon with a set of PAIs 316 pages long. Ban Dai™ plastic model kits for
Gundam™ also have this development of complexity, from No Grade kits, the basic entry
level kit through 'HG7 High Grade and 'MG' Master Grade to the highest level, 'PG' Perfect
Grade with a corresponding increase in complexity, price and duration of task (Figure 38).

Figure 38. PAIs for a Gundam™ Perfect Grade plastic model kit (Ban-Dai, n.d., p. 4)
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Criteria for selection of artifacts
While artifacts are seen to embody knowledge there is a need for selection criteria to
identify which PAIs reflect the 'state-of-the-art' as a result of prolonged and iterative design
processes in conjunction with performance evaluations. Based on this there are two
companies with a long history of creating PAIs, Lego™ and IKEA™, that are of particular
interest.

Lego™ provides 'assembly-for-pleasure' and has an interest in making the task itself
pleasurable, therefore the PAIs need to engage the user and balance challenge with
legibility and visual appeal. The PAIs made by Lego™ have been described as '"legendarily
good'" by Tversky (Mintz, 2004) and have been produced over many years. Given that the
construction element is the core play activity it is expected that the PAIs will be the focus of
serious design development. Many other assembly toys use PAIs in a similar style such as
Meccano™ and Kinex™.

IKEA™ is in the category of 'some-assembly-is-required'. In this case, it is important the PAIs
are effective and make the necessary, but to many, unpleasant task as easy as possible to
reduce consumer dissatisfaction and the expense of consumer complaints and queries.
Despite widespread popular criticism of IKEA™ instructions, they are considered as
following good-design principles (Mintz, 2004). A review of online discussions of IKEA™
shows that their PAIs are frequently open to parody and ridicule, however there are also
some who praise the simplicity and effectiveness of the instructions.
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Ask the designers
In order to establish the methods used to design and develop knowledge for the design of
PAIs, Lego™ and IKEA™ were contacted and asked about their internal process for the
development of PAIs. The designers responsible for PAIs were identified and asked a series
of questions via email. These questions are listed in the previous chapter but are repeated
here for easy reference.

1. Does Lego™/IKEA™ have a guide book, a house style or a set of guidelines that are
used to guide the creation of Assembly Instructions?
2. If so how did the guidelines, style guide evolve?
3. How is it documented and disseminated to relevant people?
4. What are the internal mechanisms to evaluate assembly instructions?
5. Do the guidelines evolve over time, if so is there a process underpinning this?

The respondents were: from Lego™, Annette Russ who manages the department of 24
Building Instruction Developers, and from IKEA™, Anders Lyon who is in charge of Product
Communication.

In both cases the expertise developed by individuals over time was recognized and
respected. During the development of PAIs both organizations had mechanisms for review
and feedback either by peer review, feedback from consumer service centers and via user
trials. This included ongoing internal conversations among the designers, sharing
experiences and discussing the outcomes of evaluations.
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IKEA™ has a "Manual for assembly instructions" produced in 2001 and updated in 2004 with
rules for stroke thickness, fonts, font size, logos, pictograms, structure and layout. They also
have a "Manual for practical solutions" produced in 2007 with practical solutions for
assembling (A. Lyon, personal communication, 20th August, 2007). The "Manual for practical
solutions" appears to be an example of what Worren (2002) would call technical rules.
These are updated approximately every two to three years. New ideas are first discussed in
the group and if generally accepted they are added to the next edition of the manual. Thus
new ideas and approaches emerge from practice via a process of negotiation and general
consensus within a systemic framework of the regular revision of manuals. Given these
processes for the development of PAIs the output of these organizations should reflect a
high level of practice.

IKEA™ also has a list of key words to support making the PAIs effective. There are:

One step at a time

Do not complicate the assembly instruction by showing too many steps in an
illustration.

Continuity

Let the customer see the product grow, seen from the same angle.

Simplicity

Use just enough detailed illustrations for the customer to recognize the parts.
Do not overwork the illustrations.
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Instructions without text

About 85% of all instructions are made with illustrations only.

Important details are highlighted

To emphasize and clarify, important details are highlighted and magnified.

Know your customer

It is important to be aware of the customer's conditions for assembling. For
example, limited space, room height and so on.

Interesting dilemma

Sometimes the most understandable way to visualize an assembly is not so
easy in practice, the easiest way to assemble might not be so easy to
visualize. (A. Lyon, personal communication, 20th August, 2007)

By comparing these keywords to the guidelines drawn from the literature review it can be
seen that IKEA™'s key words reflect many of the guidelines. Where the keywords do not
reflect the guidelines, they are evident in IKEA™'s PAIs (Table 3). For example the guidelines
of the use of perspective, the need to show the entire object, gravitationally stable views,
various line-weights and action/state image pairs are not included in the keywords,
however they are evident in IKEA™'s PAIs and may be included in IKEA™'s "Manual for
Assembly Instructions". The guideline regarding viewing from a typical angle is a minor
consideration dealing with nuances rather than describing an overall strategy. The
comparison of the literature review guidelines and actual PAIs is explored in greater detail
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in the latter part o f this chapter. So overall the results o f the guidelines from the research
matches the guidelines developed in practice by IKEA™.

1

Interesting dilemma

Know your customer
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The sequence needs to have
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The parts added and the mode of
attachm ent should be visible.
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Table 3. Comparison of IKEA™ keywords and guidelines from the literature review
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Views should show as many
im portant features of the parts
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as possible.
5

A rbitrary changing the viewing
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■

avoided.
6

Views are typical viewing angles
■

fo r the type o f object depicted.
7

Perspective is preferable to
elevations and other projection

■

methods.
8

Parts should be shown in
■
gravitationally stable
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orientations.
9

The entire object is illustrated for
each step, to provide contextual

■

information.
10 Line drawings are preferred.
•

■

11 The use of various line-weights
■

for depth perception.
12 Action followed by state image.
•

■

Lego™ do not have a generic set of guidelines or house style, rather they have:

... key competencies learned, taught and developed/optimized throughout
the past 3-4 decades....The unique required skill to be able to develop
optimal building instruction for a X-aged consumer receiving a LEGO product
is to know child abilities at different stages as well as a profound knowledge
about different LEGO elements and what drives a good building flow. (A.
Huss, personal communication, 9th May, 2008)

Lego™ does have age-graded ability guides and specific lay out guides developed in
response to experts in child development.

As McDonald Ross stated; "Practitioners conduct many informal tests which are never
reported, but which nevertheless help them to improve their judgment" (1977, p. 361). This
reflects the practice of Lego™ and IKEA™ conducting many tests and evaluations informally
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in order to develop and improve their judgment. Thus it may be said they engage in
reflective practice towards developing designerly knowledge of their area of practice.

It is worth noting that after the initial response IKEA™ would not continue to provide
information due to company policy. This reinforces the confidentiality of corporate
knowledge and therefore the lack of publication of knowledge developed in commercial
practice, making their knowledge inaccessible to researchers.

Since the PAIs from each company are very consistent in style and communication
strategies, only one example from each company will be described here. Examples
reflecting assembly tasks of high complexity are likely to require use of all of the strategies
available to the designers. For the IKEA™ instructions the PAIs for a Hemnes table were
chosen after contacting an IKEA™ store and asking which of their pieces had one of the
more complex assembly tasks. For Lego™ a complex technical Lego™ set was chosen. The
PAIs were sourced as .pdf documents from public online databases.

Examining artifacts
In the design of illustrations the visual form of artifacts is a form of knowledge requiring
visual literacy: the user must be versed in the concepts in the form for interpretation
(Swann, 2002). My previous experience in creating technical illustrations and visual and
technical communication of product design provides me with knowledge and experience of
the concepts and the forms used in the PAIs.

In the first instance the list of guidelines drawn from the literature review was used as a
basis for examining the PAIs. In each case the PAIs were examined for evidence that they
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aligned with the recommendations. Where they did not match the recommendation I drew
on my previous design experience to conjecture how and why the design of the PAIs
differed from the recommendations. It would not be expected however that all PAIs would
match exactly with the recommendations as Nielsen notes that usability is filled with
apparent contradictions, with few hard and fast rules that are without exceptions ( 1993).

After the analysis based on the literature review findings the PAIs were examined again to
find additional elements, techniques or communication problems not mentioned in the
literature review. In the next section the results of two such examinations are given as
examples of this process.

Results of examination of artifacts - IKEA™ PAIs
The following section compares the guidelines from the research with the PAIs for an IKEA™
bedroom side table, Hemnes.

1 - Image sequences with a significant action for each step.

The instructions are presented as a sequence of images with each step showing a significant
action, or in some cases two different actions. However these actions involve similar
orientation or assembly operation type (Figure 39). This concept is part of the IKEA™ key
words; 'One step at a time'.
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The assembly of the
drawer sides to the
drawer front is portrayed
over three steps.
Step 12 depicts the
addition of four pins.
Step 13 shows the
addition of the drawer
sides onto the drawer
front.

Step 14 shows the
insertion and tightening
of the locking cams. In
each stage the action
shown is conceptually
and materially different
from the preceding and
subsequent steps.

This shows the three
steps as a single illustra
tion, however this would
have resulted in multiple
operations occurring in a
single image that would
be confusing.

Note: The leaders ( •— ° ) and text were added by the author and were not part of
the original PAIs. This is the case for the figures showing PAIs for the remainder of the
thesis.
Figure 39. IKEA™ PAIs - Image sequences with a significant action for each step
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2 - The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order.

Each instruction in the sequence has a number in the top left corner. The sequence runs
from top to bottom of the page, left to right (Figure 40).

This sequence is split over
two pages with a fold
running through the middle.
It follows a western conven
tion with each page being
read top to bottom and
pages read in sequence
from left to right.

Figure 40. IKEA™ PAIs - The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order
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3 - The parts added and the mode o f attachm ent for each step should be visible.

For each part added the mode o f attachm ent is visible. There are tw o means of achieving
this; the parts are presented in an orientation best suited to showing the attachm ent mode.
If this is not possible hidden lines show the location under the surface of the item (Figure
41). In some cases where m ultiple parts are added but they are obscured from view a
m ultiplier is added next to the new part added. In this case the user must infer th a t there is
an additional part to add over and above those illustrated. This concept is part o f the IKEA™
key words; 'Simplicity'.

This view does not show the
attachment point for three
of the four cam locks. In this
case a 'ghosted view' shows
the hidden object with a
dashed line to indicate its
location.
o The location of the attach
ment location is obscured,
however its location can be
inferred from the opposite
visible joint.

In this case the location of
the attachment point is
visible.

Figure 41. IKEA™ PAIs - The parts added and the mode of attachment for each step should be visible
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4 - Perspective is preferable to elevations and other projection methods.

The images are presented in perspective (Figure 42). Even when the instructions show an
elevation it treats the illustration as a one-point perspective to maintain the perspective
view approach and thus perhaps avoid any user misunderstanding due to a shift in
presentation approach or peoples lack of fam iliarity w ith orthographic elevation
conventions.

The front view is presented
as a one-point perspective.
The main view is presented
in two-point perspective as
seen with the converging
lines.
The smaller object is not in
perspective as they do not
have the same amount of
convergence and foreshort
ening as larger objects, to
include persective on
smaller objects would make
them appear to be larger
than they actually are.
Note: The dotted lines
showing the perspective
were added for the
purposes of exposition.

Figure 42. IKEA™ PAIs - Perspective is preferable to elevations and other projection methods
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5 - Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided.

Views typically keep the same viewing angle whenever possible, however sometimes the
viewing angle is altered in order to allow for guideline three. However to assist the user
understand the reorientation of the view there are diagrams with arrow indicating how the
part has been moved from one step to the next (Figure 43).
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Between steps six and seven
the point of view of the
assembly does not change.

Between steps one and two
the view of the assembly
needs to change so the
depiction is gravitationally
stable. Note the use of the
'flip' arrow to show the part
needs to change its orienta
tion.

Figure 43. IKEA™ PAIs - Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided
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6 - Views should show as many important features of the parts as possible.

Distinctive elements of the parts such as holes and grooves are included in the illustration
to assist with part identification and orientation (Figure 44). See guideline eight for more
information about this.

This concept is part of the IKEA™ key words; 'Simplicity'. It is worth noting the difference in
wording. IKEA™ states "Use just enough detailed illustrations ... to recognize the parts. Do
not over work the illustrations." Whereas guideline six suggests showing as many parts as
possible, both expressions are dealing with the same concept expressed from different
points. Both require detail for identification but no more than is required, IKEA™ asks that
detail is held back and only what is relevant is included, whereas Szlichcinski advocated the
inclusion of detail about object appearance to help people locate elements.
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The holes and the groove on
one of the edges are
included in the illustration
to give position and orienta
tion information regarding
the location of the holes
required for the assembly
steps.

Compare this to the image
that only includes the holes
involved in this assembly
step. Without the contex
tual information of the
other holes it is difficult to
locate and identify the
correct holes.
Note: This diagram has been
modified from the original
for the purposes of exposi
tion.

Figure 44. IKEA™ PAIs - Views should show as many important features of the parts as possible
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7 - Parts should be shown in gravitationally stable orientations.

Parts are shown as they would appear in a gravitationally stable orientation (Figure 45).

1

In step one the cupboard
side panels are shown flat
on the ground. If they were
standing on edge, as
required in step two, it
would be difficult to add the
parts.

For step two it is easier to
add the parts with the side
panels on edge. A small
pictogram and arrow are
included to communicate
the change of orientation of
the part.

Figure 45. IKEA™ PAIs - Parts should be shown in gravitationally stable orientations
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8 - The entire object is illustrated for each step, to communicate the location and
orientation of new components.

The entire object is shown in all IKEA™ PAIs. Due to the large scale o f the furniture item
compared to the size of the page this does mean that some fine detail is lost. Where these
distinctive elements are too small to be seen or are obscured due to the point of view a
small 'call-out' balloon is used to indicate the area and show an enlarged image (Figure 46).

The entire object is shown
despite the fact that the
assembly operations are
small and occur in a small
area of the object.
Some of the details are too
small to be depicted with
the line drawings, so a
'call-out' balloon is used to
show an enlarged image of
important areas.

Figure 46. IKEA™ PAIs - The entire object is illustrated for each step, to communicate the location and orientation of
new components
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9 - Line drawings are preferred.

The images in the PAIs are line drawings (Figure 47) and this concept is evident in the IKEA™
key word; 'Simplicity'.

The line drawing enables
the main features, such as
part edges, to be indicated
while excluding irrelevant
and potentially confusing
elements such as surface
texture.

Edges and features become
difficult to identify in
photographs as the surface
texture camoflages shapes.

Figure 47. IKEA™ PAIs - Line drawings are preferred
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10 - The use o f various line-weights for depth perception.

The line drawing uses tw o line-weights (Figure 48) in the manner described by Bussard
(2002) and M artin (1989).

Thick lines are used to
shows exterior edges and to
indicate the seperation
between parts.

Thin lines are used for
corners of parts and
elements of parts not on
the edges.

Figure 48. IKEA™ PAIs - The use of various line-weights for depth perception
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11 - Views are typical viewing angles for the type of object depicted.

The viewing angle for the perspective view is consistent in the elevation of the viewing
angle and the angle of the elements with respect to the viewpoint. All views, despite the
orientation of the parts, have the same viewing angle that replicates how a person would
see the assembly (Figure 49).

In some cases the components need to move to be in the appropriate position for the
assembly operation. In these cases the 'flip' image occurs to notify the user the part needs
to be moved into a new orientation.

In some cases the perspective is altered in order to clearly show a detail that would be
obscured by the standard perspective view. In this case the main view maintains the
consistent perspective and 'call-out' balloons are used to show the new perspective view.
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The image on the cover of
the PAIS shows the canoni
cal three-quarter view of
the object. This shows the
object from above with the
object turned about 30
degrees to the viewer.

Assemblies that are uncom
mon do not have the
advantage of a typical view.
In these cases a descriptive
three-quarter view is used.

Figure 49. IKEA™ PAIs - Views are typical viewing angles for the type of object depicted
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12 - Action followed by state image.

Each image shows an action (Figure 50). Each action shows the state of the assembly plus
the new action. Thus each action is followed by a state drawing w ith the next action
included. In some cases this may be confusing when the parts in the new action obscure
some visual elements altered by the previous action.

This step shows the action
of placing the sides to the
drawer front.

This step shows the state of
the drawers after the
previous actions.
In addition this also shows
the next action, the addition
of the the cam locks.

Figure 50. IKEA™ PAIs - Action followed by state image
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In addition to the elements identified in the literature review of guidelines a number of
other elements are evident in the PAIs (Figure 51). Arrows are frequently used to indicate
rotation of screwdrivers and the movement of components and lines show the direction
parts are to move. A call-out balloon is a hybrid of an arrow and a circle surrounding an
enlarged image that is frequently used to indicate an enlarged view of a component. This is
used consistently across all IKEA™ PAIs, once this pictorial convention is learnt it can be
understood across other IKEA™ PAIs. Another element is crosses used to indicate an
incorrect operation compared to a correct method of assembly as in 'do this, not this'.
Finally numbers with a multiplication symbol, 'X', are used to show when an action or part is
required multiple times.

Arrows to indicate the
direction of actions.
Call-out balloons to show an
enlargement of otherwise
small and visually indistinct
details.

A cross is used to indicate
which of two possible
assembly options is correct.

Numeral multipliers are
used to indicate an action
needs to occur multiple
times.
Figure 51. IKEA™ PAIs - Other elements
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Results of examination of artifacts - Lego™ PAIs
The following section compares the guidelines from the research with the PAIs for a
technical Lego™ crane. It is worth noting that inside the front cover is a warning repeated in
29 languages indicating breadth of the international audience.

1 - Image sequences with a significant action for each step.

The sequence of assembly operations is broken down to a number of simple steps (Figure
52). The consequence is that it takes 95 pages to show over 100 steps. Each step shows the
addition of only one to three parts.

Despite the complexity of the object each step comprises actions that are simple and
thematically similar.

Figure 52. Lego™ PAIs - Image sequences with a significant action for each step
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2 - The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order.

For m ost steps the in fo rm a tio n is presented w ith a single step per page. Thus the page
separation indicated the gap betw een steps. W hen th e re are tw o steps per page th e re is a
clear division on the page. W hen a step is broken dow n in to sub-steps the sequence o f the
steps is explicit (Figure 53). The hierarchy o f the steps is made clear w ith m ajor steps having
num bers in the to p le ft corner o f the page and sub-steps being bound w ith a lighter
coloured area.

The sequence is communi
cated with numbers.

Where there are subassemblies the sequence is
made distinct from the main
sequence.
Lines are used to visually
seperate columns.

The sequence is communi
cated by reading columns
internally from top to
bottom and reading
columns left to right.

Figure 53. Lego™ PAIs - The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order
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3 - The parts added and the mode of attachment for each step should be visible.

The parts added and mode of attachment are made clear in most cases. However in some
cases due to the cluttered and repetitive nature of the components and attachment points
the location of new elements can be difficult to discern. In these cases other graphic devices
such as contrasting coloured lines and arrows are used to draw the eye to where the
attachment is occurring (Figure 54).

A core feature of Lego™ is the use of precise injection moulding to create strong repeatable
friction fit joins. Accordingly assembly actions are predominantly press fitting components
together and all that needs to be indicated is which components are to be joined, the
location of the joint and the relative location and orientation of the parts.

The location of the attach
ment is visible and the path
of the assembly process is
indicated with the red
arrow.

1

Figure 54. Lego™ PAIs - The parts added and the mode of attachment for each step should be visible
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4 - Perspective is preferable to elevations and other projection methods.
Lego™ instructions use 'paralline' views rather than perspective w ith its associated
convergence and foreshortening (Figure 55). This may be due to the repetitious nature of
the small holes and fixings on the parts that may be obscured by the convergence and
foreshortening due to perspective. Also small objects do not have much convergence or
foreshortening compared to large objects such as furniture and to force the perspective
would result in the object appearing larger than is looks 'on-the-bench'.

The image is a parraline
representation and does not
have foreshortening or
convergence of lines.
If these parts were
presented in perspective the
small repetitive details
would be lost in the result
ant convergence and
foreshortening.
Note: The red lines showing
the perspective were added
for the purposes of exposi
tion.
Figure 55. Lego™ PAIs - Perspective is preferable to elevations and other projection methods
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5 - Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided.

The viewing angle is kept stable and only changes when required to show the attachment of
parts.

Steps one to 35 describing the assembly of the base of the crane mechanism change the
viewing angle seven times, two changes of which were significant enough to warrant an
icon to describe the change (Figure 56).

In each case once a viewing angle is established it tends to be used for as many steps as
possible before it is changed. There are two types of view change;

•

A minor change that is similar enough to the previous view that the nature of the
view change is clear.

•

A major change that requires an indication of the nature of the change to
communicate how the object as shifted.
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There is a small change of
view so the location of
attachment remains visible.
In this case the view change
is so minor it has not been
explicitly communicated.
Note: This diagram has been
modified from the original
for the purposes of exposi
tion. Red lines and an arrow
have been added to show
the change in the view.

Between steps 25 and 26
the assembly is rotated 135
degrees and the visual
landmarks used to identify
parts and orientations are
changes significantly. In this
case an icon with a rotating
arrow is used to indicate a
major change in the view
has occured.
.< **■ *•*

-

0

Figure 56. Lego™ PAIs - Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided
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6 - Views should show as many im portant features o f the parts as possible to provide
sufficient inform ation for object identification.

The views show the features im portant for the step to be performed. In a case where the
view does not show the required detail the view is altered. For example in step tw o the part
is rotated slightly so the hole into which the pin inserts is made visible (Figure 57).

The hole for the assembly
operation is shown, even
though this requires the
view of the part to be
rotated slightly.

Figure 57. Lego™ PAIs - Views should show as many important features of the parts as possible to provide sufficient
information for object identification
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7 - Parts should be shown in gravitationally stable orientations.

This is perhaps less im portant for the assembly of this sized object as it is easy to pick up the
object and orientate it to match the illustration, where as this would not be possible with
larger assemblies. Having said that the arrangement o f the objects show the objects lying
down in horizontal, gravitationally stable, arrangements as opposed to standing up or in
vertical arrangements (Figure 58).

This long part is presented
in a gravitationally stable
orientation.

The part could have been

presented like this, however
it would have been difficult
to achieve this in practice
without the part tipping
over.

Figure 58. Lego™ PAIs - Parts should be shown in gravitationally stable orientations
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8 - The entire object is illustrated for each step, to communicate the location and
orientation of new components.

For the majority of the views the entire object is shown even when the new parts are quite
small in comparison to the main assembly. Only a few pages do not show the entire object.
This occurs when the items are so large or long that to fit them on the page would require
the image to be scaled down to the extent that details would be obscured. This is the case
for the images on pages 81, 90, 94 of the Lego™ PAIs. On these pages the images show all of
the details required to identify the location of the assembly action and the amount of image
lost is minimised (Figure 59).
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For this step the entire
assembly is shown, even
though the assembly action
is in a small area.

In this case only the end
where the sub-assembly is
attached is shown. This is
unusual and the only time
this occurs in the 156 page
PAIs.

Figure 59. Lego™ PAIs - The entire object is illustrated for each step, to communicate the location and orientation of
new components
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9 - Line drawings are preferred.

The Lego instructions use line drawings w ith colour infill showing object volume (Figure 60).
This is easily achieved due to the orthogonal nature of the construction that involved
predom inantly planes in the x,y,z axis. Most parts are depicted w ith a black line drawing
with infill to match the colour of the block depicted. When the block is black the line w ork is
white to keep the colour key accurate. Colour coding assists w ith part identification and
context on the object.

In the context o f toy design where the objective is enjoym ent the visual appeal of the
instructions is an im portant part o f the design o f the whole toy.

•— ° The parts are depicted with
line drawings, with shading
used to indicate differences
in surfaces.

Figure 60. Lego™ PAIs - Line drawings are preferred
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10 - The use o f various line-weights for depth perception.
A consistent line-weight is used. The need for various line-weights is minimized as the
shading provides a great deal o f inform ation about the form and volume of the parts (Figure
61).

•— o The drawing uses the same
line weight for all lines, with
shading used to indicate
differences in surfaces.

Figure 61. Lego™ PAIs - The use of various line-weights for depth perception
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11 - Views are typical viewing angles for the type o f object depicted.

As for the IKEA™ instructions all views have the same viewing angle that replicates how the
assembly would typically appear in fro n t o f the user. In many cases the mechanical
assembly o f a Lego construction is not bound by this idea o f a 'typical' viewing angle. As the
object is atypical there would be no previous depiction or canonical view fo r th a t object
(Figure 62). In most cases the viewing angle is determined by the other guidelines of
gravitational stability and the need to show as many features as possible.

This sub-assembly is not a
common object, such as a
chair, and so does not have
a 'conventional' or 'typical'
viewing angle. It is
presented in a gravitation
ally stable point of view,
with a viewing angle to
show as much detail as
possible.

Figure 62. Lego™ PAIs - Views are typical viewing angles for the type of object depicted
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12 - Action follow ed by state image.

There is a com bination of action-state and state-state image pairs. In some cases the action,
and the added part, is shown exterior to the assembly, in other cases the object is shown
before and after the new part are added with no interm ediate action image (Figure 63).

This sequence shows the
action image in the call-out,
followed by the state image
when incorporated into the
main assembly.
Action
State

In the first step not all of the
parts are included in an
action diagram that are
added in the second step.
Given the simplicity of the
operation it may have been
assumed users could
understand this without an
explicit depiction of the
action required.

Figure 63. Lego™ PAIs - Action followed by state image
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In terms of the use of graphic symbols, on the first page are a series of icons to explain
some general instructions such as: don't kink the tubes, don't over tighten axles, push on
fully. These are described in the do-don't do approach using a cross to show how not to do
it along side an image of the correct manner. The over tighten axle shows an
anthropomorphized image showing the part in distress if over tightened (Figure 64).

Figure 64. Warnings at the start of the LEGO™ PAIs including a range of symbols in preference to text.

Within the instructions there are numerals used to indicate the number of parts required.
The only icon used is a rotate arrow to indicate the main body of the object has been
moved between the views.

As well as the guidelines from the literature, examination of these PAIs shows additional
ideas and commonly used features. Where many similar sized objects are available there is
a 1:1 elevation of the item to assist users differentiate between similar parts by providing
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dimensional information not easily discerned from perspective or isometric
representations. Pages include a 'parts list' adjacent to the step depicting the items
required for the assembly operation. If more than one part of a particular type is used, a
number and a multiplier are used to indicate how many are required. This relies on
knowledge of mathematic multiplication conventions and may be problematic for low
literacy users. When the view of the part is shifted there is some indication via an icon or
directly to indicate how the part is moved relative to the point of view. This allows for the
view to be shifted providing a view of the attachment of the parts, guideline three, while
alleviating problems associated with avoiding changing the view and thus contravening
guideline five.

In most cases the PAIs use the recommendations, but due to the nature of the assembly
task the recommendation may not be sufficient for instructional clarity. Thus other visual
devices are used to overcome the problem. For example in guideline three, mode of
attachment: due to the nature of the object it is not always clear how this occurs and
additional strategies are used.

The grid below compares the PAIs examined against the 12 guidelines showing how closely
the PAIs held with the guidelines.

Table 4. Comparison of Lego™ and IKEA™ PAIs with the guidelines from the literature review

1
IKEA™
Lego™

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

C

D

11

12

A
B

A. Perspective not always consistent
C. Lines plus colour infill
E. Combination of state-state and action-state
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B. Parraline
D. Same line-weight

E

Conclusion
Overall existing PAIs reflected the guidelines from the research with any variations being
very minor or for reasons particular to the context. As Hartley stated "The research
literature does offer some generalisations but such advice ... hardly seems worldshattering..." (1974, p. 39). Did the academic research inform the designers of the PAIs? It
would seem to be unlikely, for example the Agrawala, Phan et al. (2003) and Bussard (2002)
studies post date the production of the PAIs.

It is interesting to note that PAIs over time appear to have evolved towards common
themes that appear to be emergent from practice. These rules emerge from practice and
become elucidated as rules over time as evidence from continual practice establishes the
general efficacy of the rules. To describe them in these categories is not to suggest that
these preceded or informed practice as it evolved, but rather is it used as a means to
summarise and describe rules emerging from practice.

Thus existing PAIs reflect common approaches and therefore accepted effective 'rules'.
These rules would have emerged over time as a consequence of the iterative nature of
design and an accumulation of stories, theory and practice.

Both IKEA™ and Lego™ emphasized the importance of experience in the ability to create
PAIs, thus there is an element of creating instructions that is beyond what can be explicitly
stated. As Lowgren et al. (1999), Hartley et al. (1974) and MacDonald Ross (1977) have
stated, that the skill and ability of the practitioner determine the outcome of the final
product. So when guidelines are created, they exist to reflect knowledge developed and
acknowledged by the group as being useful.
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The next chapter will describe the project used as the basis of the design elements of the
research.
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Chapter 6 - Project context and process

Introduction
This chapter describes the project undertaken as the design research element of this thesis.
Artifacts do not exist without a context; the context for each design problem affects
judgments on the implementation of guidelines and how tradeoffs are made. The criteria
for the WorldMade PAI design impacted on the decisions made for the design so these
details need to be made explicit to provide rich explanations of the problem and solution.

The context of the project and specific requirements and constraints of the Motivation,
WorldMade design project are described and the procedure of the design and evaluation of
the PAIs is explained.

Entry was gained to the Motivation organization through personal links with the
organization. They identified a need for PAIs for the WorldMade wheelchair project and the
need for research and testing: however they did not possess the resources for a thorough
investigation or development. I offered to work with them in the context of conducting
research into the area with the aim of producing a complete and effective set of PAIs for
them. Motivation in turn gave me access to their international resources, connections,
personnel and facilities. Approval for working with test subjects in Sri Lanka was granted by
the ethics committee at ANU (Appendix A).
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Details about the PAIs for the WorldMade project
This research was undertaken in the context of the design of a set of PAIs for Motivation for
the WorldMade wheelchair to be distributed to developing countries. This was used as the
design project for this study as it provided a clear aim in a complex and challenging context.
PAIs for other products could have been explored with each of them having their own
characteristics and requirements based on the product being assembled and the user
group. To seek a context that is stereotypical or representative of a typical user group
however would be a difficult task in itself. As previously discussed, attempts to control the
experimental environment result in trade offs resulting in artifacts that become abstracted
and thus distanced from practice. Acknowledging that any particular problem will have its
idiosyncrasies, the WorldMade wheelchair project offered several advantages that were
deemed acceptable for this study. In order to manage the potential for highly contextdependent findings, the description of the particular context will be as explicit as possible in
order to make the design process tractable for others, as recommended by Kanis (1999).

Established in 1991, Motivation is a UK-based charitable organisation with the objective to
improve the quality of life of wheelchair users particularly in developing countries where
disability services are limited or non-existent. Motivation deals with the provision of
wheelchairs designed specifically for the local environment and provides the associated
training and education to assist individuals in achieving their maximum potential.

Their approach of setting up small-scale localised projects, while very successful and
sustainable at local levels, is restricted in scope. While this was effective locally, with an
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estimated 20 million people who need a wheelchair but do not have one (Sheldon & Jacobs,
2003) this localised approach cannot result in widespread wheelchair distribution.

As a consequence Motivation has modified their approach to meet this demand. Based on
their experience in designing wheelchairs for users in rural areas of over 20 developing
countries Motivation developed a wheelchair that would be suitable for many of these
areas -th e 'WorldMade' project.

The WorldMade chair (Figure 65) is designed to be relatively cheap with the intent it costs
US$100 to manufacture. The wheelchair is made in a high volume manufacturing facility
and exported around the world to Motivation's local partners. This frees the local partners
from the burden of localised production and allows them to focus on rehabilitation and
addressing health issues for the wheelchair users. The wheelchairs are shipped as a flatpack and local partners are required to assemble the wheelchairs and make minor
modifications, within constraints allowed by the design, to suit individual user
requirements.
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Figure 65. The WorldMade wheelchair

This does however result in some compromises compared with the previous approach. In
the past, Motivation would develop and design a wheelchair so it could be made locally for
a specific country and region, using locally available trades, skills and materials. Thus the
wheelchairs could be manufactured and maintained without the need for non-local
components, materials, tools and skills. This enabled the production of wheelchairs to be
sustained without external ongoing assistance such as parts provision and external skilled
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people. In other words, the hardware and the software were all developed in conjunction
with locals to increase the likelihood of success of the technology at their level.

As the WorldMade chair is sent to developing countries w ithout the infrastructure of
materials supply and trained workforce it may introduce new technologies (materials,
assembly technologies, tool requirements) that require local technicians to acquire new
skills. An essential element of the introduction of WorldMade is the training given to the
technicians who assemble, modify and maintain the wheelchairs. In this way the
distribution of the WorldMade wheelchair is not like a consumer purchasing a flat-pack
piece of home office furniture that he or she needs to assemble on his or her own without
any training or other assistance.

As part of the WorldMade distribution, Motivation will set up and train a Regional Training
Center (RTC) in conjunction with local partners. The RTC personnel train APATs (Assessment
Prescription Assemble Training) who assemble and fit the wheelchairs to users and train the
end user. The RTC personnel will typically have tertiary education and exposure to many
forms of visual communication. The APATs who do the assembly are likely to be people with
mechanical experience such as fixing bicycles, who would have learnt their skills on the job
rather than through formal education. They would probably be illiterate and have little or
no schooling. The lack of education and exposure to technical visual materials is likely to
result in problems with the interpretation of images and symbols.

When creating communication for users in developing countries it is recommended that the
materials are created and tested locally to ensure the material is appropriate and
understood (Haaland, Akogun, & Oladepo, 2000). However for this project it is not viable to
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recreate the PAIs for every country where WorldMade is distributed, thus the PAIs need to
have a format suitable to people from as many different cultural and educational
backgrounds as possible. A universal design not tailored for specific cultures is not
optimum, so the intention is to make the best 'good' solution under the constraints. It is
anticipated that the PAIs will be tested in each country in which the WorldMade wheelchair
is used and may require minor alterations to suit local conditions.

The assembly technicians go through a training process to familiarize them with the
assembly process and variations related to the prescription process. Thus the PAIs are not
intended as stand alone instructions like IKEA™ or Lego™ PAIs where maximum
transparency and guessability are required because in these cases the user has no formal
training in the use of the instructions. For the WorldMade project technician training is part
of the process so that the requirement that the PAIs are 'guessable' is less important.
Where elements cannot be made guessable the learnability and the 'translucency' of
images and pictograms are considered such that if they are shown once, the meaning of the
image should be easy to recall. While the dynamics of the interpersonal aspects of the
training are paramount, good visual materials will not alleviate the problems of a poor
teacher, but a poor teacher can address some of the issues of poor visuals (Dudley &
Haaland, 1993).

The WorldMade wheelchair requires some assembly tasks not commonly seen in PAIs.
There is the need to loosely bolt joints and then tighten them after other assembly tasks are
completed. Also some assembly steps have several alternative arrangements to provide for
different seating sizes and configurations. Finally, the distance between some items needs
to be measured to establish their correct location before joints can be tightened. Note:
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when the first trial was conducted the WorldMade design required measuring during the
assembly process, but the design was further developed to eliminate this requirement and
measurement was not included in the final WorldMade PAIs.

The ability to photocopy the instructions is important, as photocopiers are the most likely
means of creating copies of the PAIs in developing countries. Thus the page size and image
type needed to enable effective photocopying without significant loss of detail and
information. This means black and white line drawings would be preferable over
photographic images and any shading or hatching should be illustrated so it can be
photocopied without 'going-to-black'.

The physical design of the document is important as the size, materials, and binding
methods affect how the document would be physically used and stored in the work
environment as well as how easy it is to navigate the document and how image sequences
are viewed.

The design and research strategy
The design and user trials for the development of the WorldMade PAIs were conducted in
two parts. First there was an exploratory research stage where PAIs of designs with
assembly tasks replicating the WorldMade procedures were created and tested. Second, a
full set of PAIs for the wheelchair was created and trialed. The PAIs for the wheelchair were
developed based on the findings from the first trial.
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Exploratory research by design and test: the first trial

When the project commenced the design for the WorldMade wheelchair was not complete
so it was not possible to create and trial PAIs for the wheelchair. The literature and artifact
review raised a number of issues that appeared to have a bearing on the design of the
WorldMade PAIs so it was decided to conduct exploratory research to answer these
questions and to better understand the problem.

The literature and artifact review had provided a great deal of information, principles and
details relevant to the design of PAIs in general and for the design of communication in
developing counties. However how the guidelines worked at the implementation stage was
unknown and there were questions about relative importance and tradeoffs.

The SVA of users was identified as an issue for the correct interpretation of PAIs (Heiser, et
al., 2004) and the literature review indicated that people in developing countries may
possess lower SVA abilities than people exposed to western forms of visual stimulation and
experience (Jahoda & McGurk, 1974; Leach, 1978). Thus errors indicating poor spatial
interpretation of the illustrations were anticipated. Given the potential lack of visual literacy
among users it was unclear how well the sequential images would be interpreted and how
much new information could be presented in each image. Pictograms and other visual
devices were used to communicate some assembly operations, but it was not clear how
easily these would be understood and how well the technicians would remember the
pictograms after training.

The illustration style for best legibility needed to be established. The use of perspective
views using various line-weights for technical illustration in developed countries was
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established in practice (Martin, 1989) and by research (Bussard, 2002) as was the use of line
drawings of familiar objects for people in developing countries (Haaland & Fussell, 1976).
However the success of technical illustration conventions for people in developing countries
was uncertain.

Some of the WorldMade assembly operations were unusual and there was nothing in the
literature or artifact review to provide guidelines or precedents on how to visually present
the operations. Strategies for communicating these assembly operations needed to be
developed and trialled.

The exploration of these problems was undertaken first by design exploration resulting in
an artifact, followed by evaluation of the designed artifact by user trials. The design
exploration and artifact was in two parts, first the design of the task and secondly the
design of the PAIs. Since the WorldMade wheelchair was unavailable, alternative assembly
tasks needed to be created. Objects were designed so their assembly operations replicated
those required for the WorldMade wheelchair. Since the design of an object determines the
nature of the assembly task, the designs of the objects required critical thought and
decision-making to determine which activities needed to be included and how the objects
could be designed to accommodate these activities. Once the design of the objects and the
assembly tasks were determined the PAIs were created. The creation of the PAIs was
intended to develop a more detailed understanding of the guidelines and expose the
conflicts and compromises that occur between the guidelines, a process inherent in going
from the general to the specific.
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Second, the PAIs were trialed in the context of use. The methodology for the user testing is
described here using the criteria set out by McClelland (1995) in conjunction with
references from other sources. The naturalness of the testing is important (Kanis, 1999;
Vicente, 1997) accordingly the testing was made as naturalistic as possible within the
constraints.

The users
Based on the 'best guess' at the time the people engaged to do the assembly would be
'bush-technicians' - people from rural areas who had no formal training but who did basic
mechanical repair work, the sort of person who may run the local bicycle repair shop. Many
of the users would be illiterate and given the relatively low income and status of the job it
was unlikely it would attract highly skilled people. Recruiting suitable people was
problematic due to the somewhat vague criteria, and the problems of operating in
developing countries. Staff from the Motivation office in Sri Lanka undertook recruiting
based on available resources.

Product
The objects designed for the exploratory trial were a Three Legged Stool, a Four Legged
Stool, Chair One (chair with arm) and Chair Two (without arms). All of the items used
materials and construction techniques used in the WorldMade wheelchair. Chairs were
selected as they have a similar function and a similar scale to the wheelchair. The choice of
object was made so it was functional and familiar as non-functional abstracted forms would
result in no understanding of an underlying function to the task that would permit relevant
inferences (Barnard & Marcel, 1979, p. 513). Using a chair allowed physical evaluation of
the final assembly in addition to matching the appearance with the PAIs. Even if the final
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assembly appeared to be correct the user was able to independently evaluate if the chair
worked by sitting on it and testing its structural performance. This was more naturalistic
than presenting abstracted assembly tasks as real assembly tasks are typically directed to a
functional result where the function can be determined independently from the PAIs.

All of the elements required, including the parts and tools, were provided. Tools were
chosen to be as simple and stereotypical as possible. The spanner was modified so it only
had one end that matched the nut used for the assembly and all images in the PAIs of the
spanner visually matched the object. This eliminated problems of interpreting the image in
the context of local conditions; that is, seeing the image of the spanner as referring to any
spanner not a particular spanner. At the time it was anticipated a tool kit wouid be provided
to assembly personnel making the images and icons refer to real objects.

Each item was designed for use in a particular part of the trial. The Three Legged Stool was
the simplest and was used for the first, untrained trial. The Four Legged Stool and Chair One
were designed to replicate as many of the anticipated types of actions required for the
WorldMade chair as possible. For example the Four Legged Stool required loose bolting,
followed by other assembly actions followed by more assembly operations, before
tightening the bolt. Chair One included this plus the additional requirement of measuring
before tightening and having two modes of assembly. Chair Two included all of the
assembly tasks from the previous items and was used for the final trial.

Exploratory research by design and test: the second trial

The second trial tested the first draft of the WorldMade PAIs. The wheelchair used was one
of the first prototypes made, which had consequences for the user testing. The
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manufacturing techniques and details were still being developed therefore some joints did
not fit as intended. The CAD data provided as the basis of the PAIs was for the production
item, however some of the items on the wheelchair, notably the axle blocks were not made
using production techniques (the prototypes were machined from billet aluminum, the
production items were to be cast). The appearance of the object was therefore different
from that portrayed in the instructions. The location of the trial was in a remote area of Sri
Lanka and we were unable to source a pump for the tyres, thus participants could not pump
up the tyres and ride the wheelchair.

In both cases the PAIs were created using IsoDraw™ software in conjunction with
SolidWorks™ three-dimensional computer models. The next chapter gives a detailed
discussion of design of the PAIs.

Tasks - chair trial

All tasks required the use of PAIs to assemble an item.

The first trial comprised of four sessions. The first session was a preliminary test with
untutored subjects for the assembly of a Three Legged Stool. This trial assessed any
previous experience or innate ability to understand PAIs and also highlighted which
elements of the drawings needed to be explained to the subjects in the next session.

The Three Legged Stool was given to the subjects, they were asked to construct the stool
using the illustrations provided. Subjects were required to do this alone, without assistance
or the presence of the other subjects. The subjects were observed with particular note
made of task duration; which stages took the most time; errors; and which elements of the
illustrations were not immediately understood and would require explanation as part of the
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training. This stool was designed to be straightforward and relatively quick to assemble. It
did not include the complicated assembly operations required for the wheel chair.

For the second session the subjects were gathered together and shown how use the PAIs to
assemble the Four Legged Stool and Chair One, the chair with arms. This was done to
replicate the training the WorldMade assembly technicians would receive. The pictograms
and assembly steps were explained as they came up in the instructions. Part of this test was
to establish how easily the pictograms and the concepts underlying assembly instructions
were learnt, based on simple training and demonstration.

Two assembly concepts were explained in depth. The first assembly concept was the
requirement to loosely assemble and then tighten the nuts and bolts in a particular
sequence. The second was the different orientations for certain parts in order for the chair
to have a different seating geometry. Other concepts that were explained were: how to
read images in sequence; the use of the ruler to measure parts; the graphics convention of
lines to indicate connecting parts together and the use of arrows to indicate direction.

After the training the subjects individually assembled the chairs without assistance and
were observed as before. After the assembly was complete the subjects were interviewed
about their experience and asked if they could recommend a better way to communicate
the key concepts.

The third session required the subjects to assemble a new piece of furniture based on the
construction techniques of the previous pieces, using PAIs in the same format as the
previous instructions. This was to examine the subjects' ability to interpret the instructions,
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not just remember how to do the task. Subjects were required to do this alone without the
presence of other subjects. Once again they were observed and interviewed.

Tasks - W orldM ade trial

The objective of the trial was to test the first draft of the PAIs for the WorldMade
wheelchair with people representative of the final users. Observations were made of error
frequency and type, in order to improve the performance of the PAIs and to gain general
insights into how PAIs are used. The trials attempted to replicate the actual use of the
instructions by providing training on wheelchair assembly, how to follow and use the PAIs
and the prescription form used with the PAIs.

The first part of the testing involved training in the assembly process and the use of the
PAIs. This took place over six hours on one day. The training replicated that which would be
given to all assemblers of the WorldMade wheelchair.

1. The introduction explained the WorldMade project, and the reason for the trial the
participants were undertaking and how the results would be used to improve the
performance of the PAIs.
2. The participants were asked for their permission to be involved in accordance with
ethics requirements.
3. The different configurations of the wheelchair to enable it to be adaptable to various
users were explained. The prescription form that described the required
configuration was introduced and discussed.
4. A demonstration was given showing how to assemble a wheelchair using the PAIs in
conjunction with the prescription form.
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5. After the demonstration the participants were invited to pull the wheelchair apart to
assist them gaining an understanding of the wheelchairs construction.
6. A different prescription form was given to the group and they were invited to
assemble the sub-assemblies that related to the prescription. This was to give them
some experience following and relating the PAIs and the prescription form.
7. After this the participants were invited to ask questions. They were told they would
be asked to assemble the wheelchair alone using only the PAIs and the prescription.

Following the training the participants returned for individual trials, during a morning or
afternoon, with three hours allocated for each trial. Individual participants were given a
prescription form that was different from the form used during training and asked to
assemble a wheelchair. Participants worked at a large table and all of the required parts and
tools were supplied.

During the assembly, if the participants experienced trouble and asked questions they were
asked to do what they thought the PAIs indicated. Only if the participant was at risk of
damaging the wheelchair of if they had remained stuck on a step and showed no signs of
being able to continue was assistance offered. After the task was completed the
participants were asked questions about their background and interviewed regarding the
task and their understanding of the PAIs.

Performance criteria

As the testing at this stage was exploratory and there were no pre-existing PAIs, there was
no opportunity for benchmarking. With usability defined as the absence of obstacles that
prevent users from completing their task, the observation and recording of errors that
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indicate obstacles were the main means of evaluating the performance of the artifact.
Errors present in the completed assembly do not tell the whole story, as these do not
account for errors made but fixed during the assembly task. Therefore observation of all
errors in the process were recorded. The types of errors to be recorded were not
predetermined as the testing was exploratory and thus the possible categories or error
types were not known beforehand. The criteria beyond this were also not predetermined as
the testing was exploratory in nature. Allowance was therefore made for some of the
criteria to come about from post-test evaluation of the data.

Since the approach was one of diagnostic testing, the intent was to discover elements that
were difficult to understand and perform, with difficulties seen as ".... pathological
symptoms of a document's ill health." (Sless, 2004, p. 31). Accordingly problems were
actively sought out.

Measurement techniques
The measurements were taken via direct observation of the users. Notes were taken of
their activities.

The first trial was also a pilot trial for the gathering of data. For the first trial, notes were
taken as required. This captured the majority of the important activities, however there was
a great deal of repetition of detail. For the first trial video taping the users' activities was
thought to be too intrusive and could have affected the users who might have felt a
heightened sense of scrutiny.
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Based on the experience from the first trial the second trial used pre-prepared proformas
consisting of the pages from the PAIs with space for comments and annotations. As the
assembly tasks were longer and more complicated a video was made of this trial to capture
finer details that may be missed during the initial observation.

Times taken for the entire assembly were recorded for the trial of the Wheelchair PAIs.
Post-test interviews were recorded as notes by this researcher.

Site for the trials

Given the broad range of countries and circumstances within the countries and the
opportunistic nature of recruiting wheelchair assemblers there could have been a very wide
range of possible sites used for assembly. These could range from well-equipped workshops
to any other location where a person could work on an object with tools. Thus designating a
site that would represent the naturalistic environment of use was impractical. The decision
was made to conduct the trials in Sri Lanka, as this was where the first WorldMade
wheelchairs were trialed and introduced. Due to restrictions of time and Motivation's
resources testing in other countries was not practical. The first trial was conducted in the
facilities of the Sri Lanka Foundation for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled in Ragama, just
outside of Colombo. The second trial was conducted in two locations, a technical training
school in Colombo and a technical training school in Kandy.

Pragmatic considerations of what was actually available at the time determined the sites
used. For the first trial it was a room adjacent to the workshop in the Motivation facilities at
Ragama. For the second trial the rooms were a classroom in the Colombo school and a large
meeting space in the Kandy school.
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Thus the site was perhaps not naturalistic, however given the possible range of sites of use
it reflected as well as any the 'naturalistic7site.

Investigator

The investigator was this researcher with the assistance of a translator.

Conclusion
This chapter described the specifics of the design project undertaken for the designerly
research element of this thesis. The WorldMade project provides a clearly defined yet
challenging project for investigating the design of PAIs by the activity of design. Creating a
design for a developing country provides an outlier condition using people most likely to
experience difficulties interpreting PAIs. This provides a good context for diagnostic testing,
as it is most likely to present problems. The cross-cultural aspect is an element of the
research, however this is not the central theme.

The project entailed the design of PAIs for a flat pack wheelchair for users in developing
countries. This required two trials. There was an exploratory phase that involved the
creation of simple chairs replicating the assembly operations used for the WorldMade
wheelchair and the creation of PAIs based on best practice guidelines from the literature
review and current best practice. The second phase involved of the design and evaluation of
the PAIs for the WorldMade wheelchair. The PAIs were evaluated with subjects in Sri Lanka.

The next chapter describes the first iteration of the design of the chairs and PAIs.
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Chapter 7 - Trial one, object and task Design

Introduction
As discussed in chapter three, previous studies into PAIs do not describe the design of the
artifacts used in the research. This chapter will describe in detail the design of the PAIs used
for the first design and test stage, in particular where the guidelines and recommendations
were in conflict and when and how trade offs were made. This provides a description of the
design used in the trial as recommended by Fallman (2003) and allows for thick
explanations (Kanis, 2002b) of the design in accordance with the designerly knowledge
approach described in chapter four.

As this was the first iteration of a design this is not intended to be a description of a
successful final design. Rather, this presents the thinking, the assumptions, guess work and
trades-offs made during the first design phase before user testing evaluation.

Before describing the design I will establish my credentials for creating PAIs based on my
education and design experience. I have undergraduate degrees in Architecture and
Industrial Design and have worked as an Industrial Designer, which involved the creation of
technical illustrations. This enabled me to develop a design practice in the area and also
provided skills in research, ergonomics, user trials, computer modeling, constructing
prototypes and the creation of illustrations and graphics. It was these skills, and my
reputation in the field, that lead to my involvement with the WorldMade wheelchair
project.
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The chair design

When the project commenced, the design for the WorldMade wheelchair was not finalised
and there were no complete prototypes of the design. Thus for the first trial objects
replicating the WorldMade construction techniques were created so initial trials of PAIs
with the users could be conducted ahead of creating PAIs for the wheelchair.

As described previously, the objects designed for the exploratory trial were a Three Legged
Stool, a Four Legged stool, Chair One (with arms) and Chair Two (chair without arms), all of
the items using materials and construction techniques to be used in the WorldMade
wheelchair (Figure 66, 67, 68, 69). Characteristics of the wheelchair that were replicated
were the requirements for some mechanical fastening to be made loose and tightened later
in the process. This was particularly the case of the Four Legged Stool where the design was
driven by the need to incorporate this construction technique. The chairs were made from
timber and metal, replicating the main wheelchair materials.
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Figure 66. The Three Legged Stool, top and underside views

Figure 67. The Four Legged Stool, top view and underside views
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Figure 68. Chair One, front view and rear views

Figure 69. Chair Two, front and rear views
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Some characteristics of the wheelchair are not replicated. Some parts were made from steel
and not aluminum as in the wheelchair, due to the higher costs of aluminum material and
construction. Aluminum was required for the wheel chair for lightness and corrosion
resistance, but these were not issues for the chairs. Upholstery was not included as this was
a very minor element of the assembly and not an area likely to cause confusion. The
assembly of the WorldMade wheelchair requires trimming and drilling operations, but since
this would require new parts for each trial this element was not incorporated. Once
assembled the brakes for the WorldMade wheelchair required adjustment. The brake
adjustment was not included, as the design of this element was not resolved at the time so
the nature of the communication problem was not defined.

As previously mentioned "...the need to isolate each cue in order to measure its effects can
result in visual material which is unlikely to be seen outside the experimental situation."
(Goldsmith, 1984, p. 242). It could be argued that an attempt to replicate details of the
wheelchair construction in the design of the chairs resulted in an artifact unlikely to be seen
outside of the experimental situation. This is true as the chairs were designed to
incorporate a particular assembly process and not for their effectiveness as a chair, having
said that they followed ergonomic guidelines for size and were functional as a seating
device. Normally when designing a chair for flat pack distribution and home assembly the
designer would reduce parts and assembly operations to reduce manufacturing costs and
assembly time. In contrast the chairs and stools used here were by necessity complex and
had a high degree of mechanical fixing and assembly repetition.
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While the objects were not representative of commercially available flat pack furniture they
therefore replicated assembly tasks required for the WorldMade wheelchair and the chairs
are typical in size and shape even if the details of construction were unusual.

Part of the design of the chairs was to create objects with construction processes that were
easily explainable. Products designed for user-assembly are designed with the assembly
process in mind to ensure the assembly process can be easily explained. Accordingly,
methods of assembly that are easily explainable are used and construction details that are
difficult to describe would not be included. An example of this is the cam locking system
commonly used on self-assembly cabinets; the cam includes features on it to assist the user
in identifying orientations of the parts and the entire system is designed to make joining the
panels simple using basic tools. Thus to create and present designs for self-assembly with
PAIs that do not take consideration of this interplay would not replicate best practice.

Overall layout and design of the physical document

The A3 page size was chosen as this is the largest standard size that is easily printable and
photocopied.

The pages were bound on the short side and pages were printed on both sides so that when
opened the user was presented with two steps in the process, typically this was in the
format of an action page on the left and a state page on the right (assuming the reader
reads left to right). As much as possible, pages were presented in pairs so that facing pages
were linked or part of a continuing series. This meant that in some cases pages needed to
be intentionally left blank so that page pairs maintained their action-state relationships.
This is discussed later with regards to the action-state portrayal of information (Figure 70).
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Figure 70. Physical design of the PAIs

The final WorldMade instructions would be laminated in plastic as workshop drawings tend
to be handled with dirty hands and subject to rough treatment. The possibility of printing
the PAIs on fabric was also explored, as it would make larger scale images possible and it
would result in a durable article, suited for constant and rugged use. This could take the
form of a large groundsheet showing the layout and orientation of parts at full scale. This
was not pursued, however as production costs would be high, and the ability of the printing
to capture the fine detail required was questionable. Printing on paper on a standard
format provided economic and practical advantages related to dissemination and
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reproduction locally that far outweighed any advantages offered by a printed fabric
solution.

Image size

The A3 size allowed for large sized images so the entire object could be depicted while small
details would remain discernable (Figure 71). This avoided the need to zoom in, which
potentially creates an image lacking in the contextual detail that is useful in helping users
locate the action on the overall object. In the review of exiting PAIs, detail balloons were
used to show magnified detail where small elements needed to be shown. Based on the
research for developing countries where images can be taken literally it was felt that
anything that created additional symbols and unnatural images was considered undesirable
as it would increase opportunities for misunderstanding.
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s #«

The original A3 sheet.

This shows the detail area at
scale one-to-one as it
appears in the actual PAIs.
Note the scale allows the
smaller details to be
discernable.

Figure 71. Illustration of Chair Two showing the image as it appears at full scale
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PAI design based on the twelve guidelines

The twelve guidelines from the literature review were used as the starting point for the
design of the PAIs. These presented a body of accumulated knowledge that provided a
departure point for the creation of the PAIs; it did not presuppose their effectiveness
specifically in this case and provided some latitude for how they were enacted. The
complete PAIs for the stools and chairs are in appendices D, Three-Legged Stool; E, Four
Legged Stool; F, Chair One and G, Chair Two.

1. PAIs use image sequences w ith a significant action for each step.

Given the intended audience of potentially illiterate or semi-literate users in various
countries the use of text was not suitable due to translation costs plus issues of stock
control (only PAIs intended for a particular country would be sent there). On the other hand
Flaaland (1993) argued that text could be included in such circumstances as users could find
someone who could read to clarify certain points if required. Despite this argument text
was avoided.

The PAIs were designed as a sequence of images to present the assembly process as a series
of actions. The Three Legged Stool was simple enough to perhaps be presented as an
exploded view, but the WorldMade wheelchair and other stool/chairs were of sufficient
complexity that a sequence of images would be clearer.

The order to best present the information is an important consideration. The sequences for
PAIs for the stools and chairs will be discussed with reference to the factors that informed
the choice of the instruction sequence. The PAIs for the wheelchair are for users who will
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repeatedly assemble wheelchairs and eventually become experienced users. At the
beginning however it was unclear how frequently technicians would build wheelchairs; it
might be two or three times a week or once every month or so. Frequent assembly would
develop familiarity with the process making the PAIs less important, while infrequent
assembly would require greater use of PAIs as a memory aid. Infrequent use was assumed
as a worst-case scenario. If infrequent user needs were addressed, experienced users may
be frustrated with the slow pace of the PAIs due to the high level of detail presented, but
ultimately have their usability needs addressed also.

Three Legged Stool
For the Three Legged Stool the sequence was created to be logical and easily communicated
as well as being manually easy to manage by an individual. Given that I designed the piece I
understood the requirements for successful assembly. There were sometimes design
alternative options available, but those micro-decisions had to be based on knowledge from
previous experience and also guesswork: to conduct experiments for each possible branch
in the design tree was not feasible. The aim was for a satisfactory outcome, not optimum,
so there was no need to optimize each step, and a few guesses and 'lets-see' could be
allowed. If these created problems, user testing would probably detect them.

For some elements of the assembly the sequence could have been presented differently
with little impact on the clarity or ease of assembly. For example the plastic feet were
attached last, but perhaps could have been attached first. On the other hand the first step
shows inserting a bolt through the leg and the bracing plate before putting the thread into
the hole in the seat. This step was included because holding the leg on the seat, then adding
the brace then inserting the bolt was manually difficult to do. Later the leg pair was added,
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then the final bolt: this was so that the brace had sufficient flex for the leg pair to fit
underneath. If both bolts on the first leg were inserted and tightened, then adding the leg
pair became difficult as the spacing between the brace and the seat was very tight. Only
after the leg pair was added and bolted down was the final bolt of the single leg added.
Perhaps the leg pair could have been inserted, followed by the remaining bolts for the
single leg, then the bolts for the leg pairs. In this case, however, if the second bolt for the
single leg were added before the leg pair bolts, the brace would be tightened onto the leg
pair and become difficult to maneuver and to ensure that the holes for the bolts lined up.
So in this case, the sequence was deliberately tailored so it presented the best physical
assembly approach. See Figure 72 for part names.
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Four Legged Stool
The instructions were based on using the underside of the seat as a reference. The
sequence was determined by the need for elements to be added before the next step could
be undertaken; the sequence had a logically clear and distinct order with minimal
possibilities for alternative sequences. Similar to the Three Legged Stool, the plastic feet
could have been added before they were introduced to the base. This was not done to
avoid the requirement of completing a sub-assembly before starting the assembly on the
base. Also the cross braces could have been added before the legs, or before the brackets.
See Figure 73 for part names.

The chosen sequence combined the assembly tasks into significant groups. For example a
possible sequence could have been to attach the brackets to the base, then the cross brace
to the base, then the end blocks to the legs, then the legs to the base and the cross brace at
the same time. This was not chosen, as the bracket end block group was better seen as a
sub-assembly, a conceptually separate group that should be treated as an assembly set.
Thus the assembly of that set would not be interrupted by the addition of other assembly
tasks. For argument's sake the brackets could be assembled to the base, then the end
blocks added to the legs, then the cross brace then the pivot blocks, then the legs to the
base and cross brace. This could have still created PAIs that could be followed to create a
viable stool, but the sequence had no relation to the conceptual grouping of the parts.
Which approach would result in more effective PAIs? Tversky and Flemenway (1984)
indicated that grouping sub-assemblies matches people's conceptual approach, so grouping
sequences to create sub-assemblies within sequential groups would be favorable.
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T-nut

Pivot block

Cross brace

Bracket

Figure 73. Four Legged Stool, parts
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While the point of view showed most of the assembly tasks with as much relevant detail as
possible, in one step the addition of the leg obscures the cross brace (Figure 74). This was
accepted, as other views that would have showed the cross brace more clearly would have
resulted in problems with the depiction of the other assembly tasks. In this case the less
than ideal portrayal of the cross brace was accepted as a compromise, as the alternatives
would have resulted in more significant problems. The strategy of presenting the legs lying
flat when attached to the brackets allowed visual space to see the location and assembly of
the brackets. When the step came to fold the legs up, the cross brace was then obscured,
but the previous images provided the information about its location. With this strategy in
mind the bracket, pivot blocks and legs needed to be assembled first, then the cross braces.
Thus a contributing factor in making the decisions about the best sequence was the need to
meet other guidelines for the design of the PAIs.
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The leg folds up to connect
to the brace.

Folding the leg up obscures
the brace making it difficult
to see the hole for the bolt
assembly.

Figure 74. Steps 17 and 18, showing how the point of view can result in some parts being obscured by others
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Chair One (chair with arms)
There were two main sub-assemblies to be completed, the seat back to the seat base and
the arm tops to the legs. These were treated as sub-assemblies to be constructed separately
rather than another possible approach that would have involved first bolting the legs to the
seat, then the back to the seat and then the arms to the legs. The reason for the subassemblies is, once again, because of the conceptual connectedness of the elements. The
seat and the back, as well as the legs and arm rests, are conceptually and in this case
visually distinct elements of the object. Therefore presenting them as assembly sequences
within the larger instruction set enables the sequence of the PAIs to reflect the conceptual
grouping of the components. See Figure 75 for part names.

The next question arising from this was which assembly to present first; the legs, arm tops
or the seat to base? There is no real reason for either sequence to be presented first or
second thus one was chosen and followed.
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Chair Two (without arms)
There were two main sub-assemblies to be completed, the seat back to the long legs and
the seat brace to the short legs. Once they were completed these two sub-assemblies were
connected together. These were treated as sub-assemblies to be built separately for
physical ease of construction, as it would be physically difficult to add the seat brace to the
short legs if they were already added to the seat back and long leg assembly. See Figure 76
for part names.

The next question was which assembly to present first; the seat back to the long legs or the
seat brace to the short legs? There is no real reason for either sequence to be presented
first or second thus one was chosen and followed.

Once these assembly operations were complete the brackets and seat base could be added.
The feet could have been added at any stage and it was decided to add them last.
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Seat back

Pivot block

Short leg

Seat base

Long leg

Seat brace

Bracket

Figure 76. Chair Two, parts
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2. The sequence needs to have clear and explicit order

Each page presented a single image of the assembly describing a single stage of the
assembly. Having one image per page ensured the image was of sufficient scale for small
detail to be discernable. This had the added benefit of providing a clear and explicit order:
having multiple images on a page would require graphic indications as well as assuming
knowledge of conventions of arranging information on a page (Figure 77). The western
convention of reading left to right, top to bottom is a learnt practice: users with little
literacy may not be aware of these conventions or may be from an a culture that reads from
right to left.
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1 instruction per page.
Pages read left to right.
Figure 77. The physical layout of the WorldMade PAIs

By having each page as a single assembly instruction, the difficulty of dealing w ith order on
the page is addressed. In addition, if the PAIs needed to be reconfigured for a right to left
reading convention this could be achieved w ith more ease in this form at: all that would be
required is reversing the order of the pages and the binding. The other issue was numeracy.
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Indicating the order with Roman numerals, as is often done in PAIs, would presuppose the
users were familiar with these numerals and associated western conventions. Given the
application in a diverse range of developing countries this could be problematic. Thus a
graphic representation was devised to indicate the sequence of the pages.

The dots at the bottom left of the page indicated in a non-literate manner the number of
pages in the set and which page in the set each page was. It was not intended as a vital
piece of information for the users as the pages of the PAIs were firmly bound together and
the sequence of the pages would ensure the correct progression through the instructions.
The inclusion of the numbering was included as a safety measure, so if copies were made
there was a way of ensuring order was maintained and all pages were included.

There were vertical half lines included every five dots and a full vertical line every ten dots,
to help break up the dots to make numbers easier to identify (Figure 78). When the dots
were originally drawn without this convention, exact numbers became very difficult to
establish without counting all of the dots.

Figure 78. Dot system for page numbering, this configuration shows page 16 of 25 pages
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3. The parts added and the mode of attachment should be visible
4. Views should show important features of the parts
5. Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided
6. Preference for typical viewing angles for the type of object

These four guidelines are discussed together as they are interrelated and the decisions
regarding the views of the items needed to account for all of these. In some cases these
were brought into conflict; in some cases they aligned.

For the first trial a single point of view was chosen for the instructions. The point of view
was chosen so that as many of the joints and details as possible were visible, while
maintaining a viewing angle with minimal distortion and foreshortening (Figure 79). Details
were required to show the means of attachment and also provide contextual clues to allow
the user to see the correct relations of the parts. Thus these factors interacted; a stable
point of view was favored, but a stable view might not allow an angle that showed all the
details required.
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A typical three-quarter view
showing Chair Two in a
normal, canonical way.

A rear view from a low point
of view that is not typical
and distorts some parts
excessively.

A view from a very high
point of view that is not
typical and also distorts
some parts excessively.

Figure 79. Alternative possible views of Chair One

The point of view was kept constant through the all o f the instructions. The stable point of
view extended to having all elements of the assembly in one fixed location for the whole
document. Changing the point o f view was avoided, as this would require the user to
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spatially readjust their comparison between the image and the object in front of them. Thus
the only difference between images was the addition of the new parts or the new action, all
other elements remained constant such as the location and size of the image on the page
and the viewing angle (Figure 80).

This was possible in this case as the object was of a scale and complexity where even the
smallest item was discernable when the image was scaled to fit on an A3 page.
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Page one, note the location
of the seat.

The final page, note the seat
is in the same location on
the page and in the same
orientation.

Figure 80. Comparison of the first and final images of the Four Legged Stool PAIs

Ideally the view chosen was as close to a typical % angle as possible so as many faces o f the
objects as possible were visible. In addition, views avoided having lines unintentionally
aligned creating the perception of alignment or connectivity of objects that was not present
in reality. This necessitated choosing a point o f view that showed all o f the relevant details
in all o f the steps. This often meant tweaking the point of view to reveal some details
w ith o u t obscuring others.
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For the Three Legged Stool, Four Legged Stool and Chair One, there was a view from below
that showed all of the details from a 'balanced7% view point. However, in order to achieve a
view for Chair two that showed as much detail as possible, there were compromises. A
couple of joints were obscured, and alternative points of view that showed these joints
resulted in other compromises deemed less desirable, such as obscuring other joints, or
resulting in a view that was too close to an elevation which resulted in excessive
foreshortening of items (Figure 81). The compromise to obscure this joint was deemed
acceptable, as the chair was symmetrical. Thus while one joint was obscured its matching
mirrored joint was visible. It was assumed that users would be able to comprehend and
infer that what was done to one joint was also done to the mirrored joint.
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Due to the viewing angle
this joint is obscured.
This joint is visible and is the
mirror of the obscured joint.

Figure 81. View of Chair Two with obscured joints

The spanner and screwdriver for the tightening sequence were obscured to a great extent,
but again because the item was symmetrical the other m irrored jo in t was visible and it was
anticipated subjects would be able to use the more visible view to figure out what the
obscured object would be (Figure 82).
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Figure 82. View of Chair Two with obscured tools
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Another consequence o f the chosen point of view was that the seat rest bracket was
depicted in such a way it appeared flat, as the angle o f the bracket could not be seen. In
addition one of the holes of one of the brackets was obscured (Figure 83).

This view point makes these
right angled brackets appear
to be flat.

The bracket as it appears in
a typical three-quarter view.

Figure 83. The seat brackets on Chair Two appear flat due to the viewing angle

In order to address these issues, the viewing angle would need to be shifted, which would
result in other problems. Other details would be obscured or the three-quarter view would
be less pronouned, as would the perception o f depth in the image. In this case, m aintaining
a stable and consistent point o f view was chosen as the pre-eminent factor because to have
all other views consistent except for this one step may have caused confusion; the
difference may have prom pted the user to expect more or different inform ation. At this
stage there was no way of knowing which strategy would work best but a choice needed to
be made: there was no research that discussed the relative merits o f trading o ff these
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factors. This would need to be an unanswered question until the user testing provided some
feedback. There was therefore a level of satisficing: the design perhaps did not address all
factors in this case in the ideal manner, but it appeared a better alternative to the other
possibilities.

Given the decision to depict a view of the chairs and stools in an upside down position, it
should be noted that this presented a view that was not a natural or typical view of the
object. Objects of this type are typically seen from a top down view, presenting the top
surface and front and side surfaces, but not underside surfaces. In the initial stage,
however, people unfamiliar with this object may not have a bias based on expected viewing
angles.

7. Perspective is the preferred means of illustration

For all of the images in the instructions, the use of conventions of perspective depiction
were used. Even within perspective conventions, the degree of perspective can vary in
depiction of the relation of the viewer to the object (Figure 84). As the viewer moves
towards the object greater distortion occurs, creating an image that contains all of the
distinguishing elements of the object but is somewhat different from how the human eye
would actually see it. On the other hand, perspective where the viewer is distant from the
object appears flattened with less apparent depth.
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Figure 84. Chair Two with various degrees of perspective distortion

In the IsoDraw™ software used to crate the PAIs, the depiction style is chosen from a range
of options including isometric and perspective. Within the perspective option the degree of
perspective is determined using the convention of the length of photographic lenses. In this
convention, a 50mm lens of an SLR camera shooting onto 35mm film is taken to most
closely represent the vision of the human eye. Shorter lenses such as a 28mm lens result in
greater distortion, often termed 'fisheye'. Longer lenses such as 120mm result in flattening
of perspective where the object appears to be close to a parraline convention such as
isometric.

Thus for the PAIs, a lens of 50mm was chosen in order for the perspective to best replicate
how the object would appear.
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8. Parts should be in gravitationally stable orientations

The point of view may show all of the details, but there is a decision to be made either to
show how the item actually looks as it is assembled or as an idealised configuration that
shows the relative location of the parts in a manner that does not replicate how parts
appear. This is the gravitationally stable representation of the object (Heiser, et al., 2004)
rather than an object hung in space.

For example, for the Chair Two instructions the point of view showed parts in a
configuration that did not resemble how the assembled parts would appear on a bench in
front of the subject (Figure 85). The only way to match the parts with the illustration was for
another person to hold the parts in space. This was done in part to provide a stable point of
view. The chair was of such a design that the initial assembly steps would show parts from a
view not related to the final arrangement, thus parts were shown in an orientation that
matched their location in the final assembly. Users could therefore infer locations with that
knowledge. Also, this would avoid too much shifting of the point of view.
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Figure 85. Chair One shown in a position not easily replicated in actual assembly

For the 4-Legged Stool this strategy was used. When the legs were added to the seat
bracket the legs were shown in the position they would be in (due to gravity) at that stage
In a later stage the user was shown to move that part to the correct location for the next
assembly step (Figure 86). Given the nature of the design of this object this was easier to
achieve without requiring the shifting of the parts (the square base could remain in its
stable 'reference' position) or the point of view.
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This is how the legs appear
'on the bench' before they
are bolted to the cross
struts.

Figure 86. Four Legged Stool shown in positions as it would appear during assembly

9. The entire object is illustrated to provide contextual information

For each step the entire object is depicted. The consequences o f this have already been
discussed such as the requirem ent of using A3 paper size to enable the entire object to be
depicted w ith o u t resulting in the loss of small details.

The object was shown at the same scale in all pages in order to maintain consistency. As a
result the largest image, by default, sets the upper lim it o f the size of all o f the other
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images. So, for example, the illustration of the 4-legged stool for step 23 required the most
space, this set the scale for all other images. As a consequence the first images that focused
on seat with other minor component only used a small part of the page.

The level of detail was chosen to reflect the physical characteristics such as edges, holes and
significant changes in the surface. Other elements such as colour and texture were not
included (see the discussion of the use of line drawings).

10. Line drawings are preferred

The use of line drawings in technical illustration is well established and their use for
communication in the context of developing countries is also shown to be more effective
than other means of depiction (Dudley & Haaland, 1993). The software used for creating
the PAIs, IsoDraw™, is used specifically for the creation of line drawings either by tracing
photos, creating a line drawing from scratch or from CAD data. This demonstrates the
widespread use of line drawings which has created a market for such a specialized tool.
Other vector-based drawing programs such as CorelDraw also provide specific software
plugins to aid and assist with the particular conventions and demands of creating line
drawings.

In the case of the PAIs for this thesis the objects were first modelled in a three-dimensional
computer-modeling program, SolidWorks™. The model was exported to IsoDraw™ that
converted the selected view of the model to a line drawing. When the software created the
line drawing it presented options for different line-weights for the different line types.
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A personal anecdote is worth discussion here. Early in my career I worked for an appliance
manufacturer and was responsible for creating line drawings of products for the instruction
manuals. At this time, CAD was in its infancy, as was the use of vector-based drawing
software for creating technical illustrations. The drawings were created by photographing
the object and tracing the major elements as a basis for the perspective construction. The
details were added following perspective construction methods and the line work added
last, using ink pens of various thicknesses. These drawings were successful and descriptive
(Figure 87).
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Figure 87. Technical illustration hand drawn for Sunbeam, 1993

Later, CAD models became widely used and I was asked to construct a line drawing using a
preliminary line drawing created from CAD data. The CAD line drawing provided lines based
on the correct mathematical perspective representation of the object. The drawing based
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on these lines was much more difficult to create and many iterations were rejected by the
senior designer on the grounds that the line drawing was not clear enough.

In the first instance, the (successful) illustration was based on observation of the actual
object; lines were included according to what was considered relevant for the illustration to
represent the object as seen. In the second (unsuccessful) instance, the lines were based on
the mathematical formulae related to the form of the object. This is clearly not necessarily
what is best to depict an object for comprehension.

As Gombrich stated, "However faithful an image that serves to convey information may be,
the process of selection will always reveal the maker's interpretation of what he considers
relevant" (1982, p. 144). Thus while the algorithms used by computers to create line
drawings follow rules of representation and perspective construction, this does not
automatically result in images that meet the needs of human observers. CAD line drawings
provide assistance with the basic layout of constructing the perspective and provide speedy
feedback on the choice of view, but cannot provide a finished drawing best suited for the
needs of the user. The action of a person with experience in the field is required to edit the
lines according to their experience, judgment and feedback from users.

11. The use of various line-weights

A three-tiered line weight structure was used: thick for the exterior lines, medium for the
interior edge lines and thinnest for the tangent join lines. A key feature of the IsoDraw™
software and the reason it was chosen as the tool for this project is its ability to take CAD
models and produce line drawings that include the use of line-weights according to the
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conventions. Thus all edge lines were grouped and were thickest. Exterior (convex) edge
lines were thinnest and interior (concave) edge lines were o f medium thickness (Figure 88).

Edges around the outside of
an object are shown with
thick lines.
Edges that show a tangen
tial change in the curvature
of the surface are shown
with thin lines.
Edges that are over hangs
are also shown with thick
lines.
Convex edges are shown
with thin lines.
Lineweight convention used for the PAIs in this thesis.

Edges around the outside of
an object are shown with
the thickest lines.
Edges that show a tangen
tial change in the curvature
of the surface are shown
with thin broken lines.
Edges that are over hangs
are shown with thinner lines
than the external edges.

Alternate lineweight convention using more line types.

Convex edges are shown
with thin unbroken lines.

Figure 88. Technical illustration line-weight conventions

All o f the line groups, exterior, convex and concave were grouped allowing thicknesses to
be changed for each o f the categories. This feature allows quick m ultiple explorations of
various line thicknesses for each category, which is difficult to achieve w ith other software
platforms. Thus an illustration could be quickly viewed w ith different line widths for the
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different line types and feedback gathered regarding the conflicting factors of the contrast
between the lines that favours thicker lines and obscuring detail that favours thinner lines,
with less contrast (Figures 89, 90, 91). It also demonstrates its importance to practitioners,
for the software developers to have included it in the program.

In the final printed drawings the contrast between the line-weights was not as great as
hoped. This could have been resolved by choosing thicker line-weights for the medium and
thick lines, however thicker lines would have obscured the finer details of the bolts and
washers.

Figure 89. Underside of Four Legged Stool, with uniform line thickness
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Figure 90. Line drawing of Four Legged Stool with very thick external lines that obscure smaller details

Figure 91. Line drawing of Four Legged Stool with a balanced use of line-weights so details are discernable and lineweights have sufficient contrast

There is a balance between contrast and discrimination of line-weights. Thicker line-weights
give good contrast but when used on finer details (such as the bolt heads and washers) their
thickness obscures fine detail creating a black smudge. In this case maintaining detail was
given precedence.
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Thus, although the computer may be able to provide the groupings and default lineweights, the final decisions are made by the practitioner in the light of other contextual
factors. The literature and professional conventions indicate that various line-weights are
favourable, but the decision on the final relative difference in the line-weights is something
that is made in the context of each drawing. When the original laser prints were
photocopied on a good quality photocopier there was no discernable loss of detail or line
weight.

12. Action followed by state image

The instructions consisted of action-state images, where the action image shows the
addition of new parts or movement with the state image showing how the assembly
appears after the action. For the PAIs for this project, the action illustration showed the
previous state diagram plus the new elements to be assembled and where to locate them
on the assembly. The state diagram then showed the assembly with these new elements in
their correct location. The following page showing the next action was typically a copy of
the previous state diagram plus new elements for the action (Figure 92). This required quite
a number of pages, as there was a great deal of repetition.
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This image pair shows the
addition of the leg.

Image 2

Image 1

This image par shows the
addition of the bolts.

Image 4

Image 3

Assembly

Assembly

Add leg

Add bolt

Action - Show

State - Show

Action - Show

State - Show

leg aligned

leg in final

bolt aligned

bolt in final

w ith the holes

location

w ith hole

location

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Figure 92. Image sequence with no action-state overlap

Another possibility is to show an action diagram followed by a state diagram showing the
location o f the new parts on the assembly, also including the next action elements on the
same diagram (Figure 93). This would result in fewer pages, as there is less repetition,
however it does result in potentially more complex illustrations. The user is required to view
an image to discern not only the result o f the previous action but also the new inform ation
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for the next action. This may place too great a load on the users as the images have two
purposes: interpretation may be easier where each image has a single clear purpose.

It was thought that including too much new information on the state diagrams would
overwhelm the users; however the risk of too little information could make the instructions
frustrating. The precise degree of new information required a judgement call at this point.
Based on the assumption that users would have little experience with PAIs, it was decided
more discrete levels of information would be best at the expense of a shorter document.
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This shows the action of
adding the pivot block.

This shows the state of the
pivot block after assembly.
This also shows the next
action of adding the bolts.

Image 2

Assembly
Add bolts
Action - Show

bolts aligned
with holes

State - Show
bolts located
in the holes

Assembly
Add feet
Action - Show
feet aligned
with the legs

State - Show
feet located
in the legs

Image 1

Image 2

Figure 93. Image sequence with action-state overlap

As described in the previous section in this chapter regarding the physical design of the PAIs
the document was designed so the pages were bound on the short side and pages were
printed on both sides so that when opened the user was presented with two steps in the
process. To reiterate, typically this was in the format of an action page on the left and a
state page on the right (assuming the reader would read left to right). As often as possible,
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pages were presented in pairs so that facing pages were linked or part of a continuing
series. This meant that in some cases pages needed to be intentionally left blank so that
page pairs maintained their functional relationships.

Other guidelines from the artifact examination

In addition to the twelve guidelines the other elements of the design of the PAIs will be
discussed in detail here.

The level of detail depicted is a balancing act
The level of detail has already been discussed in relation to context, line-weights,
preference for line drawings, and the need for views to show as many important features as
possible. Detail does, however, need to be discussed as a factor separate from these other
factors.

Including the appropriate level of detail is important as it is often used to discern the
orientation and identity of components. Too much can make defining details difficult to
discern as they become lost in the other information presented and the viewer may not be
able to then pick out the important details from the less important. Too little detail may
result in illustrations lacking description of important features required for context and
identification. The defining details of the part need to be depicted. These are the details
that are unique to that part and provide the information to compare and contrast it to
similar parts so the user can make judgments as to which is depicted.
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Different assembly options
The chairs had two seating alternatives, each could have a 0° seating angle or a 5° seating
angle. In each case, this was achieved by assembling a bracket in different orientations. This
replicated the means of achieving different seating geometries for the World Made chair
and represented a challenging element of the PAIs.

This aspect of the design presented a number of problems in relation to the depiction in the
PAIs. First, there was the need to alert the user that there were different options for the
assembly at that stage. This was a different stage than the other steps that were
prescriptive, unambiguous and relied on the information within the PAIs. The possibility of
two different ways of doing something offered a branching of the assembly and the need to
get external information not provided by the PAIs. Which configuration is to be used?
Once this was identified and an option chosen, the user needed to be able to identify the
instruction related to that option.

Once the part was assembled the PAIs effectively presented a branch. Herein lay the
problem, how to show both options or which option to show. One possibility was after the
choice had been made (0° or 5° seating angle) the instructions split into two, one set for 0°,
the other for 5°. This would result in a great deal of replication of information and would be
compounded if there were other alternative possibilities later in the process, requiring two
extra paths per instruction path i.e. four paths. There was also the issue of how to lay out
the alternative paths in what would be a linear document: do the alternative paths occur
one after the other, in parallel, does it ends like a 'choose your own adventure' style novel
with lots of 'if you want to do this go to page 20, if you want to do this go to page 40'? This
would probably be confusing and cumbersome to use.
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These problems were addressed in the following ways. To indicate that the assembly has
two configurations, elevation views of the final chair in each of the possible configurations
was shown (Figure 95). Elevations were used as they contrasted with the other pages that
had perspective illustrations; this contrast was to intended to indicate that this was not an
assembly step. The WorldMade instructions would include prescription forms that would
use graphics to match the images used at this stage of the PAIs. A possibility, therefore, was
that this page would be graphically identical to the paperwork used by the occupational
therapist to communicate to the technician about which configuration to assemble the
chair. In this case, this would not be an isolated page but rather part of a larger system of
documents and communication. This opened up the issue of how, where and when the
chair prescription process would be done in relation to the assembly process: this had
implications for how the assembly instructions would be formatted and what needed to be
shown in the assembly instructions. For the purposes of the testing, however, the subjects
were told verbally at this stage which configuration to go on with.

This problem does occur in existing products. IKEA™ furniture sometimes has alternative
assembly procedures to deal with different means of attaching items to walls or ceilings. For
example the Foto ceiling light has two assembly processes, one where wiring runs inside the
ceiling cavity and one where the wiring runs outside of the ceiling. This is indicated with two
images showing the two options (Figure 94). One option follows on from the images as
indicated by the arrow. The second option is indicated with an icon showing that you should
go to a following page. This is cumbersome and requires the use of both icons and page
numbers. Also the depiction in the final step, which follows from the divergence, does not
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include any of th e elem ents th a t are different for th e different assembly options. This
strategy was th e re fo re not used in this project.

This image pair indicate
there are two alternate
assembly options.
The 'turning page with page
number' pictogram
indicates where to go in the
document for the instruc
tions for option two.
° The arrow indicates where
to go for the instructions for
option one.

The option two instructions
start on page nine.

Figure 94. IKEA™ PAIs with two assembly options
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The design of the prescription form was not undertaken at this stage, as there was still not
much information regarding the requirements of the prescription process and
documentation required for the WorldMade chair. It was decided at this stage not to
explore this element of the design as the parameters of the problem were very poorly
understood or defined. When the PAIs for the WorldMade were created, more information
regarding the prescription process was available for better decisions to be made (Figure 95).

Figure 95. Indication of alternative options for the Chair One assmebly
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Once the choice is made (0° or 5° seating angle) the next tw o pages show the possible
configurations. In the bottom left corner of the page is a repeat o f the elevations w ith the
relevant choice contained in a box (Figure 96). This was intended to indicate th a t the
inform ation on this page shows how to assemble the chair for this configuration.

-■TVck

Instructions for the 5°
degree angled seat.

Instructions for the 0° seat.

The box indicates which of
the two possible assembly
options this page shows. In
this case the 0° seat option.

Figure 96. Indication of assembly options for Chair One
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The bounding box was used to indicate the chosen one as it made this one visually more
prominent. Because pages could be presented as pairs, it was decided that these options
should be presented alongside of each other for comparison.

After the choice is made the remainder of the instructions show the path for the 0°
configuration. It was hoped that if asked to do the 5° configuration, the subjects would still
be able to use the instructions for the 0° configuration and make up for the mismatch
because the difference between the configurations was quite small. This was an instance of
deciding on the most efficient means but iooking to the user trial to indicate if this was an
issue.

Measuring
Chair One required the subjects to use a ruler to place two components a certain distance
apart before tightening the joint between them. The ruler was provided and this ruler was
depicted in the illustration, again to maintain the literal nature of the instructions.

The difficulty with measuring is how to show accuracy of dimensional relations between
objects, hence the convention for engineering drawings to provide dimensioning
information via elevations for the purposes of precision and minimal ambiguity. To present
this sort of information on the perspective illustration, however, would be difficult and
open to misinterpretation.

The measuring was shown on a profile view of the assembly with the legs in an upright
position. This represented a significant change of point of view of the object, however this
presented an activity involving measuring parts and moving parts, which is different from
the other assembly processes, adding parts (Figure 97).
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Note the final design of the W orldM ade wheel chair elim inated the need for measurement
as part o f the assembly process to reduce the possibility of errors. This is an example o f how
the design of PAIs and the need for ease o f explainability impacts on the design o f products.

This page shows the typical
three quarter perspective
view of the assembly.

The following page shows
the measuring action
required to place the arm in
the correct location. Note
the view is changed to an
elevation to better show
the measuring action.

The measure action shown
at full scale.

Figure 97. Measuring instructions for Chair One
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The choice of bolts also requires the user to make a choice based on dimension. All of the
joints use M6 Philips head bolts with standard nuts. This replicated the wheelchair design
that also used the same diameter bolts throughout, because multiple diameter bolts would
introduce additional factors related to bolt selection, diameter plus length, introducing the
possibility of errors. This again demonstrates the interaction between PAIs and what is
deemed as easily explainable, impacting on the design of the object.

However there were bolts of different lengths required for different assemblies and it was
important the correct bolt was used for the correct joint. Using a longer boit would secure
the joint but may have resulted in excessive bolt length protruding from the joint, causing
functional problems and also depriving a later step of the correct iengt'n boit. Using a boit
that is too short would also not work, as it would not be long enough to engage with the
thread. In order to communicate which bolt was required for a particular step there was a
1:1 elevation of the bolt included on the top left of the page (Figure 98). This was based on
the precedent observed in the Lego™ PAIs. The user would be able to physically place the
bolt on the elevation; if the length matched, then the bolt was correct. The thread was not
drawn exactly as it appears; instead it was depicted symbolically with a series of sloping
lines. The thread is so dense that if it were drawn accurately there would have been a large
number of lines very close together resulting in a very dark dense representation that would
appear almost black (Figure 99).
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Figure 98. Bolt next to bolt length pictogram

C

^

<j)
Size in PAIs

Perspective

The this is how thread
appears when illustated
accurately, note the density
of the lines and how the
illustration loses definition
when reduced for the PAIs

1:1 Elevation

r
o '

The this is how thread
appears when illustated in a
more symbolic manner to
suggest the thread without
replicating it.

Figure 99. Comparisons of realistic versus symbolic thread representation

Tightening sequence

One o f the significant challenges posed by the design o f the W ordMade wheelchair was the
need to make loosely bolted joints, so parts had a small amount o f movement to allow for
the alignment of other parts and bolts. Once all of the required assembly operations were
completed the bolts needed to be tightened. The PAIs needed to communicate this
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sequence of loose assembly followed by tightening. It was assumed that if the instructions
showed a nut and bolt assembly, users would interpret this as a need to create a tight joint,
there being no reason to expect them to think a bolted joint should be loose. This does,
however, assume familiarity with bolted joints and the tendency to make them tight.

There were some options available to solve this problem. One was an approach used by the
Lego™ instructions indicating the right and wrong way to do the joints and indicating that
tightening is incorrect. In the case of the Lego™ instructions this was portrayed by a
personification of the part showing distress when squeezed (Figure 100). However, in
developing countries Haaland (1976) found that the personification of objects to indicate
positive or negative attributes is prone to misinterpretation.

yjSr
WM

yr
Figure 100. Pictogram used in Lego™ to warn against over tight joints

Showing how not to do something can result in ambiguous communications and imagery.
As discussed in the literature review, negation is not a property of the natural world and
thus can only be depicted by inference rather than by representation (Ayear, 1952; Wason,
1959). Comprehension of negation relies on cultural associations and culturally learnt
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conventions th a t can d iffe r according to location. Instead o f show ing w h a t not to do, it is
b e tte r and less am biguous to show how to do som ething.

This pictogram shows two
hands assembling a nut and
bolt.

This pictogram shows a
single hand assembling a
bolt.

Figure 101. Finger tightening pictograms

The strategy used to indicate a loose jo in t was to show the positive action o f 'tig h te n w ith
fingers' ra th e r than show 'd o n 't use a too! to tig h te n ' (Figure 101). A bolted jo in t assembled
by hand w ould make the jo in t tig h t, but th e re is only so much force a hand can exert on the
b olt lim itin g the tightness creating a jo in t loose enough fo r a djustm ent later.

The arrow was included to indicate th a t ro ta tio n a l m o tio n was required ra the r than a push
fit. Research in developing countries indicated arrow s and icons are not always in te rp re te d
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correctly but in this case the users would receive training on assembly and use of the PAIs.
The action o f finger tightening was represented as literally as possible and while arrows may
not be understood they are easily learnt. The intent was to make the pictogram as
translucent as possible, it may not represent the exact action and does contain an abstract
symbol, the arrow, but the representation was as close to the action as possible making it
easy to learn and recall.

The single hand pictogram is
used here as only a bolt (no
nut) is required for the
assembly action. Note the
pictogram shows the bolt
being added in a vertical
orientation matching the
direction in the instruction.

Two hand pictogram is used
here as a bolt and nut are
required for the assembly
action. Note the pictogram
shows the parts being
assembled in a horizontal
orientation matching the
direction in the instruction.

Figure 102. Use of the finger tighten pictogram
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This icon communicated a positive message, 'do this' in preference to 'do not do this'. The
illustration showed a realistic depiction made by tracing a photograph of hands, with the
bolts, nuts and hands shown in correct scale to each other. Two pictogram icons were used
to suit different circumstances, one where only a bolt was included and one where there
was a nut and bolt (Figure 102). Thus the transparency and literal nature of the image was
as high as possible as some joints required only a bolt and some required a bolt and nut.
Each of the pictograms showed a different bolt orientation. The nut and bolt icon showed
the bolt in a horizontal position, as most nuts-bolt joints were horizontal in the illustrations
(Figure 102). The bolt-only icon showed the bolt in a vertical position as most bolt-only
joints used the bolt in this position.

The hands were shown 'naked' having no clothing to eliminate cultural differences in
clothing types. Given all objects were depicted with a line drawing with white infill, even
black components, it was anticipated the hands would not be perceived as 'white' but
rather as generic hands
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This pictogram shows a
spanner and screwdriver
assembling a nut and bolt.

This pictogram shows a
screwdriver turning a bolt.

Figure 103. Tool tighten pictogram
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If the bolt jo in t did not need to be loose, then the jo in t needed to be tightened there and
then. To indicate this, an image was included showing tools tightening the bolt (Figure 103
and 104).

The screwdriver pictogram
is used here as only a bolt
(no nut) is required for the
assembly action. Note the
pictogram shows the bolt
being added in a vertical
orientation matching the
direction in the instruction.

The screwdriver/spanner
pictogram is used here as a
bolt and nut are required
for the assembly action.
Note the pictogram shows
the parts being assembled
in a horizontal orientation
matching the direction in
the instruction.

Figure 104. Use of the tool tighten pictogram

For the user testing, screwdrivers and spanners were supplied; these were replicated in the
CAD model and represented in the illustrations in order to maintain literal connection
between the task and the illustrations (Figure 105).
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The pictogtrams match the
actual tools as closely as
possible.

Figure 105. Comparison of the tools used in the trial with the images of the tools in the PAIs

When the bolt was first attached loosely, it required a follow -up step showing the bolt being
tightened. The tightening action was indicated by showing the tool on the b o lt/n u t w ith an
arrow indicating the direction to turn the screwdriver to tighten (Figure 106).
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•—° Tool tighten with the
screwdriver only.

Tool tighten with the
screwdriver and spanner.

Figure 106. Depicting tool tightening after a finger tight joint

There was an issue o f consistency here. When the bolt was added, the indication of 'attach
loosely' was indicated w ith a pictogram in the top left corner of the page. When the
tightening sequence was shown it was indicated w ith the tool on the bolt to be tightened.
W hile this presented an inconsistency, showing 'tighten' w ith a similar pictogram in the top
left corner o f the page would have presented other problems. Having the 'tighten bolt now'
indication in the top left of the page would not have shown which bolts to tighten, so this
would have required an additional indication such as arrows showing which bolts needed
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tightening at that stage. It was decided to show the action of tightening the joint with the
indication of which joint to tighten.

When the bolts were added for a loose joint the hands could have been included on the
bolts to show 'assembly loosely' in the same way the tool is shown on the bolts to indicate
'tighten when assembled'. This was not done, as the depiction of hands in the correct
proportions to the item would have obscured much of the object reducing the amount of
contextual detail. Abstract icons of finger tightening not to scale with the object could have
been included, however research on pictorial communication for developing countries
indicated literal illustrations were likely to perform better than abstract icons.

Another issue when showing the requirement to tighten after loose assembly was how to
show multiple joints being tightened. For many of the tightening sequences there were
typically groups of four bolts to be tightened at a time. One possibility was to show four
screw drivers on all of the bolts to be tightened, however it was thought this was not
literally possible and may be confusing so it was decided each bolt-tightening incident
would have its own page. Doing this required many more pages that could be frustrating.

Important pictorial elements to indicate actions are centre-lines. The centre-line is drawn as
dash-dot line and is used as a visual tool in assembly drawings and technical drawings to
indicate parts that belong to groups and the motions of objects. Centre-lines indicate action
and placement, not a physical object, and are thus a symbolic not literal representation. The
broken line convention for a centre-line is used to differentiate it from the object lines that
are solid and unbroken. In addition when centre-lines are used they often have a thin white
border to provide an indication of foreground and background to give the image additional
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sense o f depth (Figure 107). This w hite border is also an element of the IsoDraw™ software
indicating common use of this convention.

The white border around
the centre-line pushes it to
the foreground and helps
make it distinct from the
object lines.

Figure 107. Center line white border comparison

Centre-lines are an im portant tool to indicate action and grouping, and while centre-lines
do not represent a physical object and are therefore open to m isinterpretation, w ith o u t
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them the indication o f actions on illustrations would be impossible (Figure 108). Like arrows
they were seen as a translucent symbolic representation and therefore easy to explain,
understand and remember.

Line to show the path of a
part to the required
location.

Line to show relations
between a group of parts.

Line with an arrow to shown
movement and relation
between elements, in this
case the requirement to
align holes.

Figure 108. Various uses for centre lines
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Sub-assemblies

The PAIs for the chairs needed to show how to assemble parts for a sub-assembly, then
show a second sub-assembly followed by instructions on how to bring the assemblies
together.

For Chair One the instructions showed how to make the seat / back-rest assembly. When
the instructions for the arm-rest/leg assembly was shown, the seat / back-rest assembly
were not shown. Each assembly required a number of steps to complete and showing the
completed seat / back-rest assembly while showing the addition of the arm-rests to the legs
would have obscured the view of the far arm-rest being attached to the legs. The joining of
the seat / back-rest assembly and the arm-rest / leg assembly was shown later in the PAIs.
For consistency, the illustrations of the sub-assembly construction and the illustrations
showing the sub-assemblies being joined were all shown from the same point of view. How
they appeared during the sub-assembly stage matched how they appeared when they were
combined.

For the Chair Two instructions, there were two sub-assemblies, the seat back /long legs and
the pivot blocks/short legs. First the long leg and back rest assembly was shown (Figure
109). The short leg and pivot block assembly was then shown with the long leg/ back-rest
assembly still visible. This was done as the sub-assembly of the pivot blocks to the short legs
involved two steps: they could be included on the same page with the previous assembly as
it did not obscure the view of the operation. Since the second sub-assembly steps were
minor, and this assembly would be attached to the first assembly, it was thought they could
be shown together. While this was not a typical means of managing this sequence, the
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m inor nature of the second assembly seemed to make removing the first assembly
unnecessary. Once more, it was a 'best-guess' and user trials would establish if this trade
o ff worked.

This completed subassembly remains in the
PAIs while the next subassembly takes place.

Figure 109. Chair Two with the sub-assembly remaining in the image while the following sub-assembly operations is
shown

Conclusion
This chapter described the design o f the PAIs for the first user trial in detail. The application
o f guidelines from the literature review and examination o f practice as applied to this
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specific problem were explained with particular emphasis on where conflicts were evident
and how decisions on tradeoffs were made. In some cases, it was difficult to know which
was the best strategy as there was nothing in the previous research or experience to
indicate which strategy would work. This is typical of design development where the
specifics of a particular project require decisions to be made where precedence and
heuristics do not offer clear guidance. In these cases user trials become an essential
element of the process: the expectation is that the user trial will show if the design
succeeded. Where the design is shown not to work, observations and feedback from the
trial often offer some insights in how better to proceed.

The next chapter will describe the results of the user trial for the PAIs described here.
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Chapter 8 - User testing results and discussion

Introduction
This chapter presents the outcomes of the user trials of the PAIs described in the previous
chapter. The reporting of the results is qualitative and diagnostic in approach, focused on
identifying pathologies and indications of failure of the design so as to prompt action to
remedy the design. In order to achieve this, close reporting of the observations and errors is
provided to form the basis for the development of technical rules.

The notes from the observations and the post-test interviews were coded and examined
looking for similarities and differences between the errors and verbal reports. As concepts
emerged, the notes were re-examined for supporting or contradictory evidence, as well as
to check problems against the rationale for the design and the findings of the literature
review and artifact examination. If there was sufficient supporting evidence, the emergent
concept is described here. Some errors were minor and only occurred once, in these cases
they were not investigated further. Errors that appeared across subjects, or only occurred
once due to the interpretation of the PAIs but were severe, were investigated and are
described in this chapter.

Grounded theory approach

A grounded theory approach was used to examine the information data gained from the
creation and evaluation of the PAIs. Grounded theory is used to build theory inductively
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990), based on a process which is rigorous and
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systemic where objective and creative thinking are used to identify model components and
interrelationships from qualitative data such as verbal and observational data.

Grounded theory commences with open coding the data into its smallest elements; a code
can be associated with a word or a document. As coding progresses, concepts are
generated enabling the data to be categorised and reduced. Axial coding identifies patterns
and relations among concepts and notes are used to capture the flow of concepts, their
relations and ideas. Eventually a core category emerges and other categories can be related
back to the core category. This process is refined by comparison to new data until no new
categories emerge.

This study analysed the observations and post evaluation interviews from the trials,
focusing on the pathologies evident in the PAIs. Common errors were identified and the
transcriptions for the observations revisited to create links and categories of errors. The
approach was one of diagnostic testing with the purpose of entering into a dialogue with
participants, to test the performance of the PAIs. The emphasis was on the identification of
which tasks were difficult; these difficulties represented the "pathological symptoms of a
document's ill health." (Sless, 2004, p. 31)

The results provided insights into what was not working in the document and what might
need to be done to improve it. Thus the approach was first to identify the locations of the
pathologies by examining which parts of the document manifested problems as evidenced
by errors, points raised by participants and observations. This was done by examining the
observation notes and interviews and comparing them against the PAIs and recording which
pages manifested problems. This acted as a form of pre-coding. Once the relevant parts of
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the document/task were identified, the particular pages manifesting pathologies were
examined further by re-examining the observation and interview data and breaking it down
into elements and concepts generated to create categories for the data. Further coding
identified patterns and relations and core categories emerged.

The emphasis was on finding aspects of the documents that appeared to be the cause of the
difficulties in interpretation. Thus part of the coding involved examining the PAIs in a similar
way to the data from the observation phase. The visual elements of the pages were
examined to identify aspects of the illustrations that could have been the cause of the user
errors. Alterations to the design could then be made. Once pages with evident problems
were examined in isolation, these pages were then compared against each other to look for
commonalities. In accordance with the ideas of grounded theory, core categories reflecting
characteristics of the PAIs emerged and were related to other observations regarding other
parts of the PAIs.

Thus the post hoc story or theories emerged that described the design of the artefact and
strategies to improve the performance of the artefact. There was no attempt to create a
theory of the user's state of mind. What are discussed here are concepts, stories, theories
that provided an insight into a number of pathologies evident from the user testing. This
gives them weight as they indicate a degree of generalisability: what worked among these
PAIs may well be useful for others.

Kanis (2002a) proposed detailed descriptions of procedures, the presentation of low
inference description of order to make analysis tractable, a close description of the
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problems and causes and the presentation of data in raw state, low inference descriptors
and accurate description of events.

Subjects - description

The subjects described here were for the first pilot trial, the other subjects who participated
in the second trial with the WorldMade PAIs will be discussed in chapter ten.

Six subjects were recruited by Motivation staff from the staff and patients at the Ragama
Spinal Injuries Association (SIA) rehabilitation centre. The subjects did not have the low level
of literacy and exposure to visual stimuli as originally planned, and they possessed a range
of abilities, backgrounds, education and employment. Nevertheless their responses to the
task were variable.

Subject A had a Diploma of Occupational Therapy with a background and employment that

did not involve assembly or building activities. Despite a high level of literacy and education
he made many small errors in the process of construction that he was able to rectify during
the process. He also made some errors he did not notice and rectify, such as inserting bolts
in the incorrect holes, having some of the bolts in incorrect orientations and making a major
error with the assembly of the second chair where he assembled the seat upside down and
did not notice the error despite it being visually quite different from the instructions.
Despite his high level of education his ability to interpret the illustrations and perform the
construction was poor, resulting in many assembly errors.

Full details of Subject B's background could not ascertained except that he had a military
background, however he, like Subject A, had a high level of education. He was more
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confident and capable than Subject A and made fewer errors, seeming to interpret the
illustrations better, perform the construction and engage in problem solving activities to a
greater degree. However he did make several errors, such as having T-nuts on the incorrect
side of the seat components and not tightening some of the joints.

Subject C studied at high school to O levels but did not complete the exams; he had good

literacy skills and had undergone training in a trade. He worked in the SIA workshop. Given
that his training and work history were trade based, involving assembly and construction, it
was expected he would perform the assembly tasks well. However he made more errors
and required more assistance than any of the other subjects. He struggled to interpret the
illustrations and perform the construction and did not have effective problem solving skills.

Subject D is the head of the workshops at the SIA and was expected to have a high level of

competency with the assembly tasks: he was able to complete the tasks with a few minor
errors. However his approach was very erratic, he would generally begin by examining the
instructions, gathering the parts and trying various ways of assembling them, quite often in
ways very different from the illustrations. By comparing his assembly against the
illustrations he was able to identify and rectify the errors. Once he had the passed the first
few stages the remainder of the steps were generally well executed, however he did
overlook some tightening operations, inset bolts in the incorrect orientation and get stuck
at one stage in the assembly of Chair One.

Subject E was involved in the SIA workshop for some assembly tasks but was primarily

employed as a sports instructor for the SIA. His background was sport-orientated and he
had no experience of assembling from drawings, however he was one of the more confident
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subjects and was able to construct the objects with minimal or no errors. He frequently
anticipated the next few steps and would complete tasks, such as tightening bolts, before
required to do so in the instructions. Sometimes this was effective but sometimes he
overlooked information in the instructions creating some problems with later steps. None
of this resulted in major errors and reflected a confident, almost over-confident, attitude to
the task. His feedback and comments on the instructions were detailed and well
considered.

Subject F had the lowest level of schooling, up to grade five, and he worked as a translator.

He recalled construction play as an important part of his childhood and had recently
constructed a plastic model of a plane from a model kit consisting of 60 parts, a task he
recalled with pleasure. Of all of the subjects he completed the construction tasks with the
least number of errors and in the fastest times with the highest level of ease and
confidence. His feedback was well considered and detailed and showed a high level of
reasoning.

The subject pool used for this testing was small, so it is not possible to make general
conclusions. Nevertheless, there are some observations worth making. Higher education
does not necessarily equip a person with the skills required to interpret PAIs and undertake
assembly tasks. Subject A had a high level of education, however he struggled with the
assembly task and made a major error in the final task. A background in trades does not
necessarily improve the subject's ability to interpret the PAIs and carry out the construction
either. Subject C had training and experience in welding and automotive air conditioning
and was employed as a technician in the SIA workshops, however he demonstrated some of
the poorest interpretation and problem solving skills. Even though Subject D was the SIA
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workshop coordinator his approach and some of the errors he made indicated some
problems with interpreting the illustrations.

The most competent subjects had the lowest education and lacked backgrounds in
construction and assembly. Subject E was quite confident and made few errors and Subject
F, with the lowest level of formal education and no employment involving construction,
showed the highest level of ability. It appears, therefore, that there is a level of innate
ability required to complete the task successfully which could be explained by users SVA
which Heiser et al. (2004) identified as important for the ability to interpret PAIs. Experience
from working in the trades may improve a person's ability to understand and follow PAIs,
however even with these subjects innate ability, probably SVA, seems to piay a roie in their
success.

Subjects - general observations of performance
The following is a description of observations common across many of the subjects. Many of
the subjects used a problem solving approach for the task. Subjects would sometimes
assemble parts in ways that did not match the illustration, and then continue until it
became apparent that the construction could not proceed because parts would not fit or
the assembly did not look like later illustrations. Subjects would then compare their
construction with the illustrations, flipping to previous steps, until they could locate the
error. Then they would try an alternative construction to match the illustrations and allow
for the later step to be accomplished. This probably was not a conscious strategy but one
that evolved as they became aware of conflicts between what was shown and their
construction. This strategy enabled a number of subjects to identify and correct errors.
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The ability to compare images from different stages seems to be an important aspect of
using PAIs. The assembly provides feedback on the success of the task, parts do not fit or
the appearance of the construction does not match the picture. In order for the person to
rectify the problem they need to be able to locate the source of the problem, and figure out
how to change the assembly to match the illustration. This strategy is assisted by providing
a stable point of view across all steps enabling images to be easily compared.

There was evidence of subjects learning the conventions of the PAIs as a consequence of
this. As a result of not examining or of misinterpreting drawings and pictograms, some
subjects made errors. If they spotted the error and fixed it, such as the inclusion of a washer
or the orientation of a bolt, they avoided similar errors later in the assembly process. By
comparing the object to the illustration, error identification and problem solving, they
learnt the communication conventions of the PAIs and applied this learning in later steps.

Wanting to know what was ahead was also an important part of the activity of interpreting
the PAIs. As discussed below in the section about action-state image sequences, knowing
where the steps are leading to seems to be important and when they were confused about
a step they would flip forward a few pages to see how the current activity was resolved.

Getting it right is not the same as getting it right with confidence. In some cases after the
subjects had successfully assembled the item they indicated that for some of the steps they
were unsure what to do and went ahead with what they thought was right: the "I am not
sure if this is right but I will wait and see what happens" approach. Since no problems arose
after this, they assumed that they guessed correctly at the ambiguous stages. Even though
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the assembly was correct they were unsure it was right and lacked confidence that they had
been successful.

When the subjects were aware there was a problem they tried to match the orientation of
the object to the angle of the view in the illustration to help identify differences between
the object and the illustration. If the view in the PAIs was not gravitationally stable, as in
Chair One, it was physically difficult to hold the assembly in a way to match the illustration
resulting in user frustration. Those who found the task easy did not reorient the work to
match the images and those who struggled were likely to move the assembly to match the
illustration. The reason these subjects struggled may be because they have low SVA,
implying they were unable to mentally translate and rotate the image in the illustration to
match the different view of the object and relied on physically matching the object to the
illustration.

Elements of the design that resulted in errors
As discussed in the previous chapter, the design of the PAIs attempted to follow guidelines
and precedents however there were situations where these were in conflict and tradeoff
decisions needed to be made. Part of the description of the results will indicate where these
trade offs were made and the consequences.

A single point of view was chosen for the instructions. The point of view was chosen so the
joints and details were visible while maintaining a viewing angle with minimal distortion and
foreshortening, ideally this view was from three-quarter angle. For the Three Legged Stool,
Four Legged Stool and Chair One, there was a view from below that showed all of the
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details from a 'balanced' three-quarter viewpoint. However in order to achieve a view for
Chair Two that showed as much detail as possible there were some compromises.

The spanner and screwdriver for the tightening sequence were largely obscured (Figure 82)
however a mirror joint was visible and the subjects were able to use the visible view to
figure out where to tighten the obscured joint.

The seat rest bracket was viewed in such a way it appeared flat, the angle of the bracket
could not be seen and one of the holes of one of the brackets was obscured. It was not
portrayed in a manner that provided the important defining detail, the angled bend, rather
it appeared as a flat object (Figure 83).

This resulted in some subjects experiencing confusion when confronted with the
compromised views. When users came to select the item, they attempted to locate a flat
part that did not exist. If they looked at the angled bracket the typical view of the item
would include the bend: a view of the item which did not indicate the bend would be rare
and atypical. Thus there was a case to move the point of view so the bracket looked more
normal and the 'tighten' indication was easier to see. Changing the view may introduce new
possibilities for errors and it is unclear if the alternatives would, on balance, be worse off
than the current poor representation of the bracket.

Point of view, idealised or realistic

A point of view for an illustration may show all of the details but it is also important that it
depicts how the parts actually appear in front of the user as they are assembled, rather than
in an idealised or non-gravitationally stable configuration.
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For the Chair Two instructions, the point of view showed parts in a configuration that did
not resemble how the assembled parts would appear on a bench in front of the subject
(Figure 85). As previously stated, the only way to match the parts with the illustration was
for to hold the parts in space. This was not a direct cause of errors but some of the subjects
indicated difficulty when information was portrayed in this way. When they were confused
they tried to match the point of view of object in front of them to the illustration, however
they found it hard to hold the object up to match the illustration.

For the Four Legged Stool the assembly was shown in a gravitationally stable view for all
steps (Figure 86). These instructions were successfully followed in the trials.

In PAIs the action diagram shows the previous state diagram plus the action of the new
elements to be assembled. The elements are shown in space, as they are just about to be
placed on the assembly, with the path to the final location indicated via dash-dot lines. The
subsequent state diagram shows these new elements in their assembled location.

As previously stated, it was thought that making the state diagram also the action
instruction for the next step would carry too much information and would overwhelm the
users (Figure 92). Two PAIs were created one with the action-state pairs as discrete
instructions and one where the action-state pairs overlapped resulting in a shorter
document. In testing it was found that the inclusion of too many pages caused frustration
with the users as there were fine increments of change between each page, this resulted in
more pages and more work to flip forwards and backwards to see where they were going
and where they had been. The more effective strategy was to have the overlap of action-
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state (Figure 93). The users easily used the action image as a state image by ignoring the
new spatially removed elements (the new parts in their exploded location) on the page.

Image detail

Decisions about details to include in illustrations are important; as details are useful for
determining part identification, location and orientation. There are several examples when
this proved to be important.

Details are important to assist with determining part orientation, for example some parts
had one side that presented a high level of visual detail while the other side presented a
comparatively lower level. In the view chosen for some illustrations, the side with the low
level of detail was shown, which resulted in some unexpected problems in interpretation.
For example the seat part of the stools and chairs had different sides - one had a T-nut on it,
the other had a hole leading to the T-nut (Figure 110). One side was high in visual detail (the
T-nut side) the other side low (the hole side). The instructions showed the parts being
added to the non-T-nut side as this was important for the strength of the assembly. In a
number of cases participants assembled parts to the T-nut side resulting in an incorrect
assembly. When this was pointed out in the post-test discussion the participants indicated
that there should be more information to show the face to which parts should be added
(Figure 111).
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A section showing the T-Nut
assmebly, this results in one
surface with the T-Nut
showing and the opposite
face with only a hole
showing.

The high detail side of the
seat with the T-Nut
exposed.

The opposite, low detail,
side of the seat with only a
hole visible.

Figure 110. The Four Legged Stool seat showing one side with high visual detail and the other with low visual detail
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The inclusion of a 'Do-NotDo-This' instruction to
indicate the brackets are not
to be attached to the T-Nut
face.

S.

Figure 111. A strategy for ensuring parts are added to the correct, low visual detail, side of the seat
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The chair assemblies included a timber rectangle pierced with cross-nuts in the corners. The
cross-nuts were plain on one surface with a Philips-head detail on the other side. The view
of this part in the instructions showed the plain surface of the cross-nut. This illustration
caused the participants some difficulty and they examined the illustration for some time to
establish the correct orientation of the timber rectangle in relation to the main assembly
(plain surface facing in or out?). In the post-test discussion the participants indicated that
this instruction was ambiguous and they would have preferred a more definite indication of
which way to include the part, plain surface in or out. The illustration showed the plain
surface was facing out, so why the ambiguity (Figure 112)?
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Illustration showing the
addition of the seat brace to
Chair Two, note the low
level of detail on the cross
nuts.

The visible face of the seat
brace shows the plain face
of the cross-nuts.

The opposite face of the
seat brace shows the
detailed face of the cross
nuts.

Figure 112. The seat brace of Chair Two, showing the high and low visually detailed faces
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The participants were uncertain about the level of detail included in the illustration
compared to the detail of the real parts. A lack of detail is not necessarily interpreted as
positive information. Does the illustration show the plain surface or was the cross detail
omitted? There may have been less ambiguity if the part had been viewed so that the cross
detail was shown as if to say 'the cross detail is here, this could not possibly be the plain
side'. Another response would be to add details to parts where orientation and
identification are potentially difficult to depict: that is, add details that reduced any
ambiguity between what is portrayed and the actual object.

For Chair Two the subjects were required to add a seat back that was very similar in size and
shape to the leg strut and two of the subjects put in the incorrect part. This was rectified, as
the incorrect part was incompatible with the following steps, but it meant extra time to
identify and rectify the problem. In this case, the parts were similar and only differentiated
by proportional differences. The seat back had the cross-nuts close to the corners
overlapping the bullnose edge, the leg strut had cross-nuts more inboard and not
overlapping the bullnose edge (Figure 113). It appears these location and proportion
differences were too small and subtle for some users to differentiate the parts. So
differentiation is not just a question of visual details but also a question of providing
sufficient contrast in proportion and locations of elements (Figure 114).
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The seat brace on Chair Two
has the cross-nuts located in
the corners, away from the
rounded edge.

The seat back on Chair Two
has the cross-nuts located in
the corners, overlapping the
rounded edge.

•— o The seat back and the seat
brace are similar in size,
proportions and the number
and type of surface
features. An important
difference is the location of
the cross-nuts relative to
the rounded corners.

Figure 113. The differences between the seat brace and seat back of Chair Two
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A propsed alternative to
page four of the Chair Two
PAIs indicating which of two
similar parts to use.

Figure 114. A strategy to indicate which of the similar parts, the seat back and seat brace, are required

On other occasions, users were seen to use details for part identification and navigation.
When assembling Chair tw o, subjects were observed counting holes and using the holes on
the leg components to ensure correct location and orientation o f the components (Figure
115). It appears that as much relevant and unique detail of components needs to be
included to aid users in location and orientation o f the parts in space and in relation to each
other.
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Subjects were observed
using these holes to deter
mine the part orientation.

Figure 115. Hole locations used to provide information on part orientation

Another issue related to details o f various assembly paths. Both chairs had tw o seating
alternatives, each could have a 0° seating angle or a 5° seating angle, in each case this was
achieved by assembling a bracket in different orientations. This presented a number of
problems, the need to indicate that a decision needed to be made and, once this decision
was made, how to act on it. Once the bracket had been assembled to suit the chosen
seating angle there were now tw o different assemblies to be illustrated, an assembly w ith
the bracket in the 0° configuration and an assembly w ith the 5° configuration. When the
assembly instructions were demonstrated, emphasis was placed on explaining what the
instructions meant at this stage. However, when the subjects were asked to assemble the
chair themselves they experienced a number o f problems.
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When they reached the page with the profiles, several users picked up the objects and tried
to orientate them to match the view. Some were confused: at this stage the assembly did
not include feet or the seat and these were included in the profile views so some of the
subjects added feet so their assembly matched the instructions before going onto the next
page. When they came to the next two pages showing the possible configurations, a
number of them chose to follow the page showing the configuration they were not
requested to do. One subject could make no sense of the profiles and chose the assembly
he thought would give him the desired configuration; his choice was incorrect. After
completing the assembly, the subjects were asked what they had done at this stage and
why. The box around the profile to indicate which configuration the page showed was not
generally well understood. Suggestions to improve it included a tick next to the option
and/or with a cross through the other option. However one subject said that in some areas
of Sri Lanka a cross on an item is interpreted to mean that is the chosen one. Overall, a
means of indicating the choice needed to be less ambiguous. However, when presented
with a range of options there may not be a universally understood pictorial device to show
which is chosen or not chosen.

After the pages indicating that the 5° configuration needed to be assembled the following
pages showed the 0° configuration. This caused a great deal of confusion for most of these
subjects and many subjects looked back at earlier pages and forward to the next pages
trying to understand what was going on. One subject changed the bracket to suit the new
orientation of the part. Another subject did not show any confusion at this stage and went
on to correctly complete the assembly, however in the post-test discussion he said that he
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was confused at this stage but thought he would go ahead and see what happened, thus he
completed the task successfully but not with a high degree of confidence.

This stage was confusing because it presented a fundamental inconsistency with the rest of
the PAIs. Each image typically repeated the previous images, with the only difference being
the new parts. In the case of this divergence due to alternative assembly possibilities, the
image after the sequence did not match the previous image (Figure 116). This lack of
consistency can make it difficult when comparing images for problem solving.
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The orientation of the
bracket for the 0° seating
configuration.

The orientation of the
bracket for the 5° seating
configuration.

The orientation of the
bracket in the next step,
note the bracket is in the 0°
orientation.

Figure 116. Difference in bracket orientations for the different seating positions
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Measurement

One step required a ruler to measure the distance between two parts before tightening the
joint between them (Figure 97). The measuring was shown using a profile view of the legs in
an upright position, rather than a perspective view of the chair shown upside down. This
change did not seem to cause any problems and most subjects succeeded at this stage but
some subjects did make suggestions for improvement.

The elevation view showed only one leg, some subjects said they were unsure if this meant
they only needed to measure one leg. They did both, but were uncertain they were doing
the correct thing. When shown an illustration showing both legs in elevation they indicated
this would be less confusing (Figure 117).

o =$>

o o

Figure 117. A strategy to indicate two arms need to be measured for the correct location before tightening
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Knowing where to locate the ruler and where to measure was a problem. Common errors
were as shown below. The problem was knowing where the points o f measurement were
and how they related to the ruler. In this case the problems were due to the angle of the leg
and the need to measure to a surface not adjacent to the edge of the ruler (Figure 118).

^

•—o The intent of the instruction
was to measure from the
flat at the front of the arm
to the top corner of the leg.

This was how the ruler was
shown in retaion to the
assembly.

The ruler was usually
located like this;
with the number aligned to
the bottom of the rounded
edge;
with the ruler not pushed
into the corner due to the
leg slope.

One of the subjects
suggested a thin line to
reduce ambiguity.

Figure 118. Errors made when measuring the arm location
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Pictograms

In addition to the portrayal of the assembly actions pictograms were used to communicate
inform ation.

All of the joints for the furniture pieces used M6 Philips head bolts w ith standard nuts w ith
different length bolts required for different assemblies. For the first trial when participants
assembled the Three Legged Stool w ith out training, the users ignored the bolt elevations.
After the assembly o f the Three Legged Stool many of the subjects commented that there
should be inform ation about the correct bolt length to use. One user saw the bolt icon and
thought it was there for a reason but could not figure out its purpose.

One o f the testing assistants thought that the elevation was too abstract, as it did not show
the top view of the bolt, a view that would give the strongest inform ation regarding the
identity of the object. An alternative could be to present the object as an isometric view
using true-length lines: this would maintain the correct length o f the bolt while also
showing a top view o f the bolt w ith the distinctive Philips head cross. However this would
reduce the effectiveness o f the illustration for accurately measuring distance. The side view
provides clear landmarks for length identification and the bolts can be laid on the image for
length verification. An isometric view would be ambiguous: when the bolt is laid on top
where does the base o f the bolt line up on the curved base o f the illustration? Another
alternative could be to include an isometric drawing to identify the part next to an
elevation, however this requires the user to interpret the tw o images as a functional pair,
one for identification the other for length. While this would appear to communicate the
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intent it would be visually complicated and not obvious w ith respect to the nature and
intent of the relation between the images (Figure 119).

[—

The bolt shown in side
profile at full scale, however
it lacks the defining top
detail.

'

The bolt shown as an
isometric projection at full
scale, it shows the defining
top detail, but lacks clear
landmarks for measuring
the bolt.

<—

c—

'i

This is an alternate means
of depiciting the bolt using
an isometric view, with its
defining features, along side
an accurate elevation.

This shows a top and
elevation view of the bolt, it
includes the defining detail
of the philips head screw
and the accurate elevation,
but this requires an under
standing of orthogonal
projection to interpret
correctly.

'

Figure 119. Alternative strategies for showing the bolt length
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On the second trial the subjects were given instruction on how to use the PAIs including the
use of the measuring illustrations. After this they used the elevations to measure bolts for
correct length indicating the bolt length pictogram had a high level of transparency and
learnability. For most trials people understood and used the elevation correctly, in a few
cases they were overlooked but this was usually an oversight for a single page not a failure
to use or understand the elevations. Some subjects occasionally used the bolt elevation
from the incorrect page, resulting in using the incorrect bolt selection. This occurred while
using the left hand page and accidentally using the elevation from the top right of the next
page. When the error became apparent the subject re-measured the bolt using the
elevation from the correct page.

Despite the literal portrayal of the elevation no washers were shown. However users did
not interpret this to mean they did not require washers and they followed the instruction
shown on the main illustration. Washers were not included on the elevation, as they are
small when viewed side on, and when they were included on the elevations as part of the
development work they were difficult to discern and identify and thus not included in the
final design.

Loose assembly followed by tightening operations

The requirement to first loosely make bolted joints, which are then tightened at a later
stage, required the addition of pictograms depicting the required action (Figure 106).

As previously explained, it was decided each bolt-tightening incident required its own page.
However doing this required many more pages. In the trials the users found these page
sequences with small instructions frustrating and cumbersome. Feedback from the post294

test discussions indicated that the tightening sequence pages could be reduced by various
means. One option would show screwdrivers/spanners on each joint to be tightened even if
this required including four spanners/screwdrivers. Another way would show a
spanner/screwdriver on one of the joints to be tightened and use arrows to indicate the
other joints to be tightened. Finally another way could be to re-use the tighten icon from
the top right hand corner and place it pointing at the joints to be tightened. The second and
third options require additional arrows, lines adding different types of information
increasing the opportunity for misinterpretation.

There was one instance demonstrating the literal interpretation of the image. Page 10 of
Chair One indicated 'insert a long bolt and tighten'. However the tightening pictogram
showed a shorter bolt and this confused the user, they thought there was the requirement
for an extra shorter bolt somewhere on the page. This was an isolated case and it appears
most users treated the pictogram as indicative rather than literally, implying the pictogram
was effective. However modifying the pictogram bolt length for different situations would
be easy and reduce ambiguity. It is interesting to note that the bolt length was interpreted
literally where as other elements such as direction were not interpreted literally.

Another symbolic and abstract visual device was the use of a dash-dot centre line. Given
this introduced an element that was represented pictorially but was not physically present
it was thought users with very literal interpretations of images would have difficulties with
this element. However the concept of the dash-dot line was understood to indicate an
action and was not identified as an object by the subjects. Given the reasonable level of
literacy and schooling of the subjects it is unclear if this convention would be understood by
less literate subjects.
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Sub-assemblies

In some cases the PAIs showed steps for constructing a sub-assembly, then steps for a
separate sub-assembly and then showed how to bring these assemblies together. As
described in the previous chapter Chair One and Chair Two used different strategies for
handling assemblies/sub-assemblies (Figure 109). This did not cause errors however some
of the subjects did wonder why the long-leg/back-rest assembly was kept in the
instructions during the second sub-assembly. They thought the long-leg/back-rest assembly
was illustrated for a reason but they could not figure out why.

It appears it is more effective to show each sub-assembly separately rather than show one
sub-assembly and keep it 'on view' while other sub-assemblies are shown. Including
unnecessary detail appears to have the potential to confuse users and it appears users
assume information is there for a reason and become frustrated if they cannot figure out
why it is there.

Discernable proportions/location

For the Chair One assembly a common error was adding the arm rests to the legs in a nonsymmetric way. Not all of the subjects who made the error noticed it, even after completing
the assembly, as this error did not prevent subsequent steps from being successful. When
the illustration was created it was thought there was sufficient information to locate the
arms correctly and it was surprising to find this was a common error. The location of the
holes close to the edge of the armrests indicated the relative position of the armrests to the
legs and the difference between the left and right arms is one of relative location rather
than presence of details.
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When assembling the armrests the users may not have read the relative location, 'holes
close to one edge, not the other' as important, or not read the relative location at all. The
armrests were symmetrical front-to-back, so the holes were equidistant from the front and
back edges of the armrests resulting in less differentiating detail to help communicative
orientation (Figure 120). So there appears to be a level of discerniblity of proportions, if the
difference is not extreme enough people may not perceive the difference and locate parts
incorrectly (Figure 121). Perhaps a notch in the armrests to clearly indicate which edge to
point in or out would have provided the detail and contrast to avoid any ambiguity in
interpretation.
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The arms are symmetrical
about this center line.

Due to the symmetry about
the width of the arms the
only clue about their
orientation is the location of
the holes with respect to
the long axis. Some subjects
did not appear to notice this
subtle difference leading to
assembly errors.

Figure 120. Symmetry and proportions of the Chair One arms

This is another example how small differences in relative location of details can be
misunderstood. Locating discernable proportional or location differences is im portant in
illustration interpretation.
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Assembly operation as shown in the PAIs.

Assembly operation as it occured
in a number of cases.

Front view of how the arms should
have been attached to the leg.

Front view of how the arms were
attached to the leg by some subjects.

Figure 121. Problems with the assembly of the arms to the legs for Chair One

Subjects recom m ended th a t the step when th e arms w ere added w ould be clearer w ith a
fro n t elevation o f the legs show ing th e m irro r pair concept m ore clearly. However this
w ould introduce a change in th e p o in t o f vie w and also the use o f an elevation th a t is an
abstract representation th a t can be m isinte rp re te d .
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Feedback for World Made wheelchair design
Since ease of assembly is a core function of the WorldMade design the constraints imposed
by what could and could not be explainable in the PAIs needed to inform the physical design
of the wheelchair. At the completion of these initial trials the WorldMade wheelchair was in
the final stages of design and there was an opportunity to provide feedback regarding
elements that were difficult to explain so these features could be eliminated or modified to
aid explainability.

Recommendations included the following:

1. Where possible, components should be designed so the assembly cannot be
completed except in the correct way. If instructions are not followed correctly it is
helpful if parts do not fit or there is some interference impeding the fit of parts to
provide feedback that something is wrong. It seems people notice when parts do not
fit together or match, assume they have made a mistake and go back to the PAIs to
trouble shoot the problem. Some subjects assembling Chair One incorrectly
assembled the armrests to the leg but since there was no feedback that this was
done incorrectly the subjects would proceed and not notice and rectify the error.
This strategy of error proofing is already common in practice in design for
manufacture to eliminate assembly errors on production lines (Ulrich & Eppinger,
2011 ).

2. Ideally, there should be fewer types of fasteners with greater visual differentiation
between different fasteners. The preliminary testing showed the high learnability of
the one-to-one bolt elevation to assist the selection of the correct bolt length but
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greater visual differentiation of the bolts would also make the training and assembly
instructions easier and less vulnerable to errors.
3. Where parts are close to symmetrical or lack defining features, some element may
be added to provide a visual detail to assist with part identification and orientation.
These additional elements would need to be designed so that they do not interfere
with the function.
4.

Finally, it is important to use consistent assembly systems and joint arrangements.
For example when washers are used, the assembly should have the same
arrangements of washers, nuts and bolts for all joints if possible. For the design of
the chairs for the testing phase, washers were used on all joints. Subjects became
familiar with the bolt-washer-joint-washer-nut system and seemed to expect it and
use if for all joints as a matter of habit. If some joints had them and other joints did
not this would require greater focus for the technicians on this detail and open up
the opportunity for errors.

Conclusion
This chapter described the outcomes of the user trials for the first iteration of the PAIs. In
this trial stools and chairs were designed to replicate the assembly processes of the
WorldMade wheelchair with an emphasis on processes that were thought to be
problematic. Patterns of behaviour such as checking forwards and backwards, comparing
images to the object, comparing images to other images and a shoot-first-problem-solvelater approach were observed. How these patterns of behaviour impacted on the design of
PAIs was discussed. Errors or pathologies of the PAIs were identified and were described as
being related to the discernable details, the point of view used and interpretations of
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pictograms. Finally the relation of the design of the artifact and how this impacts on
explainability via PAIs was described.

The next chapter explains the design of the PAIs for the WorldMade wheelchair and how
the findings of the trial described in this chapter informed the design of the WorldMade
PAIs.
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Chapter 9 -The WorldMade PAIs

Introduction
After the first trial the design of the WorldMade wheelchair was developed to the full
prototype stage allowing for PAIs to be drawn up and for assembly trials to be conducted.
As mentioned in the previous chapter the outcomes of the first trial informed the detail
design of the WorldMade wheelchair to eliminate or reduce assemblies and actions that
proved to be difficult to explain via PAIs.

The first PAIs were designed and evaluated to establish the efficacy of the guidelines for
PAIs from the research literature and artifact inspection and also to explore some of the
particular assembly issues identified the during early iteration of the WorldMade design. As
such the first design and triai were made in a situation of incomplete information and
ambiguity about the final design, a typical situation for design projects. As a result some,
but not all, of the elements of the WorldMade wheelchair were explored, and some issues
focused on in the initial trial did not end up being a significant part of the final design. For
example the assemble-loosely-then-tighten-later sequence was not a major element of the
assembly process and ended up only being an issue for one short sequence of the PAIs. Also
measuring to locate parts was eliminated from the final design. On the other hand the
WorldMade wheelchair included a range of bolts, nuts and washers sometimes with small
differences between them that could result in confusion. This was not identified as a
problem when the first design iteration was planned because the types of fasteners for the
WorldMade wheelchair had not been finalised.
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This chapter will describe the design of the WorldMade PAIs in the context of the guidelines
from the literature review, the review of existing practice and in light of the findings from
the first design and trial.

Differences between the assembly tasks and PAIs of the first
and second trial
The aim of the first trial was to test elements of PAIs with the intended users and also to
explore problems specific to the WorldMade assembly process. However not all of the
WorldMade assembly problems were covered in the first trial and some elements explored
in the first trial did not end up in the final design. The following section will describe these
differences.

In the first trial there were action-state, action-state pairs. This resulted in the document
being over long and tedious to use, so the WorldMade PAIs used an action-state/nextaction, state/next-action pattern more typical of existing PAIs. This resulted in a shorter
document.

The need for people to measure the location of parts before they were fixed in place was
part of the early WorldMade designs. Based on the first PAI trial it was found depicting
measurement actions was difficult and prone to errors and the WorldMade design was
modified to eliminate the need for measuring.

The need for the PAIs to communicate different assembly configurations to change the size
and shape of the final wheelchair was explored in the first design iteration. In the first trials
the two chairs each had a single stage where there were two options for the assembly. The
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WorldMade chair was much more complex and had seven stages where there were
assembly differences for different prescriptions with two to 12 different options for each
prescription. This made the prescription instruction more complex and also required the
design of a prescription form to record the requirements for each wheelchair user and to
communicate these to the assembly technician.

Cutting and drilling are part of the WorldMade PAIs and the cutting operation was included
in the trial with some limitations. The cutting and drilling operations were not included in
the first trial as each assembly wouid require new parts and this was not feasible at the
time.

The cutting and drilling required the use of jigs. These jigs were clamped to the main frame
and guided the drill and hacksaw blade for accurate and straight cutting. The jig could be
attached to the frame in four different ways to provide five different width options for the
wheelchair to suit different users body shapes and needs. Thus there was the need to show
the jig being added to the frame in different ways according to the prescription
requirements. This was not explored in the first trial as this detail was not developed at that
stage. The cutting and drilling required the use of three new tools, a drill, hacksaw and file.

The WorldMade wheelchair was much more complex than the objects for the first trials
requiring a number of sub-assemblies. The objects for the first iteration were deliberately
smaller and less complex so the items could be built in a short time to allow for more
testing. The depiction of sub-assemblies was explored in the first trial but only for an item
consisting of two sub-assemblies. The WorldMade wheelchair had ten sub-assemblies
leading to the final assembly.
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Due to the many stages and sub-assemblies the viewing angle of the wheelchair needed to
change a number of times so the assembly actions could be clearly shown. This was
different from the first trial where the relative simplicity of the stools and chairs made it
possible for the PAIs to have a fixed point of view for the entire instruction set.

When the first iteration and the design of the stools and chairs was being developed the
requirement for loose assemblies followed later by tightening of joints was thought to be a
common element of the WorldMade assembly process. Thus the design of the Four Legged
Stool, and the two chairs required loose assembly then tightening and this was a major
element of the assembly task and the PAIs. However in the final WorldMade design the
need for loose then tight assembly was confined to only one assembly sequence making this
a much less prominent element of the PAIs and assembly process.

The WorldMade wheelchair required a range of different fastening components including
standard nuts, nyloc nuts, slim nuts, saddle washers and different styles of hex head bolts.
The first trial only used bolts of different lengths and the same washers and nuts
throughout. This posed new problems of component selection as the first trial only had to
differentiate between bolt lengths whereas the WorldMade PAIs needed to indicate bolt
length, type and nut type and washer type. Also in the first trial Philips head bolts were
used, however the WorldMade used hex cap bolts.

The WorldMade wheelchair included the assembly of an inner tube and tyre to a wheel.
This involved more complex instructions as it included flexible elements that needed to
distort a great deal for assembly. Also the WorldMade wheelchair required cushions to be
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inserted into upholstery sleeves, another type of assembly operation not trialed in the first
iteration.

In the first trial, page numbers were not used as text for numerals are different across
languages; instead a sequence of dots was used to indicate quantity. After the first trial, the
Motivation designers decided that Arabic numeral numbering would be suitable. From their
experience working across a wide range of cultures Arabic numerals were widely
understood and if the user did not understand them it was likely that literate people would
be easily accessible.

Description of the W orldMade PAIs
In this section, the description is structured around the guidelines from the literature
review. In addition there is a description of elements included that are not covered by the
guidelines from the literature/artifact review. Particular note is made where these
guidelines are in conflict and how tradeoffs were made. Elements from the first trial
consistent with the second trial are also described and differences explained. See Figure 122
and Figure 123 for the names of the wheelchair parts. The complete WolrdMade PAIs are
located in Appendix H.
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Front caster

Foot rest post

Seat base

Side bracket

Seat bracket

Figure 122. WorldMade wheelchair parts, underside view, the wheels, seat back, foot rest and arms are not included
here
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Back cushion

Seat cushion

Seat back

Arm

Brakes

Wheel

Foot rest

Figure 123. W orldMade wheelchair parts, top view, seat and back cushion floating
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1. PAIs use image sequences w ith a significant action for each step

The strategy of a sequence of images showing the accumulative assembly of the item was
established as an effective strategy in the first user trial and was the basis of the
instructions for the World Made wheelchair. The sequence had a logical order with the
possibility for only very minor variations.

Figure 124 shows the mechanical relations between the assembly tasks and shows which
sub-assemblies need to be completed before other assemblies can occur. These relations
take no account of grouping elements that are perceived as related, or grouping sequences
in a manner that would be physically practical. When making decisions about the sequence
of the PAIs the network of assembly relations need to be consolidated into a linear
narrative. Decisions about the sequences need to account for the correct structural
sequence, physical practicality and grouping operations that would be perceived as
belonging to similar groups. For example, the front caster wheel can be added to the base
frame at any time in the sequence because no other parts need to be assembled before the
caster is added and no assembly tasks require the caster to be added first. However this
does not mean the front caster wheel should be added at any time in the assembly
sequence. For the WorldMade PAIs it was added after the seat base and foot rest post were
added to provide stability to the object and aiso to group all of the assembly operations
where parts were attached to the frame.
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> Attach seat brackets to
base frame

> Assemble wheels

> Cut base frame
> Add axle block to frame

> Cut seat base
> Add T-nuts and seat clip to
seat base

> Attach seat base to seat
brackets
> Attach side brackets to
seat base
> Attach foot rest post to
seat base & frame
> Assemble seat back

> Attach wheels to the ax
block

> Attach the brakes to the
seat brackets

> Add arms to seat brackets

> Add seat back to the seat
brackets

> Foot rest assembly

> Cut seat cushion
> Insert cushions into covers

> Add cushions to seat base
& seat back

> Add foot rest assembly to
foot rest post

> Assemble front caster
wheel to base frame

Figure 124. The sequence relations between the assembly tasks
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Figure 125 shows the sequence of actions in the WorldMade PAIs describing why
assemblies were grouped and the reasoning behind the sequence.

T h is s e q u e n c e n e e d e d t o o c c u r in th is

> C u t b ase fra m e

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in th is g r o u p d e a l w it h

> A d d a x le b lo c k t o f r a m e

t h e s e a t w i d t h a n d d e p t h p r e s c r ip t io n s

o r d e r a t t h e b e g in n in g . T h e f r a m e

t h a t in v o lv e c u t t in g p a r t s t o s iz e . T h is

a s s e m b ly n e e d e d t o h a p p e n e a r l y o n , b u t

lo c a te s a ll o f t h e c u t t in g a c t io n s in t h e

t h is c o u ld n o t o c c u r u n til t h e s e a t b a s e

> C u t sea t base

a s s e m b ly w a s c o m p l e t e . T h is m e a n t t h a t

s a m e g ro u p .

t h e s e a t b a s e n e e d e d to b e c o m p le te d
fir s t, t h e n t h e f r a m e . A f t e r t h is t h e

> C u t s e a t c u s h io n

r e m a i n d e r o f t h e a s s e m b ly s te p s c o u ld
o c c u r in w h a t e v e r s e q u e n c e m a d e
> A d d T - n u t s a n d s e a t c lip t o

T h is c o m p l e t e s t h e s e a t b a s e a s s e m b ly

seat base

b e f o r e a d d it io n t o t h e m a in f r a m e .

> A t t a c h s e a t b r a c k e ts t o

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in t h is g r o u p in c lu d e s all

b as e fra m e

o f t h e p a r ts t o b e a d d e d d i r e c t t l y t o t h e

c o n c e p tu a l s en se.

b a s e f r a m e . It is i m p o r t a n t t h is h a p p e n s
e a r l y as m a n y o t h e r o p e r a t i o n s a r e
> A tta c h s e a t b as e to s e a t

c o n t i n g e n t o n th is f r a m e a s s e m b ly b e in g

b r a c k e ts

c o m p le te .

> A t t a c h s id e b r a c k e ts t o
seat base
> A tta c h fo o t re s t p o s t to
sea t b as e & fra m e

> A s s e m b le f r o n t c a s te r
w h e e l to base fra m e

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in th is g r o u p d e a l w it h

> A s s e m b le s e a t b a c k

th e seat back.

T h is p a ir c o u ld h a v e b e e n s w a p p e d w i t h
n o r e a l d i f f e r e n c e m e c h n c ia lly o r
c o n c e p t u a l ly in t h e s e q u e n c e .

> A d d se a t back to th e sea t
b r a c k e ts

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in t h is g r o u p d e a l w it h

> A s s e m b le w h e e ls

t h e w h e e l s a n d a s s o c ia te d b r a k e s .
> A t t a c h w h e e l s t o t h e a x le
b lo c k

> A tta c h th e b ra k e s to t h e
s e a t b r a c k e ts

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in th is g r o u p d e a l w it h

> F o o t r e s t a s s e m b ly

t h e f o o t r e s t. It is e a s ie r t o a d d t h e f o o t
r e s t a f t e r t h e f r o n t c a s te r a n d w h e e l s a r e
> A d d f o o t r e s t a s s e m b ly t o

a t t a c h e d as t h e y lif t t h e f o o t r e s t p o s t

fo o t re s t p o s t

> A d d a r m s t o s e a t b r a c k e ts

c le a r o f t h e g ro u n d .

|

T h is s h o w s t h e a d d it o n o f t h e s e a t a r m s .

T h e s e c o m p o n e n t s a r e r e m o v e a b le a n d
a r e t h e r e f o r e a d d e d la s t.

> In s e r t c u s h io n s i n to c o v e r s

T h e in s t r u c tio n s in th is g r o u p d e a l w it h
t h e c u s h io n s a n d t h e i r c o v e r s .

> A d d c u s h io n s t o s e a t b a s e
& s e a t back

Figure 125. Explanation for the assembly sequence for the W orldMade wheelchair
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2. The sequence needs to have a clear and explicit order

The strategy used in the first trial of having a single instruction per page was used again
although some sequences used split pages. When pages were split a line was added through
the centre to indicate the page had two different stages. For the cutting, drilling and
assembly of the axle block the page was split into two so that four steps could be depicted
in a single spread. This assembly sequence was difficult and it was hoped that having four
steps shown together would make this easier to understand. However this did require the
breaking of another rule.

The cutting and assembly for the seat base also used split pages because the size of the
item allowed it to be depicted twice per page without losing detail, thus reducing the size of
the overall document. This sequence required the flipping of the board and it was thought
showing this as a single spread would make this easier to communicate. The alternative was
for a page spread to show the addition of T-nuts to one side, and when the user turned to
the next page spread they would see the board turned over. By showing this over one
spread this sudden contrast would be minimized.

The addition of the brakes required cropped close-up views to show the detail needed to
communicate the assembly. In this case they were located one above the other on a page
facing the action diagram showing the addition of the brakes on an overall view of the
wheelchair. Since the close-up cropped view was different from the typical point of view it
was decided it needed to be adjacent to a typical view to help the user locate the action.
Given the nature of what was shown, the close-up cropped view was made in a landscape
orientation and needed to be large enough so the details were discernable. Having the
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action-state diagrams read left to right would not work on a single page and having them as
a spread would make it difficult to provide the normal view for context. Thus the cropped
close up view was shown top to bottom, not left to right like the rest of the PAIs as this was
the lesser of two evils. The close up view showing the brakes being activated also had close
up cropped views, however these were in portrait and could be presented left to right on a
single page.

When there were prescriptions with two, three or four options the action-state pairs were
shown left to right in parallel on the one page. If they were shown in sequence it would
have made it difficult to locate the correct prescription sequence and made navigating the
document difficult. For example the first prescription for the seat base width had four
possible options, the widest option required no cutting, the other three required cutting
that was shown with an action-state pair. If each of these options had their own two-page
spread it would have required eight pages in total and the requirement to introduce the
prescription options such as: for prescription width 400mm first go to pages 13 and 14,
after that go to page 19. This would have been complicated and difficult to do without text
and would have made document navigation difficult. Thus all prescription options were
shown on a single page to aid the document flow and also provide all prescription
information on a single page so they could be compared and the range of choice made
more evident.

Prescriptions involving more options were treated differently and they will be discussed
later in this chapter.
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Pages eight through to ten were split so that each page had two instruction images, so four
instructions were visible when the book was opened. This series required the user to rotate
the part with relation to themselves to see faces hidden in previous views. Having four steps
shown over a single spread was thought to provide more information to compare views and
comprehend the viewing orientation changes. However this required a trade off by not
presenting the entire object in order to show more steps in the sequence across a page
spread.

3. The parts added and the mode of attachment should be visible
4. Views should show important features of the parts
5. Arbitrary changing the viewing angle of the item should be avoided
6. Preference for typical viewing angles for the type of object

These four guidelines are discussed together as they are interrelated and the decisions
regarding the views of the items needed to account for all of these. In some cases these
were brought into conflict, in some cases they aligned.

There are thirteen main assembly sequences for the wheelchair. For each of these a stable
view was chosen to satisfy the four guidelines listed above. Of the thirteen sequences three
required a change in the view of the object so that the mode of attachment and important
features could be shown.

For example, in the main sequence on pages 18 to 25 there was a point of view that was
found that enabled all four criteria to be met while clearly showing the addition of five
different elements. There was only one element, the foot-post brackets where the view that
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suited the other assembly tasks resulted in the brackets appearing flattened due to
foreshortening (Figure 126). However this was not severe enough to warrant a change in
the viewing angle.

Foot rest post brackets

Foot rest post brackets in
profile, they slant over a
great deal which is not
apparent in the perspective
view.

Figure 126. Foot rest post brackets distortion due to viewing angle

The sequence on pages eight and nine required the assembly be rotated ninety degrees to
show the location o f the assembly o f nuts to the axel block. The view then needed to be
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rotated back again for subsequent steps. This change o f view was indicated w ith a before
after sequence an arrow at the top o f the page (Figure 127).

Arrow to indicate that the
part is moved compared to
the previous step.

Arrow to indicate that the
part is moved compared to
the previous step.

Figure 127. The use of arrows to indicate the part moves between steps
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The sequence on pages 15 and 16 required the assembly to be flipped over, this was
indicated in the same fashion, with a before-after sequence and arrow at the top of the
page (Figure 127).

The assembly sequence of the brakes to the frame on pages 36 and 37 required a change in
the point of view from the 'typical viewing angle' to an idiosyncratic non three-quarter view
looking up under the wheelchair (Figure 127). This was the only way to provide a view that
satisfied the other criteria to show important features and the parts and mode of
attachment. These views were discussed previously under the section on 'Clear and Explicit
Order'.

7. Perspective is the preferred means of illustration

The construction of the images using IsoDraw™ was the same as for the first trial. The
majority of the images were in perspective with three exceptions.

The prescription for the backrest angle-height and the foot rest height was difficult to show
in perspective and was shown in elevation. This will be discussed later in this chapter under
the section on the prescription problem.

Page 38 showed the brake assembly in elevation to indicate the braking bar needed to
contact the tyre when the brakes were activated. This involved showing a cylinder contact
the surface of a torus that only contacts on a small point or patch. Showing this contact in
perspective is very difficult as when viewed from a three-quarter view the point of contact
between the cylinder and torus is obscured. An elevation shows the cylinder and torus, as a
circle contacting another circle and the point of contact is not obscured. However this
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introduces an abstract depiction of the object that makes it open to m isinterpretation
(Figure 128).

The brakes in the open
position; the gap between
the brakes and tyre is easy
to see in the elevation but
hard to see in the perspec
tive view.

r\ n
The brakes in the closed
position; where the brakes
touch the tyre is easy to see
in the elevation but hard to
see in the perspective view.

Figure 128. The difficulty of showing parts touching in perspective

8. Parts should be in gravitationally stable orientations

The m ajority of the PAIs could present the object in a gravitationally stable orientation and
also meet the other guidelines. Page 26 was the main exception showing the backrest
assembly in a non-gravitationally stable orientation (Figure 129). This view was chosen so it
related to the facing page showing the prescription options for the various angles and
orientations of the backrest. This w ill be described later in this chapter under the section on
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the prescription problem. Pages 28 and 29 showed an orientation that would be difficult to
achieve, however prior to the addition of the footrest and wheels the assembly was
inherently unstable w ith no real stable orientation (Figure 129). The view chosen best met
the guideline o f showing the parts added and mode o f connection in the best way, other
views would not have shown the connection detail as clearly.

•—o The gravitationally unstable
view of the seat back
assembly, page 26.

The gravitationally unstable
view of the chair assembly,
page 29.

Figure 129. Parts shown in a non-gravitationally stable position
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9. The entire object is illustrated to provide contextual information

All of the sequences except two depicted the entire object. In most cases it was possible to
show the entire object on the A3 page and still have the smaller details visible.

The sequence showing the assembly of the brakes to the frame on page 37 required a close
up view underneath the seat base. In order to show the detail the view needed to be closer
and also from an unusual point of view as discussed earlier. While the view did not show
the entire object care was taken so as much useful contextual information was in the image
to enable the user to identify the location and orientation.

The elevation to show the brakes operating on page 38 showed a close up detail for similar
reasons and like the previous example the view included sufficient detail to assist
identification of location and orientation.

The sequence on pages eight to ten showed the assembly operation on one end of the base
frame. As described earlier in this chapter, given the complexity of this assembly it was
decided to show four steps over the two pages to allow for easy comparison of the steps.
However given the length of the component it would have been difficult to achieve this
while showing the entire object. So it was decided to only show the end of the frame where
the assembly operations occurred as this was thought that while this was not ideal it would
allow for a clearer description of the axle-nut assembly. Also the views at the top of the
page showing the change to the point of view would provide the overall context missing in
the main views.
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10. Line drawings are preferred

The line drawings were generated in the same way as for the first trial.

11. The use of various line-weights

A three-tiered line weight structure was used, thick for the exterior lines, medium for the
interior edge lines and thinnest for the tangent join lines was used in the same way as for
the first trial. There was a similar balance between having contrast between the thick and
thin lines while ensuring the thick lines were not so heavy as to obscure details on the
smaller elements. The line weight selection was determined by the sequences that showed
the entire wheelchair where the details were at their smallest.

12. Action followed by state image

For the first trials action-state pairs did not overlap in that each state image was not used as
the action image for the next instruction. For the WorldMade PAIs where there were long
sequences the action-state pairs over lapped in that the state image from the previous
action was also the action image for the next instruction.

Exceptions made were where steps replicated earlier steps. For example pages one to four
showed the addition of the cutting jig and the cutting and drilling of the frame end. This was
repeated on the other side and rather than repeat all of the steps it was decided to shorten
the explanation and show the drilling and cutting together, see page six. It was expected the
user would understand this repeats the previous steps and avoids the unnecessary and
frustrating repetition of already understood instructions.
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Page seven showed a file being used to clean up the cut edges; again this showed a single
action twice, however since the action was the same using the same tool in the same way it
was decided this would make the information present with minimal tedious repetition.

The removal of the cutting jig was not shown to reduce the number of steps and because it
was felt it was self evident and necessary to achieve the transition from the step on page
four to page five.

Based on the first testing where tightening of the bolts was shown in sequence with each
bolt-tightening incident being given a unique page, the users found the relatively small
amount of information for each page tedious. For the WorldMade PAIs it was decided to
reduce the number of pages and repetition of similar actions by showing all of the
tightening incidents on the one instruction page.

The prescription steps for the back rest angle and height and the footrest height had the
choice of six or twelve options respectively. This created problems for the action-state pairs
as each prescription required their own pair that would be difficult to show in the normal
manner. This will be discussed later in this chapter under the section on the prescription
problem.

Additional elements

In addition to the twelve guidelines other elements of the design of the PAIs will be
discussed in detail here.
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Pictograms for fasteners, tools and additional operations

The first trial only required one type o f bolt, nut and washer, w ith the bolts having various
lengths depending on the joint. For the first trial only the bolt was shown in order to
indicate length. In contrast the W orldM ade design required a range o f bolts, nuts and
washers (Figure 130). Given the need to depict the entire object and the size o f the object
the actual perspective illustration of the fasteners was often quite small. Since the
differences between the fasteners was small it was not possible to rely on perspective
illustration for sufficient inform ation for correct part identification. Thus full size elevations
o f any fasteners used in a step were included in the top left corner of the page. These
included top and side elevations in third angle orthographic projection. Flowever w ith this
came the risk the users had no knowledge and understanding o f the orthographic
projection convention. Threaded components did not include the threaded detail as the
profile and top view provide sufficient detail to identify the component.
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Figure 130. Various fasteners used for the WorldMade wheelchair

There was no indication of the number of components required, as is often the case in
Lego™ PAIs. However given the cross-cultural context and low literacy of the users the
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conventions of multiplication symbols and numbers may not be widely understood. Thus
the number of components needed to be determined from the main illustration.

When is a fastener not a fastener? For the wheel assembly the axle is attached to the wheel
with a nut in a similar way to the way the nut and bolt joints are made. In this case it could
have been depicted in elevation with the nut and washer as the axle was functionally a bolt
in the instruction, however it was decided it was visually distinctive enough in the action
illustration not to need the identification in elevation.

As well as the fasteners there was a need to indicate the actions of a hammer, saw, drill,
alien key, file and electric knife (Figure 131). When these tools were required they were
depicted as simple representations of the objects in action performing the required task.
For most of these, the tools had a distinctive shape such as a saw or drill. Flowever the foam
cushion needed to be cut with an electric reciprocating bread knife, an object without a
d stinctive iconic form. Thus the representation is less obvious but is clear enough for recall
ai:er training.
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Figure 131. Tools illustrated as part of the WorldMade PAIs

Finally there was a jig for cutting and drilling the base frame. This was an item provided to
all assembly technicians and did not need to be depicted in a simplified or abstracted way
like the other tools.
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Tightening sequence

As discussed earlier in this chapter the need for loose-joint-assembly-then-tightening ended
up being a minor part of the WorldMade wheelchair construction process and occurred
once when the seat frame was attached to the seat base. If the first joint was too tight it
would restrict movement of the side frame making it difficult to move the frame to line
holes up with the holes on the seat base. Thus the instructions required all of the bolts to be
fastened loosely to allow the components to shift slightly allowing for hole alignment. Once
all the bolts were in place they could be tightened.

In the first trial, loose then tight assembly was a frequent feature of the process so each
time fasteners were added there was an icon in the top right corner indicating if the joint
was loose or tight. For the WorldMade PAIs all joints were to be made tight the first time,
apart from the exception described above. Since people create tight joints as a default there
was no need to constantly indicate the joint type. For the instructions on page 19 the finger
tighten pictogram from the first trial was used close to the illustration; this was followed by
an illustration showing alien keys with arrows to indicate tightening for each of the joints.

Sub-assemblies

The first trial experimented with how to manage sub-assemblies during the instruction
process. The WorldMade required six sub-assemblies to be made independently before
being added to the main assembly. In each case only the components related to that subassembly were depicted and any other previously assembled items were not shown.
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Prescription form

A core feature of the WorldMade wheelchair is the ability for the single design to be
adapted via seven adjustable elements to suit the wide range of sizes and requirements of
the wheelchair users.

To make the prescription process and interpretation as transparent as possible a number of
strategies was implemented. This was a first iteration so these strategies were a 'best first
guess' and the trials were used to develop an understanding of how there could be used
and interpreted (Figure 132, 133). Given the low literacy of the technicians, written
instructions were not considered suitable and images were used. However, as for the page
numbering, Motivation indicated that literacy in Arabic numerals is quite high among its
partners in developing countries. As the prescription form and the PAIs were used in
tandem any numerals referred to on the prescription would be replicated in the PAIs, thus
while the numbers and text may not be understood the letterforms and word shapes could
be compared. Using numerals was important as the 'footrest height', 'seat width' and 'seat
depth' were prescribed as dimensions whereas the others referred to the qualitative nature
of the prescription such as forward or backward. Finally the prescription form included
pictograms of the wheelchair showing the configurations of the parts in addition to the
word describing the prescription.
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WorldMade
Prescription

Wheelchair for Prescribed by Date -

1 - Seat Width

j

r

360mm

2

Ü*

400mm

F

t*

Hr

440mm

480mm

- Seat Depth

3 - Balance Position

Q -E
y
Safe

)

Active

4 - Back Rest Angle

1-Laid Back

2-Middle

3-Forward

Figure 132. Page one of the prescription form
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5 - Back Rest Height

Low

6 - Footrest Position

Forward

Backward

7 - Footrest Height

Figure 133. Page two of the prescription form

'Seat w idth' and 'seat depth' allowed for the seating base to suit the dimensions o f the user.
The widths were in 40-m illim eter increments to allow for customisation while minimizing
the number of adjustments. Adjusting the seat depth required cutting the seat board and
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seat cushion, adjusting the seat width required cutting the seat board, seat cushion and the
seat frame. The wooden seat base and cushion had cutting lines marked on the surface. The
base frame required cutting for width and drilling for the axle block attachment and a jig
was provided to the technicians so the cutting and drilling were accurate.

The balance position required that the seating bracket was attached to the seat frame in
either a forward or rear position; this determined the location of the user's centre of gravity
over the axle that determined how maneuverable the wheelchair would be. Less able or
experienced users would use the safer position of weight forward of the axle, more able
and experienced users would use the active position with their weight closer to the axle
centre.

The back rest angle and back rest height allowed for adjustment for different body sizes and
balance positions. These two prescriptions were related as they both described the seat
back, and a single assembly operation provided both angle and height. Thus while each
element, height and angle, were prescribed separately, they needed to be communicated
simultaneously in the PAIs.

The footrest plate could be assembled so that it was forward of the footrest post or behind
the footrest post, depending on the nature of the disability. Finally the footrest height had
12 possible locations spaced at 10 or 20mm. This range and fine tuning was important, as
having correct foot support is very important for the health of the user due to lack of
sensation and mobility in the lower legs.
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Each prescription step involved a single assembly operation which could be depicted as a
single action-state pair. In total there were seven prescription elements resulting in 288
variations not including footrest height and 3,456 variations including footrest height.

The prescriptions for 'seat width', 'seat depth', 'balance position' and 'footrest position'
each involved from two to four relatively straightforward prescriptions. In each case the
page in the PAIs was handled the same way. The PAIs were presented to be read left to
right, there were no right to left, top to bottom arrangements, due to the image size and to
avoid any ambiguity in the sequence order (Figure 134).
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WoddMade
Prescription

□□□□

The numbers, text and
pictograms from the prescrition form are repeated in
the PAIs

The action state diagrams
explaining the prescribed
assembly operation read left
to right as for the rest of the
instructions in the book

3 - Balance Position

Figure 134. The relation of the prescription to the PAIs

W hile the action-state pair read horizontally like the rest of the PAIs each prescription path
was arranged vertically in contrast to the rest o f the PAIs. This contrast indicated this was a
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special stage o f the process requiring attention and also acted like a branch in the horizontal
flow of the PAIs (Figure 135).

The flow of the instructions
deviates for the prescription
variation.

Figure 135. The flow of the instructions through a prescription choice

An exception to this was the w idth indication for cutting the base frame. There were four
possible widths, each requiring a different location for the drilling cutting jig. The action
instruction showed the top and bottom of the jig and the bolts, however the path for the
bolts did not indicate which hole o f the jig to use as this was determ ined by the
prescription. On the facing page four state images were presented for each of the
prescriptions. These were arranged in a grid so each image could be as large and clear as
possible. Presenting them vertically like the other prescription pages would have resulted in
small images which would obscure im portant small details. Arranging them horizontally
would imply an action-state sequence as was typical for all other horizontal images
sequences in the PAIs and also result in smaller images.

The 'backrest angle' and 'backrest height' posed difficulties because o f the cross over
between the prescriptions and the small differences between the assembly types. The
action instruction showed the backrest handle being connected to the backrest plate,
however the path fo r the bolts did not indicate which hole of the backrest to use as this was
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determined by the prescription (Figure 136). This was the same way the jig assembly was
portrayed. On the facing page six state images were presented for each of the prescriptions,
three showing the angles fo r the low back rest height and three for the high back rest. This
was presented as a grid to cross-reference the prescriptions; the backrest height was along
the vertical axis, the angle along the horizontal axis (Figure 137). This provided the
inform ation in a condensed form allowing all of the possible prescriptions to be on a single
page thus avoiding confusing navigation across many pages. However it was also somewhat
abstract requiring fam iliarity w ith the practice and conventions of using grids to locate
inform ation.

Backrest handle
Backrest plate

Holes

Figure 136. Back rest parts

The backrest angle was set by the location of the bolts on the seat back. The differences
between the angles were small and the difference in the bolt locations was visually very
minor. Showing the bolt locations in perspective at the small scale would have made the
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different locations very difficult to discern so this was shown in elevation. Even in elevation
the relative locations of the bolts was hard to discern, especially since the bolts were round
and only slightly larger than the holes (Figure 137). Thus enlargements were included to
show the bolt hole location with greater clarity. This introduced an enlargement convention
increasing the abstract visual conventions used, however the alternative was potentially
harder to explain.
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This is the prescription for a
middle angled, low seat
back

4 - Back Rest Angle

5 - Back Rest Height

Back Rest Angle - 4
Back Rest Height - 5
4 - BacJt Root Anglo

Figure 137. The relation between the prescription and the PAIs for the seat back angle and height

The footrest height had 12 possible heights each requiring the fasteners to pass through
different holes in the footrest posts. As for the backrest assembly, perspective drawings of
this connection would have made the different locations very difficult to discern so this was
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shown in elevation. It was hoped that the side view would allow users to count the relative
location of the holes and determine the correct arrangement for each footrest height. The
two highest footrest locations required two fastening joints, the other ten required three
fastening joints, so these were grouped separately. As for the other prescriptions, the left
illustrations showed the action without indicating exactly which holes would be used and
the right showed the state images of the various prescriptions. However the action images
were in perspective and the state images were in elevation, partially for clarity and partially
to save space so all prescription states could be included on a single page.

Why the wheel spokes do not meet the hub in the illustrations

When the CAD file for the wheel bas brought into IsoDraw™ for some unknown reason the
spokes did not all extend to the wheel hub. Due to time constraints it was impossible to do
the time consuming work of connecting all of the spokes with the wheel for ail of the
illustrations. It was decided to leave the gaps for this iteration and repair them for the final
PAIs. While this was a non-realistic detail it was hoped there was sufficient other
distinguishing detail for identification and for the gaps to be effectively overlooked (Figure
138 ).
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Close up showing the gap
between the spokes and rim
as a result of the Isodraw
rendering

Close up showing how the
wheel should have looked

Figure 138. Gaps in the illustrations of the wheels

Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the first iteration o f the PAIs for the W orldM ade
wheelchair. Good design is often hard to identify because people are often not aware it
could have been presented in any number of less useful ways. While the PAIs may have
problems other worse alternatives considered and this chapter explained why the strategies
were chosen based on the knowledge available at the time.
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This chapter provided a thick explanation of the design of the PAIs showing the conflicts
between various guidelines and described how these were resolved. Where conflicts were
encountered the design was created as a best-first-try and with the expectation the user
trial would resolve the questions that arose when addressing the conflicts. Also the user
trial would provide insights into the nature of the problems, challenge assumptions and
provide feedback that would be used to solve the problem in more effective ways.

The next chapter describes the outcomes of the trial of the PAIs and describes how these
outcomes informed the next design iteration.
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Chapter 10 - Review of observations

Introduction
This chapter describes the results from the user trials of the WorldMade PAIs. The process
of analyzing the outcomes of the user trial was the same as for the first trial being based on
a grounded theory approach as described in chapter eight. In most cases the pathologies of
the PAIs were the discernibility of details, changes of the point of view, the use of elevations
and the prescription identification and description.

Limitations of the trial
There were several limitations of the trial due to factors that could not be controlled.

Firstly the profile of the subjects did not match the end user as closely as intended. The
profile of the eventual user was someone who is semi-literate or illiterate, probably rural
with basic mechanical experience, described as a 'bush-technician' who has gained
experience by fixing things without formal training. The WorldMade wheelchairs will be
distributed internationally to people from different cultures with a range of education and
technical backgrounds. Testing only in Sri Lanka gave a single cultural context also Sri Lanka
has a higher level of development and base level education compared to other countries
receiving the WorldMade wheelchairs. Thus the opportunity to test with illiterate 'bushtechnicians' was difficult in Sri Lanka.

Participants were drawn from vocational training institutes, as it was easy to negotiate with
teachers and administration for access to students and rooms suitable for the trials.
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However this did result in problems. The first group of participants were from a large
vocational training institute in Colombo and were better educated and more technically
experienced than the end user bush-technicians. This group performed the assembly tasks
with ease and only made minor errors. The second group came from a vocational training
institute in Kandy. This area was semi-rural and the subjects from this area were more likely
to match the user profile of bush mechanics. A group of students had been identified as
suitable for the trial: however when we arrived, many of them had been given leave by the
school administrator. This required a quick run around to enlist new participants from
whoever were available resulting in less than ideal participants.

Second, the number of participants was lower than planned. It had originally been planned
to conduct work with 12 subjects over a two week period however due to several factors
we could only commence nine trials. Of these one was abandoned halfway through
because the participant made a fatal error early in the assembly making it impossible to
complete the task and one participant was unable to understand and use the prescription
form and his trial was abandoned early in the assembly.

Of the Kandy participants who completed the task, two were very poorly skilled and they
would not be employed as assembly technicians. One participant was very technically
skilled, as a consequence he would demand a high rate of pay and would not be employed
as assembly technician. This left only one participant who matched the profile of the
eventual user.

Third, WorldMade technicians will be given a three-day training course teaching them how
to assemble the wheelchairs. Due to time restrictions the demonstration could only take
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place over one day and they were unable to do a preliminary supervised assembly of a
wheelchair which would be a normal part of training. This made the trial a severe test of the
PAIs as they relied heavily on the PAIs rather than their training. This turned out to be an
advantage as problems with the PAIs would be more likely to be evident.

Fourth, there were several technical problems with the prototype wheelchair used for the
trial. We were unable to find a bike pump to match the valve on the bike tubes thus the
participants could not pump up the tyres. This meant they could not adjust the brakes or
ride the wheelchair once it was completed and they were unable to test and evaluate the
final assembly.

Part of the assembly required the cutting and drilling of the wheelchair frame to suit the
seat prescription. Since there was only one frame available participants were unable to cut
the frame and we relied on them simulating the cutting and drilling operations. This did not
create problems for the assessment but where participants made errors there was no
opportunity for them to see the error and correct it.

It was possible to provide a number of seat boards for the trial so the participants were able
to cut the seat board to size. The prescription used in the trial required a seat width less
than the maximum, meaning the seat board width did not match the width of the uncut
frame. So when the seat board was added to the frame we swapped the seatboard cut by
the participants for a seat board matching the frame width. This did not create any
problems apart from interrupting the flow of the trial.
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The PAIs were made using the CAD data for the production version of the W orldM ade
wheelchair however the wheelchair used for the trial was a prototype and some parts were
not identical to the production parts.

The seat bracket and axle block were made in billet aluminum for the prototype but would
be cast in the production version and the footrests were fabricated from sheet aluminum
and would be pressed in the final version resulting in m inor form differences (Figure 139).

•— o The foot plate, illustrated as
it appears in the production
model when made as a
pressed metal component

Top view of the foot plate
used for the trials, note the
square corners due to it
being hand made

Figure 139. Comparison of the foot plate used in the trial with the illustration in the PAIs
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The M8 cap nuts could not be sourced in Australia, thus M6 furniture cap nuts were used.
This caused some m inor issues, however this may have been due to participants'
inexperience w ith cap nuts. The castor bearing on the frame was removable on the
prototype, but w ill not be in the production version. The wheels used for the prototype
were not the same as the wheels for the production version.

The brakes used for the prototype were not the same as the ones specified for the
production version. The difference was minor and related to the tube diameters the brake
clamp block attached to. There were difficulties w ith the brake block assembly related to
the clamp block sizes, however the brakes specified for production had the same feature
that caused some problems observed in the trial.

The thread on the end of the T-bolt was soft and easily damaged, resulting in it getting stuck
in the nut (Figure 140). Caution was required to ensure participants did not over tighten and
ruin the thread and we needed to step in several times to ask participants to stop tightening
up the T-bolt despite what was indicated in the PAIs.

The T-bolt, that holds the
wheel axle in place, had soft
thread making it easily
damaged from over tighten
ing

Figure 140. T-bolt thread weakness
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Finally the arms did not fit easily into the seat arm bracket and could not be pushed all of
the way in.

Despite these limitations the trials yielded valuable feedback on the design of the PAIs.
Where there were errors they were clustered around particular types of instructions
regardless of the participant's background and experience and not due to conflict between
the illustrations depicted and the appearance of the parts provided.

Summary of errors, frequency and type
A key element of user trials is the observation of errors indicating pathologies with the PAIs.
The error categories were developed after the trial as the error types likely to occur were
not evident prior to the observations. The error types are described in Table 5.
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Table 5. Error type summary

Error type

Abbreviation

Description

Incorrect Location

IL

Part(s) were inserted in the incorrect holes or
located in the wrong place on the assembly.

Incorrect Action

IA

An action, other than add parts, was
overlooked or performed incorrectly. For
example the action to tighten a bolt or pivot a
part.

Incorrect

10

such as back to fron t or upside down.

Orientation
Incorrect Part

Parts were added in the incorrect orientation,

IP

A part was added that is not the part
indicated on the instructions.

Incorrect Sequence

IS

Where bolts were assembled w ith a sequence
of washers, nuts, caps and the sequence was
not adhered to.

Omitted Part

OP

A part was not added when required.

Prescription Error

PE

Where the prescription was not followed
correctly.

Action Omission

AO

An action was overlooked.

Additional Part

AP

A part was added in addition to the parts
indicated in the instructions.

When errors were made they were then either corrected or not noticed and not corrected.
When errors were corrected they were either noticed by comparing the assembly to the
PAIs then corrected before going onto the next step, or were only noticed and corrected
when the error made subsequent assembly difficult or impossible.

A table was created w ith all of the pages (49) against the eight participants and errors
recorded. The total number of errors and errors corrected was totaled fo r each page. Pages
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where participants were making the same or similar errors were highlighted and reviewed
to identify the causes of the error. This table is in Appendix B.

Time

The time taken to complete the assembly was recorded, (Table 6). Participants five and
eight were particularly slow or unskilled and Motivation staff indicated they would not be
employed for wheelchair assembly. This is unlikely to reflect the assembly time in practice
as all tools were available for the participants and they were not required to unpack the
parts from the box.

Table 6. Time to complete WorldMade assembly

P a rtic ip a n t

T im e (H rs :M in s )

1

2:43

2

2:45

3

3:25

4

3:20

5

5:40

6

3:27

7

2:10

8

2:46 (abandoned at page 35)

Assembly problems

While there was a range of error types the causes of the errors fall into the following three
categories; changes to the object orientation; the discerniblity of details and proportions
and problems related to the angle of view.
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Changes of the object view orientation

While it is preferable keep the object in the same orientation as much as possible in order
to make it easy to make comparisons between stages there were some steps that required
the view to change in order to show assembly operations.

In the case of pages 15 and 16, first the T-nuts were hammered into the seat board, next
the seat board was flipped over for the addition of a part to the opposite face. In order to
indicate this a small action-state sequence to show the part being flipped over an arrow was
used on the top of the instruction panel (Figure 127). Errors observed at this stage were
minor and were not related to the flipping of the seat panel.

On page eight the assembly requires that thin nuts are inserted into one side of the axle
block and loc-nuts are inserted into the opposite side of the axle block. The axle block is
symmetrical. When it is viewed from one side then viewed from the other side in the next
step there is no significant change in the appearance of the item (Figure 141). This creates a
problem: the similarity is exacerbated as the new viewing angle is at 90° to the previous
angle, making it a perfect mirror image of the previous view that may contribute to
confusion.
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The similarity between the
two sides of the axle block
and the similarity of the two
nuts made this assembly
prone to errors

Figure 141. Similarity of the axle block when seen from either side

Given that the view has been changed by rotating the part, the side profile of the axle block
looks the same and there is a lack of a clear contrast. If the rotated view had given a view of
the axle block that had a significantly different appearance, the confusion may have been
alleviated. After the nut was added and the part needed to be returned to the original
position, the same action-state image was shown in reverse. In this case there were many
errors with the majority related to the nuts being placed in the wrong location.
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For the axle assembly, only a partial view of the object was provided depriving the user of
contextual information to assist them in orientating themselves with relation to the object.
The perspective view was for the object being rotated ninety degrees. Thus the appearance
of the objects before and after rotation was similar and lacked the contrast necessary to
communicate a difference.

The axle blocks were designed so a single part was used on both sides of the wheelchair,
thus the part is symmetrical and the location of the nuts provides the left or righthandedness of the part. This is a clever detail as only one axle block is required, reducing
tooling costs and inventory. However this resulted in a part without details that distinguish
the different faces, so when the object is rotated there are fewer clues that the part is being
viewed from a different position as it looks essentially the same.

Also this sequence was a violation of the action-state convention, as the action instruction
for each nut was not followed by a state image showing the nut in its final location. The
instruction on page eight should have shown a state image with the nut in its assembled
location before the assembly was rotated. Also the loc-nut could have been added first,
requiring only one change in the point of view thus reducing the amount of flipping around
required. An alternative sequence based on this approach is shown in Figures 142, 143 and
144.
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•— o The axle blocks are shown
at full size as they appear in
the PAIs to show the action
state pair of the nut inser
tion

Figure 142. Alternative PAIs for the axle block assembly (1-3)
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The axle blocks are shown
at full size as they appear in
the PAIs to show the action
state pair of the nut inser
tion

Figure 143. Alternative PAIs for the axle block assembly (2-3)
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This page is identical to the
current PAIs except it does
not include the indication to
rotate the part

Figure 144. Alternative PAIs for the axle block assembly (3-3)

In comparison, the change in view for the seat base was depicted w ith a small action-state
sequence at the top of the page showing the part being moved. The seat assembly had only
a single action to change the orientation of the part, and the images shown on page 15
were different from those on page 16. The top and bottom surfaces of the seat were
visually very similar w ith one side having lines and the other being plain, thus once the part
was flipped the contrast was clear which helped the user perceive the change.
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Discernable and differentiating detail

Another group of errors was due to discernibility of elements.

For example, when subjects reached page 17 there were two incidents where people
assembled the seat bracket to the frame with the hollow side facing out (Figure 145).
Where the assembly is illustrated, two brackets are shown, one from the convex side and
one from the concave side. Like the axle blocks, the seat brackets are the same part used
for both sides, which is efficient design but results in parts with less differentiating detail.
The silhouette of the bracket is similar, thus the depiction of the internal details is
important to communicate the part orientation. The depiction of the bracket closest to the
viewer shows the external face of the part, this corner has a fillet (a rounded corner) that is
depicted with thin lines indicating a change of direction of the surface (Figure 145 'A'). This
depiction of the external corner with two lines may have been confused with the iines used
to indicate the edge of the flange (Figure 145 'B').
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Close up of the action state
pair for the addition of the
seat bracket on page 17

The seat bracket as actually
assembled by a number of
subjects
Figure 145. Problems with the assembly of the seat bracket to the base frame

The addition o f the footrest blocks on page 22 did not result in errors but users struggled
w ith this before assembling it correctly. The view for this image was selected in order to
provide a stable view for a sequence o f steps, thus there were compromises in the
illustrations fo r some o f the steps. The view does not emphasise the angle o f the blocks and
clearly shows which way the angle sits in relation to the main assembly, but the lack o f
differentiating detail created ambiguity for the user.
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The blocks were angled to fit between the frame and the footrest post. The view provided
does not make this angle obvious. As a result, users were uncertain as to how to attach
them and used a trial and error approach until the parts fitted the assembly correctly. While
this communication was ambiguous, the parts could only be successfully assembled in one
way and the users could fiddle about until the parts fitted (Figure 126). This was ultimately
successful, however it was frustrating and diminished the users confidence.

The addition of the brakes did not have a high error rate but many difficulties were
observed due to a lack of defining details to clarify part locations. The brakes were
assembled to the wheelchair using a clamp comprising two parts held together with bolts.
The clamp grasps the cylinder of the brake and the cylinder on the side of the seat enabling
a high degree of adjustability of the location of the brakes. The clamps attach to cylinders of
different but very similar diameters; the cylinder on the brakes is 19mm diameter with the
cylinder on the seat frame being 22.5mm making the clamp almost, but not quite,
symmetrical. When this is illustrated in a three quarter view, it becomes difficult to identify
the different sizes and therefore the correct orientation (Figure 146).
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Diamater of the cylinder on
the brake is 19 mm

Diamater of the cylinder on
the seat bracket is 22.5 mm

The bracket is close to
symmetrical

The perspective view makes
it very difficult to percieve
the assymetry of the parts
and determine the correct
orientation of the part

Figure 146. Lack of discernable asymmetry with the brake clamp

As a result there were difficulties in finding the correct location o f the clamps. Similar to the
footrest bracket, there was only one correct assembly method so incorrect assemblies were
easy to identify and the step could be completed by trial and error. Ideally the brakes
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should comprise cylinders of the same diameter, eliminating assembly errors, however the
brakes are made by a third party so this problem could not be solved by redesigning the
parts.

The insertion of the back cushion into the fabric cover on page 47 had a number of errors
with parts assembled in the wrong orientation. The cushion could be inserted upside down
with the cuts in the foam facing away from the zip or with cushion inserted back to front.
The cushion has cuts in the foam to allow it to flex into the seat frame, and the view of the
illustration showed the cuts on the top face of the cushion. The other side of the cushion
has a plain flat surface, however, to see that the cuts are on the top surface relied on
observing the small visual clues of double lines and the small notch. The difference is small
and lacked a degree of discernibility. The left and right halves of the cushion are
symmetrical, but there is a slight asymmetry top to bottom. The correct orientation is only
discernable by the comparison of the distances between the ends of the cushion and the
inferred middle axis of the cushion (Figure 147). When this was presented in perspective
the small difference in distances were hard to discern, making it difficult to perceive the
correct orientation.
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The insertion of the back
cushion into the cover as
illustrated in the PAIs

The back cushion is very
close to symmetrical along
this axis leading to confu
sion about the correct
orientation

Some subjects inserted the
cushion into the cover back
to front

Some subjects inserted the
cushion into the cover
up-side down

Figure 147. Lack of discernable asymmetry with the seat back cushion

The insertion o f the seat cushion on page 46 had a number o f errors w ith the cushion being
inserted w ith the correct surface up but inserted back to front. This was puzzling, as the
underside o f the cushion had a distinctive 'U' shape surface detail indicating the direction of
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insertion and there was little ambiguity w ith a high degree o f contrast between possible
locations and orientations (Figure 148).

The insertion of the back
cushion into the cover as
illustrated in the PAIs

Some subjects inserted the
cushion into the cover back
to front

Figure 148. In correct assembly of the seat cushion into the cover

A similar problem was observed on page 44, where the arms were connected to the main
assembly back to front. The arms are rounded and asymmetrical, however the rounded
nature of the form does not present obvious landmarks to indicate fro n t and back, as the
smaller differences o f curvature need to be noticed. As these steps were the very last ones
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and undertaken two to three hours into the assembly process it is possible fatigue had set
in reducing the participant's vigilance.

Other errors appeared to result from parts being too small on the page making it difficult to
see what was depicted. The operation on pages 24 and 28 involved numerous elements
such as washers, saddle washers, caps, nuts and bolts to create assemblies for pivoting
joints. The errors for this were the incorrect sequence of the parts, which could be
attributed to the small scale of the objects in the illustration. The parts were small due to
the need to depict the whole object to provide contextual detail; the size of the illustration
was limited by the A3 page size setting a limit to how large the smallest elements could be.
A closer view of the detail was not used, in order to avoid the inclusion of new symbols and
abstract elements on the page that would distract and confuse users with low visual
literacy. As a result, the size of the washers, bolts and nuts was small making it difficult to
see the details. This problem was compounded by the physical difficulty of creating the
assemblies which required holding up the seat frame while holding numerous washers in
place while inserting the bolt (Figure 149). Only a redesign of the joint would alleviate the
problem.
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These assemblies (page 24
and 28) were complicated
and it was difficult to the
discern details of the small
components

Figure 149. Complicated assemblies

There was confusion when using the elevations in the to p le ft o f the page to select the
app ro p ria te parts. W hen using page 28, some participants placed the washer on the top
vie w o f the saddle washer. In some cases the association o f the to p elevation w ith the
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p ro file below was not made, leading some to see the top view o f the saddle w asher as a
larger fla t w asher (Figure 150). The saddle washer is made fro m plastic and is larger than
any o f th e m etal washers in th e assembly, how ever some users searched fo r a m etal w asher
th a t m atched the hole and external d ia m ete r o f the saddle washer.

In some cases subjects tried
to find a flat washer to
match this size, not relating
the shape to the saddle
washer profile below

In some cases subjects
interprested this line as an
indication to bolt the base
of the seat back to the clip
Figure 150. Confusion with the use of center lines and elevations

The use o f the dash d o t line on page 28 to indicate the location o f the point on the base o f
the backrest was m isin te rp re te d as an assembly o peration re quiring action. Some
participants bolted this jo in t in place when the y w ere not required to. In the PAIs dash d ot
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lines indicated th e path o f elem ents being connected to create joins (Figure 150). In this
case th e line was used to show the b olt head dropping in to a slot b ut n ot being attached to
it. Given th a t this indicates a d iffe re n t type o f action, show ing parts being located as
opposed to being assembled, a d iffe re n t graphic m ethod should be used such as an arrow .
Consistency o f use o f sym bolic elem ents is im p o rta n t to avoid this type o f confusion.

The assembly depicted on page 19 had sim ilar problem s w ith the assembly o f the washers.
In some cases washers w ere missed o ut fro m the assembly, how ever this was d iffic u lt to
a ttrib u te to the PAIs as o th e r jo in ts in the assembly re q uirin g a washer w ith a b olt w ere
com pleted successfully (Figure 151). It appears the om ission o f washers was an oversight
ra th e r tha n a result o f in stru ction in te rp re ta tio n . This page is sim ilar to the assembly shown
in page 24 w hich had small details. In the m ore com plex assemblies this appears to have
created problem s, but the operation portrayed here is com m on making it fa m ilia r fo r users.

These washers were om it
ted a number of times

Figure 151. Washers omitted in the assembly
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The action depicted on page 18 was part of a sequence starting on page 17 which showed
the addition of the brackets to the base frame. The image showed the seat brackets above
the seat base but it looked like the tips of the seat brackets were actually touching the seat
base. This resulted in some different interpretations of the outcome of the action depicted
(Figure 152). The state diagram, page 19, showing the result of the action on page 18 was
'over-the-page' on the next page spread. Thus the user would see the action on page 18
without the supporting state diagram showing the final location of the seat bracket with
respect to the seat board, resolving the ambiguity of the image on page 18. While turning
the page to compare images is quick and easy to do, it is not always done and having action
and state images adjacent is important to make comparisons easy. Pages 19 and 20 were
considered to be a more important pair as they both dealt with the action of adding bolts
followed by tightening the bolts, thus they were presented together as a page spread.
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The illustration showing the
attachment of the seat
bracket to the seat base on
page 18

Elevation of how the seat
bracket should attach to the
seat base

Elevation of how some of
the subjects interpreted the
instruction

Figure 152. Incorrect interpretations of the illustration on page 19

Users experienced w ith the assembly and the configuration of the wheelchair may not
repeat this error, however it does indicate a chance for confusion. The arrangement of the
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parts could be changed so the ambiguity about the relation of the parts is eliminated and
this action page could be presented with the state page as a spread.

On page 19, the icon to indicate finger tightening was frequently overlooked. The problem
of showing loose assembly followed later by tightening was explored in the first trials, and
at the time it was thought to be a more significant part of the assembly process. In the final
wheelchair design, the loose then tighten activity was a minor requirement and was only an
element of the assembly for three of the 49 pages. When encountered, it was a change
from the normal action which was to tighten the joint. Thus the icon indication to finger
tighten was more likely to be forgotten or overlooked.

This may be a case for modifying the design to eliminate the requirement for this operation
sequence with preference for a design that enables the parts to be bolted firmly in the first
instance. Other strategies to indicate loose then tight assembly may also be explored but
this does introduce the requirement of visual explanation of a non-spatial concept that is
difficult to achieve in a pictorial medium.

As part of the first trial users were asked to assemble a simple stool using the PAIs without
any training. During this trial all of the users ignored the elevations of the bolts in the top
corner of the page that were included to indicate the required length of bolt (Figure 119).
This may be because the elevation depiction, accurately depicts certain aspects of the item,
such as the true lengths of the item in the plane of the elevation, at the expense of other
visual elements of the item. In this case the one-to-one elevation of the bolt provided a side
view that lacks the defining detail of the bolt, the cross Philips head.
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In the WorldMade PAIs elevations included a side view for dimensional purposes and a top
view to provide more visual information to assist the identification of the part (Figure 130).
However this added a level of abstraction, as associating the two images required
understanding of third angle orthographic conventions that is not necessarily common even
among westernized or developed populations.

The use of elevations creates problems with correct interpretation. This may be due to the
abstraction present in elevation projections and the consequent loss of some contextual
detail. For the prescriptions four, five and seven the assembly options were portrayed with
elevations of the relevant joints. In testing these were the stages of the assembly process
most prone to errors.

For prescriptions four and five on page 27 the seat back needed to be assembled to the seat
frame, and there are three possible angles and two seat back heights giving six possible seat
back to seat frame assembly options (Figure 137). The differences between the three seat
angles are quite subtle and result from different alignments of two closely spaced holes on
the seat back with the holes in the seat back frame. The difficulty in communicating this is
similar to the problems experienced showing the assembly on pages 24 and 28: the need to
depict the whole object while also showing the detail required for the assembly at a
sufficient size for it to be easily seen. In this case, in order to show the entire backrest
assembly on an A3 page the size of the holes ends up being small and difficult see. Thus on
the prescription, the bolt and hole detail is enlarged in order to make the hole arrangement
options more discernable. The enlargement is of a detail of an elevation: the combination
of these presents a very abstracted view of the object that was probably the cause of the
confusion and errors.
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While having the two different prescriptions portrayed as a grid was conceptually elegant it
was not easily understood. Users were required to select the icon matching prescription
four on a horizontal axis and prescription five from the vertical axis. Where they coincided
on the grid then indicated the required assembly method for that prescription pair (Figure
137). Prescriptions four and five were not separate assembly steps but rather both achieved
via a single assembly operation, the seat back to the seat back frame. This made it difficult
to depict each prescription on its own in order to reduce confusion.

In a similar manner the options for the prescription of the footrest height were portrayed
with elevations with very fine details defining the different assembly options. This caused
difficulty and the footrest was not assembled to the footrest post in the correct location.
Users were observed to be confused, taking time to proceed with the step and flipping
across the pages.

The difficulty with this prescription is the range of 12 different options, each requiring their
own pictorial description. As for page 27, if the entire object is depicted the different details
that describe the prescriptions would be very small and difficult to discern. Thus elevations
showing a magnified area focused on the relevant details are offered.

As previously discussed, elevations provide a clear unambiguous description of information
such as dimensions and locations of elements on the same plane; however the elevation
has a level of abstraction resulting in a loss of some detail. While elevations may present
information in a cleaner and conceptually more precise manner they also appear to reduce
relevant contextual detail.
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Additional considerations
In addition to the errors observed for individual pages, the following problems for the
whole document were observed.

Some participants were very literal when using the full-scale elevations to select washers; if
there were only minor size differences in the order of one millimeter, washers were
rejected. To address this, full-scale elevations should match parts with precision, or it
should be explained to users during training that small differences are acceptable.

In some cases, experienced technicians acted against instructions where instructions
conflicted with established work habits. For example some joints did not require washers,
however some of the users with technical backgrounds added them against the instructions
as previous experience dictated bolted joints always include washers. This appears to be the
cause of the errors on page 23 which required a bolted joint with no washers; in a number
of cases washers were included against instructions.

Prescription problems
The WorldMade wheelchair required prescription documents to communicate the
arrangement of the wheelchair for the end users. This added to the complexity of the
information to be conveyed. While this is not a common feature of typical PAIs it is a
significant information design problem in the context of the WorldMade project. The scope
of the problem and its implications were not anticipated at the start of the project.

The majority of the errors occurred with prescriptions four, five, six and seven,
corresponding to errors on pages 27, 39 and 43. In each case errors were due to the nature
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of the prescription which was either complex, as in the case of four and five, or due to the
number of options as in prescription seven. In each case, elevations that gave partial views
were used and this appeared to be a major cause of the errors. This was not surprising, as
the approaches went against recommendations from the guidelines regarding the use of
three-quarter or canonical views and the need for contextual detail. However, given the
difficulty of the communication required and the sense that document length and
navigation were important, it was decided that the use of partial views and elevations might
be successful and reduce the problems associated with other strategies. The user testing
revealed that this strategy was not successful and alternative means of conveying the
information were therefore required.

As a result of the various assembly configurations, the details of what was depicted in the
illustration would frequently be different from the actual assembly being built. It was
originally thought this would be a major problem as users would read the PAls very literally
and would struggle if there were any conflict between the illustration and the assembly.
However this conflict seems to have been responsible for very few of the errors and
appears not to be a major problem.

Piper Group PAls: a change to the project administration
After the completion of the trials the license for the IsoDraw™ software expired and I was
unable to continue work on the PAls. Piper Group, a technical illustration consultancy in the
United Kingdom, used my original IsoDraw™ files and the feedback from the user trials to
develop the the next iteration of the PAls. There were insufficient resources to conduct
follow up user trials so the effectiveness of their changes was not evaluated.
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The Piper Group designers made a number of m inor alterations across the document
(Figure 153). Many o f the alterations incorporated elements common in PAIs from Lego™
and IKEA™ which were not included in the W orldM ade PAIs. These elements were linguistic
or visually abstract features which went against recommendations for pictorial
communication in developing country contexts.

Numerals to indicate how
many parts are required

Thread added to bolts

Call out balloons to enlarge
areas with small details
Figure 153. Piper Group changes to the PAIs

Thread was included on the bolts on the elevations and in the perspective drawings (Figure
153). These were not included in the original because o f concerns about these fine details
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going to black with repeated copying, however they are an important defining detail,
particularly on the elevations. When fasteners were shown in elevation a number was
included below the fastener to indicate how may were required (Figure 153). This
introduced Arabic numerals and the expectation that the proximity of the image to the
numeral would imply the number of fasteners required. Trials in developing countries by
Haaland (1976) demonstrated that proximity of images does not imply that they share
properties, however given training this convention may be easily communicated and
understood by technicians. On page six the drill diameter is indicated with the symbol, '0 '
however this is symbol is not often understood by people without technical training in
western contexts let alone people in other countries.

A major addition in the Piper Group PAIs are 'call outs' used to magnify parts, indicate
additional actions, or clarify assemblies (Figure 153). For example on page 11, call outs are
used to indicate that the cut surfaces require painting and the corner needs to be rounded
off. These points are indicated with an image of the task inside a circle with a small triangle
pointingto the location of the action. This has a number of inferences that may be
misunderstood by someone taking a very literal interpretation of the PAIs. For example, the
indication to paint indicates a point on the surface implying the entire cut surface is
painted, however this may be interpreted as 'paint that point' in a literal interpretation.

On page 19, a call out is used to show how to bolt the seat bracket to the seat base. In the
trials, this had resulted in errors due to the staggered route of the fastener path. Here the
call out shows an alternative close up view of this joint without the jagged path clarifying
this instruction. Pages 21, 22 and 35 also included call-outs to provide an alternative view of
an assembly detail to make up for the problems with the main perspective view. On page 21
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an elevation showed how the bracket fitted into the footrest post; page 22 used a section to
show how the sleeve nut worked; and page 35 used elevations of the brakes to indicate
their proper location. In these cases the illustrations were elevations. The difficulty of using
elevations by untrained people has been discussed.

Page 23 included an enlarged view in a call-out balloon of the castor assembly so the details
and sequence of the parts was easier to discern. It is interesting that this was not repeated
on page 27 that had similar problems of image size.

Page 31 included the axle in the fastener list. The ambiguity of whether or not the axle was
a part or a fastener was described in the previous chapter.

The problem on page 18 of people misinterpreting the location of the seat bracket with
respect to the seat base was addressed by closing the gap between the bracket and the seat
base so that the bracket did not appear to sit on the seat base. However, this required a
jagged path for the fasteners, a strategy that had resulted in confusion in the instruction on
page 19. This is an example of the types of compromise required; one strategy creates a
problem, however the cure introduces other problems.

The prescription problem for the seat back was addressed by having two images on the
prescription page showing the high and low assembly options. The hole locations grid was
unchanged however call outs were used to clarify the relation between the enlarged details
and their location on the seat profile.

Other problems were not addressed, such as the assembly of the nuts to the axle blocks,
the foot rest height prescription, the assembly on page 17 of the seat brackets to the base
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frame to eliminate the directional ambiguity, the complicated assembly on page 27, and the
seat cushion on page 46.

Many of the changes made by the Piper Group reflected best practice for PAIs in a western
context but conflicted with recommendations for effective communication in developing
countries. However other designs that did not use these strategies resulted in problems.
Trialling these slightly more complex strategies is warranted, having tried the minimal,
visually least abstract approaches and experiencing the problems described earlier.

Conclusion
This chapter described the outcomes of the user trials for the first iteration of the
WorldMade PAIs. The majority of the errors were related to the discernability of details,
changing the point of view, and the angle of view reinforcing the findings from the first trial.
In addition many of the errors were related to the prescription process that was inherently
complicated and difficult to explain visually.

Many of the construction elements provide very clever and efficient ways of delivering
maximum sizing adjustments with minimal materials. However some of these details such
as the footrest height, axle blocks, and seat back require assemblies that are challenging to
communicate.

The IKEA™ keywords include this;
Interesting dilemma - Sometimes the most understandable way to visualize
an assembly is not so easy in practice, the easiest way to assemble might not
be so easy to visualize. (A. Lyon, personal communication, 20th August, 2007)
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This could be extended to; sometimes the best most elegant construction detail is not the
easiest to communicate. Conversation with the Lego™ master builder also described this
phenomenon. When designing toy kits the master-builders may devise models that are
inherently difficult to communicate, and this may be the reason the model did not go to
market. When creating a product for user assembly the whole product system needs to
operate with the PAIs in mind and not assume the PAIs can communicate everything and
anything.

The next chapter will explain the pattern language devised as a means to capture and
communicate the knowledge for designing PAIs.
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Chapter 11 - A pattern language for PAIs

Introduction
This chapter describes the pattern language for PAIs derived from the investigations of the
literature review, the examination of artifacts, discussions with PAI designers and the design
project and evaluation. The pattern language is used to articulate the findings from these
investigations. Pattern languages were described in chapter three; this chapter will explain
how the pattern language was developed, describe the pattern language, and discuss the
attributes and limitations of the language.

Construction of the language
Pattern theory does not emphasize logical deductive reasoning. Like causal
theory, it contains an interconnected set of concepts and relationships, but it
does not require causal statements. Instead pattern theory uses metaphors
and analogies so that relationship 'makes sense'. Pattern theories are
systems of ideas that inform. The concepts and relations within them form a
mutual reinforcing, closed system. They specify a sequence of phases or link
parts to a whole. (Neuman, 1991, p. 38)

The process of developing a pattern language is abductive rather than deductive and is
similar to the grounded theory process described in chapter eight. Patterns do not start
with a guideline or directive, rather they start with the context and frame the solution so
that the solutions are described as a response to circumstances. For this approach, the
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experience of creating and evaluating PAIs is invaluable for understanding the contexts and
forces that inform the solutions.

First, themes were chosen based on the guidelines from the literature review. These were
then examined framing them in terms of the context and forces that gave rise to the theme.
If satisfactory context and forces could not be described to match the theme, it was
abandoned and other themes were investigated. Next the findings from the artifact review
were examined. Responses from PAI designers and the design project were examined in a
similar way so all of the evidence from the investigations was incorporated into the final
language. This process involved multiple iterations where patterns were split to capture
nuances that a single pattern could not adequately describe, or patterns were combined
when they were too similar as to be indistinguishable. Within each pattern the Context,
Problem and Forces went through multiple revisions so they framed the situation broadly
enough to capture the range of possible situations, while remaining specific enough to
provide useful guidance. The pattern names went through many drafts so the names were
distinct from each other and described the nature of the pattern to make it easier for the
pattern language users to find relevant information. Once the first pattern draft was
complete, it was compared again to all of the findings from the investigations to ensure the
patterns related to the findings and all findings were evident in the patterns.

Once the patterns were established each was compared against all of the other patterns to
look for relations, conflicts and parent-child relationships; these relations were drawn from
the design exercise which forced these relationships to be recognized and addressed in
order to develop the design. In some cases these were self evident, for example one of the
patterns that deals with providing enough visual detail for part identification has a
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relationship with the pattern that requires the entire object is depicted to provide context.
Sometimes showing the entire object results in the smaller details becoming too small to
see meaning these patterns can sometimes be in conflict. However in some cases the
nature of the relations was less clear.

In the end some elements of the patterns and relations were still unclear. A pattern
language is meant to reflect the emergent and dynamic evolution of knowledge from
practice; as such it is never complete and elements can be questioned and contested by
different practitioners based on their experiences. So in areas of uncertainty and ambiguity,
links and patterns are proposed with the anticipation that when these patterns are
introduced to practitioners the conversation can be enlarged, different experiences can be
brought to bear and perhaps a greater resolution can be achieved.

In some cases patterns are not the ideal way to describe the outcomes of the investigations.
For example the final point in IKEA™'s key words (see chapter five) is an "Interesting
Dilemma", which is not so much a guideline as a useful observation gathered from
experience which is not well expressed as a pattern.

Format
While there is no strict format for pattern languages most pattern languages have a similar
structure and content. Alexander's format is influential and forms the basis for most pattern
languages with developers modifying the format to suit the specific purpose of the context.
The format used here is based on Tidwell's online Human Computer User interface pattern
language (Tidwell, 1999) and consists of the following elements (Table 7).
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Table 7. The pattern language format used for this thesis, based on Tidwell (1999)

Name:

Zone:

E x a m p le :

T h is is t h e t i t l e o f t h e p a t t e r n a n d r e f l e c t s t h e n a t u r e o f t h e p a t t e r n .

D e s c rib e s t h e z o n e o r z o n e s t h e p a t t e r n b e lo n g s to .

T h is p r o v i d e s a p i c t o r i a l e x a m p l e o f t h e p a t t e r n in a c t i o n . T h e i m a g e s a r e

d r a w n f r o m a v a r ie ty o f s o u rc e s w h e r e t h e e x a m p le s c le a rly illu s tr a te t h e

s o l u t i o n i n h e r e n t in t h e p a t t e r n . T h e e x a m p l e s a r e f r o m IKEA™ as t h e y w e r e

a v a i l a b l e as v e c t o r b a s e d i l l u s t r a t i o n s m a k i n g t h e m e a s y t o m a n i p u l a t e a n d

r e p r o d u c e in t h i s f o r m a t .

C o n te x t:

T h is s t a t e m e n t b r o a d l y d e f i n e s t h e u s e r a i m s a n d r e q u i r e m e n t s t h a t l e a d t o

th e p ro b le m .

P ro b le m :

B a s e d o n t h e c o n t e x t t h i s is a s h o r t s t a t e m e n t d e s c r i b i n g t h e e s s e n c e o f t h e

p ro b le m .

F o rc e s :

T h is lis ts t h e f a c t o r s i n f l u e n c i n g t h e d e s ig n i n c l u d i n g f a c t o r s s u c h as t h e t a s k ,

t h e u s e r a n d t h e b r o a d e r c o n t e x t s u c h as t h e e n v i r o n m e n t a n d s o c ia l f a c t o r s .

S o lu tio n :

T h is d e s c r i b e s t h e a c t i o n t h a t w i l l r e s o l v e t h e f o r c e s c a u s i n g t h e p r o b l e m .

S ources:

T h is d e s c r i b e s t h e s o u r c e o f i n f o r m a t i o n t h a t i n f o r m e d t h e p a t t e r n i n c l u d i n g

p u b lis h e d re s e a rc h , t h e d e s ig n c o n d u c te d f o r th is th e s is an d in s p e c tio n o f

e x is tin g a rtifa c ts .

R e la t e d

T h is lis ts r e l a t e d p a t t e r n s a n d p r o v i d e s a b r i e f d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e n a t u r e o f t h e

P a tte rn s :
re la tio n .
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Structure
The 'language' element of pattern languages refers to the links and relations between
patterns. Within the language metaphor each pattern represents elements of the language
and the relations provide a 'grammar' that describes how the use of some patterns impacts
on the use of other patterns. As mentioned earlier, guidelines are often in conflict, requiring
the designer to make judgment calls regarding the consequences of tradeoffs (Wright, 1999,
p. 52). Nielsen (1993) notes that usability is filled with contradictions, with few hard and
fast rules that are without exceptions. Thus is it the job of the designer to arrive at the best
trade offs for the particular project.

As described in chapter three, there are three types of relations between the patterns.
Firstly there is the 'Parent-Child' relationship whereby a pattern, in addressing one context
and problem creates another problem requiring another pattern to address the problem.
Another relation is one of possible conflict, whereby using a pattern to address a problem
may conflict with the action of another pattern. Where there is conflict it falls to the
designer to identify and make the necessary tradeoffs to resolve the conflict. The third is
one of relation, where patterns are related and solutions for each pattern may be mutually
reinforcing or the patterns may address a similar problem.

Presenting patterns as a list would not capture the relations between the parts. While there
are recommendations regarding the format of individual patterns there is no particular
means of structuring and then presenting the entire pattern language. Typically, patterns
are presented as thematic groups: for example Tidwell's pattern language is categorized
according to themes such as the basic shape of the content or how the content unfolds for
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the user. In addition, Tidwell includes 'Sublanguages' that show how some patterns
frequently use other patterns.

In order to present the pattern language a map was made using the relations between
patterns to create a structure, providing an insight into the networks of relations and the
natural groups. Figure 154 shows the pattern language map.
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Instruction Format

Absense of Detail

Size Matters

Zoom In

Discernable Details

See Everything

Style of Depiction

Viewing Angle

Realisitic
Arrangements

Stable Point of View

Sequence

Action/State

Tightness

Step Content

Do This OR This

Action Type

Relationship Key
Related

Zone Key
Illustration

Parent - Child

Point of View

Conflict

Action

Figure 154. Map of the PAI Pattern Language
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Do This, Not This

Some patterns are more richly connected than others, these are the Action/State pattern
with six connections, the Stable Point of View pattern with five connections and Discernable
Details with seven connections. The remaining patterns have between one and three
connections. Based on this, the patterns with many connections are considered
fundamental for PAI design as they conflict, reinforce or are parent to many of the other
patterns in the language. These three patterns and those connected to them are used to
identify three connected and overlapping zones, with each zone having separate themes.
The Point of View zone with patterns connected to the Stable Point of View pattern includes
patterns dealing with the viewing angle and arrangement of parts (Figure 156). The Actions
zone with patterns connected to the Action/State pattern contains patterns that describe
problems dealing with depicting activities and operations for product assembly (Figure 157).
The richest zone is the Illustrations zone which contains patterns connected to the
Discernable Details pattern. This zone deals with how objects are illustrated and what is
included or not included in illustrations (Figure 155). The Stable Point of View pattern
appears in all three groups as it is related to the core patterns of the other zones, showing
how central it is to the design of PAIs to depict the steps from a stable view point. Note that
Instruction Format sits outside of these zones as it is the parent pattern for the entire
pattern language and thus establishes the context for all other patterns.
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Instruction Format

Absense of Detail

Size Matters

Zoom In

Style of Depiction

Discernable Details

See Everything

Viewing Angle

Realisitic
Arrangements

Stable Point of View

Sequence

Action/State

Step Content

Do This, Not This

M

a m

Tightness

/T _ \l

Relationship Key
Related

Do This OR This

Zone Key
Illustration

Parent - Child

Point of View

Conflict

Action

Figure 155. Map of the PAI Pattern Language, Illustration zone
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Action Type

Instruction Format

Size Matters

Zoom In

m
Viewing Angie

Do This, Not This

'

Sequence

Tightness

Step Content

/T \j

Relationship Key
m m m m m m Related
mmsse

Parent - Child

•■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • Conflict

Do This OR This

Zone Key
Illustration
Point of View
Action

Figure 156. Map of the PAI Pattern Language, Point of View zone
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Action Type

Instruction Format

Size M atters

Zoom In

Absense of Detail

Discernable Details

See Everything

Style of Depiction

Viewing Angle

Realisitic
Arrangements

Stable Point of View

Sequence

Action/State

Tightness

Step Content

Do This OR This

Action Type

Relationship Key
Related

Zone Key
Illustration

Parent - Child

Point of View

Conflict

Action

Figure 157. Map of the PAI Pattern Language, Action zone
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Do This, Not This
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The patterns
Name: Instruction Format
Zone:

All

Example:

2

Bonde TV Bench (IKEA™, n.d.-b).

Context:

The user needs to assemble a product and requires easy to follow
instructions describing the assembly process.

Problem:

How to describe the actions required to correctly assemble a product.

Forces:

•
•
•
•

To reduce shipping and assembly costs bulky products are sold
as flat packs requiring consumers to carry out assembly tasks.
Many users do assembly tasks infrequently and have limited
experience in construction activities.
The instructions need to be provided at minimal cost.
Products are often sold in many countries with different
languages making text translation expensive.

Solution:

The assembly task should be described with a sequence of images
depicting a series of small steps to achieve the over-all assembly task.

Sources:

(Agrawala et al., 2003; Novick & Morse, 2000)

Related Patterns:

This is a parent pattern to all others as this pattern defines the overall
strategy of using sequences of images to explain the assembly tasks.
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Name:

Zone:

Viewing Angle

Illustration and Point of View

Example:

Hemnes Side Table (IKEA™, n.d.-e).

Context:

Users need to interpret two-dimensional images of three-dimensional
objects to carry out three-dimensional tasks.

Problem:

What is best the manner for depicting three dimensional objects in
two dimensional media so users can interpret the image as it relates
to the physical world?

Forces:

•

•

Solution:

Users may have low SVA making it difficult for them to
interpret two-dimensional representations of three
dimensional objects.
Many users will have limited, if any, experience with technical
pictorial conventions such as orthographic projection,
assembly drawings, exploded views and sections.

Perspective representations of the object are the most realistic and
the most easily interpreted illustration method.
Isometric can be used for small objects where isometric views are
indistinguishable from perspective views, for example see Lego™ PAIs.
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Sources:
Related Patterns:

(Bussard, 2002; Julie Heiser & Tversky, 2003)
Related:
•

Stable Point of View - When choosing a Point of view to be
maintained for a number of steps a three quarter perspective
view is more easily interpreted compared to other views.

Conflict:
•

Discernable Detail - Some objects may have details that need
to be shown to enable the users identify parts and orientation.
Sometimes a perspective view will not show these details as
clearly as an elevation. Perspective illustrations can make small
proportional differences hard to discern, whereas elevation can
make proportions easier to perceive. However elevations
involve a level of abstraction that can make them difficult to
interpret by inexperienced users.
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Name: Style of Depiction

Zone:

Illustration

Example:

Context:

The user needs to interpret images in order to identify parts and tasks
correctly.

Problem:

What style of pictorial depiction is most easily understood?

Forces:

•

Technology for representation and reproduction allows for a
wide range of depiction styles from digital photography,
photorealistic rendering to line drawings.

Solution:

The images are best presented as black and white line drawings, using
various line-weights.
The lines representing the external edges of objects should be thickest.
Lines representing convex edges should be thinner; lines representing
convex edges should be thinnest.
Black and white line drawings allow selective depiction of the objects
elements to assist with object identification and allow unnecessary
details to be omitted that may otherwise add confusing detail to an
image.

Sources:

(Bussard, 2002; Haaland & Fussell, 1976; J. Martin, 1989)
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Related Patterns:

Related:
•

•

Discernable Details - Details need to have sufficient definition
to enable users to interpret them. In some cases the use of
thick line weight may obscure small details.
Absence of Detail - The use of line drawing implies details will
be selectively included or omitted, which can lead to different
interpretations with low detail images.

Parent to:
•

Zoom in - In cases where thick line-weights obscure small
details areas may need to be enlarged so the detail can be
illustrated in the line drawing style without losing definition.
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Name:

Zone:

Discernable Details

Illustration and Point of View

Example:

Hemnes Side Table (IKEA™, n.d.-e).

There is a rebate on the bottom edge of the main panel that is not
easily seen given the scale and point of view of the image; thus an
enlarged view is used to draw attention to this feature. This is
important as these distinctive features are used to assist users in
establishing the orientation of the parts. Note the callout does not
change the point of view.
Context:

Users need to identify objects, their orientation in space and their
arrangement with relation to other parts.

Problem:

How to depict objects so users can correctly identify them and their
orientation.
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Forces:

•

•
•

•
•

Some components are similar in size and/or shape. They need
to be differentiated so the correct element is used at the
correct stage.
Some components are close to symmetrical and only small
details can be used to determine the orientation of the part.
For successful assembly parts need to be placed in the correct
arrangement in relation to other parts. The orientation of the
part needs to be clear to the user.
Users look for distinctive landmarks in order to identify and
orientate them.
Some objects can have very similar proportions such as the
relative location of features and object sizes. Small
proportional differences can be difficult to discern.

Solution:

Illustrations of a part must contain enough details of that part to make
it distinct from other parts.

Sources:

(Agrawala, et al., 2003; Blanz, et al., 1999)

Related Patterns:

Conflict:
• Viewing Angle - There is a preference for three-quarter views,
but on occasions these views may obscure important details.
Alternative views to show these details may result in views that
are strange and difficult to interpret.
• See Everything - The requirement that the entire object is
depicted in order to provide contextual information can result
in smaller details becoming so small as to lose definition.
• Style of Depiction - The use of thicker line-weights for each
element can result in small details becoming obscured. The use
of line drawings allows for irrelevant detail to be omitted so
important details are more evident.
• Size Matters - When using full-scale elevations to identify the
size of the part required, the elevation can lack details required
for part identification.
Parent to:
• Zoom in - In cases where details are too small areas may need
to be enlarged so the detail can be illustrated in the line
drawing style without losing definition.
Related:
• Absence of Details - This pattern describes how a lack of
information is not necessarily interpreted in a positive manner
and states the importance of clear details for object
identification.
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Name:

Zone:

Size M atters

Illustration

Example:

Context:

Users may need to select parts from a range of similar parts only
differentiated by size.

Problem:

How to depict parts so that small dimensional differences between
similar parts can be identified.

Forces:

•

•

•

Some assemblies require the use of fasteners or elements that
are very similar in appearance and only differentiated in
dimension. Parts that make up the Lego™ system are a
common example of this.
Some parts will not possess clear discernable details that can
be indicated on an illustration to differentiate them from
similar parts.
Due to foreshortening perspective views are not useful for
communicating precise dimensions of parts.
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Solution:

A one-to-one scale elevation of the item on the illustration must be
portrayed so the user can compare the actual elements against the
drawing.
This requires communication that the elevation is presented at a scale
of one to one.
The illustration requires discernable details so that the user can relate
the elevation to the depiction of the element in the perspective view.
If one to one depiction is not possible due to the part sizes exceeding
the page size its length must be indicated with a numeric dimension.

Sources:

Drawn from practice and inspection of existing artifacts.

Related Patterns:

Conflict:
•

Discernable Details - Elevations may lack details required for
part identification.
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Name: Absence of Detail (Is Not Information)

Zone:

Illustration

Example:

Freden Shelving Unit (IKEA™, n.d.-d, p. 3)

Context:

Some views of objects may be similar to other views except for m inor
details. The view w ith o u t the details may be confused w ith the view
w ith the details as the viewer may assume the details were om itted
from the line drawing for a reason.

Problem:

How to show a low detail side and ensure it is not confuse w ith a
similar object/side w ith more detail.
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Forces:

•
•

•

Creating line drawings results in the selective inclusion or
absence of features.
Users look for positive information and do not necessarily see
an absence of information as a clear indication of an object's
properties.
Line drawings deliberately include some details and not others
thus the viewer may not expect illustrations to include all of
the detail present in the real object.

Solution:

The alternative highly detailed side must be shown, indicating this is
not the view to be used.
The design must be altered to include a distinctive visual detail
contrasting with the other, high detail view.

Sources:

Drawn from practice and inspection of existing artifacts.

Related Patterns:

Related:
•
•

•

Discernable Detail - Details are important for identifying
objects and their orientation.
Do This, Not This - It may be necessary to show the alternative
view with the higher level of detail in order to contrast it to the
lesser detail view to assist identification and orientation of the
part.
Style of Depiction - The use of line drawing implies details will
be selectively included, possibly leading to different
interpretations.
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Name:

Realistic Arrangements

Zone:

Illustration and Point of View

Example:

Billy Bookshelf Tall 80" Tall (IKEA™, n.d.-a, pp. 9-10).

Step 8 shows the arrangement of the assembly to add the back, step 9
changes the point of view to show the most suitable arrangement of
the assembly to add the shelves.
Context:

Users want to be able to easily compare their assembly with the
images in the instructions.

Problem:

How to ensure users can easily compare their assembly against the
assembly depicted in the PIAs.

Forces:

•

•

•

Users may have low SVA making it difficult to interpret twodimensional representations of a three dimensional object
difficult.
Users will want to compare the image with the assembly as it
appears in front of them to gain feedback on the state of their
assembly.
It is possible to depict the assembly task in a way that is very
difficult to achieve in the real world for example by showing
large elements in unbalanced positions.
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S o lu t io n :

T h e o b je c t m u s t b e r e p r e s e n te d as it " a p p e a r s - o n - t h e - b e n c h " in f r o n t
o f t h e u s e r, in a g r a v it a t io n a lly s ta b le w a y t h a t is p h y s ic a lly p o s s ib le f o r
t h e u s e r t o a c c o m p lis h .
N o te : T h is m a y n e c e s s ita te la t e r c h a n g e s in p o in t o f v ie w t o s e e o t h e r
e le m e n t s r e q u ir e d f o r t h e f ix in g . I f t h e r e is a s h if t in t h e p o in t o f v ie w
o f t h e o r ie n t a t io n o f t h e o b je c t in s p a c e t h e n t h e m o t io n o f t h e o b je c t
b e t w e e n s te p s n e e d s t o b e in d ic a te d .

S o u rc e s :

R e la te d P a tte r n s :

(A g r a w a la , e t a l., 2 0 0 3 ; B la n z , e t a l., 1 9 9 9 )

C o n flic t:

•

S ta b le P o in t o f V ie w - It is d e s ir a b le t o m a in t a in a s ta b le p o in t
o f v ie w t o m a k e c o m p a r is o n s b e t w e e n s te p s e a s ie r, h o w e v e r
t h is m a y r e s u lt in p h y s ic a lly u n s ta b le a s s e m b lie s r e q u ir in g t h e
p o in t o f v ie w t o c h a n g e so t h e a s s e m b ly is s h o w n in a
g r a v it a t io n a lly s ta b le p o s it io n .
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Name: Step Content

Zone:

Action

Example:

Billy Bookshelf (IKEA™, n.d.-e).

Context:

The user needs each step to convey information explaining the
required assembly task.

Problem:

How much and what type of information should be included in each
step of the instructions?

Forces:

•
•
•

The number of steps in an instruction sequence has an impact
on the overall length of the instructions.
Too few steps can result in too much information per step
making the PAIs confusing.
Too many steps with each step having small amounts of
information can be tedious to use and also results in long
documents which can be intimidating, and expensive to
produce.
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Solution:

Each step must describe a complete, conceptually coherent assembly
operation. For example, a step to add screws can include a large
number of screws if the action for the screws is similar in all instances.
However, an action to add screws and add another major component
may result in too much information or may portray actions that are
not logically or conceptually linked.
Two or more simple assembly operations can be depicted in the same
step as long as they do not interfere with each other, or need to be
performed in a particular sequence.

Sources:

Drawn from practice and inspection of existing artifacts.

Related Patterns:

Related:
•

•

Action/State - Images sequences offer before and after images
of assembly operations. Each step needs to have enough
information so the before and after images can be
meaningfully compared.
Action Type - Some actions involve more than putting parts
together and require more detailed description of the required
action, for example the need to hammer parts together.
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Name: Action/State

Zone:

Action and Point of View

Example:

Context:

The user needs to know what to do for each step of the assembly
process and requires feedback on the state of the assembly.

Problem:

How to describe what to do for each step in the assembly sequence
and provide information that the task has been completed properly.

Forces:

•

At the completion of each assembly task the user benefits from
feedback enabling them to evaluate if the task was successfully
completed. This provides them with confidence they have
successfully interpreted the instructions and carried out the
tasks.
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Solution:

Sources:
Related Patterns:

The state of the assembly from the previous instruction is depicted.
New parts are shown in space separated from the main assembly and
are connected with lines to their point of assembly. The view shows
where the parts attach to the main assembly. This is the 'Action' stage.
The lines used to indicate the path of the object should be clearly
distinguishable from the lines depicting the object.
The next image in the sequence is a 'State' stage showing the
appearance of the assembly with the new components added. This
allows the user to compare the before and after images to check if
their assembly visually matches the after (state) image.
When possible action state images should be located adjacent to each
other, avoiding having to turn pages between complicated action state
sequences to make it easier for users to compare images.
(Szlichcinski, 1984)
Related:
•
•

•

•

Sequence - It is important the user understands the image
sequence so they can identify the action-state pairs.
Step Content - There is a limit to how much content can be
included in an action-state pair and be easily understood by
users.
Stable Point of View - The comparison of action-state pairs is
easier as there is a stable point of view is maintained between
steps.
Action Type - Some actions may require the inclusion of tools
or information about a particular motion for assembly.
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Name: Sequence

Zone:

Action

Example:

Hemnes Side Table (IKEA™, n.d.-e, pp. 4-5).

Context:

With the assembly task presented as a series of images, the user needs
to be able to identify the sequence in which the images are to be
followed.

Problem:

How to present the images so the user understands the sequence the
images are to be interpreted.

Forces:

•

•

Images are not viewed in isolation; users will compare images
in a sequence to identify changes between images, before and
after the assembly task, to understand required actions and
resultant state. In order to do this successfully they need to
know the order of the images/steps.
Reading images in sequence is a culturally learnt skill and it
should not be assumed people will read image sequences
according to the cultural norm of the author. In western
countries this is left to right top to bottom, but people from
other cultures will not necessarily do this.
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Solution:

Images must be clearly numbered in a consistent and prominent
location that does not interfere with the images. Western style
numbering is well understood in many cultures, but may need to be
changed in some cross cultural settings.
Each image needs to be distinct and perceived as separate from the
images for the preceding and following steps.
Gestalt principles for arranging images should be referred to, so that
elements such as the sequence number and the image it refers to are
perceived as related.

Sources:

(Julie Heiser & Tversky, 2003)

Related Patterns:

Related:
•

Action/State - For the action-state pairs to be understood they
need to be read in the correct sequence.
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Name:

Zone:

Do This, Not This

Action

Example:

Komplement Jewelry Box (IKEA™, n.d.-f).

Context:

Some actions may have alternative means or actions that may damage
the assembly or prevent its from being completed successfully. Also
the user may assume an incorrect assembly action based on precedent
or previous experience. Parts may look very similar from different
views, that may result in incorrect assembly.

Problem:

How to warn users there is an incorrect way to carry out an assembly
task that is to be avoided.

Forces:

•
•

Some objects may look very similar from different views that
may result in misinterpretation of illustrations.
If some assembly operations are carried out incorrectly there
will be a significant impact on the success of the final assembly.
Thus the user needs fair warning that if the step is incorrect the
final assembly will not perform properly.
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Solution:

The correct assembly must be indicated, and adjacent to this the
alternative incorrect assembly must be shown with an indication this is
incorrect. To indicate the incorrect assembly a cross or strike through
can be used; this should cross over the illustration without obscuring it
so the details of the illustration are still discernable.
Note: Associating a cross with an image to indicate it is incorrect is a
culturally specific communication technique and thus may be
misinterpreted in some cultures.

Sources:

(Gombrich, 1990; Haaland & Fussell, 1976)

Related Patterns:

Related:
•

•

Tightness -The tightening of joints presents a similar problem
of alternative means of conducting the same task in this case
the degree of tightening.
Absence of Details is Not Information - Objects that appear to
be similar from different views may require the differences to
be clarified for the correct location of the assembly operations.
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Name: Stable Point of View

Zone:

Illustration, Point of View and Action

Context:

Users want ongoing feedback about the status of the assembly.

Problem:

How to provide the user with feedback on the state of the assembly.

Forces:

•
•
•

During the assembly task users look for ongoing feedback
about the status of their assembly.
Users may have low SVA making it difficult to compare and
interpret different views of the same object.
When the point-of-view changes this alters the information
provided in addition to the changes associated with the
assembly tasks. Thus the user needs to compare images
according to the change in the point-of-view and the assembly
operation adding to the information to be managed in order to
interpret the images.
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Solution:

The representation of the assembly is ideally presented from a fixed
point-of-view and fixed scale for as many steps as possible to assist
with comparing before and after (Action/State) images.

Sources:

(Heiser & Tversky, 2003)

Related Patterns:

Related:
•
•

•

Action / State - Images are easier to compare if the point-of view is static.
See Everything - The entire object should be presented to
provide contextual information, this can impact on the chosen
point-of-view.
Discernable Details - When deciding in a suitable point of view
it is important these views include sufficient details for the user
to identify and orient parts.

Conflict:
•

•

Gravitationally Stable, Realistic Arrangements - This may
require the point-of-view to change so the assembly is depicted
in a realistic position.
Viewing angle - There is a preference for iconic views, this can
conflict with a point-of-view suitable for a number of steps.
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Name: Zoom In

Zone:

Illustration

Example:

Hemnes Side table (IKEA™, n.d.-c, p. 4).

Context:

Due to the scale of the image some illustrations may not present
enough detail for the user to identify parts or assembly operations.

Problem:

How to depict small assembly operations on a large item.

Forces:

•

It is preferable the entire object is depicted to aid navigation
(See Everything), however some assembly operations and parts
may be too small for sufficient detail to be included for correct
part and action interpretation.

Solution:

A 'call-out' may be added, that shows an enlarged view of a selected
area so details are discernable. The enlarged view should not present a
point-of-view different from the overall view. The cal! out indicates
where the enlarged view is located on the object.
Note: This is an abstract and learnt convention, requiring the designer
to be careful in cross cultural or low literacy contexts.

Sources:

Drawn from practice and inspection of existing artifacts.
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Related Patterns:

Child to:
•
•

Discernable Detail - The need for discernable detail may
require enlargements of some areas so parts can be identified.
See Everything - The need for the entire object to be depicted
to provide contextual information may result in smaller details
being difficult to depict and discern.
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Name: See Everything

Zone:

Illustration and Point of View

Example:

Hemnes Side Table (IKEA™, n.d.-e, p. 9).

Context:

The user needs to understand where the assembly operation is with
respect to the entire assembly.

Problem:

How to provide information to locate assembly operations on the
object.
• During an assembly some tasks may involve operations on only
small areas of the product.
• It is possible to only depict the area where the assembly occurs
resulting in constant changing of the point-of-view (See 'Stable
Point of view').
• Images that lack contextual information make it difficult to
locate where on the assembly the operation is occurring.

Forces:

Solution:

The entire object must be depicted to provide the user with a context
to the location of assembly operations even if the size of the action is
small in comparison to the overall object.

Sources:

(Szlichcinski, 1984)
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Related Patterns:

Parent to:
•

Zoom In - Showing everything may make smaller details hard
to discern requiring some areas to be enlarged.

Related:
•

Stable Point of View

Conflict:
•

Discernable Details - Showing everything may make smaller
details hard to discern.
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Name:

Zone:

Tightness

Action

Example:

Context:

Some assembly operations require varying degrees of tightness for a
successful assembly.

Problem:

How to describe visually the amount of tightening required for fixings.

Forces:

•
•

•

•

Some assembly operations require fixing using threaded
fasteners such as nuts and bolts or screws.
In some cases these need to be fastened tightly, in other cases
the fixing needs to be left loose for product function or to allow
subsequent assembly steps before later tightening.
Images cannot show spatially the very small differences in
arrangement and distance associated with different degrees of
tightness.
When shown an assembly operation using threaded
components users will typically assume the operation calls for a
tight fastening of components.
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Solution:

Sources:
Related Patterns:

When showing an assembly operation using a threaded component a
pictogram should be used, indicating the degree of tightness required
for the operation.
Note: This is a learnt convention and thus should be supported with
text if possible to ensure comprehension. Alternatively it may require
modification of the design of the product to eliminate the need for
loose assemblies.
This can also be addressed using the Do This, Not This pattern showing
the favorable assembly mode compared to the unfavorable assembly
mode.
Evident in practice.
Related:
•

Do this, Not This - One way to communicate tightness
requirements is to indicate how not to tighten such as do not
over tighten or do not leave loose.
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Name: Action Type

Zone:

Action

Example:

I
Billy Bookshelf (IKEA™, n.d.-d, p. 3)

Context:

Assembly operations can involve different types of actions. The user
needs to know the action required when assembling parts.

Problem:

How to describe the action required for an assembly task.

Forces:

•
•

Solution:

There are various means of attaching parts such as push, slide,
turn.
Some actions may require the use of a tool such as a
screwdriver or hammer.

An image should be incuded showing the tool used to complete the
action.
Arrows can be used to indicate the direction of the action, such as
turn, push or rotate.
Note: In the absence of any indication otherwise, the assembly
operation is assumed to be a push fit, with no tool or other operations
required.
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Sources:
Related Patterns:

Evident in Practice
Related:
•
•
•

Action/State - The images needs to communicate the action
required for the assembly.
Tightness - In depicting the action some information regarding
the degree of the action may be required.
Step Content - The different assembly operations that can be
depicted in a single step.
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Name:

Zone:

Do This OR This

Action

Example:

Foto (IKEA™, n.d.-d, pp. 6).

Context:

Some products have alternative assembly configurations so the
product is adaptable for different contexts or customizable for
individual preferences.

Problem:

How to present multiple assembly so users can identify there are
alternative assembly configurations and locate the relevant
instructions within the document.

Forces:

•

Most PAIs present the assembly as a linear sequence of
operations. Presenting alternative assembly operations breaks
this linear sequence as users need to skip over some steps to
get to relevant instructions for their chosen assembly.

Solution:

Where alternative assembly options occur in the assembly sequence,
the alternatives must be presented. For each alternative, an indication
should be given as to the page where the user will find instructions
relevant to their chosen option.

Sources:

From the project for this thesis and evident in practice.
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Related Patterns:

Related;
•
•

Action/State - Action-state pairs implies a linear sequence, this
requirement can break this sequence.
Step Content - This pattern relates to the amount and style of
content in each step.
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Discussion of th e p attern language structure
As described earlier the pattern language is split into three zones based on the patterns
with the richest connections.

The Illustration zone and the Point of View zone have considerable overlap, with See
Everything and Viewing Angle in both zones, as are the patterns Discernable Details and
Stable Point of View. Stable Point of View is important for visual continuity and the ability of
users to compare illustrations to identify differences between steps. Discernable details are
important for part identification and orientation. However, achieving a Stable Point of View
while finding views that provide sufficient contextual detail can be difficult, as is seen in the
conflict between See Everything and Viewing Angle with Discernable Details.

While the Illustration zone and Point of View zone are richly connected sharing four
patterns the Action zone has less overlap and shares only two patterns with the Point of
View zone and none with the Illustration zone. The patterns in the Action zone explain how
assembly actions are depicted and as a result there is not the same degree of overlap or
conflicts as occur between the Viewing Angle and Illustration patterns.

The Illustration zone is the richest, including seven of the 16 patterns. Two of the patterns,
Zoom In and Absence of Detail are child patterns, required to address problems arising from
using line drawings and the requirement to depict the entire object. Zoom In is a
consequence of the need to See Everything while maintaining sufficient Discernable Details.
Absence of Detail arises from the use of line drawings which can result in erroneous
interpretations. As mentioned previously “ However faithful an image that serves to convey
information may be, the process of selection will always reveal the maker's interpretation
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of what he considers relevant." (Gombrich, 1982, p. 144). The creation of an illustration
requires numerous decisions, balancing different aims and agendas, such as the portrayal of
the features of an object against clarity and discerniblity of features. Given this complexity,
it is not surprising this zone includes a range of patterns to capture the 'fine grain' of the
decisions and strategies used for object depiction.

Common and uncommon patterns

Some of these patterns are used in PAI design more often than others; as a result there is
more evidence in the literature and practice to support the pattern. Other patterns are
weaker in that they address problems that do not occur with all PAIs. The patterns Size
Matters; Zoom In; Tightness; Do This OR This; Do This, Not This and Absence of Detail refer
to assembly and depiction problems that do not occur in all assemblies. Because these
problems are less frequent, there is no or minimal evidence in the research literature and
infrequent instances in practice. All of the remaining patterns would be implemented in
some way for even the most basic assembly descriptions; given their common use they are
supported by published research and are evident in practice.

Strong and weak connections

Not all connections between patterns are equally obvious, clear cut or strong. For example,
the conflict between Realistic Arrangements and Stable Point of View is clear and
consideration of this conflict is important in choosing a point of view for many instructions.

Most patterns can be linked to other patterns in some way, but these links are not always
useful or strong enough for the link to be included in the pattern structure. For example,
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Action Type and Step Content both deal with the description of assembly actions: Step
Content deals with how much can be described in each step and Action Type describes
when actions require the use of specific actions or tools. They therefore deal with a similar
theme, so they are both connected to the Action/State pattern and are therefore in the
Action zone. However, when deciding on the amount of information to convey and how to
depict certain actions, these patterns do not appear to be in conflict and do not seem to be
considered together, so a formal link in the pattern language does not appear warranted.

Another example is the link between the Do This, Not This pattern which has a strong link to
the Tightness pattern; it could also be linked to the Discernable Detail pattern as lack of
details can lead to mis-interpretations requiring clarification through the Do This, Not This
strategy. However, this problem is identified in the Absence of Detail pattern so the link
between Do This, Not this is addressed through the Absence of Detail pattern. Does this
linking structure work in practice and resonate with how other designers approach the
challenged of designing PAIs? This was not established in this thesis, but is clearly an area
for further investigation.

Use of the pattern language
Pattern languages are not a replacement for a rich and engaged design process that
involves research and iterations of design proposals and evaluations. A pattern language
does not provide a linear process or procedure so it is not presented as a sequence of parts
to use one after the other. It is not intended that the pattern language would be handed
over to people inexperienced with PAI design with the expectation that pattern language
alone will transfer the required knowledge. Rather it should be used by practitioners so as a
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design develops and the problems with the given task become evident the pattern language
can be referred to in order to discover what has been done previously in similar
circumstances and to reveal the parallels and trade offs with other elements of the design.
It also acts as a means to discuss and make explicit persistent problems, solutions and
connections. It is not a how-to tool, to used in a linear process manner.

Patterns for design
These patterns describe the strategies for designing the PAIs. However designing products
for user assembly involves more than creating instructions. It includes consideration of how
the product is designed so assembly operations will be within the skill range of users, can be
completed safely and securely with minimal tools and have assembly operations that can be
explainable. These aspects of product design are not included here, although they are very
important for self-assembly products to be successful. Design for user assembly would be a
valuable area to explore in a similar manner as an adjunct set of patterns.

Conclusion
The pattern language described in this chapter was created via an abductive process similar
to the approach taken for grounded theory. This involved searching for categories and
cross-checking the outcomes of the investigations, to ensure all concepts were covered by
the pattern language. This process was followed by comparing patterns to other patterns in
order to establish relations. The resultant pattern language is relatively simple, made up of
17 patterns that are grouped according to the themes of Illustrations, Action and Point of
View.
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This pattern language reflects a single point of view. Alexander posits good patterns require
time and widespread use in order to improve (Alexander, 1977). To facilitate this the
pattern language has been published as an online wiki enabling its development and
extension by PAIs designers. Via this process the structure, patterns, exemplars, evidence
and relations can all be evaluated, altered, and added to, so the pattern language reflects
the accumulated knowledge of the group. What is presented here is just the start, since the
results of this conversation have not yet emerged. The development of the pattern
language can be the topic of further research as described in the next chapter.

The next chapter concludes this thesis. It summarizes the method, process and conclusions
from the research, critiques the thesis and its methods, and explores areas for future
research.
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Chapter 12- Discussion and conclusions

Introduction
This chapter concludes the thesis. It will provide an overview of the thesis, discuss the
research method used, the overall findings and the implications for future research. It will
also critique the methods and procedures used and describe future research questions that
follow on from the thesis.

This thesis set out to address the following research questions:

1. What are best practices for the design of PAIs?
2. What is the most suitable approach for researching information design problems?
3. How is knowledge for information design best captured and communicated for use
by designers?

What this thesis offers, therefore, is a detailed account of knowledge for the design of PAIs,
building on knowledge existing in practice. This knowledge was developed and interpreted
through a design project, which as trialed with users to identify pathologies with the design.
The qualitative information gathered was examined and synthesized in an abductive
process similar to that of grounded research, to articulate a pattern language. The pattern
language captures the knowledge in a way that emphasizes the connections and conflicts
between the various elements.

Dealing with human communication is a complex area. Technological artifacts such as
communication conventions are constructed in response to the internal and external forces
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within a culture. These technologies in turn become forces that shape human behaviour
and language conventions. The use of pictures to communicate technical information is a
relatively new form of communication, but in their short history they have developed into
stable formats to the point of becoming a widely understood cultural touchstone for jokes
based on their conventions.

Is this stability a sign of a lack of imagination on the part of designers or does it
demonstrate a convergence of various forces towards a relatively stable set of field tested,
grounded conventions and technological rules (van Aken, 2004)? Do the conventions
establish an expectation for how this information is presented, so that alternatives may
work but be rejected for conflicting with convention? Or like many conventions evident in
design, do they reflect the accumulation of knowledge via many iterations of practice that
become the basis for good practice?

In this context what is the intent of conducting research? The purpose of this thesis was not
so much to propose new forms for PAIs as it was to discover and articulate a rich
understanding of how to design them based on examination of research, best practice and
knowledge gained from direct design experience. In this way the thesis can be seen as an
effort to articulate Mode 2 knowledge, which is embodied in practitioners and teams more
than it is encoded in other more explicit media such as research publications (Gibbons, et
al., 2003).

McDonald-Ross (1977, p.403) advocates the revival of the idea of the master performer to
"capture one great truth: most of the expertise in any practical art resides in people rather
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than on paper/' Thus one of the "... first tasks of the researcher is to find ways and means of
externalizing the know-how." (MacDonald-Ross, 1977) [Italics in original].

Summary of the thesis
The thesis started with a design problem, the needs for PAIs for the Motivation WorldMade
wheelchair. This prompted the question: how best to design PAIs for usability? This led to
the question: what is the best method of investigation and means of capturing and
communicating knowledge for design?

The research commenced with a literature review exploring research into PAIs, pictorial
communication and pictorial communication in developing countries. From the literature
review, a list of guidelines was created. It was noted that there has been very little direct
research into PAIs: notable exceptions are Richardson (2004, 2007) and Richardson and
Jones (2005, 2006) into task complexity, Bussard (2002) into line-weights and Heiser et al.
(2004) for the purposes of creating software to assist with PAI design. Other researchers in
pictorial instruction design are Szlichcinski (1980), Barnard et al. (1979, 1984) and Haaland
et al. (1976) for pictorial communication in developing countries. It is notable that these
researchers, with the exception of Haaland, came from computer science and psychology
backgrounds that were reflected in the research methods used. The only research
conducted by a practitioner was the work by Haaland; all of the other research was
conducted by people without direct experience in designing PAIs.

The list of guidelines was followed by a critique of how research into human technology
interaction has been carried out, identifying that reductionist approaches were not
delivering useful outcomes due to the complexity and fluidity of human systems. This led to
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a description of the concepts of wicked problems and other ways of knowing, such as mode
two knowledge and designerly ways of knowing. The method for this investigation was thus
informed by constructivism and the idea of theory emerging from practice by a process of
research and understanding - a process which occurs through rich ongoing engagement
between the practitioner and the situation.

It emerged that knowledge for PAI design was largely implicit and held by experienced
practitioners and that this knowledge could be seen as being expressed in artifacts rather
than explicitly. This led to a discussion with Lego™ and IKEA™ designers regarding how they
develop and codify knowledge for PAI design followed by an examination of best practice
evident in PAIs by Lego™ and IKEA™. Finally this led to exploration of alternative methods of
describing knowledge for design, with concepts such as the technological rule and pattern
languages. A more detailed discussion of this critique is provided later in this chapter.

The list of guidelines was compared to existing practice. In all cases what was discovered in
the research was seen to be already evident in practice. In addition, the PAIs from current
practice exhibited a number of strategies to deal with other elements not evident in the
research. This may be because current research tends to try and reduce and simplify the
artifacts and therefore skirts the nuances and problems that only emerge when dealing with
typical messy and complex situations.

In order to develop further understanding of PAIs, the WorldMade project was undertaken
based on the knowledge gained from the literature review and from practice. This provided
a real context and forces that enabled a criterion-based examination of how the guidelines
interacted and revealed other problems not described in the literature. The outcomes of
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the user trials provided qualitative information used to identify pathologies with the design.
Examination of these pathologies identified themes and concepts which enabled a richer
understanding of how PAIs operate.

The pattern language: summary of findings
The knowledge from the literature review, the artifact examination, the contact with Lego™
and IKEA™ PAI designers and the outcomes of the design projects were expressed as a
pattern language. The primary strategy of presenting an assembly is by a sequence of
images depicting the stages of the assembly process: this stands as the parent pattern to all
of the others. Within this overarching strategy are three main concepts underpinning the
design of PAIs; each of these concepts contains a group of related patterns and each of the
groups overlaps in many areas. The first concept is the importance of a stable point of view
for the image sequences while also ensuring that the point of view allows for
comprehension of the assembly. The second concept is the creation of illustrations to depict
useful information for part identification. Finally, the third concept concerns how actions
are depicted, encompassing a range of methods to describe actions involved in assembly.

A major emergent pattern that is related to the core pattern of all these concepts is the
Stable Point of View. It is a critical concept that has an impact on many other decisions and
considerations in PAI design. An assembly is a series of discrete tasks performed in
sequence; this requires a series of images showing the object being progressively
assembled. When drawing an object, one of the first decisions is about the angle of the
object to the viewer. The decision is important to ensure all of the relevant details can be
seen for a sequence of actions. Constantly changing the point of view is not useful, because
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users compare images to identify changes and progress. This strategy emerged as core to
PAI design.

Many assemblies include parts that have unusual shapes and parts that are similar in many
ways. For users unfamiliar with assembly, the identification of parts and their orientation
with respect to other parts is important for success. The details in illustrations are very
important for the identification and orientation of parts. The use of line drawings in
preference to photography or more realistic depictions is important as it allows direct
control of what is depicted. Relevant details can be included and irrelevant details, such as
surface texture, can be left out. Resolving the conflict, getting the balance right and
ensuring enough relevant detail is included, is an important part of creating usable PAIs.

Contrast is also an important element of communication. Bateson defined information as "a
difference which makes a difference" (Bateson, 2000, p. 459). In this context there is a
threshold of contrast between things, below this threshold the pictorial difference is
insufficient to be perceived and above this threshold the difference is noted and can be
used to differentiate parts. This difference can be between the shape and presence of
details and can also include relative location of parts, a difference of proportion or location.

The importance of contrast is interesting to consider with reference to the pattern, Absence
of Detail. In some cases a part may look identical on the top and bottom face, except for a
small detail. The presence of a detail on an image presents positive information, stating this
part is here. However a lack of detail is ambiguous, there is nothing with which to compare
it in order to decide if the element is absent or just not included in the illustration. Lack of
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information is not information. Information needs to be present and seen in context with
other information for identification and comprehension.

Discerniblity of proportions is also interesting, as it requires comparisons of distances
between elements to decide on the identification and orientation of parts; contrast is not
evident by differences in size or shape but by subtle differences of location. Difficulty of part
identification and orientation due to proportion differences was observed in two instances
in first trials with Chair One and Chair Two. The problem of using proportions for part
identification did not occur for all participants so it was not a common problem and it would
be interesting to investigate this further. For example what proportional differences are
discernable and where is the threshold where people find it hard to identify differences? Is
SVA a factor in identifying proportional differences?

While PAIs are not as complex as some other areas of communication, the fact that it deals
with human interaction makes it a complex area. Any attempt to propose complete and
absolute rules is not possible or reflective of how design in the area is carried out. Rather,
the pattern language presents a network of ideas making evident the tensions and
compromises intrinsic to the field. It may be constructed differently by different people and
yet still express the same content. In this way it is similar to any other technology: it is a
reaction to a context and a situation. It is also a situation of compromise, it satisfices. While
many of the patterns and links are well established in practice and in research, some are
less clear in terms of how they are described and how strong the links are between some
patterns compared to others. This requires feedback, use and interaction by other
experienced designers in order to critique and propose alternative means of describing and
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structuring the knowledge, a process that will be a state on constant flux and will change
over time as technologies change.

Using the p attern language
How can the pattern language be used? It is not a how-to guide for people inexperienced
with pictorial communication, rather it would be most useful operating more like the style
guides developed in-house by IKEA™ and Lego™. Such guides capture and reflect the
collective knowledge of the experienced group, exposing the implicit knowledge for
discussion and critique. In this way the pattern language in this thesis captures the
knowledge emergent from practice, it does not precede it. This allows designers to engage
in more meaningful discussions of modes of practice. It is also useful for practitioners
joining the group, to assist them in accessing systematic knowledge. In this case it is not
likely the pattern language would be used ahead of design. Rather, the design would be
developed, and as tensions and problems are experienced novices can access the pattern
language to discover how experienced designers successfully responded in similar
circumstances. So a designer needs first to engage in design and experience the tensions
and problems, before using the patterns in order to understand what a pattern is describing
and the relevance of the solutions.

Discussion
An important aspect of this thesis was the research methodology. Based on the critique of
the literature review, attempts at controlled reductionist approaches were not appropriate
or did not yield useful knowledge for the human technology interaction area. Rather than
using research to construct predicative theory, the consensus among practitioners and
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some researchers is for an approach based on emergence of theory via practice. This has
important consequences for how research and practice are conducted. From a practice
point of view, the idea that practice can result in the development of theory or technical
rules needs to be better understood: it can be achieved by describing case studies,
successes and failures. This is the case within large organisations such as Lego™ and IKEA™
which value the knowledge held by experienced designers and have structures in place to
discuss and document this knowledge. Such structures can be achieved within large
organizations that have the resources and ability to invest in these longer-term strategies
for design development and improvement. However this knowledge is seen as the
intellectual property of the company and therefore is not accessible. Smaller organisations
and designers who move between different communication media do not have the
resources or incentives for this type of retrospective analysis, discussion and
documentation. It is therefore the roie of professional bodies and organizations to provide
forums and structures for people to have these discussions. It is also the role of researchers.

A notable element of the outcomes of this research, therefore, is that it restates what was
already evident in practice. The approach for this thesis was rooted in design practice and
drew on the concepts of Mode 2 knowledge, designerly knowledge and constructivist
approaches to knowledge. It drew on and respects knowledge for design held by
experienced practitioners and evident in artifacts. It focused on the process for design and
used a thick and rich description of the artifact construction (Kanis, 1999) and evaluation to
develop an understanding of PAI design. The knowledge was presented in a holistic format
as a basis for communication, engagement and development with practitioners. Does
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practice need this experimental validation to justify its methods and validate the
knowledge?

Richardson (2004, 2007) and Heiser et al. (2004) posit that designers lack design principles
for producing PAIs. This assumption must be challenged, as it appears to come from a
perception that there is a problem and there appears to be no attempt to communicate and
engage with expert designers in the field. Knowledge for the design of effective PAIs exists,
but it is not made explicit for reasons described in this thesis, and therefore it is not widely
distributed. The problem is not one of the knowledge not being present, but rather it is one
of it not being articulated.

Questions remain. Is the problem with poor PAIs because no-one knows how to do it well,
or is it because people fail to follow instructions, or because they used poorly designed
PAIs? Is the problem that we do not know how to do it, or is it because the knowledge is not
accessible, or is it because companies do not choose to invest in developing effective PAIs
for their products? As Eddy states in Mintz (2004), part of the problem with communication
design is not necessarily the ability to deliver it, but convincing businesses that these
elements require investment.

Critique of the thesis and limitations
The methodology of exploration by artifact examination and design is best suited to this
area of knowledge development, however there are a number of areas where this approach
can be improved and developed. The following provides a critique of this thesis and
describes issues that arose in the process and ways it could be handled differently in the
future.
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It was assumed that by investigating PAIs from well-established practitioners they would
reflect best practice resulting in the most usable designs. User trials of these existing PAIs
would have provided insights into their effectiveness and examples of problems that could
be compared with the research literature. These examples and insights could have assisted
with the evaluation of the WorldMade PAIs, although such a pilot exercise would have
taken a long time to set up and evaluate.

A vital element of the research by design is the idea of engaging in rich ongoing interaction
with the situation. Given the nature of the design problem, it was difficult to go through
multiple iterations of the design in order to establish benchmarks, discover, identify and
rectify pathologies and in the process develop knowledge for the design of PAIs. The user
groups for the WorldMade PAIs were located in developing countries, thus only two
iterations of the user trials were possible within the time and budget constraints of the
project. Also locating and working with people who were assumed to reflect the user
profiles was very difficult in these circumstances. Finally the WorldMade PAIs were long and
complex, requiring a great deal of time to create. This made a quick turn around on
multiple iterations difficult. An alternative approach would have been to tackle a design
project for a simpler assembly problem, such as furniture, trialing with users from
populations in the local area that would make it easier to conduct multiple design
iterations.

Having said that, using readily accessible users with simple problems does rob the research
of richness associated with dealing with outliers. With diagnostic testing the aim is to
identify problems and this is in part achieved by working with participants most likely to
experience problems. Trialing with poorly educated bush technicians from a non-western
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context provides this type of extreme outlier context most likely to assist with the
identification of problems. In addition, working with long and complicated PAIs provides an
opportunity to discover problems not evident with less complicated assemblies. For
example, consider the assembly problem used by Agrawala et al. (2003) for the TV cart and
the small Lego™ toy assemblies. Each of these assemblies are small and simple and
therefore do not require changing view points, complex fastening systems or different
assembly tasks and options. So while their findings were very useful they were limited by
the relative simplicity of the assembly tasks studied. The WorldMade PAIs, on the other
hand, were long and involved a number of complex and varied tasks that required
exploration and research to encompass a diverse range of problems. What the WorldMade
PAIs lacked in access to users and ease of creating iterations, they made up for in
complexity and therefore the ability to identify and explore pathologies that may not have
been evident in simpler PAIs for more typical user groups.

After the first iteration of the WorldMade PAIs was created and trialed the Piper Group
modified the PAIs based on the report of the user trial. It would have been useful to trial
these to establish if their alterations eliminated the pathologies identified and if there were
any unintended consequences of the new design. A number of the changes made by the
Piper Group involved using more complex visual elements and devices such as that the use
of the call outs, enlargement and numerals. While these elements common in PAIs are used
in the developed western context they go against recommendations for pictorial
communication in developing countries that emphasise visual clarity and simplicity. It would
have been interesting to evaluate how successful these strategies were and to gather more
feedback to evaluate and develop the pattern language.
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In the initial stages of the project, the issues of design for cross-cultural settings looked to
be a dominant element. What did emerge was the value of exploring the problems of
pictorial communication from a cross-cultural and an educational, literacy-based viewpoint.
These challenged and highlighted assumptions about visual literacy that would not have
been explored if viewed from a purely western, developed context. Diagnostic testing
advocates trialling with those most likely to experience difficulty as the best way to
diagnose pathogens with the design. From this point of view, the design of PAIs for people
with low literacy located in a different culture places the PAIs in a very demanding situation
more likely to show where problems occur. So while the project was conducted across
cultures, and the efficacy of the artefact across cultures was a concern of the client, this was
not a focus of the research for this thesis and the cross-cultural, developing country context
was treated more for its outlier status than for its cultural implications.

Recommendations for future research
The research outcomes and methods for this thesis provide the basis for a range of future
research projects.

The pattern language in this thesis is a first best guess and pattern languages are meant to
evolve and improve through the input of other experienced practitioners. Future research
should involve engagement with PAI designers for comments, feedback and development of
the patterns to establish their usefulness (pragmatic validity). The changes should be
tracked to evaluate the efficacy of the process used for this thesis and to see if a pattern
language developed by an individual matches the knowledge of experienced users and is
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useful for their practice. It should also evaluate whether the pattern language is a format
that is accepted and used in practice and, if so, how it is used.

Another interesting approach would be to ask a number of experienced practitioners to
independently develop PAIs for the same assembly task and have these evaluated by
diagnostic testing. This would provide evidence of commonly understood methods and
knowledge held in the profession. Where differences are evident, it would be interesting to
discuss these with practitioners: it is often the case in design for usability that there is a
need to resolve conflict between various forces and different practitioners may offer
different methods of resolution.

It would also be interesting to evaluate different PAIs. Would overall performance be
similar even when different design strategies are used? Would different designs experience
similar problems in use? This would be a similar approach to that used by Lawson (1997)
and Cross (2001) of examining expert designers to explore how design is conducted as well
as revealing deeper knowledge about PAI design. This approach treats artefacts of design as
containing the expert knowledge developed and held by the practitioner.

Products sold for user assembly need to be designed with the assembly process in mind, as
some assembly processes are easy to explain while others are complicated and require skills
and actions that are very difficult to explain. The WorldMade PAIs involved a number of
operations that were inherently difficult to explain resulting in errors. In this case is it the
fault of the instructions or should the design be adjusted? Or rather, is it the case that PAIs
are unable to explain everything and anything and there is a limited set of operations that
can be reliably communicated with PAIs? Products for user assembly have to use assembly
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operations that are explainable using PAIs, so what are these limited processes? It would be
interesting to explore and evaluate assembly methods for their ease of use and
explainability via PAIs. This would be a useful companion to the PAI pattern language and
together they would describe the design and usability possibilities and constraints for user
assembly products. This research could involve examining products from established user
assembly product companies such as IKEA™ and Lego™, as well as the trials of various
assembly techniques in conjunction with the PAIs used to describe them.

The process used in this thesis, of exploring published research, examining existing artifacts,
discussing with experienced designers and exploring through design and trial led to the
expression of knowledge using a pattern language. This method would be useful in a
number of other information design areas where practice is well established but not
researched in depth, or where knowledge has not been collated and communicated. For
example, design professionals such as Industrial Designers need to visually communicate
three-dimensional objects for feedback and approval by clients. There are a number of
heuristics used to inform the design of such communications but these are rarely
articulated, collated or communicated. It would be interesting to take the approach used
for this thesis and explore a range of pictorial communication design scenarios to develop
the methodology, and to evaluate the usefulness and efficacy of pattern languages in these
contexts.

An important principle for the development of the pattern language was that it should not
be technology dependent. In order to evaluate and develop the pattern language it would
be useful to explore its application for the design of Animated Assembly Instructions (AAls).
With the increase in the delivery of content via the Internet to devices such as smart phones
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and tablet computers the days of printed PAIs for developed western consumer may be
numbered. The shift to electronic delivery of assembly instruction changes the visual
experience and also adds the potential to use other features such as motion. While new
technologies lead to change, it would be interesting to explore how much of the pattern
language for static print remains relevant for new media, how it changes and how much
remains constant.

Conclusion
This thesis draws its inspiration and philosophical underpinnings from the definition of
Industrial Design as the humanization of technology, design operating at the interface
between humans and our constructed environment. In 2007 we crossed a threshold
whereby more the fifty percent of humanity lived in cities, marking a point where we now
live in environments that are no longer predominantly natural, but are made up of
technologies constructed by us. We are shaping our technology and it is shaping us.
Designing our environments and systems so they respect, work with and develop with
humans is important to render this made world livable and respectful.

This thesis is part of this endeavour.
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